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1  | A bRONZe bAlusTeR VAse  
WITh MINOgAMe ANd WAVes

Japan, 19th century

the vase of baluster form with the sides rising from a flat base 
to a cylindrical neck with a circular mouth and high rim, cast with 
two minogame to the shoulders and finely incised with waves to 
the lower body, marked to the base.

heiGht 45.1 cm
WeiGht 8.0 kg

condition: excellent condition with minor traces of wear.
Provenance: French private collection.

estimate euR 1,200
starting price eur 600

2  | A bRONZe VAse

signed
Japan, 20th century

An attractively patinated bronze vase.

heiGht 26.8 cm

condition: excellent condition.
Provenance: German private collection.

estimate euR 500
starting price eur 250

6  | A sMAll seNTOKu Vessel WITh 
sIlVeR ANd cOPPeR INlAys

signed
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the vessel of cylindrical form with four feet and a 
slightly everted rim, decorated with houses, boats 
on a lake, a bridge, and trees with gilt, silver, and 
copper inlays. Marked underneath.

heiGht 5.9 cm

condition: excellent condition with minor traces of 
wear, few small nicks here and there.
Provenance: German private collection.

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

8  | TWO IMPRessIVe gIlT  
MeTAl PlATes WITh beNTeN  
ANd dRAgON

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

each made of brass, gilt and silvered, and 
depicting an impressive image of the lucky 
goddess Benten on top of a dragon.

DiAMeter each 24.3 cm

condition: Good condition with associated wear 
including small losses, surface scratches, small 
nicks to the edges.
Provenance: croatian private collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

4  | KuROdA: A sMAll seNTOKu  
bRONZe VAse WITh ROOsTeR

By the Kuroda company, signed Kyoto Kuroda saku
Japan, Kyoto, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the gourd-shaped sentoku vase inlaid in shibuichi, gold and 
copper with a long-tailed rooser, also known as onagadori. 
Signed underneath Kyoto KURODA saku (made).

heiGht 15 cm

condition: Good condition with associated surface wear.
Provenance: Private collection, rhineland, Germany.

estimate euR 500
starting price eur 250

3  | AN INscRIbed bRONZe suITeKI  
(WATeR dROPPeR)

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

shaped as a temple bell, the domed section removable, and with 
a fine, unctuous patina. With a circumferential inscription.

heiGht 9.5 cm

condition: excellent condition with associated surface wear. Fine 
patina.
Provenance: German private collection.

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

7  | NOgAWA: A RARe bRONZe  
‘dRAgON’ bOWl

By the Nogawa Company, with company mark.
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the bowl of compressed globular form, applied 
on the exterior with a large, sinuously coiled 
dragon and with an openwork base in the form of 
crashing waves. nogawa company mark to base.

DiAMeter 25 cm, heiGht 13.4 cm

condition: excellent condition with minor traces 
of wear, few small nicks here and there.
Provenance: German private collection.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

5  | A bRONZe PlAceMeNT cARd hOldeR

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

in the shape of a fan and finely worked to depict leafy flowers and a bird.

heiGht 9 cm

condition: condition: Good contition, minor surface wear.
Provenance: collection holzapfel, switzerland.

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150
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9  | A buddhIsT bRONZe gONg  
ON A lAcQueRed WOOd sTANd

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

the bronze gong with a red-lacquered wood stand and striker.

heiGht with stand 61 cm, heiGht gong only 29.8 cm
WeiGht gong 4.9 kg

condition: the bronze in excellent condition with associated 
surface wear and a fine patina.
Provenance: German private collection.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

10  | A PATINATed bRONZe OKIMONO OF shOKI

Japan, 19th century

A heavily cast bronze okimono of shoki - the demon queller, 
with nice flowing beard and robe, together with a separately cast 
sword attached.

heiGht 29 cm

condition: Good condition with traces of wear and rubbing to 
lacquer.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

11  | AN ARTIculATed  
bRONZe OKIMONO  
OF A scORPION

Japan, Meiji period  
(1868-1912)

Depicting a naturalistically crafted 
scorpion, the tail and pincers are movable.

Maximum LenGth 11 cm

condition: Good condition with associated 
surface wear. some parts possibly re-
attached, as is usual for a piece like this.
Provenance: collection holzapfel, 
switzerland.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

12  | ANdO KATsuAKI:  
A suPeRb KOMAI sTyle IRON, 
sIlVeR ANd gOld dIsh

By Ando Katsuaki, signed Nihon koku Kyoto ju Ando sei
Japan, Kyoto, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the lobed dish with a gilt rim is decorated with various 
differently shaped reserves showing famous scenic 
views in and around Kyoto and Lake Biwa. The details 
are worked in nunome-zogan with rich gold and 
silver, as well as inlaid silver dew droplets. outside 
the circular reserve are minutely worked geometrical 
motifs in silver amongst clouds. the rim is decorated 
with leafy grape vines, the grapes inlaid with silver dew 
droplets. the backside with a circular foot rim and 
central gold signature inside a gold reserve – nihon 
koku Kyoto ju AnDo sei [Made by Ando, resident of 
Kyoto, Japan].

DiAMeter 30 cm
WeiGht 1,394 g

condition: very good condition with minimal wear to 
details, some small nicks and rust build-up to the back.
Provenance: British collection.

Auction comparison:
A related Komai style dish was recently sold in these 
rooms, Fine Japanese Art, 29 november 2019, vienna, 
lot 16 (sold for 11,376 euR).

estimate euR 6,000
starting price eur 3,000

13  | seIyA: AN uNusuAl ANd RARe 
PARcel-gIlT sIlVeRed bRONZe 
OKIMONO OF A cOcKeRel

By Genryusai Seiya, signed Seiya saku
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

naturalistically cast and looking forwards with silver-
rimmed eyes, the details of plumage carefully rendered 
in kebori with legs and beak plated in gilt, the head 
in red-patinated bronze and the long tail highlighted 
with shibuichi, standing on an original hardwood base 
signed beneath the tail in a rectangular cartouche 
SEIYA saku (made by).

Genryusai seiya was a master craftsman in charge of 
a workshop specializing in export wares of the highest 
quality. Production included human genre figures, 
vases and exotic bronze models of animals probably 
influenced by the opening of tokyo Zoological Gardens 
in 1882. the present piece is quite unusual as seiya 
usually worked in black patinated bronze and only very 
rarely with silver.

heiGht 23.2 cm
WeiGht without base 2.6 kg

condition: excellent condition with only few minor 
traces of wear.
Provenance: British collection.

Auction comparison:
compare with a near-identical okimono sold by 
Bonhams, Meiji Modern Design, 11 June 2013, London, 
lot 476 (sold for 15,535 gbP).

estimate euR 6,000
starting price eur 3,000
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20  | A PAIR OF lARge  
clOIsONNÉ VAses

Japan, c. 1900

each vase baluster-shaped and 
decorated with silver and copper wire 
and colored enamels, the rims and 
sides depicting scrolling vines and floral 
motifs, the two reserves with samurai 
and mountain scenes.

heiGht 46 cm

condition: Fine condition with extensive 
wear, small losses, hairlines, and few 
scratches throughout. one of the vases 
with a damaged area.

Provenance: european private 
collection.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

17  | A clOIsONNÉ  
bOTTle VAse

Japan, c. 1900

the vase with a compressed globular 
body rising from a slightly splayed foot 
to a long cylindrical neck and trumpet-
shaped mouth, decorated with a variety 
of floral and geometric designs along 
with mythical beings, Buddhist symbols, 
lappet borders, and scrolling vines.

heiGht 37.2 cm

condition: excellent condition with 
minor traces of wear and expected 
minor fritting.
Provenance: German private collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

16  | A FINe clOIsONNÉ eNAMel VAse IN  
The MANNeR OF hAyAshI KOdeNJI

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the faceted vase shows a midnight blue ground and is decorated 
with silver wire and colored enamels to depict a tranquil scene of 
two sparrows perched on a branch beneath hanging wisteria and 
above a dense composition of flowers including morning glory, 
peonies and iris blossoms. Another sparrow is depicted in flight 
next to the wisteria. the mouth and base with a silver-applied 
rim.

heiGht 25 cm

condition: small imperfections and faults, minor fritting, minor 
surface scratches and minor surface wear. one larger area 
where the enamel has been damaged and sealed above the third 
sparrow in flight. Generally, in good condition.
Provenance: Austrian private collection acquired at the local 
viennese art market.

estimate euR 500
starting price eur 250

15  | A yAsuyuKI sTyle  
clOIsONNÉ VAse

Japan, early Meiji period (1868-1912)

the vase with an appealing amphora shape and original bronze 
mountings. the central part is finely enameled with swallows and 
wisteria above a bright blue ground. the midnight blue, almost 
black neck with its various butterflies is highly reminiscent of 
some early works by the famous namikawa yasuyuki. the base 
shows spuming waves and water birds.

heiGht 25 cm
WeiGht 575.9 grams

condition: the lip slightly warped and with very small, associated 
losses. very few small, hardly visible hairlines here and there. 
overall good, well-presentable, condition.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

19  | TWO clOsONNÉ  
VAses

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

one cloisonné vase depicting a lady 
holding a flower in her hand, the other 
a crane.

heiGht 12 cm each

condition: overall in good condition, the 
vase with the lady with chipping and a 
few cracks.
Provenance: From the collection of 
Alexander Popov in novi sad, Kingdom 
of serbia, acquired between 1900-1920.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

14  | A RARe ANd ReTIculATed sIlVeR  
clOIsONNÉ “VAse WIThIN A VAse” 
ATTRIbuTed TO hIRATsuKA MOheI

Attributed to Hiratsuka Mohei (born 1836), unsigned
Japan, late 19th century, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the silver vase with an elongated ovoid body, a short neck with a 
slightly everted lip, and a flat circular foot. the neck and shoulder 
decorated with a leafy collar containing enameled floral patterns 
in relief. the body with a finely textured ground hammered by 
hand and decorated with nine irregularly placed circular enameled 
reliefs showing bright and colorful flowers, plants, and butterflies. 
Four of these reserves are further reticulated and reveal the true 
showstopper of this piece: a second, plain silver vase is hidden 
inside! With an associated wood tomobako (storage box).

heiGht 13.5 cm
WeiGht 136.8 g

condition: overall superb condition, the vase minimally tilted, traces 
of use mostly to base, few microscopic nicks, minor losses. the 
larger openly worked area of one of the reserves seems intentional, 
giving a clear look at the second vase within.
Provenance: czech private collection, acquired at the local art 
market in Kyoto.

Auction comparison:
For a silver and filigree incense burner by hiratsuka Mohei, see 
Bonhams, Fine Japanese and Korean Art, 12 September 2018, New 
York, lot 1214 (sold for 23,750 usd).

estimate euR 2,000
starting price eur 1,000

18  | A clOIsONNe  
eNAMel VAse  
WITh buTTeRFlIes

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the vase with a fine dark-red ground 
and worked in polychrome enamels 
depicting fine images of butterflies. the 
underside gilt.

heiGht 18.5 cm

condition: Good, undamaged condition 
with associated surface wear.
Provenance: swiss private collection.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300
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24  | yAsuchIKA: A shIbuIchI  
KOZuKA WITh FIVe hORses

By Yasuchika, signed Yasuchika
Japan, 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

Finely engraved in the front in kebori and katakiribori depicting 
five horses (uma) in various attitudes. Signed to reverse 
yAsuchiKA.

27  | A FINe gIlT shIbuIchI KOZuKA  
WITh PleAsuRe bOAT

unsigned
Japan, 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

the heavily cast shibuichi kozuka shows fine gilding in the back and 
on the sides, forming a frame on the front depicting a pleasure boat, 
with fine takazogan of gold, silver and shakudo.

LenGth 9.6 cm

condition: Good condition with associated wear to gilding and some 
general surface wear.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 500
starting price eur 250

22  | TONKOdu 
hIdeKuNI: A 
RARe shAKudO 
KOZuKA WITh 
heRON ANd 
lOTus

By Tenkodo Hidekuni, signed 
tenkodo hidekuni saku, 
ichiyusai kan
Japan, 19th century, edo 
period (1615-1868)

of fine deep black shakudo 
and decorated in the front 
with a heron and lotus – the 
details gilt and with some 
silver inlay. signed to the 
reverse tenKoDo hiDeKuni 
saku (made by), Ichiyusai Kan 
(supervised by Ichiyusai).

LenGth 9.7 cm

condition: Good condition, 
minor surface wear and wear 
to gilding.
Provenance: British 
collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

25  | yAMAshITA 
KARyu: A 
FINe sIlVeR 
KOZuKA WITh 
gAMA seNNIN, 
WITh NbThK 
ceRTIFIcATe

By Yamashita Karyu (also 
known as Bokusen), signed 
Karyu with kakihan
Japan, Kyoto, 18th century, edo 
period (1615-1868)

A very fine silver kozuka 
engraved in katakiri and 
kebori depicting Gama sennin 
treading in water, one foot 
raised, a toad seated on his 
head, all set below a pine tree. 
the reverse with “cat-scratch’ 
yasuri ground and signature 
KAryu and kakihan.

LenGth 10.5 cm

condition: excellent condition, 
with minor expected surface 
wear.
Provenance: czech private 
collection.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

21  | yAsuchIKA:  
A RARe INlAId 
cOPPeR 
KOZuKA WITh 
FudO MyO-O

signed yasuchika
Japan, 19th century, edo 
period (1615-1868)

the copper kozuka carved 
in the front with an image 
of the wisdom king Fudo 
Myo-o (Acala) underneath 
a waterfall, shown with a 
flaming aureole and holding 
a straight e-ken sword and 
kensaku rope, used to bind 
and catch demons and 
evildoers, thus upholding the 
Buddhist law. The details are 
silvered and gilt. signed to 
the reverse yAsuchiKA.

LenGth 9.7 cm

condition: Good condition, 
minor associated wear, 
particularly to the silvered 
and gilt details.
Provenance: British 
collection.

estimate euR 500
starting price eur 250

23  | A shIbuIchI KOZuKA  
WITh INlAId dRAgONFlIes

unsigned
Japan, 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

the front finely inlaid in takazogan with gold and copper 
depicting dragonflies in various attitudes.

LenGth 9.7 cm

condition: Good condition, minor expected surface wear and green 
verdigris.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

LenGth 9.7 cm

condition: Good condition, minor wear including dents and surface 
scratches.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

26  | TWO gOld ANd shAKudO  
KOZuKA WITh dRAgONs

Japan, 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

the first of copper with a gilt rim and shakudo-nanako in the front, 
depicting a gold dragon amongst billowing clouds. the second of 
shakudo with a gold dragon amongst clouds.

LenGth 9.6 – 9.8 cm

condition: excellent condition with minor expected surface wear.
Provenance: British private collection.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400
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30  | gOTO 
MITsuyOshI: A 
sIlVeR KOZuKA

signed Goto Mitsuyoshi with 
kakihan
Japan, 19th century, edo period 
(1615-1868)

of silver, depicting an 
architectural element (most 
likely Buddhist), the signature 
neatly incised: Goto 
Mitsuyoshi and kakihan.

LenGth 9.7 cm

condition: Good condition with 
minimal surface wear and tiny 
nicks to the edges.
Provenance: British private 
collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

29  | TWO yOKOyA 
schOOl sIlVeR 
KOZuKA ANd ONe 
seNTOKu KOZuKA

the silver kozuka both signed 
Furukawa Jochin with a kakihan
Japan, 18th to 19th century, edo 
period (1615-1868),

the kozuka of shibuichi, both 
with fine kebori and katakiri, 
one depicting a heron on a 
rocky outpost above a river and 
under a willow, the other with a 
joyously smiling sarumawashi. 
Both signed FURUKAWA JOCHIN 
with a kakihan on the reverse. 
With an inlaid sentoku kozuka 
depicting a leafy grapevine.

LenGth 9.7 cm each

condition: excellent condition 
with minor surface wear.
Provenance: ex collection helen 
and Jack Mang.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

28  | sOMIN: TWO FINe 
yOKOyA schOOl 
shIbuIchI 
KOZuKA

By Somin, signed Somin and 
kakihan
Japan, 18th century, edo period 
(1615-1868)

the first finely engraved in 
kebori and katakiribori with an 
image of shoki and oni in the 
front. signed to the reverse 
soMin and kakihan. the second 
finely engraved in kebori and 
katakiribori with an image of 
the lucky god hotei with a child 
on his shoulders, both looking 
up and pointing at the crescent 
moon. signed to the reverse 
within a section of gilt nekogaki- 
soMin and kakihan.

LenGth 9.6 & 9.8 cm

condition: Good condition, 
minor discoloration and wear.
Provenance: British collection, 
purchased from sotheby’s, 
Japanese Works of Art, Prints 
& Paintings, 9 november 
2006, London, lot 947 (part lot, 
purchased for 2.160 GBP).

estimate euR 700
starting price eur 350

33  | A sIlVeRed IRON TsubA  
OF hOTeI

Japan, 18th to 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

the tsuba of maru-gata shape with two hitsu and depicting 
the lucky god hotei holding a silver staff and his bag which is 
cleverly formed by the shape of the tsuba.

siZe 8.4 x 8.2 cm

condition: excellent condition.
Provenance: hungarian private collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

32  | sOJu: A yOKOyA schOOl  
TsubA WITh hOTeI ANd KARAKO

By Soju, signed Soju saku
Japan, 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

of maru-gata shape, made from shibuichi and depicting hotei 
with a karako on his shouder pointing upwards, worked in fine 
katakiri and kebori, a bundle of scrolls below them. signed soju 
saku (made), a pupil of Somin from the Yokoya school.

heiGht 6.5 cm

condition: the surface is worn, particularly to the back.
Provenance: German private collection, purchased at Lempertz, 1 
January 2000, lot 1292.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

34  | AN IRON TsubA WITh seAshells

Japan, 18th century, edo period 
(1615-1868)

An iron tsuba of maru-gata shape with two hitsu, decorated 
in high relief with clams and seashells on both sides, details 
accentuated in gold nunome-zogan. the marine image is 
further evoked by sand and water executed with finely engraved 
markings.

siZe 6.4 x 5.8 cm

condition: Good condition with age-related surface wear and 
oxidation.
Provenance: hungarian private collection.

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

31  | A gOld ANd sIlVeR-INlAId shAKudO 
TsubA WITh OX ANd bOKudO

Japan, 19th century, edo period 
(1615-1868)

Of tate-maru-gata (oval) form with one hitsu and a gilt rim, 
worked in takazogan with a young boy playing a flute while riding 
an ox, its legs conveying lively movement, under a willow, all on 
a shakudo nanako ground. A basket and a sickle are lying on the 
ground to the side and flowers are growing from the ground. 
the reverse shows a silver-inlaid and finely incised stream with 
flowers under a willow, the branches and leaves inlaid in gold.

siZe 6.8 x 6.3 cm

condition: very condition with minor surface wear as well as 
small dents and minor nicks.
Provenance: French private collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200
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36  | A shIbuIchI TsubA WITh  
buTTeRFlIes ANd bAsKeT

Japan, 19th century, edo period 
(1615-1868)

A shibuichi tsuba of maru-gata shape with one hitsu. one 
side decorated with three silver-gilt inlaid butterflies hovering 
an opened basket from which they have escaped. the other 
side with a single silver butterfly. the surface shows good 
polishing.

siZe 7 x 6.5 cm

condition: some surface scratches and dents.
Provenance: hungarian private collection.

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

35  | MOTONObu: A shIbuIchI  
TsubA WITh hOTeI

signed Motonobu hitsu
Japan, 19th century, edo period 
(1615-1868)

of mokko-gata shape with one hitsu, inlaid in the front in copper 
and gold to depict hotei keeping his treasure bag dry while 
treading through water, the water in the front and back are 
executed in fine kebori. Signed to the reverse MOTONOBU hitsu 
(after Kano Motonobu).

siZe 7 x 6.1 cm

condition: very good condition with only minimal surface wear.
Provenance: ex collection Jury Kolodotschko, Munich, acquired at 
nagel auction in stuttgart on 20 May 2000.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

40  | AN INlAId seNTOKu TsubA  
WITh A MONKey ANd buTTeRFly

Japan, 19th century, edo period 
(1615-1868)

Of tate-maru-gata (oval) form with one hitsu, inlaid with details in 
gold and copper depicting a monkey sitting under a pine tree and 
looking up towards a butterfly on the obverse and a small stream 
with tree branches on the reverse.

siZe 6.5 x 5.7 cm

condition: excellent condition with minor surface wear.
Provenance: French private collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

39  | yANAgAWA NAOMITsu:  
A FINe gOld-INlAId shIbuIchI  
hAMIdAshI-TsubA WITh  
FlyINg cRANes

By Yanagawa Naomitsu, signed Yanagawa Naomitsu with kakihan
Japan, 19th century, edo period 
(1615-1868)

Of tate-maru-gata (oval) form with one hitsu with an open section 
as is typical for hamidashi-tsuba (hand guard for a dagger). 
Worked in takazogan with gold details depicting two cranes 
flying in the sky over a river, merely indicated by a few finely 
incised lines, with bamboo and craggy rockwork, the reverse also 
showing a river with bamboo.

siZe 5.4 x 4.7 cm

condition: excellent condition with minor surface wear.
Provenance: French private collection.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 30038  | A FINe gOld-INlAId shAKudO  

TsubA WITh cOcKeRels

Japan, 19th century, edo period 
(1615-1868)

Of aoi-gata (hollyhock shape) form with one plugged hitsu, the 
shakudo plate with a finely grained texture, worked in takazogan 
with gold details depicting two roosters amid bamboo, with a 
diamond-patterned screen on one side indicating they are in an 
enclosed space, likely a chicken pen. the reverse shows a small 
stream with a bush and bamboo.

siZe 5.5 x 5.0 cm

condition: excellent condition with minor surface wear.
Provenance: French private collection.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

41  | AN INlAId IRON TsubA  
WITh FlyINg geese

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

the mokko-gata tsuba with two hitsu, one of them plugged, is 
finely decorated with inlaid shakudo and gilt goose flying above 
waves. signed.

DiAMeter 7 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear.
Provenance: hungarian private collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

42  | TOshITsugu: A gIlT-INlAId  
shIbuIchI TsubA WITh A cRAb

signed toshitsugu with kakihan
Japan, 19th century, edo period 
(1615-1868)

Of mokko gata (lobed shape) form with two hitsu, worked in 
takazogan and shishiabori (sunken relief) depicting a river with a 
crab, craggy rockwork, and water reeds, the reverse also showing 
a river with reeds and rocks. the crab’s shell, the reeds, and 
some pebbles are gilt. signed toshitsuGu with kakihan.

siZe 8.0 x 7.4 cm

condition: Good condition with minor surface wear.
Provenance: French private collection, old collector number to 
the reverse.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

37  | AN IRON TsubA dePIcTINg  
shOKI ANd ONI

Japan, 18th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

An iron tsuba of hokkei-gata shape with one hitsu, carved in 
shishiaibori (sunken relief) to depict Shoki on one side, and an 
elusive oni on the other, next to an iron club. the details are 
inlaid in copper, silver, and gold.

siZe 7.4 x 6.8 cm

condition: very good condition with age-related surface wear, 
partially depatinated.
Provenance: French private collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200
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44  | FOuR IRON TsubA

Japan, 18th-19th century, edo period 
(1615-1868)

three of maru-gata shape and one of lobed 
shape with openwork design. Depicting 
geometrical patterns, a landscape and an oni 
stealing a Buddhist reliquary.

heiGht 6.5 – 8 cm

condition: All in good condition with age-
appropriate surface wear.
Provenance: French private collection.

estimate euR 500
starting price eur 250

47  | AN IRON suKAshI TsubA

Japan, early Edo period (1615-1868)

A large iron sukashi tsuba of marugata shape with two hitsu, 
carved in openwork with a maple leaf, the leaf embellished with 
engraved veins and inlaid gilt-copper dew drops. With a wood 
tomobako (storage box).

siZe 8.3 x 8.3 cm

condition: Good condition with age-related surface wear and 
oxidation. one inlaid dew drop lost.
Provenance: hungarian private collection.

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

46  | AN IRON TsubA WITh MONKeys

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

of maru-gata shape with two hitsu, carved in openwork to depict 
several monkeys and a peach branch. signed.

DiAMeter 6.5 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear and 
rubbing.
Provenance: hungarian private collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

45  | FOuR IRON TsubA

Japan, 18th-19th century, edo period 
(1615-1868)

each made of iron and of maru-gata shape. 
the first depicting a group of edamame 
beans, partially open-worked. the second 
depicting a horse and groom, also partially 
open-worked. the third depicting a 
mountainous landscape on both sides, and 
the last depicting a blossoming plum tree in 
fine takabori.

heiGht 7.1 – 7.3 cm

condition: the edamame tsuba with a 
section at the top lost. otherwise all in good 
condition with expected surface wear.
Provenance: French private collection.

estimate euR 500
starting price eur 250

43  | FOuR TsubA dePIcTINg  
dRAgONs

Japan, 18th-19th century, edo period 
(1615-1868)

the first of oval shape, made from shakudo 
and incised with a fine image of a dragon 
within clouds, the details gilt. the other three 
of marugata shape, made from iron and 
depicting dragons.

heiGht 6.1 – 7.5 cm

condition: All in good condition with age-
appropriate surface wear.
Provenance: French private collection.

estimate euR 500
starting price eur 250

49  | ThRee MIXed MeTAl MINIATuRe ObJecTs

Japan, 19th century, edo period 
(1615-1868)

comprising one patinated shibuichi pin of a warrior on 
horseback, one copper pin of Kintaro wrestling with a carp and 
one shakudo kashira finely decorated with birds in flight. All three 
with gilt details.

Pins LenGth 2.9 and 5 cm, Kashira LenGth 3.9 cm

condition: overall good condition with expected wear. one pin 
missing the back needle.
Provenance: czech private collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

48  | ThRee PAIRs OF MeNuKI ANd A KAshIRA

Japan, 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

the first an attractive set comprising a pair of patinated shakudo 
menuki and a kashira, all finely decorated with images of 
minogame, the kashira with a nanako ground. the other two 
pairs depicting crabs, both with a wood tomobako (storage box). 
the pair depicting two crabs next to each other of shakudo with 
gold details.

Menuki LenGth 3.3 – 4.1 cm, kashira LenGth 3.9 cm

condition: Good condition, with minor expected surface wear.
Provenance: hungarian private collection.

estimate euR 700
starting price eur 350
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50  | A suPeRb sue bIZeN KATANA  
IN shIRAsAyA WITh NbThK ceRTIFIcATe, 
MuROMAchI PeRIOd

Japan, late Muromachi period (1336-1572)

of classic form with shinogi-zukuri and iori mune, elegantly 
curved and very finely incised with horimono on both sides, 
showing a sword with a straight blade and a kongo (vajra) handle 
as well as flaming elements on one side and a symmetrically 
looped rope with a blade-like tip – this Buddhist motif is known 
as kensaku – on the other. the hamon shows distinctive gunome 
with choji, the hada with mokume. The nakago (tang) with two 
mekugi-ana and no yasurime, the tip is kirijiri.

Accompanied by a Hozon (worthy of preservation) certificate 
from the NBTHK attesting to the sword’s quality and authenticity 
and attributing this sword to the Sue Bizen school.

nAGAsA 68.2 cm, blade LenGth 88.2 cm, total LenGth 100 cm

condition: the blade is in excellent condition with very minor 
surface wear.
Provenance: hungarian private collection.

estimate euR 12,000
starting price eur 6,000

51  | A WAKIZAshI IN KOshIRAe

Japan, 17th-18th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

the blade:
shinogi-zukuri with bohi and iori mune, the hamon with gunome 
and with a slight tendency toward sanbon-sugi. The nakago (tang) 
with one mekugi-ana, the yasurime is kiri, the tip is kiri as well.

the mounting:
The slightly oval iron tsuba with hitsu shows the Chinese poet Li Bai, 
known as rihaku in Japan, sitting on a rocky outcrop and marveling 
at a waterfall, which is merely hinted at with incised and inlaid lines. 

the fuchi and kashira each show a scaled dragon amid clouds, in 
part with gold nunome. the menuki also with some gold nunome 
showing floral compositions. the black-colored lacing is powerful. 
the saya with deep black roironuri.

nAGAsA 52.5 cm, blade LenGth 66.6 cm, total LenGth 72 cm

condition: the blade is in excellent condition with minor surface 
wear, the mounting is in very good condition with traces of wear, 
the kozuka is missing.
Provenance: hungarian private collection.

estimate euR 1,500
starting price eur 750

52  | A WAKIZAshI IN KOshIRAe

Japan, 17th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

the blade:
the slender, finely curved blade with shinogi-zukuri and iori mune, 
the hamon is suguha with subtle waves as well as nioi. the nakago 
(tang) with one mekugi-ana, the yasurime is o-sujikai, the tip is 
kengyo.

the mounting:
the small iron mokkogata tsuba with one hitsu and shakudo-
inlaid floral decorations, partly accentuated with gold nunome, 

the same decorations only subtly indicated on the other side. 
the handle is cased in copper and shakudo with the center made 
from silver with fluted buttons with gold nunome. the saya with 
red lacquer, the kozuka with an o-sujikai yasurime with gold 
nunome.

nAGAsA 48.4 cm, blade LenGth 62 cm, total LenGth 67 cm

condition: the blade is in good condition with age-related wear, the 
kogatana (kozuka blade) has been replaced.
Provenance: hungarian private collection.

estimate euR 1,500
starting price eur 750
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54  | sAdAyuKI:  
A RARe WAKIZAshI IN KOshIRAe

By Sadayuki, signed Taira Sadayuki
Japan, 15th century, Muromachi period (1336-1573)

the blade:
shinogi-zukuri with iori mune, the hamon showing a very expressive 
juka-choji with much nie and nioi on one side and an unusually 
dynamic sanbon-sugi along with suguha and waves on the other. 
The nakago (tang) with two mekugi-ana, the tip is kurijiri. Signed 
taira sADAyuKi. the name taira refers to a large clan in the 12th 
century and occurs rarely.

the mounting:
the slightly oval tsuba with one hitsu, showing chokaro sennin 
with his horse. the fuchi and openworked kashira are of iron with 
shakudo inlay showing a trained monkey with eboshi, the bronze 
menuki are of floral form. the saya is lacquered in black. the iron 
fittings such as the kurigata and semegane with finely gilt decorative 
inlays.

nAGAsA 53.4 cm, blade LenGth 67.4 cm, total LenGth 77 cm

condition: the blade and mounting are in very good condition with 
minor traces of surface wear and faults. the kozuka is missing.
Provenance: hungarian private collection.

estimate euR 1,600
starting price eur 800

56  | A KATANA IN KOshIRAe

Japan, 17th-18th century Edo period (1615-1868)

the blade:
the slender blade with slightly flat shinogi-zukuri and iori mune. 
The hamon is mostly suguha, while the hada is itame. Both 
sides of the blade show very well-executed horimono, as well as 
parallel futasujihi on one side and a continuously broad bohi on 
the other. The nakago (tang) with three mekugi-ana, no yasurime, 
the tip is kirijiri.

the mounting:
the circular openworked iron tsuba with ryohitsu has a sentoku 

57  | KuNIhIsA:  
A KO-WAKIZAshI IN KOshIRAe

By Kunihisa, signed Kunihisa
Japan, probably 16th century, late Muromachi period (1336-1573)

the blade:
shinogi-zukuri and iori mune, the hamon with an animated toran-
ba. The nakago (tang) with one mekugi-ana, no yasurime, the tip 
is kurijiri. The mei (signature) shows two abbreviated characters 
KunihisA. Master swordsmiths with this name have lived in a wide 
array of different places, most of them before the edo period.

the mounting:
the oval iron tsuba with ryohitsu and silver-inlaid decorations and a 
geometric pattern around the rim. one side shows two confronting 

rim and decorations in sentoku as well, with a five-lobed foliate 
motif. the fuchi and kashira are gilt and show a floral relief. the 
menuki each with three circular aoi-mon, the emblem of the 
tokugawa clan. the saya in deep black, high luster roiro-nuri with 
red elongated spots that appear like clouds.

nAGAsA 66.8 cm, blade LenGth 83.2 cm, total LenGth 103.7 cm

condition: the blade is in good condition with very minor surface 
wear and blemishes. the saya shows small age-related damages 
but is generally in good condition.
Provenance: hungarian private collection.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

dragons, one with gold nunome. the bronze fuchi and kashira 
with partly bold gilt, the fuchi showing dynamic wave swells, the 
kashira showing a dense composition with a gilt male and female 
deer under a pine tree. the menuki show Daruma, his naked belly 
and bald head gilt. the saya with deep black high-luster roironuri. 
the kozuka with a wave design in relief, signed omori eishu to 
the reverse. the slender iron blade with file-mark pattern and 
inscription.

nAGAsA 32.3 cm, blade LenGth 45 cm, total LenGth 50 cm

condition: the blade and mounting are in excellent condition with 
minor surface wear.
Provenance: hungarian private collection.

estimate euR 1,500
starting price eur 750

58  | A WAKIZAshI IN ATTRAcTIVe KOshIRAe

Japan, 20th century

the sword with matching silvered metal fittings depicting samurai 
scenes.

LenGth 66.5 cm

condition: very good condition with minor traces of wear.
Provenance: Belgian private collection.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

55  | hIROTAKA:  
A WAKIZAshI IN shIRAsAyA

By Hoki Hirotaka, signed Hoki no kami fujiwara Hirotaka
Japan, mid-17th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

the blade with shinogi-zukuri and iori mune, the hamon with 
irregular gunome and with nioi. the hada is masame. the nakago 
(tang) with two mekugi-ana, the yasurime is sujikai, the tip is 
iri-yamagata. One side shows the inscription Echizen ju (‘lives in 
echizen’) and the other shows the signature hoki no kami fujiwara 

hirotAKA, with the hirotaka of this name remarkably written with 
completely different characters than one would usually expect. this 
swordsmith worked during the mid-17th century.

nAGAsA 53.5 cm, blade LenGth 67.6 cm, total LenGth 76 cm

condition: the blade is in excellent condition with very minor 
surface wear.
Provenance: hungarian private collection.

estimate euR 1,200
starting price eur 600

53  | A WAKIZAshI IN KOshIRAe

Japan, 17th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

the blade:
the slender, finely curved blade with shinogi-zukuri and iori mune, 
the hamon is suguha with subtle waves as well as nioi. the nakago 
(tang) with one mekugi-ana, the yasurime is o-sujikai, the tip is 
kengyo.

the mounting:
the small iron mokko-gata tsuba with one hitsu and shakudo-inlaid 
floral decorations, partly accentuated with gold nunome, the same 

decorations only subtly indicated on the other side. the handle is 
cased in copper and shakudo with the center made from silver with 
fluted buttons with gold nunome. the saya with red lacquer, the 
kozuka with an o-sujikai yasurime with gold nunome.

nAGAsA 48.4 cm, blade LenGth 62 cm, total LenGth 67 cm

condition: the blade is in good condition with age-related wear, 
the saya with some crackling and general wear to lacquer and the 
kogatana (kozuka blade) has been replaced.
Provenance: hungarian private collection.

estimate euR 1,400
starting price eur 700
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62  | A PReseNTATIONAl 
lAcQueRed WOOd 
KAbuTO ANd MeNPO

Japan, probably Meiji period 
(1868-1912)

A seido-nuri (imitating bronze) 
lacquered wood kabuto (helmet) with 
five-tiered shikoro and gilt-lacquered 
wood shishi maedate (forecrest), 
the Fukigaeshi shows the mukai cho 
crest symbol. the lacquered iron 
menpo (face mask) with three-lame 
yodarekake.

heiGht 20 and 27 cm

condition: Worn condition, crackling 
and losses to the lacquer. Generally, 
well preserved.
Provenance: hungarian private 
collection.

estimate euR 2,500
starting price eur 1,250

60  | AN eXTReMely RARe 
MyOchIN-schOOl 
IRON sOMeN

Japan, mid-Edo period (1615-1868)

Forged in sections with a removable 
nose plate and expressively designed 
with deeply embossed furrowed 
eyebrows and deep wrinkles on the 
cheeks terminating in stylized “ear-
shaped” flourishes at the corners of 
the mouth, the interior lacquered red.

With an associated metal stand.

heiGht incl. stand 35 cm, mask 
heiGht 26 cm
WEIGHT (incl. stand) 1,208 g, WEIGHT 
(somen only) 668 g

condition: very good condition with 
only little rust and normal surface 
wear, fine patina.
Provenance: czech private collection.

Auction comparison:
compare with a related somen, with 
an attached yodarekake, sold by 
Bonhams, Fine Japanese and Korean 
Art including Property from the 
collection of Drs edmund and Julie 
Lewis, 22 July 2020, new york, lot 
1111 (sold for 17,575 usd).

estimate euR 4,000
starting price eur 2,000

61  | AN IRON KAbuTO  
ANd MeNPO

Japan, late Muromachi (1333-1573) to 
early Edo period (1615-1868)

A thirty -plate iron sujibachi kabuto 
(ridged helmet) with three-tiered 
lacquered shikoro, lacquered 
fukigaeshi and real gourd with 
horsehair as maedate. the lacquered 
iron menpo (face mask) with a white 
moustache made from horsehair and 
three-lame yodarekake.

heiGhts 16.5 and 24 cm

condition: Worn condition, crackling 
and losses to the lacquer. Generally, 
very well preserved.
Provenance: hungarian private 
collection.

estimate euR 3,000
starting price eur 1,500

59  | A KATANA IN shIRAsAyA

Japan, 18th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

the slender blade with shinogizukuri and iori mune. the hamon 
with kawazuko-choji, the hada is itame. The nakago (tang) with 
one mekugi-ana, the yasurimee is sujikai, the tip is kurijiri. the 
inscription refers, quite unusually, not to the maker but the 
owner and reads Kakefuda yoshihAru tai kore. the tai could 
also be read as obi (belt), the inscription would then translate as 

“yoshiharu wears this in his belt”. the silver habaki with nekogaki 
and hallmarks is very finely executed.

nAGAsA 64 cm, blade LenGth 81.5 cm, total LenGth 89.8 cm

condition: the blade is in excellent condition with very minor 
surface wear.
Provenance: hungarian private collection.

estimate euR 2,000
starting price eur 1,000
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63  | AN IRON KAbuTO 
(helMeT)

Japan, late Muromachi (1333-1573) to 
early Edo period (1615-1868)

A thirty-two-plate iron sujibachi 
kabuto (ridged helmet) with four-
tiered lacquered shikoro and leather 
mae-zashi, the gilt-lacquered wood 
maedate (forecrest) shows the tsuru 
no maru crest symbol.

heiGht 20 cm

condition: Worn condition, crackling 
and losses to the lacquer. Generally, 
very well preserved.
Provenance: hungarian private 
collection.

estimate euR 6,000
starting price eur 3,000

65  | A lAcQueRed bOdy ARMOR (dO)

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

of relatively small size, likely fitted for a child. of lacquered wood 
and leather, the front with a mon and the back with an inscription 
reading: 士劔流、宗家、辻野紫龍 [tsujino shiryu, the head of the 
shiken school swordsmanship].

heiGht c. 25 cm

condition: Good condition with some wear to lacquer and some 
surface scratches.
Provenance: hungarian private collection.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

64  | AN IRON KAbuTO 
(helMeT)

Japan, late Muromachi (1333-1573) to 
early Edo period (1615-1868)

A black lacquered twenty-four-plate 
iron sujibachi kabuto (ridged helmet) 
with four-tiered shikoro, the large gilt-
lacquered wood maedate (forecrest) 
of circular shape.

heiGht 20 cm

condition: Worn condition, crackling 
and losses. Generally, very well 
preserved.
Provenance: hungarian private 
collection.

estimate euR 2,500
starting price eur 1,250

 67  | A seT OF seVeN lAcQueRed  
bOWls WITh cOVeRs

Japan, 20th century

each bowl with a matching cover and lacquered in black or red, 
three of them decorated with cranes.

heiGht each c. 7 cm

condition: Good condition with associated wear.
Provenance: German private collection.

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

66  | A lAcQueRed FubAKO (leTTeR bOX)

Japan, 19th century

The fubako (letter box) is lacquered in roiro-nuri and decorated 
in gold hiramaki-e and takamaki-e depicting minogame.

LenGth 40 cm

condition: Worn condition – including surface scratches, some 
overall wear, and crackling and losses mostly to the rims and edges. 
two restored cracks to the edges.
Provenance: British private collection.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500
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72  | A RARe ANd uNusuAl 
lAcQueRed WOOd eXPORT 
cIgAR dIsPeNseR

Japan, late 19th century

of octagonal shape, carved from several separate 
pieces attached together in the form of a pagoda 
on four feet with a turned revolving finial and 
four revolving doors lacquered in red and gold 
takamaki-e with tekkai sennin exhaling his anima, 
shaen reading a book under a firefly lamp, chinnan 
sennin floating over waves on a large sedge hat, 
and urashima taro on the back of a turtle, all on 
a black ground. the backs of the doors with brass 
and wood fittings for three cigars and decorated 
with gold takamaki-e of butterflies and flowers on 
a nashiji ground. the rest of the body and pedestal 
decorated with floral sprays, blossoming branches, 
and birds, with one drawer, probably for matches, 
with nashiji on the interior. Gilt metal fittings to the 
drawer as well as the corners and edges.

cigar dispensers such as this one were popular 
in europe during the 19th century but as cigar 
smoking was much rarer in Japan during this time, 
it is very likely that this piece was made for export.

heiGht 38.5 cm

condition: very good condition with minor wear to 
the lacquer and metal mountings, expected surface 
wear, one metal fitting missing.
Provenance: German private collection.

estimate euR 1,200
starting price eur 600

68  | A lAcQueRed  
WOOd cAbINeT WITh  
ORIgINAl sTANd

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the cabinet with original stand consisting 
of two doors revealing six drawers inside, 
with another drawer below. the cabinet is 
lockable, and the locking mechanism and 
key is still fully functioning. the cabinet and 
stand are attractively lacquered in red with 
fine incision work showing floral motifs. 
the cabinet is further adorned with eight 
variously shaped panels of porcelain with 
fine painting of birds. With silvered fittings.

heiGht total 46.5 cm

condition: very good condition with only 
minor associated wear.
Provenance: us private collection.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

70  | A TIeRed lAcQueRed  
cAKe bOX

Japan, taisho period  
(1912-1926)

 
the square box of four sections, decorated in gilt and 
orange-red lacquer with lotus buds, leaves, and birds. 
With a handled wood base with metal fittings.
 
heiGht 21.5 cm
 
condition: excellent condition with minor traces of 
wear, few small natural age cracks to the base.  
Provenance: Old Austrian private collection. 

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

71  | A FINe ANd RARe  
lAcQueR sAge-JubAKO 
(PORTAble PIcNIc seT)

Japan, 19th century

consisting of an open rectangular frame with a 
handle on top and lacquered in gold kinji and 
nashiji, the top decorated with an ox herder below 
a flowering tree in takamaki-e of various colors 
against a dense nashiji ground. the picnic set is 
complete and consists of a jubako (tiered stacking 
box), a tray, a rectangular container, and a lidded 
box fitted fo ther two pewter tokkuri (sake bottles). 
All parts are similarly lacquered with nashiji and 
gold takamaki-e flowers and leaves, and the tray is 
lacquered in nashiji with chinese boys in Korean 
attire and a dog. With a wood tomobako storage 
box.

siZe 32 x 33.5 x 18 cm

condition: very good condition, the set is 
completely original! some expected surface wear 
and wear to lacquered details. the inside of the 
lidded box shows some cracks to lacquer.
Provenance: British private collection.

Auction comparison:
A related set showing similar decorations as are on 
the tray was sold at Bonhams, Fine Japanese Art, 16 
May 2019, London, lot 69 (sold for 5,687 gbP).

estimate euR 3,000
starting price eur 1,500

69  | A lARge lAcQueR 
TRAy MOuNTed  
As A WAll PANel

Japan, Taisho period (1912-1926) to 
Showa era (1926-1989)

 
the large tray mounted as a wall 
panel and decorated in gold and red 
takamaki-e with three noh masks, 
a lacquer box and a fan with a 
depiction of a minogame, overall very 
good lacquer work.

siZe 54.5 x 104 cm

condition: Worn condition, cracks, 
material loss and few restorations. 
the tray has not been examined out 
of the frame.
Provenance: Austrian private 
collection.

estimate euR 500
starting price eur 250
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75  | A lARge  
ANd cOMPleTe gIlT-
lAcQueRed WOOd sTATue 
OF KANNON bOsATsu

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

the Goddess of Mercy seated in 
padmasana on a double lotus base 
supported by a hexagonal throne, a cloudy 
kohai (nimbus) towering above her with 
a miniature Amida (the characteristic 
attribute of Kannon, which is usually found 
on her crown) at the top. the right hand 
is raised in the semui-in (abhaya mudra, 
gesture of reassurance) and the other 
hand holds a lotus bud. her expression 
radiates with compassion and wisdom. 
A particularly impressive detail is the 
gilt-metal tiara with its hanging ornaments 
which are almost always lost and therefore 
very rare.

HEIGHT 81 cm (total), 
HEIGHT 34 cm (the figure)

condition: Wear, abrasions to the 
gilt, traces of weathering, losses, 
structural cracks, overall good condition 
commensurate with age.
Provenance: czech private collection.

estimate euR 6,000
starting price eur 3,000

73  | RITsuO: A ceRAMIc-INlAId ANd 
PART-lAcQueRed WOOd TebAKO 
ANd cOVeR

By a follower of Ogawa Haritsu (1663-1747), signed 
ritsuo no zu and sealed kan
Japan, 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

of deep rectangular form fashioned from burlwood, 
the cover bearing a pewter-ringed circular panel 
decorated with Daruma meditating, in fine red 
lacquer and glazed pottery, the interior of roironuri, 
lacquered with a spectacular hossu (fly whisk) in red 
tsuishu lacquer and silver takamaki-e, containing 
a deep tray, lacquered in roironuri. note the dark 
hardwood framework to the burlwood-veneered 
wood box. signed ritsuo no zu with seal KAn.

siZe 12.4 x 20.3 x 19 cm

condition: Good condition with minor, age-related 
wear and miniscule chips to the wood, three minor 
chips to the pewter, and some cracks to the lacquer 
only on the interior.
Provenance: Formerly in the collection of Arthur 
Kay, London, collection no. 863, by repute. then in a 
French private collection.

Auction comparison:
compare to a related box and cover with a similar 
depiction offered by Bonhams, Property from the 
collection of Drs. edmund and Julie Lewis Part i, 
11 September 2019, New York, lot 584 (estimate 
8,000-12,000 usd).

estimate euR 5,000
starting price eur 2,500

74  | A RARe MuROMAchI PeRIOd 
POlychROMe WOOd gROuP 
WITh shOKI ANd ONI

Japan, late Muromachi period (1336 – 1573) to early 
Edo period (1615-1868)

set on a black-lacquered natural wood base and 
showing a grim shoki standing next to a disciple 
who is kneeling and fiercely pinning down an oni, 
grabbing him by the neck, who is screeching in 
agony. the figures are painted in polychrome 
pigments and lacquer. the clothes of shoki are 
adorned with a fine asanoha pattern, indicative of 
the period (see Auction comparison). The figures 
are separately carved and inset into the base. A very 
rare and expressive composition dated to the late 
Muromachi period (1336-1573).

heiGht 23.5 cm

condition: very good condition considering the age. 
there is minor flaking to lacquer and polychrome 
pigments. the sword of shoki has been lost and the 
sword of the disciple is chipped. some crackling, 
minor losses and fading to colors.
Provenance: German private collection.

Auction comparison: 
compare to a mount of a wakizashi, executed in 
very similar style and dated to the Muromachi 
period, sold at Bonhams, Arts of the Samurai, 30 
october 2017, new york, lot 434.

estimate euR 4,000
starting price eur 2,000

76  | A MAssIVe ANd FINely cARVed WOOd 
PANel WITh shIshI ANd cub

signed horimonoshi yamamoto Kanjiro yasutomo with kakihan 
and Kenbyo isshiki, daiku Konishi Matayoshiei toyomasa with 
kakihan
Japan, 19th century

the massive wood panel carved in high relief with an imposing 
adult shishi, its flowing mane and bushy tail finely carved, 
and with its tongue sticking out as it encourages its young 
cub to cross a stream, the young cub’s expression amusingly 
reluctant. this subject is known as toranoko watashi. A large 
waterfall crashes down behind the adult shishi and peony 
blossoms and leaves are are finely carved below.

Signed by two artists (carpenter and carver) in the reverse – 
daiku Konishi Matayoshiei toyoMAsA with kakihan [a carved 
screen, carpenter Konishi Matayoshihei toyomasa] and 
horimonoshi yamamoto Kanjiro yAsutoMo with kakihan 
[carver yamamoto Kanjiro yasutomo].

siZe 97 x 86.5 cm

condition: Good condition. some age cracks, the tail of the shishi 
cub partially chipped, two chips to the peony flower in the bottom 
left and a small section of the adult shishi’s tail re-attached.
Provenance: French private collection.

estimate euR 4,000
starting price eur 2,000
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79  | A VeRy RARe ANd lARge WOOd Well 
cOVeR WITh lAcQueRed dÉcOR

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the base arranged with four rectangular natural wood panels set 
on a modern base, the panels decorated with many lacquered 
takamaki-e insects and a frog. A tree branch embellished with 
lacquered leafy vines, consisting of three parts, is inset into the 
design and a finely lacquered takamaki-e monkey is climbing 
up on the side. At the end of the branch there is a carved 
roof, where a three-dimensionally lacquered snake lurks – 
unbeknownst to the poor innocent monkey. the scales of the 
snake and fur of the monkey are masterfully lacquered. Attached 
to the roof with a hook are two finely carved wood buckets, each 
outlined with interlocking rings simulating iron but entirely carved 
in wood, which are suspended from a rope and are utilized to 
transport water out of the well.

A masterful and rustic Meiji creation intended for export to Great 
Britain. A one of a kind collector’s item. The composition includes 
five individual parts.

total heiGht 115 cm

condition: excellent condition with minor and natural crackling 
and splitting to the wood. Minor wear to lacquer décor.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 4,000
starting price eur 2,000

78  | TWO IKebANA WOVeN bAMbOO bAsKeTs

Japan, first half of 20th century

the first of bulbous shape with a long neck, woven around a 
bamboo core and with two tubular extensions on the side of the 
neck. the second of conical shape, woven, with a wooden handle 
and a metal insert.

heiGht 31 and 38.5 cm

condition: overall good condition with surface wear and rubbing.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

estimate euR 500
starting price eur 250

77  | A FINe WOVeN bAMbOO  
hyOTAN hANAKAgO

Japan, 20th century, Meiji period (1868-1912) or Showa era 
(1912-1926)

The hanakago (flower basket) made from woven bamboo in 
the form of a double-gourd (hyotan) and with an opening for 
the formal presentation of flowers (ikebana). The hanakago is 
mounted onto a burlwood stand giving it a unique appeal - the 
natural burlwood twisting and turning around the bamboo 
hyotan.

heiGht 38 cm

condition: very good condition. Miniscule losses and expected 
surface wear.
Provenance: French private collection.

estimate euR 500
starting price eur 250

81  | NAITO: A PAIR 
OF IVORy-INlAId 
WOOd PANels

By Naito, signed Naito
Japan, Meiji period (1868-
1912)

the black-ground panels 
each finely inlaid in bone with 
some ivory, one depicting 
a sarumawashi holding his 
taming stick and carrying his 
monkey on his back, with 
lotus leaves below, the other 
depicting a bijin and a young 
girl gathering flowers and 
plants in baskets. Both with 
inlaid seal marks nAito and 
framed.

siZe 100 x 60.5 cm

condition: excellent condition 
with traces of wear, no inlays 
are missing.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 3,000
starting price eur 1,500

80  | A PAIR OF lARge 
shIbAyAMA-
INlAId WOOd 
PANels OF 
sTReeT VeNdORs

Japan, Meiji period (1868-
1912)

Finely inlaid in the shibayama 
style in ivory, mother-of-pearl, 
and wood with lacquer-
gilt highlights, one panel 
depicting a street vendor 
selling tea whisks (chasen) 
chasing a gleefully laughing 
boy, the vendor with an angry 
expression and about to drop 
his double gourd, a bird flying 
above them, the other panel 
depicting a street vendor 
selling potted cherry trees 
and wearing a small pouch on 
his waist inscribed hoshi no 
yoshiji (‘watch out for fire’), a 
bird flying above him as well. 
note the expressively crafted 
facial expressions. Both panels 
framed behind glass and with 
inlaid seal mark.

siZe 80.2 x 51.1 cm each

condition: excellent condition 
with traces of wear, no inlays 
are missing.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 4,000
starting price eur 2,000
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88  | A WOOd OKIMONO  
OF TeNAgA

Japan, late 19th to first half of the 20th century

A large lacquered wood okimono of tenaga sitting on a rock and 
raising his long arms above his head.

heiGht 72.5 cm

condition: Worn condition, scattered losses, cracks and worn 
pigments. Both hands missing.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

83  | A PAIR OF hINOKI WOOd FIguRes  
OF dARuMA ANd A RAKAN ON A  
lAcQueR-gIlT WOOd bAse

 Japan, first half of 20th century

the Zen patriarch wearing a long flowing robe and cowl, the face 
showing a fierce expression with wide eyes painted in white, 
black, and yellow, furrowed brows, a broad nose, and slender lips 
forming a frown. the rakan wearing a long flowing monastic robe 
as well, his hands resting on his knees, one hand holding a mallet, 
the removable head with eyes painted in white, black, and brown. 
Both figures seated on an original lacquer-gilt wood base.
 
HEIGHT 47.5 cm (incl. base)

Condition: Good condition with wear, natural age cracks, the 
rakan with some losses, the base with natural age cracks and 
extensive wear to gilt.
Provenance: Swedish private collection.

estimate euR 1,500
starting price eur 750

85  | A lAcQueRed WOOd OKIMONO OF AN ONI

Japan, late 19th to first half of the 20th century

A lacquered wood okimono of an oni holding a long spear and 
carrying a pair of geta and a parasol, on a base.

heiGht 34 cm

condition: Worn condition, scattered losses and worn pigments.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

86  | A POlychROMe WOOd  
FIguRe OF A guARdIAN

Japan, 17th to 18th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

the figure set on a base and worked with polychrome pigments.

heiGht 19.4 cm

condition: Worn condition with scattered losses to polychrome 
pigments, both hands chipped.
Provenance: Austrian private estate.

estimate euR 500
starting price eur 250

87  | MATsuMOTO FushO: A lAcQueRed  
WOOd OKIMONO OF gAMA seNNIN

By Matsumoto Fusho, signed Matsumoto Fusho
Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

the Daoist immortal holding the characteristic toad in one hand, 
the other hand slightly raised and pointing towards the toad, and 
wearing a loose robe sliding off his shoulder. his expression is 
quite grotesque, with eyes pointing in different directions and an 
almost evil smile showing his broad tongue and jagged teeth. the 
fine wood grain is well visible under the lacquer coating. signed in 
the back MAtsuMoto Fusho.

heiGht 29.5 cm

condition: extensive wear to lacquer coating, minimal chipping, 
miniscule worm holes and scattered age cracks. two holes drilled 
to the feet, indicating a previous mounting, perhaps in a temple. 
overall, in superb condition considering the age of this piece. 
original patina grown into a beautiful bronze-amber brown color.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

84  | TOshIyuKI: A PAIR OF WOOd  
ANd IVORy OKIMONO WITh  
bOys ON deeR

By Toshiyuki, signed Toshiyuki (Shushi)
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

one depicting a boy seated on a deer with its head lowered in 
order to graze. the deer is carved from wood with finely carved 
fur and a naturalistic expression. the boy is made from ivory and 
depicted in motion, holding a persimmon and a bundle of sticks. 
the other okimono is executed in similar style and depicting a 
boy seated on a buck. Both okimonos are set on a wood base. 
Each signed TOSHIYUKI (Shushi) on the boy’s behind.

heiGht 20 cm and 22.3 cm

condition: excellent condition with natural age cracks.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 2,500
starting price eur 1,250

82  | A lARge OKIMONO  
OF A RecuMbeNT OX

signed
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the hairwork finely incised and the eyes of glass with black pupils.

LenGth 27 cm

condition: very good condition with some wear to staining.
Provenance: european private collection.

estimate euR 1,500
starting price eur 750
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92  | A MINIATuRe 
shIbAyAMA-
INlAId IVORy 
dIsPlAy cAbINeT

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

of rectangular form, decorated 
in typical shibayama style 
with inlays of mother-of-pearl, 
tortoiseshell, coral, and green-
stained ivory, the lower section 
with a drawer and decorated 
with two leafy plum tree 
branches flanked by butterflies, 
the central section with a 
caparisoned elephant next to 
a blossoming plum tree, the 
top section with four movable 
panels depicting branches of 
the same plum tree, the sides 
with leafy branches, a butterfly, 
and a spider, the top with a 
bird of paradise perched on 
a plum branch, the reverse 
with a cockerel, a chicken, and 
butterflies, under the same 
blossoming plum tree.

siZe 12 x 12.2 x 6.1 cm

condition: Losses to the 
fittings, several small natural 
age cracks, four larger age 
cracks to the reverse.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 1,500
starting price eur 750

89  | A RARe MINIATuRe  
shIbAyAMA ANd  
MeTAl INlAId IVORy 
dIsPlAy cAbINeT

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

of rectangular form on an original fitted 
ivory base standing on four feet, the 
shodana (cabinet) finely inlaid with partly 
gilt shakudo and shibuichi as well as 
shibayama-style inlays of coral, mother-of-
pearl, tortoiseshell, and green-stained ivory 
around the metal inlays depicting a cat with 
a ball, two bijin, warriors, a courtesan, a 
cockerel, a bird of prey, and various flowers 
and other figures.

siZe 13.5 x 10 x 5.5 cm

condition: Good condition with traces of 
wear and some small natural age cracks.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 1,500
starting price eur 750

91  | A FINe 
MINIATuRe 
shIbAyAMA-
INlAId IVORy 
dIsPlAy cAbINeT 
WITh ORIgINAl 
sTANd

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

of rectangular form with three 
drawers at the top and two 
drawers at the bottom, carved 
from ivory with metal fittings, 
finely inlaid in shibayama 
style with mother-of-pearl 
and tortoiseshell as well as 
decorated with gilt lacquer, 
depicting various fans, 
butterflies, cranes, and leafy 
vines. With the original wooden 
four-legged stand.

cabinet siZe 11.5 x 14.6 x 4.5 
cm, total heiGht 16.4 cm

condition: very good condition 
with minor traces of wear, few 
small nicks to the base.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 1,500
starting price eur 750

90  | shIgeyOshI: A MINIATuRe  
shIbAyAMA-INlAId WOOd 
sTANdINg scReeN OF TAIRA 
TsuNeMAsA

By Shigeyoshi, signed Shigeyoshi with seal Sei
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the screen of square form, the frame decorated with 
scrolling clouds, finely inlaid in the shibayama style 
with lacquer and ivory depicting taira no tsunemasa 
with his biwa in a sack decorated with roundels of 
dragons and tied up with a gilt cord, all on a fine sabiji-
nuri ground in imitation of iron. the scene is adapted 
from the 14th century epic tale of heike, in which 
tsunemasa plays his biwa at tsukubusuma shrine on 
Chikubushima island in Lake Biwa for the kami. The 
reverse shows a pine forest with a fence and gate, 
the roof of a small hut visible as well, in high relief, 
beautifully and naturalistically carved and incised in 
imitation of an oil painting.

the front side is inscribed with a gold-lacquered 
poem: ... Kamiyono-mama-no, … tsuki ya sumiran 
(‘Since the ancient time of myriads of gods … 
the moon is clear and lucid’). the reverse signed 
shiGeyoshi with seal sei.

siZe 35.5 x 34 cm

condition: Good condition with some minor cracks to 
the screen frame and small chips to the edge of the 
panel, one crack to the reverse of the panel.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 3,000
starting price eur 1,500
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97  | A RARe MeTAl ANd IVORy  
‘dOuble-bOX’

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the heavy metal box of patinated copper on the outside and of 
silver on the inside. the lid is inlaid with two ivory plaques, one 
of hexagonal and the other of circular shape, depicting a temple 
scene with a temple servant wearing geta and shielding himself 
from the rain with an umbrella on one side and the other with a 
temple lantern beneath the full moon.

LenGth 11.2 cm
WeiGht 398.6 g

condition: excellent condition, the metal with some surface wear.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 500
starting price eur 250

93  | AN IVORy ANd sIlVeR  
leTTeR OPeNeR

Japan, Meiji period (1868)

the handle carved from ivory depicting a 
multitude of grimacing mask. the silver section 
is english and marked with hallmarks as well 
as the maker’s mark from ‘A. Barrett & Sons 63 
& 64 Piccadilly’ who were active between 1878 
and 1910

LenGth 25 cm

condition: the handle with some age cracks 
and the silver with minor surface wear.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

95  | A decORATIVe IVORy dAggeR 
WITh A lONg-TAIled PARROT

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the blunt dagger with a sharp tip, crowned 
by a red and greenstained parrot with a finely 
carved and incised plumage, double-inlaid 
eyes with pale and dark horn, and a prominent 
curved beak.

LenGth 37.5 cm

condition: excellent condition with only few 
minor traces of wear.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

96  | A sIlVeR ANd IVORy ‘buddhA’  
cIgAReTTe cAse 

signed 
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

An okubo silver-mounted cigarette case with an inset ivory lid 
carved in high relief with a figure of a Amida-Buddha sitting on 
a lotus leaf pedestal, the bottom right with a signature within 
a rectangular reserve. the interior engraved with the words 
Wasurena-gusa.

siZe 8.5 x 7 cm
WeiGht 106 grams

condition: excellent condition with age-related surface wear.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

estimate euR 500
starting price eur 250

99  | A MIXed lOT OF FIVe IVORy ITeMs

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

consisting of two ivory buttons, two pins, and a necklace with a 
pendant with shakudo and metal inlay. All five finely inlaid with mixed 
metals depicting warriors with attendants and a bijin with child.

LenGth 3 – 6 cm

condition: overall good condition with traces of wear and staining. 
one with chips in the reverse, another with losses.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 500
starting price eur 250

94  | A TANTO IN IVORy ANd 
shIbAyAMA KOshIRAe

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

A tanto (dagger) inside an ivory koshirae applied 
with gold-lacquered hiramaki-e and takamaki-e, 
as well as shibayama-style inlays depicting 
various flowers, leaves and butterflies.

LenGth 29 cm

condition: Generally, in good condition. Minor 
wear to lacquered details.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 2,000
starting price eur 1,000

98  | FINe IVORy cIgAReTTe cAse WITh dRAgON

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

A rectangular cigarette case with rounded edges, hinged lid and two 
metal mountings to the sides. Fine carving depicting ferocious coiled 
dragons amongst swirling clouds.

heiGht 7 cm, LenGth 10 cm

condition: Good condition with some wear and traces of use like 
staining and natural age cracks to the sides and back. nice, old patina. 
small traces of an old restoration.
Provenance: old Zagreb private collection.

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150
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102  | A seT OF NINe  
JAPANese IVORy 
buTTONs

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

seven buttons inlaid in shibayama style 
with stained horn, mother of pearl 
and semi-precious stones, depicting 
birds and a lobster: two of them are 
lacquered, depicting fans. each marked 
to the reverse.

siZe 2.7 x 2.7 cm each

condition: excellent condition with 
minor traces of wear.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 1,500
starting price eur 750

100  | AN IVORy, MeTAl ANd lAcQueRed 
cIRculAR lIdded bOX

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

A circular and thin lidded box, the lid finely decorated in gold 
takamaki-e, the center plugged with a shakudo disc inlaid in 
gold and copper to depict rakan handaka sonja with dragon, a 
circular perforation to underside.

DiAMeter 11.7 cm

condition: Good condition with age cracks and wear.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

101  | A lAcQueRed WOOd ANd IVORy FOOTed 
dIsh PlATe

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the center of lacquered wood and decorated with an image of a 
rooster atop a war-drum, symbolizing peace. the rim is made of 
many sections of lobed ivory separated by lacquered lines. the 
footed underside with dense nashiji lacquer.

DiAMeter 24.5 cm

condition: Good overall condition with some wear and crackling 
to lacquer as visible in the images provided.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

105  | A shIbAyAMA sTyle INlAId 
IVORy glOVe sTReTcheR  
& TOOThPIcK cAse

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the glove stretchers inlaid in shibayama style 
with horn, precious stones and mother of 
pearl depicting beetles. With inscribed initials 
‘sh’. the toothpick case inlaid in shibayama 
style with horn and precious stones, depicting 
beetles on the lid.

LenGth 9 & 21.5 cm

condition: Good condition.
Provenance: British private collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

104  | AN IVORy OKIMONO  
OF A PeelINg bANANA  
WITh sIlVeR MOuNT

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the banana peeling from two separate sections 
to reveal the fruit. silver mount at the end for 
suspension.

LenGth 10.5 cm

Condition: Good condition; age cracks.
Provenance: British private collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

103  | A suPeRb IVORy, lAcQueR 
ANd shIbAyAMA FAN

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the fan with 21 blades tied together by 
a string, one side showing a man and 
husband, their faces, hands and feet inlaid 
in shibayama-style, in front of an elaborately 
lacquered scenery including temple lanterns, 
huts and various trees. one fan guard is inlaid 
and lacquered with a sparrow flying above 
another tree, the other with a butterfly above 
flowers. the reverse is lacquered with quails 
and a pheasant amongst flowers and grasses. 
the end with a tasseled cord and a lacquered 
ivory ojime. the fan is stored inside a finely 
lacquered wood box.

Maximum LenGth 45 cm, dimensions of box 
31 x 5.8 x 5 cm

condition: very good overall condition, 
the string is likely replaced, there is some 
extremely minor wear to lacquer and 
one mother-of-pearl inlay is missing.  the 
lacquered box with some wear, losses and 
chips.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 2,000
starting price eur 1,000
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109  | A sTAINed IVORy ‘TROMPe l’OeIl’  
OKIMONO OF AN APPle

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the yellow-red fruit finely carved with the skin partially peeled at 
the top revealing the fleshy pulp with a finely ribbed texture. An 
accomplished work at the very height of naturalistic fruit carving.

heiGht 4.7 cm

condition: one hairline at the top, otherwise in very good 
condition with only minor traces of wear.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

106  | A sTAINed IVORy ‘TROMPe-l’OeIl’ 
OKIMONO OF A bANANA

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

carved as a half-peeled banana, a section of the skin 
peeled back to the brown stalk, revealing the fleshy, 
ribbed interior, the partly bruised skin skillfully stained 
yellow. An accomplished work at the very height of 
naturalistic fruit carving.

LenGth 18.2 cm

condition: excellent condition with only few minor 
traces of wear.
Provenance: British collection.

Auction comparison:
For a related okimono of a banana, see Bonhams, 
Fine Japanese Art, 12 november 2015, London, lot 
487 (sold for 4,000 gbP).

estimate euR 1,500
starting price eur 750

107  | A sTAINed IVORy ‘TROMPe-l’OeIl’ 
OKIMONO OF A bANANA

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

carved as a half-peeled banana, a section of the skin 
peeled back to the brown stalk, revealing the fleshy, 
ribbed interior, the skin skillfully stained yellow with 
some brown streaks. An accomplished work at the 
very height of naturalistic fruit carving.

LenGth 19.2 cm

condition: Good condition with only few minor traces 
of wear, two small cracks with old repairs to the peel.
Provenance: British collection.

Auction comparison:
For a related okimono of a banana, see Bonhams, 
Fine Japanese Art, 12 november 2015, London, lot 
487 (sold for 4,000 gbP).

estimate euR 1,500
starting price eur 750

108  | A sTAINed IVORy OKIMONO  
OF A bANANA

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

A realistic ivory okimono of a peeling banana, finely 
carved and with one large strip of skin peeled back to 
the stalk, revealing the fleshy interior.

LenGth 15.5 cm

condition: very good condition, with natural age 
cracks.
Provenance: British collection.

Auction comparison:
For a related okimono of a banana, see Bonhams, 
Fine Japanese Art, 6 november 2014, London, lot 240 
(sold for 3,125 gbP).

estimate euR 1,200
starting price eur 600

110  | A sTAINed IVORy ‘TROMPe-l’OeIl’  
OKIMONO OF A TANgeRINe

signed
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

carved as a half-peeled tangerine with the orange-stained 
dimpled and cracked skin partially removed to reveal the white 
flesh underneath, with three fruit segments detached from the 
rest. An accomplished work at the very height of naturalistic 
fruit carving. signed within an oval red lacquer reserve to the 
underside.

heiGht 4.4 cm, LenGth 9 cm

condition: excellent condition with only few minor traces of wear.
Provenance: British collection.

Auction comparison:
For a related okimono, though unsigned and of arguably lower 
quality, see Bonhams, Fine Japanese Art, 9 November 2017, 
London, lot 173 (sold for 4,000 gbP).

estimate euR 2,500
starting price eur 1,250

111  | AN IVORy 
OKIMONO  
OF A 
TROPIcAl 
FRuIT

Japan, Meiji period 
(1868-1912)

carved as a spiny tropical 
fruit.

LenGth 9 cm

condition: small chips to 
the spikes on the fruit. 
Good condition.
Provenance: hungarian 
private collection.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100
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116  | AN IVORy OKIMONO  
OF A gROuP OF RATs

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

carved as a bundle of various sized rats 
clambering upon each other, stained differently 
and the eyes inlaid in dark horn and red-stained 
horn.

heiGht 7.5 cm

condition: overall good worn condition with few 
small chips.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 1,200
starting price eur 600

112  | A sTAINed IVORy 
OKIMONO OF A 
cORN cOb WITh 
INsecTs 

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

naturalistically carved as an ear 
of corn with part of the husk 
removed to reveal the ripe 
seeds within, a beetle crawling 
over the seeds towards the 
lower end of the cob and a 
small grasshopper perched on 
the husk.

LenGth 14.8 cm

condition: Few natural age 
cracks, otherwise in very good 
condition with only few minor 
traces of wear.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

113  | A sTAINed IVORy 
OKIMONO OF A 
cORN cOb

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the corn cob finely carved 
and incised, part of the husk 
removed to reveal the ripe 
seeds within.

LenGth 15 cm

condition: very good condition 
with few minor traces of wear.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

114  | A sTAINed IVORy 
OKIMONO OF A 
cORN cOb

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

naturalistically carved, part of 
the husk removed to reveal the 
ripe seeds within, with a coral-
inlaid ladybug.

LenGth 24 cm

condition: some natural age 
cracks and a larger crack, 
otherwise in very good 
condition with minor traces 
of wear.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 1,200
starting price eur 600

115  | AN IVORy OKIMONO 
OF ThRee RATs ON A 
gROuP OF VegeTAbles 
ANd FRuIT

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

Finely carved as three rats seated 
on a group of naturalistically carved 
vegetables and fruit, consisting of a 
cucumber, a pomegranate and an apple. 
the eyes of the rats are inlaid.

LenGth 20 cm

condition: Good condition, age cracks, 
imperfections, and a tiny chip to the very 
edge of the apple’s stem.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 1,200
starting price eur 600

117  | A RARe gROuP OF ThRee IVORy QuAIls  
ON A buRlWOOd bAse

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

Depicting an adult quail with a stalk of millet in its mouth feeding it 
to one of its young while another young quail looks on. each with 
double-inlaid eyes, metal feet and finely incised feathers. 
each quail is separately carved and inset with 
metal pegs into a beautiful burlwood base.

LenGth of base 29 cm

condition: the quails each in good condition with some expected 
age cracks. two of the metal pegs are lost, however the removable 
quails are still stable on the base.
Provenance: British collection with an old collector’s label to the 
burlwood base dated July 25th, 1947.

estimate euR 2,500
starting price eur 1,250
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122  | A RARe Fully ARTIculATed bONe  
OKIMONO OF A sPINy lObsTeR

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

The spiny lobster (ebi) is entirely carved from bone with many 
joined and fully articulated segments. the crustacean has long 
spiny antennae, ten legs, mandibles, a segmented body and a fan 
shaped tail. the composition is very naturalistic and even when 
touching the okimono, the sound it makes resembles the crawling 
of the crustacean on the seabed.

118  | RyusAI: AN INTRIcATely cARVed  
IVORy OKIMONO OF AN OWl

By Ryusai, signed Ryusai
Japan, Tokyo, Meiji period (1868-1912)

naturalistically carved with its wings drawn in and one claw 
clenched, perched on a gnarled oak with intricately carved leaves 
and small branches, the eyes double-inlaid in mother-of-pearl 
with dark horn pupils. signed ryusAi on the base with incised 
characters.

heiGht 10 cm

condition: excellent condition with only few minor traces of wear.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 2,000
starting price eur 1,000

119  | RyusAI: AN IVORy 
OKIMONO OF AN OWl

By Ryusai, signed Ryusai
Japan, Tokyo, Meiji period (1868-1912)

naturalistically carved with its wings drawn in and one claw 
clenched, perched on a gnarled oak branch with foliage and two 
acorns, the eyes double-inlaid in mother-of-pearl with dark horn 
pupils. signed ryusAi on the base with incised characters.

heiGht 11.8 cm

condition: excellent condition with only few minor traces of wear.
Provenance: Bonhams, Fine Japanese Art, 17 May 2012, lot 196. 
British collection, acquired from the above.

estimate euR 2,500
starting price eur 1,250

120  | RyusAI: AN IVORy OKIMONO  
OF AN OWl cATchINg A FROg

By Ryusai, signed Ryusai
Japan, Tokyo, Meiji period (1868-1912)

naturalistically modelled with great attention to detail, the owl perched 
on a tree stump, one foot raised and clutching a frog in its talons, the 
eyes double-inlaid in mother-of-pearl with dark horn pupils, the frog’s 
eyes inlaid with black horn. note the light staining of the ivory, creating 
a beautiful naturalistic effect. signed on the base with carved characters 
ryusai.

heiGht 11 cm

condition: Good condition with minor traces of wear, a small loss to the 
plumage, natural age cracks, and a plugged nerve channel on the back 
of the owl’s head.
Provenance: Bonham’s London (New Bond Street), Fine Japanese Art, 10 
November 2016, lot 435. British collection, purchased from the above.

Auction comparison:
compare with a closely related okimono by the same artist sold by 
Bonhams, Fine Japanese Art, 17 May 2012, lot196 (sold for 4,750 gbP).

estimate euR 2,500
starting price eur 1,250

121  | A RARe Fully ARTIculATed  
OKIMONO OF A sPINy lObsTeR

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

The spiny lobster (ebi) is entirely carved from ivory and bone with 
many joined and fully articulated segments. the crustacean has 
long spiny antennae, ten legs, mandibles, a segmented body and a 
fan shaped tail. the composition is very naturalistic and even when 
touching the okimono, the sound it makes resembles the crawling 
of the crustacean on the seabed.

LENGTH (without extended antennae) 25 cm

condition: one antenna and one of the fan-shaped segments on 
the abdomen has been lost. some segments are more rigid than 
others, and have possibly been reattached, as is expected from a 
piece like this.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 1,200
starting price eur 600

LENGTH (without extended antennae) 23 cm

condition: Good, complete condition. some segments are more 
rigid than others, and have possibly been reattached, as is expected 
from a piece like this.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 1,500
starting price eur 750
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127  | AN AMusINg IVORy OKIMONO  
OF MONKeys IN A bOAT

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

An amusing and small okimono carved as a group of three 
Monkeys rowing inside a boat.

LenGth 11.5 cm

condition:  excellent condition with hardly any wear.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 500
starting price eur 250

123  | A sMAll ARTIculATed IVORy  
OKIMONO OF A cRAb

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the crab naturalistically carved with movable limbs. the surface 
is finely stippled and incised to emulate the natural carapace of 
the crab.

Maximum LenGth 8 cm

condition: Good condition with minor traces of wear. some 
segments are more rigid than others, and have possibly been 
reattached, as is expected from a piece like this. two segments 
from one of the hind legs are lost.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

124  | A RARe ANd lARge 
ARTIculATed  
IVORy OKIMONO  
OF A cRAb

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the crab naturalistically carved 
from ivory and some bone, finely 
stained. All limbs are movable. 
the surface is finely stippled to 
emulate the natural carapace of 
the crab.

Maximum LenGth c. 30 cm

condition: very good and 
complete condition. some 
segments are more rigid than 
others, and have possibly been 
reattached, as is expected from a 
piece like this.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 2,000
starting price eur 1,000

125  | A RARe 
ARTIculATed 
IVORy OKIMONO 
OF A cRAb

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the crab naturalistically carved 
from ivory with some bone and 
with movable limbs and large 
inlaid eyes.

Maximum LenGth c. 22.5 cm

condition: very good and 
complete condition. some 
segments are more rigid than 
others, and have possibly been 
reattached, as is expected from a 
piece like this.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 2,000
starting price eur 1,000

126  | ThRee IVORy OKIMONO WITh 
MONKeys ANd sKeleTONs

signed
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

one netsuke carved as a skeleton standing 
with the knees slightly bent, both hands 
around a sotoba (grave marker) with a snake 
coiled around, carrying a gravestone and 
scrolls on his back, a small monkey behind 
the skeleton holding up a tea bowl with a leaf 
inside. Another netsuke carved as a monkey 
supporting itself on a cane and carrying a large 
skull on its back. the third netsuke carved as 
two monkeys, one carrying a skull on its back 
and the smaller monkey with a large toad, a 
young boy beside them carrying a hoe and a 
teapot.

heiGht 12.7 cm

condition: Good condition with minor traces 
of wear, one hairline crack to the side of the 
gravestone, the feet of the smaller monkey are 
chipped.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

128  | AN IVORy OKIMONO OF A sKeleTON  
WITh TWO MONKeys ANd sNAKe

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the skeleton standing upright with the knees slightly bent, 
holding a lotus stem and bud in one hand and carrying a monkey 
wearing a sleeveless robe on its back. A second monkey is 
standing beside the skeleton, holding on to its leg and the lotus 
stem, while a snake is coiled around the skeleton’s other leg.

heiGht 14.1 cm

condition: very good condition with minor traces of wear.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500
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133  | AN IVORy OKIMONO OF A TeMPle 
dRuMMeR

signed
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

standing on a naturalistically carved base, a lantern and a branch 
with leaves and a flower on the ground before him, wearing a 
neatly incised robe and holding two mallets, striking a dynamic 
pose, his face showing a joyous expression.

heiGht 6.9 cm

condition: very good condition with minor traces of wear.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 500
starting price eur 250

129  | A TOKyO schOOl IVORy OKIMONO  
OF A MONKey WITh shIde

signed
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

seated on a small stool, wearing a sleeveless robe and a hat, and 
holding an octagonal haraegushi (staff, literally ‘lightning wand’) 
adorned with shide (zigzag-shaped paper streamer). Signed to the 
underside.

heiGht 12.5 cm

condition: very good condition with minor traces of wear.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

130  | MuNehIRO: AN IVORy OKIMONO  
OF A MAN WITh chIcKeNs

By Munehiro, signed Ichiyosai Munehiro
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the man standing on the naturalistically carved oval base, 
wearing a neatly incised patterned robe, the sagemono with 
ashtray netsuke, tabako-ire, and kizeruzutsu attached to his obi, 
holding an openworked wicker basket with a cloth tied around 
the bottom, finely incised with butterflies and flowers, above four 
small chicks and a hen with another chick on her back walking on 
the ground, appearing to get ready to trap them, with an excited 
expression on his face, his hair, brows, and pupils finely inked. 
signed ichiyosAi Munehiro inside a red lacquer cartouche on 
the underside.

heiGht 13.5 cm

condition: the legs of the hen are reattached to the base. 
otherwise fine condition.
Provenance: British collection.

Auction comparison: 
An almost identical okimono sold by Bonhams, Fine Japanese Art, 
15 may 2014, London, lot 314 (sold for 3,750 gbP).

estimate euR 1,500
starting price eur 750

131  | AN IVORy OKIMONO  
OF A hAPPy FIsheRMAN 

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the man wearing a simple robe, showing an amazed expression 
as he looks up towards a lobster he just captured, the other hand 
holding a rake, a tool used to capture crabs, and a bucket at his 
feet, on a base, two-character artist signature underneath.

heiGht 18 cm

condition: excellent condition, only the thin lobster antenna 
missing.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

132  | AN IVORy NeTsuKe OF A FIsheRMAN WITh A 
FIsh heAd

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the man wearing a simple robe and geta sandals, holding a 
freshly caught fish head in one hand and a bucket in the other, 
on a base, two-character signature and red seal underneath.

heiGht 13.5 cm

condition: very good condition with expected wear, the tip of the 
topknot missing. 
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

134  | A lARge MOTheR OF PeARl-INlAId  
WOOd ANd IVORy OKIMONO  
OF A sTReeT VeNdOR

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

standing on an original wood base, the garment finely inlaid in 
mother-of-pearl and horn with geometric decorations, his hat 
finely incised with geometric decorations as well, holding a fan in 
one hand and carrying a woven basket containing a tiny elephant 
over his shoulder. the vendor’s face shows a cheerful expression. 
the base, garment, and hat are carved from wood while the 
shoes, belt, feet, hands, and face are carved from ivory.

heiGht 32 cm

condition: very good condition with minor traces of wear, the 
strap for the basket has been reattached.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 1,200
starting price eur 600
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136  | KOgyOKu: AN IVORy  
OKIMONO OF A VeNdOR

By Kogyoku, signed Kogyoku
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the street vendor carrying heavy baskets full of bundles of twigs, 
sweet potatoes and lotus roots attached to a pole, an expression 
of pure exhaustion on his face, the bent pole also indicating that 
his load is too heavy to bear, as he supports it on a tree trunk. A 
sagemono set including a pipe case, tobacco pouch and nasubi 
netsuke is tied to his obi. signed KoGyoKu within a red-lacquer 
cartouche.

heiGht 18 cm

condition: excellent condition.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 1,500
starting price eur 750

135  | AN IVORy OKIMONO  
OF A bAsKeT VeNdOR

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

set on a base and depicting a jolly vendor carrying a multitude of 
wares including many various shaped baskets and drums.

heiGht 21.5 cm

condition: Good condition, minor losses to the edges of the 
baskets, some age cracks, the cup next to his feet is loosely 
attached. the signature tablet is replaced.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 1,500
starting price eur 750

140  | A FINe IVORy OKIMONO OF  
A MeRchANT WITh cART ANd bOy

signed
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

consisting of several parts and depicting a merchant with his cart 
and wares including turnips and bamboo shoots, a little boy is 
next to him. the entire composition set on a base. signed inside 
a red-lacquer cartouche.

heiGht 12.5 cm, LenGth 13.7 cm

condition: very good, undamaged condition. very minor age 
cracks.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 2,000
starting price eur 1,000

137  | AN IVORy ‘hIddeN shuNgA’  
NeTsuKe-OKIMONO OF MeN ON  
hORses PullINg A cARRIAge

signed
Japan, 20th century

the two-wheel carriage finely carved and neatly incised with floral 
and geometric decorations, pulled by horses with riders, each 
holding a whip, all on an oval lotus base. removing the back wall 
of the carriage reveals a couple engaged in amorous pursuits. 
himotoshi and signed to the base.

heiGht 5 cm

condition: very good condition with minor traces of wear and 
some natural age cracks.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

138  | AN IMPRessIVe ANd 
lARge IVORy OKIMONO

signed
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

A large ivory okimono set on an 
elaborately carved base. Depicted is 
the ‘story of the lost cash’ when Aoto 
saemon Fujitsuna was charged with 
carrying a bag of government cash, but 
the bag slipped while he was crossing 
a bridge. Fujitsuna then summoned 
workers and paid them handsomely to 
recover the lost money. his companion’s 
laughed at him as he had wasted all the 
money on the recovery effort, however 
if he had not summoned the workers 
the money would have been lost in any 
case, and now at least someone could 
benefit from it. the okimono depicts 
this scene with Fujitsuna on horseback 
smoking a pipe and watching as workers 
below sift through the weeds, recovering 
only a tortoise. the base is decorated 
with finely carved waves. signed.

heiGht total 24 cm

condition: very good condition. the 
base with a crack.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 2,500
starting price eur 1,250

139  | AN IVORy OKIMONO OF  
A WOOdcuTTeR ANd bOy

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the woodcutter standing and supporting himself on a gnarly 
cane while holding a pipe in his other hand and carrying a bundle 
of sticks on his back, his face showing a cheerful expression. 
his young boy is standing beside him and carrying an axe over 
his shoulder. Both are barefoot and wearing simple yet neatly 
incised robes.

heiGht 9.6 cm

condition: very good condition with minor traces of wear.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300
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141  | AN IVORy OKIMONO  
OF A FARMeR

signed 
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

seated on a tree stump, holding a sickle in one hand and a 
rectangular block in the other, his robe finely incised with leaves 
and geometric designs. signed within a red-lacquered reserve to 
the underside.

heiGht 7.2 cm

condition: very good condition with minor traces of wear.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

146  | AN uNusuAl IVORy OKIMONO  
OF A MAN ANd dOg

signed
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the man with a dice on his head standing and holding a gnarly 
cane in both hands, a tako (kite) in the form of a yakko (attendant 
to a samurai) hanging on the kite string from his arm, a dog 
crouching in front of him, the man with a cheerful expression. 
signed.

heiGht 13 cm

condition: very good condition with minor traces of wear, 
possibly a chip or loss to the cane.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

143  | AN IVORy OKIMONO OF  
A FARMeR hAVINg luNch

signed
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

seated on a straw mat with a bundle of sticks beside him, holding 
a bowl of sake in one hand, a double gourd lying behind him, 
a small box containing food items on a tree stump to his side. 
the man’s face shows a cheerful and relaxed expression as he 
is enjoying his break. signed within a rectangular, red-lacquered 
reserve to the underside.

heiGht 3.6 cm

condition: Good condition with minor traces of wear, a small chip 
to a toe.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

144  | A MINIATuRe IVORy OKIMONO  
OF dAIKOKu ANd ebIsu

signed
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

Daikoku seated, holding a fan in one hand, the other hand is 
raised with a rat on top, another fan behind him and his treasure 
sack in front, ebisu standing beside him, carrying a basket with 
fish over his shoulder and holding a parasol with one hand, his 
sack in front if him as well, a small table with rice cakes on the 
other side of Daikoku. signed to underside.

heiGht 3 cm

condition: very good condition with minor traces of wear.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

145  | AN IVORy OKIMONO OF A MAN  
scReAMINg IN AgONy

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the man has just jumped up, with one foot highly raised, and is 
screaming in agony while holding a fan in one hand, a small table 
with a fish and other food items before him along with several 
boxes, one slightly opened box containing chopsticks.

heiGht 14.2 cm

condition: Good condition with minor traces of wear, an object in 
the man’s left hand is lost.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

142  | AN IVORy OKIMONO OF  
A MAN WRITINg IN A bOOK

signed
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

seated behind a small fence, writing with one hand and holding 
the book in the other, a suzuribako (writing box) to his side, a 
second box with vessels in front of the fence. signed within a 
rectangular, red-lacquered reserve.

heiGht 4.5 cm

condition: very good condition with minor traces of wear.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200
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150  | AN AMusINg IVORy OKIMONO

signed
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

Depicting two men having lunch, however one man 
has fallen over and taken the table with him, the 
teapot and food amusingly spilling over. Finely carved 
details, their expressioons are crafted humorously. 
signed within a red-lacquered cartouche.

heiGht 8.5 cm

condition: very good, original condition. some age 
cracks. Possibly one finger re-attached. the okimono 
consisting of several parts, which are slightly loose.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

147  | A gROuP OF NINe IVORy FIguRes

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

consisting of nine carved and incised ivory figures depicting 
craftsmen and farmers. signature to the base of each, and each 
with a matching hardwood base.

148  | A chARMINg WOOd  
ANd IVORy OKIMONO  
OF ThRee blINdMeN 
cROssINg A sTReAM

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the three blindmen carved from ivory, walking 
through a stream indicated by incised lines on 
the original wood base, an ivory aquatic plant 
rising from the base, the man in the front 
walking with a cane and carrying a large bag 
and parasol on his back, the man behind him 
with a parasol as well, the man in the back 
with a large bag on his back, all three holding 
sticks with movable geta hanging from them, 
to protect their belongings from the water, all 
three with cheerful expressions.

heiGht 12.2 cm, LenGth 20 cm

condition: excellent condition with only few 
minor traces of wear.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

149
AN IVORy OKIMONO OF TWO MeN

signed by a member of the okawa school
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

A scene of daily life, finely carved and stained with 
one man standing on the oval base sweeping the 
ground, a pile of twigs and leaves underneath him 
and a dust basket in front of him, a second man 
seated on the ground laughing at the other, both 
wearing simple robes with neatly incised patterns. 
signed to the base.

heiGht 15.8 cm

condition: very good condition with traces of wear 
and some minor natural hairlines due to age.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 2,000
starting price eur 1,000

152  | AN IVORy OKIMONO  
OF A cOuPle eATINg

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

consisting of three separately carved parts attached 
with bone pegs and depicting a couple seated around 
a hibachi, the female is blowing the flames while the 
male eats his food from a bowl using his chopsticks; 
around them there are tea utensils. With a red 
lacquer seal to the base.

LenGth 9 cm

condition: traces of wear, losses to the chopstick and 
the man’s topknot, two cracks through the underside, 
two pegs are damaged, to the left of the man a fourth 
part is missing; still fully functional. 
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

151  | AN IVORy OKIMONO  
OF A cOuRT dRuMMeR

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the man half-kneeling on the oval base wearing a 
finely incised patterned robe with broad sleeves as 
well as a courtly hat tied under his chin, playing the 
kotsuzumi, the shoulder drum used in gagaku, the 
court music of the imperial household of Japan, with 
two mask boxes, one wrapped in cloth, in front of 
him. his expression, with the eyes almost closed and 
the mouth wide open, indicates that he is playing 
the drum with great concentration. the scene is 
an allusion to the sambaso dance, a cultic dance 
performed in ancient Japan. the base plugged on the 
underside with a drum.

heiGht 10.5 cm

condition: excellent condition with only few minor 
traces of wear.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 1,200
starting price eur 600

LenGth 6 – 8 cm

condition: very good condition with minor traces of wear.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500
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157  | AN IVORy OKIMONO OF  
A FARMeR WITh chld

signed
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the finely stained ivory okimono set on a base and depicting 
a farmer with child. the farmer wears a large straw hat and is 
supporting a hoe over his shoulder. the little child carries a branch 
of pomegranates. signature and kakihan to the underside.

heiGht 12 cm

condition: excellent condition.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

153  | TWO sTAINed IVORy 
OKIMONO OF A sAMuRAI 
ANd A PRINcess

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

one carved as a kneeling samurai 
wearing an odd hat and an elaborate 
robe with countless inlaid parcel-gilt 
metal beads as well as green-stained 
ivory disks, the other carved as a seated 
princess or court lady with a pensive 
expression, one hand supporting her 
head while the other rests on her knee, 
her dress with similar decorations as the 
samurai’s robe.

heiGht 8.6 and 8.3 cm

condition: very good condition with 
minor traces of wear as well as few lost 
inlays.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

154  | AN IVORy OKIMONO OF A MAN  
ANd TWO chIldReN AT PlAy

signed 
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the older man lying on his knees and arms, a young boy sitting 
on his back and holding a cloth in both hands as reins, which the 
man is holding in his mouth, the two pretending to be a horse 
and rider, while a second child is striking a dynamic pose behind 
them. signed to the underside.

heiGht 8.6 cm

condition: very good condition with minor traces of wear and 
some small losses.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

155  | AN AMusINg IVORy OKIMONO  
NeTsuKe OF blINdMeN FIghTINg

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

Depicting three blindmen fighting and tugging, with lumps on 
their heads. Fine patina and incised details.

heiGht 5.5 cm

condition: excellent condition with hardly any wear, a 
microscopic chip to one toe. 
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

156  | AN IVORy OKIMONO OF A  
bAMbOO FARMeR WITh chIld

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

Depicting a bamboo farmer with his child carrying several bamboo 
shoots. the ivory finely stained.

heiGht 12.5 cm

condition: one chip to the edge of the stick slung over the shoulder 
of the adult farmer. otherwise fine condition.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

158  | AN IVORy OKIMONO OF  
A bOy WITh PARAsOl

signed
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

standing barefoot on a naturalistically carved wood base, holding 
a pair of sandals in one hand and a parasol in the other, a gleeful 
smile on his face. signed within a mother-of-pearl reserve on the 
base.

heiGht 11.5 cm

condition: very good condition with minor traces of wear.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 500
starting price eur 250
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163  | AN IVORy OKIMONO OF A WOMAN  
ANd chIldReN AT PlAy

signed
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the woman standing, two of her children playing horse in front of 
her, a child beside her wearing a kitsune (fox) mask and holding a 
rattle, a boy in front of him holding a flute and rattle, a shishimai 
mask on the ground before them. signed to the underside.

heiGht 5.4 cm

condition: Good condition with minor traces of wear, one foot of 
the boy with kitsune mask with a chip.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

159  | dOsAI: AN AMusINg 
IVORy NeTsuKe 
OF A bOy WITh A 
bROKeN bAsKeT OF 
PeRsIMMONs

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the boy finely carved, with a surprised 
expression as he is holding up the 
broken off rim of a basket, the rest of 
the basket having fallen and spilling 
persimmons all over the ground. note 
the attention to detail in the carving. 
signed DosAi to the underside.

heiGht 12 cm

condition: Good condition with only a 
couple of chips and few minor traces 
of wear. 
Provenance: British collection.

Auction comparison: 
compare with a closely related 
okimono by the same carver, sold by 
Bonhams, Fine Asian Works of Art, 21 
november 2005, san Francisco, lot 
9024 (sold for 3,525 usd).

estimate euR 1,500
starting price eur 750

161  | AN IVORy OKIMONO OF A  
bOy cARRyINg A FRuIT bAsKeT

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the boy standing with one foot on a tree stump, a distraught look 
on his face as he is clearly carrying too much, trying to hold in 
both hands a basket of fruit with lotus leaves on top as well as a 
double gourd and a cane.

heiGht 6 cm

condition: very good condition with minor traces of wear, some 
natural age cracks.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

162  | eIshIN: AN IVORy OKIMONO  
OF AN Old WOMAN ANd  
chIldReN cOllecTINg shells

By Eishin, signed Eishin
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

A charming scene of everyday life with many fine details, 
depicting an old woman with three children, two young boys 
and a girl, collecting shells, all with neatly incised patterned 
robes and expressive faces. they have two full baskets 
already, and several inlaid shells can be found on the 
ground, but something else has caught their attention: a fish 
flailing on the ground, fighting for its life. the curious children 
seem quite fascinated by the fish, and the old woman must 
restrain one of the boys who is trying to run towards it. All on 
a naturalistic base, signed eishin within a rectangular red-
lacquered reserve on the underside.

heiGht 14.5 cm

condition: excellent condition with only few minor traces of 
wear.
Provenance: British collection.

Auction comparison:
compare with a related okimono by the same artist, sold by 
Bonhams, Fine Japanese Art, 16 May 2013, London, lot 327 
(sold for 3,750 gbP).

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

164  | AN IVORy OKIMONO OF A bIJIN  
WITh husbANd ANd chIld

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

A finely carved group depicting a bijin (beautiful) lady bringing 
food to her husband who is taking a smoking break and sitting 
on a pile lumber. their child is seated next to them and holding 
down a large double gourd.

heiGht 6.8 cm

condition: small chip to the bijin’s finger and some glue residue 
between the boy and mother. otherwise good condition.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

160  | AN IVORy OKIMONO-NeTsuKe  
OF A gROuP OF bOys WITh elePhANT

signed
Japan, late 19th century, Meiji period (1868-1912)

Depicting a caparisoned elephant and many boys dressed in 
Korean clothes playing various instruments, reenacting a Korean 
procession. Artist signature to the underside of the base.

heiGht 5 cm

condition: Good condition, minor traces of wear and age cracks.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300
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169  | NObuTOMO: AN IVORy OKIMONO OF A 
sAMuRAI ON hORsebAcK ANd VAssAl

By Koyosai Nobutomo, sealed Tomonobu
Japan, Tokyo, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the samurai wearing full armor with two swords and holding 
a yari in his right hand while securing his kabuto (helmet) with 
the right. his vassal beside him is also wearing armor, with 
one sword, and tending to the horse. All on a naturalistic base, 
inscribed Ushi, Keio gannen, ki fuyu koku, Koyosai (Keio 1st year 
[1865], the year of the ox, carved in winter, by Koyosai), with seal 
tomonobu.

heiGht 8.5 cm

condition: very good condition with minor traces of wear and 
some natural age cracks. Fine honey-gold patina.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 700
starting price eur 350

165  | shINMeI/MAsAAKI: A lARge 
IVORy OKIMONO OF A bIJIN 
WITh bOy ANd gIRl

By Kimura Yonekichi, signed Shinmei (Masaaki) 
to
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

The beautiful lady (bijin) standing on the flat 
oval base holding a young boy in her arms 
with a young girl standing beside her, their 
robes neatly incised with various foliate, floral, 
and geometric designs, the boy holding a stick 
with a string connected to a toy butterfly held 
in his sister’s hand, a drum-shaped basket to 
their feet and a hat lying on the ground behind 
them.

heiGht 26.3 cm

condition: Good condition with some minor 
natural age cracks, repairs to two butterfly 
wings and the boy’s stick, a chip to the bijin’s 
hairband.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 2,000
starting price eur 1,000

170  | AN IVORy OKIMONO OF OguRI hANgAN

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

A fine okimono depicting oguri hangan balancing his horse 
Onikage on a go board. Note the high quality of staining and fine 
carving.

heiGht 12 cm

condition: the tip of the horse’s tail and one of the reins broken, 
otherwise good condition. 
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 700
starting price eur 350

167  | A FINe IVORy OKIMONO OF A  
bIJIN WITh heR TWO chIldReN

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

very finely carved and stained, depicting a beautiful woman 
(bijin) lifting her large and finely incised straw hat, while cradling 
her young child, wrapped tightly in a cloth, against her breasts. 
Another young child holding a stick and wearing a small child’s 
sword is standing beside her trying to get her attention. her robe 
is adorned with fine patterns.

heiGht 17 cm

condition: one of the cords on the inside is chipped. otherwise 
fine condition.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 1,500
starting price eur 750

166  | gOshIN: AN IVORy OKIMONO  
OF A bIJIN sIFTINg gRAINs

By Tamura Goshin, signed Goshin with seal O
Japan, Meji period (1868-1912)

the young beautiful lady with long hair standing on an oval base, 
wearing a long robe finely incised with grape bunches on leafy 
vines as well as geometric patterns, holding a wicker sieve with 
grains over a wicker tray on a small table containing the sifted 
grains on top of a cloth, a small hoe on the ground beside her. 
signed Goshin with seal o to the base.

heiGht 17.4 cm

condition: very good condition with some small age-related 
hairlines to the base and other minor traces of wear.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 1,200
starting price eur 600

168  | gyOKudO: AN IVORy OKIMONO  
OF A FAMeR WITh bOy

By Gyokudo, signed Gyokudo
Japan, late 19th century, Meiji period (1868-1912)

An ivory okimono of a farmer holding a bundle of flowers over 
his shoulder and standing next to a boy who is holding another 
bundle and has his hand stretched out to receive a flower from 
his father. the two figures are separately carved and inset into 
the base. the signature GyoKuDo is found on the underside.

heiGht 14.5 cm

condition: excellent condition with minor natural imperfections.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Auction comparison: compare to another okimono by the 
artist sold at Bonhams, Asian Art including porcelain from The 
Fiorentini collection, 2 July 2014, edinburgh, lot 19.

estimate euR 700
starting price eur 350
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176  | A lOT WITh NINe IVORy MAsKs

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

All nine masks with incised and inked details, openwork carving at 
the eyes, nostrils, and few mouths. Depicting grimacing faces.

heiGht 5.4 – 6.5 cm

condition: All masks are in excellent condition with minor traces 
of wear.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

171  | MAsAKANe: A FINe WOOd OKIMONO  
OF MINAMOTO NO TAMeTOMO

By Masakane, signed Masakane
Japan, 19th century

the mighty champion archer dressed in elaborately 
decorated armor and seated on a rocky outcrop, defiantly 
displaying his legendary strength, one hand clutching a fan 
and the other his bow whilst his adversary attempts in vain 
to bend it. the finely stained wood of a good reddish color. 
signed Masakane to the underside of the oni.

Minamoto no Tametomo (1139-1170) was a samurai 
who fought in the Hōgen Rebellion of 1156. Tametomo 
is known in the epic chronicles as a powerful archer 
and it is said that he once sunk an entire taira ship 
with a single arrow by puncturing its hull below 
the waterline. he fought to defend shirakawa-den, 
alongside his father, against the forces of taira no 
Kiyomori and Minamoto no yoshitomo, his brother. 
the palace was set aflame and tametomo was 
forced to flee, later committing seppuku after 
his banishment. he is quite possibly the first 
warrior to commit seppuku in the chronicles.

heiGht 25 cm, LenGth 26 cm

condition: very good condition with minor traces 
of wear, one small crack to the bowstring.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 5,000
starting price eur 2,500

173  | AN IVORy OKIMONO NeTsuKe OF  
MOMOTARO WITh cOMPANIONs

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

A group depicting Kintaro and his companions, who are watching a 
monkey and an oni wrestling.

LenGht 5.5 cm

condition: excellent condition.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

175  | A lOT WITh NINe sMAll IVORy MAsKs

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

All nine masks with incised and inked details and openwork 
carving at the eyes and nostrils. Depiction of various lucky gods, 
folkloric and legendary figures such as hotei, okame, ebisu or 
Daikoku.

heiGht 4.5 – 5 cm

condition: All masks are in excellent condition with minor traces 
of wear.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

172  | NObuMITsu: AN IVORy OKIMONO  
OF A sAMuRAI cRAdlINg AN INFANT

By Nobumitsu, signed Nobumitsu saku
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

Depicting a kneeling samurai, dressed in full armor and cradling a 
young infant wrapped in a cloth. the details finely executed and the 
ivory attractively stained. Signed NOBUMITSU saku (made) to the 
underside.

heiGht 5.5 cm

condition: excellent condition.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 700
starting price eur 350

174  | INAdA IchIRO: A MOTheR-OF-PeARl INlAId 
IVORy OKIMONO OF OKubO TAdATAKA

By Inada Ichiro (1891-1979), signed Ichiro to
Japan, first half of 20th century

the okimono is skillfully stained to achieve contrasting colors, 
depicting okubo tadataka wearing an elegant robe with inlaid and 
incised mother-of-pearl platelets, both wakizashi and katana fastened 
with a belt, a distinctive inro attached on the back. his hair is white 
and worn in the traditional chonmage. the warrior is standing on a 
flat oval base, signed ICHIRO to (carved) in a rectangular mother-of-
pearl cartouche.

heiGht 12.5 cm

condition: the head has been re-attached and a part of the wakizashi 
saya is missing.
Provenance: German private collection.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300
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180  | AN IVORy OKIMONO OF A  
NIO guARdIAN ANd PAINTeRs

signed
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

The guardian statue holding a kongo (vajra) in 
one hand and wearing a neatly incised skirt under 
his protruding belly and a finely carved garland 
draped around his shoulders. his expression is 
wrathful with the mouth wide open. the statue 
is surrounded by four painters, two standing on 
platforms and painting the much larger statue 
with their paintbrushes, while one painter hands a 
bowl to another. signed.

heiGht 8.7 cm

condition: very good condition with minor traces 
of wear.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

177  | AN IVORy OKIMONO OF A  
RAKAN cleANINg hIs eAR

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the rakan carved seated and wearing a long flowing robe over 
one shoulder, holding a hossu (fly whisk) in one hand and 
cleaning his ear with an earpick (mimikaki kanzashi) held in the 
other, the face and garment patterns finely stained and incised.

heiGht 7.6 cm

condition: very good condition with few minor traces of wear, 
the tip of the hossu with an old repair, possibly small chip to the 
hossu.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 1,200
starting price eur 600

178  | gyOKuZAN: AN IVORy  
OKIMONO OF A RePeNTINg ONI  
IMITATINg dARuMA AWAKeNINg

By Gyokuzan, signed Gyokuzan
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the repenting oni seated in front of a mokugyo and mallet on 
a naturalistically carved base, wearing an elaborate robe with 
gilt-rimmed inlays of stained ivory, clearly imitating Daruma 
awakening by stretching his arms above his head and yawning, 
showing his sharp tongue and fang-like teeth. A small pouch rests 
on the ground beside the demon. note the fine incision work to 
the fan and garment as well as the well-executed expression and 
facial features of the oni. signed Gyokuzan within a red-lacquered 
rectangular reserve to the base.

heiGht 7.6 cm

condition: excellent condition with only few minor traces of wear.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 1,200
starting price eur 600

182  | AN IVORy OKIMONO OF A  
NIO sTATue ANd chIldReN

signed
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

The guardian statue holding a kongo (vajra) in one hand and wearing a 
neatly incised skirt under his protruding belly and a finely carved garland 
draped around his shoulders. his expression is wrathful, particularly the 
eyes, although his open mouth seems to form a smile. several children are 
playing around the statue, with one child having fallen under it, his mother 
holding his hand to lift him back up. signed.

heiGht 7.8 cm

condition: the nio’s right hand has been reattached, otherwise in good 
condition with minor traces of wear and a fine honey-yellow patina.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

179  | AN IVORy OKIMONO OF A  
RAKAN cleANINg hIs eAR

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the rakan carved seated and wearing a long flowing robe 
over one shoulder, holding a hossu (fly whisk) in one hand 
and cleaning his ear with an earpick (mimikaki kanzashi) held 
in the other, the face and garment patterns finely stained 
and incised.

heiGht 7.3 cm

condition: very good condition with few minor traces of 
wear, small chip to the ear-pick
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 1,200
starting price eur 600

181  | AN IVORy OKIMONO OF A  
NIO sTATue ANd PAINTeRs

signed
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

The Nio holding a kongo (vajra) in one hand and 
wearing a neatly incised skirt under his protruding 
belly and a finely carved garland draped around 
his shoulders. his expression is wrathful with the 
eyes and mouth wide open, the pupils inlaid in 
dark horn. three men are painting the statue, with 
a fourth man stirring miso in the front. signed to 
the underside.

heiGht 7.4 cm

condition: very good condition with minor traces 
of wear.
Provenance: British collection. Old collector’s label 
to the underside.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400
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187  | AN IVORy OKIMONO OF  
buddhA WITh sAges

signed with seal
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

Buddha standing on a small lotus dais, wearing a long flowing 
robe, his hair in tight curls, the face showing a calm expression 
with downcast eyes and an urna, surrounded by three sages, one 
seated on a lion, another seated on a lotus pedestal and the third 
examining a scroll, and a dragon coiled around Buddha, all on a 
lotus base. signed with seal to the underside.

heiGht 9.6 cm

condition: Good condition with minor traces of wear, a small chip 
to the tiger’s tail. 
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

183  | MITANI gOhO: 
A MAssIVe 
KuROgAKI WOOd 
OKIMONO OF 
hOTeI

By Mitani Goho, signed Koryo 
no ju Goho
Japan, Aki Province, late 18th 
to early 19th century, late edo 
period (1615-1868)

Published: rokusho, Kobijutsu 
(1996) Rokusho, Vol. 20, Maria 
sho bo, p. 87, no. 129.
Earle, Joe (2000) The Robert S. 
huthart, p. 177, no. 152.

carved in two parts, the chubby, 
smiling god holds a rolled 
hand scroll aloft with one hand 
and a large fan with the other, 
while seated on his large sack 
of treasure, the neck of which 
is tied at the front. signed on 
the top of the sack Koryo no ju 
GOHO (Goho, resident in Koryo).

HEIGHT 39 cm (incl. sack), 
HEIGHT 30 cm (the figure only)

condition: extensive wear, 
natural age cracks (some with 
old fillings), minor losses, overall 
fine original condition.
Provenance: the robert s. 
huthart collection.

Auction comparison:
For a netsuke by this celebrated 
artist see Bonhams, The Robert 
s. huthart collection of iwami 
netsuke Part i, 15 May 2019, 
London, lot 70 (sold for 52,562 
gbP).

estimate euR 3,000
starting price eur 1,500

184  | A WOOd ANd IVORy  
OKIMONO OF hOTeI

signed 
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

The Laughing Buddha standing, carrying his cloth sack 
on a stick over his shoulder, wearing a long flowing robe 
opening at the chest and revealing his protruding belly, 
and holding a scroll in one hand, his face with a cheerful 
expression. the robe is mostly carved from wood, while 
the rest of the piece is carved from ivory. signed within 
a rectangular reserve on the underside.

heiGht 9.7 cm

condition: very good condition with minor traces of 
wear.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

185  | TWO VeRy lARge 
INlAId IVORy 
OKIMONO OF 
lucKy gOds

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

one depicting Jurojin holding a 
gnarled staff with a scroll and a 
reishi fungus attached to it, his left 
hand extended towards the deer 
which is standing by his feet. the 
ivory okimono is set on a base 
and the details are finely carved. A 
double gourd is suspended from 
his obi in the back and his robe 
is incised with fine patterns and 
adorned with shibayama style 
inlays. the other large okimono 
depicts the lucky goddess Benten 
wearing a phoenix headdress and 
holding a fan. her robe is similarly 
inlaid in shibayama style. each 
marked to the base.

heiGht 31 & 35 cm

condition: each in good condition 
with minor losses to inlays.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 4,000
starting price eur 2,000

186  | MINJO: AN IVORy 
OKIMONO  
OF ebIsu ANd ONI

By Minjo, signed Minjo
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

Finely carved and with well-
executed shibayama-style inlays, 
the lucky god standing over a 
dismayed oni with eyes inlaid in 
mother-of-pearl trying to flee but 
stuck between his legs, wearing 
a long robe with a mon inlaid in 
tortoiseshell, mother-of-pearl, 
and green-stained ivory, as well 
as finely incised patterns, holding 
a double-gourd in one hand 
and a sake cup with two inlaid 
drops of sake in mother-of-pearl 
in the other, a tobacco pouch, 
kizeruzutsu, and coral-inlaid 
netsuke on the ground in front of 
him. signed MinJo within a red-
lacquered circular reserve on the 
underside of the pouch, next to 
an inscription reading hino yojin 
(“watch out for fire”).

heiGht 10.8 cm

condition: small old repair to one 
of ebisu’s toes, otherwise in very 
good condition with only few minor 
traces of wear.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 2,000
starting price eur 1,000
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190  | hIdeKAZu: AN IVORy OKIMONO  
OF A TReAsuRe shIP

By Hidekazu, signed Hidekazu with seal
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the ship sailing amid crashing waves, with several otsu-e 
characters and other figures, including two oni nembutsu 
(repentant oni) standing towards the edge, one lifting up a water 
bucket, Fujimusume holding a wisteria branch in the center of 
the ship, Daikoku carrying his large sack and wish-fulfilling mallet 
towards the front, two oni trying to save another oni drowning in 
the waves, and another oni being swept up by a crashing wave. 
signed hiDeKAZu with a seal to the underside.

heiGht 4.9 cm

condition: very good condition with minor traces of wear.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

188  | gyOKuseN: AN 
IVORy OKIMONO OF 
KANNON seATed ON A 
gIANT cARP WITh bOy

By Gyokusen, signed Gyokusen
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the bodhisattva seated in royal 
ease on a gigantic carp rising from 
forcefully crashing, pierced waves. 
she is wearing a long flowing robe 
and a large cowl, both finely incised 
with floral patterns, and holding 
two lotus stems with buds in one 
hand, the other hand resting on her 
raised knee. the carp’s large eyes 
are lacquered black. next to the 
carp stands a young boy holding a 
miniature stone lantern in one hand 
and a fan in the other.

heiGht 16.6 cm

condition: the lotus bud she 
is holding in the back has been 
reattached. very tiny age cracks, 
otherwise good condition. the 
piercing to the back of Kannon’s head 
was possibly added at a later stage.
Provenance: French collection.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

192  | AN IVORy OKIMONO dePIcTINg  
The seVeN lucKy gOds

signed
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the okimono carved with the seven Lucky Gods around a craggy 
rock and gnarly pine tree on a flat naturalistic base. signed to the 
base.

heiGht 8.1 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear. 
Provenance: ex-collection Jury Kolodotschko.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

191  | KIKuTeI TOMOyuKI: AN IVORy OKIMONO  
OF A sAMuRAI slAyINg TWO ONI

By Kikutei Tomoyuki, signed Kikutei Tomoyuki
Japan, Tokyo, Meiji period (1868-1912)

Depicting a samurai warrior, possibly Momotaro, slaying two oni 
with his katana, with one foot placed on the back of a cowering 
oni underneath him and pulling the ear of another oni armed 
with a club beside him. the details finely incised inked and red 
coloring used for the blood. signed within a wavy reserve to the 
back KiKutei toMoyuKi – a member of the tomochika school.

heiGht 7.8 cm

condition: very good condition.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

189  | KOKu: AN IVORy OKIMONO OF ONI 
NeMbuTsu ANd FuJIMusuMe

signed Koku/tani with seal
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the repentant oni wearing geta and a long flowing robe, holding 
a mallet in one hand and carrying Fujimusume, holding a wisteria 
branch over her shoulder and wearing a large straw hat, on his 
back. A small dog is seated at their side and smelling the oni’s 
mallet. signed Koku/tani in seal form to the inside of the oni’s 
robe.

heiGht 5.6 cm

condition: very good condition with minor traces of wear.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

193  | seIdO: IVORy OKIMONO  
OF A RAT cATcheR WITh bIJIN

By Seido, signed Seido
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

highly detailed carving enhanced by fine incision work. Depiction 
of a rat catcher holding a cage while the rat, subject of the hunt, 
is escaping across his shoulder. A noble lady, probably the client, 
is watching in despair. Artist signature seiDo to base.

heiGht 7.5 cm

condition: Good condition with only minor wear and one small 
loss. Fine natural patina.
Provenance: From an english private estate.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

194  | MAsANObu: 
AN IVORy 
OKIMONO  
OF KANNON 
WITh chIld

By Masanobu, signed 
Masanobu
Japan, Meiji period (1868-
1912)

the Goddess of Mercy 
carved with a calm 
expression, wearing an 
elaborately decorated 
long flowing robe with a 
cowl, holding a bottle vase 
in one hand an a gnarled 
leafy branch in the other, 
the young attendant girl at 
her side wearing a neatly 
incised patterned robe 
with a garland around 
her shoulders, holding 
up a scroll, their hair and 
other details finely inked. 
Signed MASANOBU to the 
underside.

heiGht 12.7 cm

condition: excellent 
condition with only few 
minor traces of wear.
Provenance: British 
collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200
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200  | MuNeyuKI: AN AMusINg IVORy OKIMONO 
OF gAMA seNNIN ANd TOAds

By Muneyuki, signed Muneyuki
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the immortal deftly carved and finely stained, standing on a flat 
oval base incised with leaf decorations, wearing his characteristic 
leaf skirt over a long flowing robe opening at the chest and neatly 
incised with foliate patterns, one of his feet is raised as he is 
about to step on a toad, an empty scroll between the toad and 
his other foot. in one of his hands he is holding two small toads 
that are wrestling, while in his other hand he is holding the front 
leg of a giant toad on top his head, a smaller toad with a lotus leaf 
inset on top of the larger toad. signed MuneyuKi to the base.

heiGht 21.3 cm

condition: excellent condition with only few minor traces of wear.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 2,000
starting price eur 1,000

199  | AN IVORy OKIMONO OF MOMOTARO 
cONQueRINg The deMON IslANd

signed
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the elaborately carved ivory okimono depicting Momotaro 
with his talking animal companions conquering the island of 
onigashima, pulling their plundered treasure on a cartwheel, two 
frightened and cowering oni carved on each side.

heiGht 4.4 cm

condition: very good condition.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

196  | A RARe IVORy OKIMONO OF  
A gROuP OF ONI ANd A MAN

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

A rare okimono depicting a group of three oni probably on 
pilgrimage, walking through swirling clouds and carrying an axe, a 
scroll and an oi, a man on top looking into distance, finely stained.

heiGht 15 cm

condition: very good condition with hardly noticeable wear, the 
man´s staff broken and a microscopic chip to his finger.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

197  | AN IVORy OKIMONO OF gAMA  
seNNIN WITh MANy TOAds

signed
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the immortal wearing a characteristic artemisia leaf cloak and 
carrying a lotus leaf sack on his back from which several toads 
emerge. the expression on his face is one of surprise and he has 
just raised his right foot in shock as he has noticed a larger toad 
beside him, likely having almost stepped on it. signed.

heiGht 7.9 cm

condition: very good condition with minor traces of wear and 
some natural age cracks.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

198  | AN IVORy OKIMONO OF gAMA  
seNNIN WITh TOAds ANd sNAKe

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the immortal kneeling one leg, holding a small basket with a 
toad inside, a larger toad has climbed on his back. Gama sennin 
however is far more perturbed by the snake slithering around his 
back, showing a frightened look on his face with the mouth wide 
open.

heiGht 6.2 cm

condition: very good condition with minor traces of wear.
Provenance: British collection. Old collector’s label to the 
underside.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

195  | A WOOd ANd IVORy OKIMONO OF  
gAMA seNNIN ON gIANT TOAd

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the famous hermit Gama sennin is holding a toad in his left hand 
while pointing at the sky with his other. his emaciated rib cage 
is showing, and he is joyfully laughing while dancing atop a finely 
carved wood toad with double-inlaid eyes of mother-of-pearl and 
dark horn.

heiGht 17.5 cm

condition: the right hand with a chipped finger and some 
damage to the back of the hand. some losses to staining. one of 
the webbed feet of the large toad is chipped.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400
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206  | A FINe OKIMONO-NeTsuKe  
OF dAIKOKu cARVINg A RAT

in the manner of suzuki tokoku, unsigned
Japan, Tokyo, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the lucky god Daikoku shown swinging his mallet and holding a 
chisel to a small rat placed between his feet, which he is carving. 
An amusing scene, fnely carved. the pupils are inlaid in dark 
horn. similar examples by suzuki tokoku are known.

heiGht 5.5 cm

condition: excellent condition.
Provenance: european private collection.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

202  | MINZAN: A WOOd NeTsuKe  
OF dAIKOKu ANd ebIsu

By Minzan, signed Minzan
Japan, probably Edo, early 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

A boldly carved and animated study of ebisu and Daikoku 
standing side by side, holding a fan and a hammer, respectively. 
the pair is masquerading as Manzai dancers. the wood of a 
very good color with remnants of black lacquer in the crevices. 
himotoshi and signature MinZAn through Daikoku’s bag in the 
back.

heiGht 5.4 cm

condition: very good condition with expected wear. remnants of 
red paint on the underside.
Provenance: French private collection.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

203  | MAsATOMO: AN IVORy NeTsuKe  
OF hOTeI WITh TReAsuRe bAg

By Masatomo, signed Masatomo
Japan, mid-19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

Depicting the lucky deity hotei with finely crafted facial features 
and holding a very large bag draped over his shoulder. Large, 
generously excavated himotoshi through the bag and signed 
within a wavy reserve MAsAtoMo.

heiGht 3.5 cm, LenGth 4.4 cm

condition: Good condition with age cracks.
Provenance: ex collection Jury Kolodotschko.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

204  | AN AMusINg IVORy NeTsuKe  
OF dAIKOKu WITh RAT ANd MOchI

unsigned
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

Depicting the lucky god Daikoku with his hammer climbing on top 
of two mochi cakes, a rat looking up towards him underneath. 
the base with asymmetrical himotoshi.

heiGht 2.9 cm

condition: Good condition, age cracks.
Provenance: German private collection, acquired in Japan in the 
1980s/90s.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

205  | A RARe ANd eARly MARINe IVORy  
NeTsuKe OF A bIZeN MOdel OF hOTeI 

unsigned
Japan, 17th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

Faithfully modelled after a Bizen-ceramic figure of Hotei. The pot-
bellied lucky god holds an uchiwa fan in one hand and the cord 
of his sack in the other. the marine ivory is worn and shows a 
stunning patina in playful combination with the natural inclusions 
of the material, creating a unique surface. the underside is 
hollow, as is usual for ceramic figures, and functions as the 
natural himotoshi, the other being in the backside.

heiGht 4.4 cm

condition: the surface is worn with some discoloration to the 
crevices. A small chip to the underside. Generally, in good 
condition with a stunning patina.
Provenance: old Zagreb private collection.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

201  | A WOOd NeTsuKe OF  
dARuMA yAWNINg

unsigned 
Japan, 19th century

Depicting the Zen patriarch seated cross-legged, wearing his 
characteristic long flowing robe and cowl, his hands pressed 
against his cheeks, the mouth wide open as he lets out a big 
yawn.

heiGht 3 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear.
Provenance: european collection.

estimate euR 1,500
starting price eur 750

207  | A WOOd NeTsuKe OF hOTeI

unsigned
Japan, 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

Depicting the lucky god hotei standing with a bag draped over his 
shoulder. Large, asymmetrical himotoshi through the back.

heiGht 5.5 cm

condition: Good, worn condition.
Provenance: us private collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200
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213  | AN IVORy NeTsuKe OF hOTeI

unsigned
Japan, 18th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

An amusing, early ivory netsuke of triangular shape when viewed from the 
top, characteristically flattened in the reverse. Depicted is a jolly bare-
chested hotei, standing with his treasure bag draped over his shoulder, his 
belly typically protruding from his robe. himotoshi and beautiful glistening 
yellow-orange patina to the reverse.

heiGht 7.2 cm

condition: Age cracks, expected wear, beautiful patina. Good, complete 
condition.
Provenance: French private collection, old collection number ‘3.218’.

estimate euR 1,500
starting price eur 750

214  | AN eARly IVORy NeTsuKe OF hOTeI

unsigned
Japan, 17th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

A very Chinese rendering of the lucky god Hotei (in Chinese 
Budai), dressed only in a loincloth, his features well-worn. 
the backside shows a stunning glossy honey patina and the 
himotoshi are deep and appropriately worn.

heiGht 3.5 cm

condition: Good, age-related condition with age cracks and 
stunning patina.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

209  | NAgAMIchI shuZAN:  
A POlychROMe WOOd NeTsuKe OF A  
bIZeN WARe ceRAMIc MOdel OF hOTeI

By Nagamichi Shuzan, signed Shuzan
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

Finely carved and painted in imitation of a bizen ceramic model 
depicting hotei, wearing an elaborately decorated long flowing 
robe opening at the chest, revealing his protruding belly, and 
holding a fan in one hand and his treasure sack in the other, a 
joyous expression on his face. one single himotoshi to the back. 
signed shuZAn to the sack on the reverse.

heiGht 4.3 cm

condition: Good condition with minor surface wear, some wear 
to the paint.
Provenance: ex-collection Jury Kolodotschko.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

210  | A WOOd NeTsuKe OF  
hOTeI INsIde hIs sAcK

unsigned 
Japan, 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

the netsuke of almost spherical shape with hotei peeking out of 
his large cloth sack tied together at the top, a gleeful smile on his 
face.

heiGht 3.6 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear.
Provenance: ex-collection Jury Kolodotschko.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

211  | KOgyOKu: A TOKyO-schOOl sTAINed 
IVORy NeTsuKe OF hOTeI ReAdINg A bOOK

By Kogyoku, signed Kogyoku
Japan, Tokyo, Meiji period (1868-1912)

carved as hotei seated, holding a book in one hand, the other 
resting on his knee, and wearing a finely stained long flowing 
robe opening at the chest. his expression is, as always, cheerful 
with a joyous smile. signed KoGyoKu within an oval reserve to 
the underside.

heiGht 3.3 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear.  
Provenance: ex-collection Jury Kolodotschko.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

212  | A WOOd KARAKuRI NeTsuKe  
WITh hOTeI ANd KARAKO  
PlAyINg sugOROKu

unsigned
Japan, 19th century to Meiji period (1868-1912)

the exterior carved and neatly incised as hotei’s treasure 
sack, opening to reveal the Laughing Buddha and a karako 
seated at a table playing sugoroku. ivory-ringed himotoshi to 
the underside.

heiGht 3 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear.  
Provenance: ex-collection Jury Kolodotschko, purchased at 
christie’s Amsterdam, 28 september 2000.

Auction comparison:
For a similar netsuke with hotei and Fukurokuju playing go, 
see Bonhams, Fine Japanese Art, 9 November 2017, London, 
lot 2 (sold for 1,500 gbP).

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

208  | TOMOAKI: AN IVORy NeTsuKe  
OF hOTeI cARRyINg A KARAKO

By Tomoaki, signed Tomoaki
Japan, Edo, mid-19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

The Laughing Buddha standing, carrying his characteristic cloth 
sack and a small karako with the help of a gnarly cane and 
wearing a finely incised long flowing robe, his face showing a 
joyous expression. signed toMoAKi to the cloth sack.

heiGht 4.6 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear.  
Provenance: ex-collection Jury Kolodotschko, purchased at nagel, 
13 november 2004, stuttgart, lot 2617.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300
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215  | gyOKKOsAI: A WOOd NeTsuKe  
OF hOTeI ANd shIshIMAI bOys

signed Gyokkosai 
Japan, Edo (Tokyo), mid-19th century

The Laughing Buddha seated with a three young boys playing 
in front of him, one holding a shishimai mask which hotei is 
grabbing from him, another with a drum and mallet, and the third 
boy playing a flute, all with cheerful expressions. himotoshi and 
signed GyoKKosAi to the underside.

heiGht 3.6 cm

condition: Good condition with minor surface wear, old repair to 
the flute tip.
Provenance: ex-collection Jury Kolodotschko.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

216  | A VeRy RARe 17Th ceNTuRy  
IVORy NeTsuKe OF TWO chINese bOys 
WITh hOTeI’s sAcK

unsigned
Japan, 17th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

this netsuke shows a popular theme, adopted from china, and 
used for some of the earliest Japanese netsuke which derived 
from chinese toggles. the present netsuke shows a very deep 
patina, several age cracks and large and well hollowed-out 
himotoshi, the edges smoothed from wear. Depicted are two 
chinese boys, their facial expressions executed very much in the 
style of the Ming-dynasty, dressed in chinese robes and holding 
a fan together above a tied sack – an allusion to the lucky deity 
Hotei (in Chinese Budai).

heiGht 3.5, LenGth 4.4 cM

condition: Worn condition, very appealing patina, age cracks and 
the fan is slightly chipped´.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

221  | A hIdeMAsA-schOOl IVORy  
NeTsuKe OF A KARAKO ON A FAN

unsigned
Japan, osaka, 19th century

Carved with a Chinese boy (karako) lying flat on a fan, the face 
showing a joyous expression with a big, mischievous smile.

LenGth 4.9 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear.  
Provenance: ex-collection Jury Kolodotschko.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

218  | AN IVORy NeTsuKe OF dAIKOKu  
ANd ebIsu bOOKKeePINg

signed 
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the god of wealth and the god of fishermen and luck seated 
together with a soroban (abacus) and a book. Signed to the 
underside.

heiGht 3.1 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear.  
Provenance: French private collection.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

219  | A WOOd NeTsuKe OF ebIsu  
subduINg A TAI FIsh

unsigned 
Japan, 19th century

The god of fishermen and luck subduing a large tai (red seabream) 
with his arms and legs, wearing his characteristic hat and a 
sleeveless robe.

heiGht 4.7 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear.  
Provenance: ex-collection Jury Kolodotschko.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

220  | hOMIN: AN IVORy NeTsuKe OF  
FuKuROKuJu ANd OKAMe dRINKINg sAKe

By Homin, signed Homin with kakihan
Japan, Tokyo, Meiji period (1868-1912)

Depicting the lucky god Fukurokuju being served sake by the 
naughty shinto deity okame. the details finely rendered and 
treated with red color and ink. himotoshi through the underside 
and signed hoMin and kakihan.

heiGht 3.6 cm, LenGth 4 cm

condition: Good condition with age cracks.
Provenance: ex collection Jury Kolodotschko.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

217  | A WOOd MANJu NeTsuKe OF bIshAMON

unsigned 
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

Finely carved in relief with neatly incised details, depicting 
Bishamon next to a pagoda, his face showing a stern expression. 
Bishamon is the Japanese name for Vaisravana, one of the Four 
Heavenly Kings and an important figure in Japanese Buddhism.

DiAMeter 3.9 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear.  
Provenance: ex-collection Jury Kolodotschko.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200
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224  | A WOOd NeTsuKe OF A MOKugyO  
dePIcTINg dARuMA yAWNINg

unsigned 
Japan, 19th century

Finely carved as a mokugyo (temple bell) in the form of Daruma 
yawning, his hands clasped together forming the handle, the bell 
making a good hollow sound when struck.

heiGht 5.4 cm

condition: Good condition with minor surface wear as well as few 
small chips to the handle.
Provenance: French private collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

223  | A bOXWOOd NeTsuKe  
OF dARuMA yAWNINg

unsigned 
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the netsuke carved from boxwood with accentuations in black 
lacquer, depicting Daruma squatting with his hands clasped 
together in front, wearing a long flowing robe and cowl, letting 
out a big yawn, the eyes with dark inlaid eyes. himotoshi to 
Daruma’s behind.

heiGht 5.8 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear, few 
natural age cracks.  
Provenance: Belgian private collection.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

222  | OhARA MITsuhIRO: A FINe IVORy NeTsuKe  
OF TsuITATe WITh dARuMA ANd PINe TRee

By Ohara Mitsuhiro (1810-1875), signed Mitsuhiro 光廣
Japan, Osaka, mid-19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

The tsuitate (standing screen) carved on one side with an image 
of a grim, pensive Daruma against a finely stippled ishime ground. 
the other side with a beautifully carved pine tree, against the same 
stippled ground, and next to the signature in a wavy polished 
reserve Mitsuhiro.

the ivory is typically stained, and the area separating the two 
sides of the screen is executed in ishime as well. the underside 
shows the two arched feet on which the screen stands on and one 
himotoshi, the other ingeniously worked into a ‘natural’ opening of 
the pine tree.

heiGht 3.5 cm

condition: excellent condition.
Provenance: French private collection, acquired from an 
Anonymous sale, sotheby’s, 12 December 2002, London, lot 323.

Auction comparison: 
For a related netsuke, showing the same stippled pattern and an 
identical style of the signature see Bonhams, The Julius and Arlette 
Katchen collection of Fine netsuke Part i, 8 november 2016, 
London, lot 154 (sold for 10.000 gbP).

estimate euR 2,000
starting price eur 1,000

227  | AN OsAKA schOOl IVORy NeTsuKe OF dARuMA

unsigned
Japan, Osaka, first half of 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

An amusing and tactile ivory netsuke depicting Daruma almost completely 
enveloped in his robe, only his face is visible with a slightly disgruntled 
expression and inlaid eyes of dark horn. the ivory is finely stained, and his 
robe is incised with scrolling leafy vines. the underside with himotoshi.

LenGth 3.5 cm

condition: Good condition with age cracks.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

225  | AN IVORy NeTsuKe OF dARuMA lAughINg

unsigned 
Japan, 19th century

The patriarch of Zen Buddhism standing, wearing a long flowing robe and 
cowl, letting out a big laugh with the mouth wide open and pointing towards 
the side with one extended finger.

heiGht 5.2 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear.  
Provenance: French private collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

226  | AN ebONy WOOd NeTsuKe OF JuROJIN ON A deeR

unsigned
Japan, 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

the lucky god Jurojin laughing and holding a large opened scroll while 
mounted on a spotted shika deer. himotoshi through the deer’s back.

heiGht 5.3 cm

condition: excellent condition.
Provenance: us private collection.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

228  | A TOOTh NeTsuKe OF FuKuROKuJu

unsigned 
Japan, 19th century

the lucky god standing, wearing a long cowl over his characteristically 
elongated head, and holding a fan in both hands, a content smile on his face.

heiGht 5.4 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear, some natural age 
cracks.
Provenance: ex-collection Jury Kolodotschko.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300
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229  | A POWeRFul 
ANd lARge 
bONe 
NeTsuKe OF 
KAN’u

unsigned
Japan, 18th century, edo 
period (1615-1868)

An exceptional netsuke 
depicting the god of war 
Kan’u. the patina is a 
striking, glossy honey 
color. the god of war is 
stroking his beard whilst 
maintaining a fierce 
expression, his eyes inlaid. 
the other hand holds his 
characteristic halberd. 
Large himotoshi through 
the back.

heiGht 12.5 cm

condition: excellent age-
related condition with a 
stunning patina.
Provenance: British 
collection.

estimate euR 1,500
starting price eur 750

231  | A WOOd 
NeTsuKe 
OF A NIO 
guARdIAN 
WITh lARge 
WARAJI

unsigned
Japan, Meiji period (1868-
1912)

the temple guardian 
standing upright and 
carrying a large waraji 
sandal on his back, 
wearing an elegantly 
flowing garment with the 
torso left bare as well 
as heavenly garlands 
around the shoulders, 
the face showing a fierce 
expression. himotoshi to 
the back.

heiGht 9.4 cm

condition: Good condition 
with minor surface wear, 
one chip to a foot.
Provenance: ex collection 
ted Adameck.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

230  | AN IVORy 
NeTsuKe 
OF A NIO 
guARdIAN 
WITh lARge 
WARAJI

signed
Japan, Meiji period (1868-
1912)

the temple guardian 
standing upright and 
carrying a large waraji 
sandal on his back, 
wearing a finely incised 
garment with the torso left 
bare, the face showing a 
fierce expression with the 
eyes inlaid in mother-
of-pearl. Finely stained 
details. himotoshi to the 
back. signed within a 
rectangular mother-of-
pearl reserve.

heiGht 9.4 cm

condition: Good condition 
with minor surface wear, 
some staining to the back.
Provenance: czech private 
collection.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

232  | MAsANAO: A FINe WOOd NeTsuKe  
OF A shIshI WITh bROcAde bAll

By Masanao, signed Masanao
Japan, Ise-Yamada, 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

Depicting a shishi with a finely carved bushy mane, dynamically 
crafted curls and minutely incised hairwork. Both front paws are 
firmly placed on a brocade ball and its mouth is opened as if about 
to take a bite. the eyes are inlaid in dark horn and a loose ball 
is placed inside the open worked structure of the brocade ball. 
signed MAsAnAo on a bridge on the underside, which functions as 
the cord attachment.

heiGht 3.5 cm, LenGth 4.8 cm

condition: very good condition with associated surface wear.
Provenance: ex collection Jury Kolodotschko.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

234  | MAsAMITsu: A bOXWOOdWOOd  
NeTsuKe OF A shIshI WITh cub  
ANd bROcAde bAll

By Masamitsu, signed Masamitsu
Japan, 19th century

Finely carved, depicting a shishi with one front paw resting on a 
small shishi cub and protecting a pierced brocade ball, the face 
showing a fierce expression with the mouth wide open showing 
fang-like teeth and holding a loose ball within, the flaming mane 
and tail finely incised. natural himotoshi and signed MAsAMitsu 
to the underside.

heiGht 3 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear.  
Provenance: us private collection.

Auction comparison:  
For a similar shishi by Masamitsu see Bonhams, The Harriet 
szechenyi sale of Japanese Art, 8 november 2011, London, lot 22 
(sold for 2,250 gbP).

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

233  | MAsAMITsu: A KuROgAKI  
WOOd NeTsuKe OF A shIshI  
WITh cub ANd bROcAde bAll

By Masamitsu, signed Masamitsu
Japan, 19th century

Finely carved from kurogaki (black persimmon) wood, depicting 
a shishi with one front paw resting on a small shishi cub and 
protecting a pierced brocade ball with a loose ball within, the face 
showing a fierce expression with the mouth wide open showing 
fang-like teeth, the flaming mane and tail finely incised. natural 
himotoshi and signed MAsAMitsu to the underside.

heiGht 3.3 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear.  
Provenance: us private collection.

Auction comparison:  
For a similar shishi by Masamitsu see Bonhams, The Bluette H. 
Kirchhoff collection of netsuke and sagemono, 16 september 
2009, New York, lot 2024 (sold for 1,464 usd).

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

235  | A bOXWOOdWOOd NeTsuKe  
OF A shIshI WITh bROcAde bAll

signed
Japan, 19th century

Finely carved, depicting a shishi protecting a brocade ball, the 
face showing a fierce expression with the mouth wide open 
showing fang-like teeth, the flaming mane and tail finely incised. 
natural himotoshi and signed to the underside.

heiGht 3.3 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear.  
Provenance: French private collection.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300
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236  | A lARge dARK WOOd NeTsuKe OF  
A ReclININg gROOMINg shIshI

unsigned
Japan, 18th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

A powerful and dynamic carving depicting a Buddhist lion, or 
shishi, lifting its right hind paw and licking it. Large, generously 
excavated himotoshi through the underside.

LenGth 6 cm

condition: very good condition with associated wear.
Provenance: ex collection Jury Kolodotschko.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500 237  | A sTAINed IVORy ‘IMITATION sTAg  

ANTleR’ RyusA MANJu NeTsuKe  
OF A shIshI ANd PeONy

unsigned 
Japan, Tokyo, late 19th century, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the netsuke finely carved in openwork with a shishi, ist flaming 
tail and mane neatly incised, in a forest with craggy rockwork 
and peony blossoms with leaves, a central lozenge with a single 
himotoshi to the reverse, the netsuke providing ample natural 
himotoshi.

LenGth 4.5 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear.
Provenance: us private collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

238  | A FINe IVORy NeTsuKe  
OF A gROuP OF shIshI

unsigned
Japan, tokyo, second half of 19th century

Finely carved as a lively group of a mother shishi with her three 
cubs, the entire composition set on a circular base. the mother 
is snarling, while the three young shishi have their heads lifted to 
the sky. Fine details, the underside with himotoshi. the manner 
of carving and stain is very much reminiscent of ishikawa rensai 
of Asakusa, tokyo.

heiGht 2 cm, DiAMeter 3.3 cm

condition: excellent condition.
Provenance: British collection.

Auction comparison: 
compare the manner of carving and stain to a netsuke sold by 
Zacke, Fine netsuke, sagemono & okimono, 24 november 2018, 
vienna, lot 144.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

242  | A WOOd NeTsuKe OF A shIshI ATTRIbuTed 
TO chIKuyOsAI TOMOchIKA I

Attributed to chikuyosai tomochika i, unsigned
Japan, Edo, early 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

A powerfully crafted wood netsuke, depicting a seated shishi 
lifting its left hind leg as it is about to scratch its ear. The Buddhist 
lion has boldly carved curls, a flowing mane, and a well-carved 
bushy tail. the eye pupils are inlays of dark horn. natural 
himotoshi through the legs. the netsuke is unsigned, however 
very similar pieces exist that are signed tomochika, which are 
probably some of the earliest netsuke by the master.

heiGht 4.5 cm, LenGth 4.8 cm

condition: Good condition with a fine patina. two age cracks, the 
larger one to the left leg and tail.
Provenance: ex collection Jury Kolodotschko.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

241  | deRKAcheNKO: A bOXWOOd  
NeTsuKe OF TeNgu NO TOMAgO

By Alexander Derkachenko, signed Derkachenko
ukraine, 2018

Finely carved from stained boxwood and depicting a tengu 
hatching from an egg. Finely carved details, such as the feather 
work, expression and crisply carved claw visible on the underside. 
himotoshi in the back next to the inlaid artist’s signature.

heiGht 3 cm

condition: excellent condition.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

243  | AN IVORy NeTsuKe OF A TeNgu  
MAsK ON A FeATheRed FAN

unsigned
Japan, late 18th to early 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

Depicting the mask of a karasu-tengu, with a large expressive 
beak, on top of a feathered fan - an allusion to the fan the tengu 
king sojobo carries with him. the ivory shows a glossy yellowish 
patina with spots of honey. the tengu’s large eyes are inlaid in 
dark horn. Good himotoshi through the back.

heiGht 5.3 cm

Condition: Several natural age cracks. Beautiful patina.
Provenance: old viennese private collection, collection no. 95, 
acquired from Galerie Gemini in 1995.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

239  | AN IVORy NeTsuKe OF A hATchINg TeNgu

unsigned
Japan, 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

Depicting a tengu hatching from an egg with half of its body 
protruding from the shell, the eyes inlaid producing a humorous 
expression. Good himotoshi through the back and underside. 
Beautiful patina.

heiGht 3.5 cm

condition: Good condition, expected age cracks. no damages.
Provenance: German private collection, acquired in Japan in the 
1980s/90s.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

240  | TWO WOOd NeTsuKe OF shIshI

signed
Japan, 19th century

one shishi is pouncing on a large half-spherical base while the 
other is seated and protecting a pierced brocade ball, both with 
fierce expressions as well as neatly incised flaming manes and tails.

heiGht 3 and 4 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear.  
Provenance: ex-collection Jury Kolodotschko.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400
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245  | A WOOd NeTsuKe OF TeNgu NO TOMAgO

signed 
Japan, early 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

carved with a tengu wearing a tokin cap emerging from its 
cracked egg, one wing slightly peeking out and one claw placed 
over the shell. Fine himotoshi to the underside, one generously 
excavated; signed.

heiGht 3.2

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear.
Provenance: ex-collection Jury Kolodotschko.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

246  | MIchAel bIRch: JuVeNIle TANuKI

By Michael Henry Birch (1926-2008), signed with artist’s initials 
‘MHB’
c. 1994

Published: Birch, JKL (2013) The Art & Life of Michael Birch, p. 69.
Exhibited: Sotheby’s Bonds Street London, 1994.
The Carvings of Michael Henry Birch, N.K.C., New York, 1995.
Exhibited & Illustrated: Tactiles by Michael Henry Birch, I.N.S.C., 
Boston, 2001.

carved from dark-stained boxwood, the head carved from stag 
antler with the head stripes inlaid in lustrous black lacquer. the 
eyes are in drawn crystal rod. signed on an inlaid gold plaque 
‘MHB’.

heiGht 2.8 cm, LenGth 3.7 cm

condition: excellent condition.
Provenance: From the collection of Jonathan Birch, son of Michael 
Henry Birch.

estimate euR 1,500
starting price eur 750

249  | MINKO: A WOOd NeTsuKe  
OF A TANuKI

signed Minko with kakihan
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the tanuki seated, its right foreleg raised, its other foreleg beating 
its distended stomach, the well-patinated wood slightly worn, 
the eyes inlaid in brass with dark pupils. himotoshi through the 
underside and belly. inscribed Minko with a kakihan.

heiGht 3.3 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear.  
Provenance: Belgian private collection.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

247  | A WOOd NeTsuKe OF A KIRIN

unsigned 
Japan, 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

the kirin standing on a flat rectangular base, with a fierce 
expression and neatly incised scales. A single himotoshi through 
the base.

LenGth 4.2 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear.  
Provenance: French private collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

248  | A WOOd NeTsuKe OF A MOKugyO

unsigned 
Japan, Edo period (1868-1912), 19th century

Finely carved as a mokugyo (temple bell) with neatly incised 
confronting dragon handles, the bell making a good hollow 
sound when struck.

heiGht 5.9 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear.
Provenance: French private collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

250  | TWO WOOd NeTsuKe OF MyThIcAl beINgs

unsigned
Japan, 19th century

A netsuke of a suisei, a mythical creature with a single horn, a 
flaming mane and tail like a shishi, but with a tortoise carapace as 
well as hooves, with dark inlaid eyes, seated on a flat oval base, 
and a netsuke of a kappa with a tortoise carapace and long, neatly 
incised hair, pulling back a large lotus leaf, revealing a small frog, all 
on an oval base, both with a single himotoshi through the base.

HEIGHT 4.4 cm (the suisei) and 3 cm (the kappa)

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear.
Provenance: ex-collection Jury Kolodotschko.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

244  | KOMIN: A dARK WOOd  
NeTsuKe OF A KAPPA  
eMeRgINg FROM A cONch

By Komin, signed Komin 光珉 with kakihan
Japan, Edo (Tokyo), mid-19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

An incredibly fine and detailed carving from dark wood with 
reddish hues. A kappa is shown emerging from a large conch, 
its claws placed on the exterior and its gloomy eyes staring. 
its expression is quite amusing, and the hairdo is somewhat 
unusual, almost resembling an old British court wig. The conch 
is smoothly polished, providing a stark contrast to the masterful 
ukibori used on the mythical being’s unarmored body parts 
and the well-detailed shell. the hollow section on the kappa’s 
head, which according to legend hold its vital fluids, is inlaid in 
pewter and lacquer. Good, asymmetrical himotoshi through the 
underside and signed KoMin plus kakihan.

LenGth 4.8 cm

condition: excellent condition.
Provenance: ex collection harriet szechenyi sold in her sale at 
Bonhams, 8 November 2011, London, lot 53 (sold for 4.750 
gbP). then collection Jacques h. carré.

estimate euR 4,000
starting price eur 2,000
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251  | A WOOd NeTsuKe OF A suIseI

unsigned
Japan, 19th century

carved as a suisei, a mythical creature with a flaming mane and tail 
like a shishi, but with a tortoise carapace as well as hooves. A single 
himotoshi through the flat oval base.

heiGht 4 cm

condition: old repair to the head, otherwise in good condition with 
minor surface wear.  
Provenance: French private collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

253  | TWO WOOd 
NeTsuKe  
OF MyThIcAl 
cReATuRes

the tanuki netsuke signed, the 
other unsigned
Japan, 18th-19th century

An amusing netsuke of a tanuki 
with an elongated scrotum 
more than twice its size, signed 
to one side of the scrotum, and 
a netsuke of an actor in the 
role of a hunter disguised as a 
fox, seated and leaning forward 
with his hands on his lap, 
wearing a kitsune (fox) mask.

LENGTH 9.4 cm (the tanuki), 
HEIGHT 3.5 (the actor)

condition: Good condition with 
minor surface wear.
Provenance: ex-collection Jury 
Kolodotschko.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

252  | AN IVORy NeTsuKe OF A  
TANuKI As A sAKe VeNdOR

unsigned
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the clothed tanuki is standing with its head reared upwards to 
the left and holding a sake bottle in one paw and an accounting 
book in the other. himotoshi through the back.

heiGht 4.6 cm

condition: excellent condition.
Provenance: German private collection, acquired in Japan in 
the 1980s/90s.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

254  | A WOOd NeTsuKe OF A  
TeNgu sTIRRINg MIsO

unsigned
Japan, 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

A wood netsuke of a tengu holding his amusingly long nose in 
both hands to stir miso in a bowl held between his feet. he is 
wearing a tokin cap, and his long hair and the wings in the back 
are carved with extraordinary detail. Appealing patina to the dark 
accentuated wood. Good, irregular himotoshi on the underside.

heiGht 3.5 cm

condition: very good condition.
Provenance: the Gabor Wilhelm collection.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

255  | AN IVORy NeTsuKe OF  
A bAKu heAded MOKugyO  
IN The sTyle OF gyOKuMIN

Unsigned, style of Gyokumin (1800-1868)
Japan, Asakusa, mid to late 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

Depicted is a mokugyo temple bell with the handle shaped like 
the head of a baku with large inlaid eyes, small tusks, its tongue 
sticking outwards and a dominant long curling snout. swirling 
flame-like curls trail down from its neck to both sides of the 
temple bell. the underside with the characteristic opening of the 
mokugyo. natural himotoshi.

heiGht 5.3 cm

condition: Generally good but used and worn condition with age 
cracks.
Provenance: the Gabor Wilhelm collection.

Literature comparison: For similar works by Gyokumin see 
Kokusai the Genius: and stag-antler carving in Japan, sydney L. 
Moss, Ltd., 2016, nos. 473-478.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

256  | AN eARly IVORy NeTsuKe OF  
A WOlF WITh hAuNch

unsigned
Japan, Kyoto, 18th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

A good old ivory netsuke depicting a hungry wolf devouring a 
haunch of venison. the expression of the hungry wolf looks 
satisfied as it tries to rip the meat from the bone of the deer. the 
piece was probably worn by several generations as the patina 
reveals the age of the netsuke showing age cracks and a deep-
yellow worn patina, giving the piece a unique appeal. natural 
himotoshi through the feet of the wolf.

LenGth 4.6 cm, heiGht 3 cm

condition: signs of age and wear with age cracks on one side. 
the other side shows a deep-yellow worn patina. Despite its age 
it is in very good and complete condition.
Provenance: the Gabor Wilhelm collection.

estimate euR 2,000
starting price eur 1,000

NOs. 254-277 cOMe FROM The  
gAbOR WIlhelM cOllecTION
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257  | AN AMusINg WOOd NeTsu Ke OF  
A MONKey hOldINg dOWN A FROg

unsigned
Japan, Gifu, 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

A comical wood netsuke of a monkey holding down a frog. the 
monkey is visibly amused, its inlaid ivory eyes and mouth opened 
wide and tongue sticking out with great excitement. the fur 
is well-carved with an unusually rough, though very appealing 
texture. on the contrary, the frog is considerably less amused 
as the monkey puts its weight on it, effectively flattening the frog 
- its visible inlaid eye looks to almost pop out of its head. this 
netsuke is attributable to the school of tomokazu of Gifu. natural 
himotoshi.

heiGht 3.9 cm

condition: very good condition. natural imperfection in the wood 
-plugged near the head of the monkey.
Provenance: sotheby’s, Art D’Asie, 18 December 2012, Paris, lot 
260. Afterwards, the Gabor Wilhelm collection.

estimate euR 2,000
starting price eur 1,000

259  | A RARe WOOd NeTsuKe  
OF A sNARlINg TIgeR

unsigned
Japan, 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

A compact wood netsuke of a snarling tiger, quite unusual in its 
appearance and dynamic. one paw is placed in front and the 
body bends around as it lets out a humorously insecure snarl. 
the thick tail curls around almost touching its ear. neatly incised 
fur with expressed tiger stripes, and the paws on the underside 
are very well-carved. natural himotoshi through the two right 
legs which are tucked together. Fine patina and good color to the 
wood.

heiGht 3.6 cm

condition: excellent condition.
Provenance: the Gabor Wilhelm collection.

estimate euR 1,500
starting price eur 750

258  | AN IVORy NeTsuKe OF A  
shAggy dOg ON A ZAbuTON

unsigned
Japan, 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

This lovely netsuke shows a shaggy dog (muku inu type) on 
a cushion (zabuton) with its head resting on its finely carved 
paws. the dog has big excited eyes and long groomed fur which 
elegantly runs along its body. the cushion is two-layered and 
provides a cozy place for the dog to rest on. the curvature of its 
body aligns with the circular cushion – the dog seems to have 
found just the right position to fit fully on the pillow! the ears are 
big, and the body language indicates a deep satisfaction. Large 
himotoshi on the underside with a beautiful yellow patina.

DiAMeter 3.6 cm

condition: Good condition. very few age cracks in the fur of the 
dog and on the cushion. A tiny nick in between the two layers of 
the cushion. the patina is slightly worn.
Provenance: the Gabor Wilhelm collection.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

260  | A KuROgAKI WOOd NeTsuKe OF AN OX

unsigned
Japan, early 18th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

An early netsuke carved from kurogaki wood (black persimmon) 
depicting an ox with a raised head. the material is a beautiful 
shimmering black with a dark brown area. Large himotoshi 
through the side and underside.

LenGth 5.1 cm

condition: very good and complete condition with faint cracks 
typical for the material.
Provenance: the Gabor Wilhelm collection.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

263  | A RARe 17Th ceNTuRy dRIFTWOOd NeTsuKe 
OF A lARge FIsh

unsigned
Japan, 17th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

A netsuke made from natural flattened driftwood in the shape 
of a large stylized fish. only the eyes and area around the mouth 
are carved, the rest has remained as it was found, only altered 
by centuries of use and handling, giving it a beautiful aji (patina). 
it is well documented that the earliest netsuke were basically any 
objects which would be suitable as sagemono, like natural gourds 

262  | A WOOd NeTsuKe OF A ReTRAcTed TORTOIse

unsigned
Japan, 18th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

this early netsuke depicts a tortoise with its head, legs and tail 
completely retracted inside its carapace. the surface has a very 
appealing patina and is smooth to the touch from centuries of 
handling. ideally compact shape. Good and well-hollowed out 
himotoshi through the underside.

heiGht 4.2 cm

condition: very good condition with excellent patina. old crack on 
the underside.
Provenance: the Gabor Wilhelm collection.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

261  | A RARe IVORy NeTsuKe OF AN OcTOPus

unsigned
Japan, early 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

The octopus (tako) is crafted with a large and smooth bulbous head 
with elongated bulging eyes, his head resting on his tentacles which 
extend far behind him. the tentacles have pierced holes for suckers 
and form a dense bundle, overlapping and curling around. the 
composition of this octopus is quite unique. the underside with 
himotoshi through one s-shaped tentacle. excellent patina, worn in 
all the right places.

LenGth 6.5 cm

condition: very good complete condition, with expected age cracks 
and beautiful patina.
Provenance: the Gabor Wilhelm collection.

estimate euR 1,200
starting price eur 600

or pieces of wood, etc. the present netsuke belongs to this rare 
group of the earliest netsuke known to man. An agate ojime is 
attached to the cord which is attached to the natural himotoshi 
through the mouth.

LenGth 16 cm

condition: excellent condition worn over centuries of use and 
handling.
Provenance: the Gabor Wilhelm collection.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300
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264  | A sTAg 
ANTleR 
NeTsuKe OF 
A MONKey 
WITh 
chesTNuT

unsigned
Japan, 18th century, edo 
period (1615-1868)

carved from a tubular 
piece of stag antler, hollow 
in the center and with a 
plug on the top of its head, 
depicting a slightly stylized 
monkey with amusingly 
large eyes, holding a 
chestnut. spectacular 
patina indicating an early 
piece. one large himotoshi 
in the back and the other 
natural through the hollow 
section of the antler.

heiGht 5.5 cm

condition: Good condition, 
stunning patina. Plugged 
section of the hollow stag 
antler.
Provenance: the Gabor 
Wilhelm collection

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

265  | shuNgeTsu: IVORy NeTsuKe  
OF A TANuKI suFFOcATINg  
A huNTeR WITh hIs scROTuM

By Shungetsu, signed Shungetsu
Japan, Tokyo, late 19th century, Meiji period (1868-1912)

A well-carved, finely stained and compact ivory netsuke 
of a tanuki suffocating a hunter with his gigantic scrotum. 
tanuki are known to have magical powers and are 
mischievous creatures. though not always dangerous, 
they are especially hostile to hunters, as they beguile them 
by drumming on their bellies, subsequently crushing them 
with their enlarged testicles. the tanuki has well-carved 
fur and a smoothly polished scrotum with sparsely incised 
hair. the hunter is quite helpless and squirming in agony. 
small himotoshi and signature shunGetsu 春月 on the 
underside.

heiGht 3.3 cm, LenGth 4 cm

condition: very good condition.
Provenance: the Gabor Wilhelm collection.

estimate euR 1,200
starting price eur 600

266  | AN eARly ANd FINe 
IVORy NeTsuKe OF A 
shIshIMAI dANceR

unsigned
Japan, late 18th century, edo period 
(1615-1868)

carved as a boy with a drum tied to 
his obi in front him, holding a pair of 
drumsticks and wearing a festive cloak 
incised with three different geometrical 
patterns. he is lifting his shishimai 
mask, revealing his face. the boy has 
very finely crafted facial features with 
full cheeks, a sensitively crafted nose 
and a charming smile. the shishi mask 
at the top is equally well-carved with 
expressive features and finely carved 
curls. the icing on the cake is the 
patina – honey orange in the back and 
coherently worn in just the right places, 
indicating a well-used and loved piece. 
the generous himotoshi, as well, are 
perfect.

heiGht 7.6 cm

condition: expected age cracks, 
beautiful patina. one foot is restored 
very well.
Provenance: the Gabor Wilhelm 
collection.

estimate euR 1,500
starting price eur 750

267  | A WOOd NeTsuKe OF TWO WResTleRs

unsigned
Japan, early 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

carved from cherry wood and lightly stained depicting two 
wrestlers on their knees trying to grab each other by the belt with 
one hand, performing ottsuke (arm-clamp down), the other hand 
preventing the counterpart from reaching the belt. Both facial 
expressions are quite amusing. the underside further underlines 
their symmetrical movement, showing four chubby legs divided 
by a central himotoshi.

heiGht 5.2 cm

condition: excellent condition.
Provenance: the Gabor Wilhelm collection.

estimate euR 1,200
starting price eur 600

268  | A RARe ANd uNusuAl cOPPeR  
bRONZe NeTsuKe OF A hIKITe

unsigned
Japan, 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

in the shape of a hikite inset door handle used to push gliding 
doors in Japanese houses. Decorated with images of leafy peach 
branches in high relief. small loop for himotoshi on the reverse.

heiGht 5.1 cm

condition: excellent condition.
Provenance: the Gabor Wilhelm collection, acquired from Dr. 
Karl. M schwarz.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

270  | KOhOsAI: AN eXcelleNT  
IVORy ANd gOld NeTsuKe OF A  
FlOWeRINg chRysANTheMuM

By Ueda Kohosai (died 1907), signed Kohosai
Japan, Osaka, late 19th century, Meiji period (1868-1912)

Finely carved as a flowering chrysanthemum, the petals carved 
naturalistically and overlapping each other. the central section is 
inlaid in gold, finely carved to resemble layers of pollen, cleverly 
serving as the removable cord attachment through the central 
himotoshi in the back. signed KohosAi in partially erased 
characters.

DiAMeter 4.3 cm

condition: very good condition. there used to be a metal ring 
around the himotoshi in the back, which is now lost.
Provenance: the Gabor Wilhelm collection.

Literature comparison:
For two further floral compositions by the artist see 
Meinertzhagen, Frederick / Lazarnick, George (1986) MCI, Part A, 
p. 356.

Auction comparison:
For a similar netsuke by Tetsguendo Kyusai see Bonhams, The 
Julius and Arlette Katchen collection of Fine netsuke, 10 May 
2017, London, lot 189 (sold for 6.250 gbP).

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

269  | A RARe clOIsONNÉ  
eNAMel MANJu NeTsuKe

unsigned
Japan, c. 1860

A rare cloisonné enamel netsuke in perfectly round manju form. 
Decorated with blue, turquoise, green, red and white enamels 
with gold wire. the cord attachment as a silver loop above a red 
kikunogomon, the imperial seal of Japan.

DiAMeter 3.7 cm, thicKness ca. 1.8 cm

condition: Good condition with expected minor fritting and small 
losses to surface of enamel.
Provenance: the Gabor Wilhelm collection.

Literature comparison: For a discussion of cloisonné enamel 
netsuke see insJ, volume 35, no.4, pages 18-33. this manju is 
closest to no. 25.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400
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271  | A RARe WOOd NeTsuKe OF  
AN ANTIQue chINese lOcK

unsigned
Japan, 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

A pale wood netsuke in the form of an antique chinese lock 
carved in high relief on one side with the character ‘shou’ for 
long life, and the character for ‘double happiness’ on the other. 
images of antique coins and flowers are arranged in reserves to 
the side of the characters. natural himotoshi.

LenGth 4.7 cm

condition: very good condition, one miniscule crack near one of 
the chinese characters.
Provenance: the Gabor Wilhelm collection.

to our knowledge, this is the only netsuke depicting an antique 
chinese lock.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

273  | A lARge ANd uNusuAl WOOd  
NeTsuKe OF dAIKOKu

unsigned
Japan, early 18th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

Depicting the god of wealth and patron of the merchants 
Daikoku, with large earlobes, smiling, wearing his typical hat 
and holding his mallet up high. the reverse shows a scoop-like 
structure, the inside partially with remains of old black lacquer 
and a central bridge where the himotoshi is located. A rustic, old 
and very functional wood netsuke with worn-down features and 
a beautiful aji (patina) from many years of use and handling. The 
shape of the netsuke probably depicts a kind of wall hanging 
used to dispel oni from temple sites.

heiGht 6.2 cm, LenGth 4.4 cm, WiDth 3 cm

condition: Good condition with signs of age and wear. Possibly 
one very old and worn-down chip to the upper edge of the 
backside.
Provenance: the Gabor Wilhelm collection.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

274  | AN uNusuAl ANd RARe FAN-shAPed blue 
ANd WhITe PORcelAIN shuNgA NeTsuKe

unsigned
Japan, 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

in the shape of a fan and painted in underglaze blue with a 
shunga scene depicting an enamored couple. the reverse 
decorated with tall grasses, where also the loop for himotoshi is 
located. three unglazed spots show how it was placed in the kiln, 
and the reverse rim unglazed and painted in brown.

heiGht 5.5 cm

condition: Miniscule old firing crack. very good condition.
Provenance: the Gabor Wilhelm collection.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

272  | A RARe sTAg ANTleR shuNgA NeTsuKe  
OF OKAMe ANd TeNgu MAsKs

unsigned
Japan, 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

carved as the mask of the 
shinto goddess okame 
behind the mask of a 
long-nosed tengu. okame 
is suggestively grinning at 
the phallic shape of the 
exaggeratedly long nose. 
the use of the material is 
superior. A branch section 
of antler was used, with 
the long nose resembling 
a natural branch, brilliantly 
utilized. the central section 
is hollow. only the underside really shows the characteristic 
porous surface of the antler, the rest appears like beautifully 
stained ivory. one pierced himotoshi and the other natural 
through the hollow section between the two masks.

heiGht 3.3 cm, LenGth 6.3 cm

condition: very good condition.
Provenance: the Gabor Wilhelm collection.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

275  | A lARge ANd eARly WOOd NeTsuKe  
OF A chINese cOuRT OFFIcIAl

unsigned
Japan, early 18th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

A very large wood netsuke of a standing chinese court official 
with a beautiful patina. the man is wearing a large courtly hat, 
holding a fan and leaning on a long stick, which extends almost 
to the top of his hat. his facial features are worn, though still 
recognizable and show a deeply focused expression. his robe is 
detailed showing many deep and accentuated folds. the large 
himotoshi are angular and found on the backside and side, 
showing significant wear. A functional netsuke, large but not too 
heavy and significantly worn with a beautiful patina, showing that 
this was a well-loved and used netsuke.

heiGht 13 cm

condition: very good age-related condition. the wood is worn 
and shows a good patina, with minor old smooth chips to the 
edge of the robe, minor scratches, cracks and nicks.
Provenance: the Gabor Wilhelm collection.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

276  | A RARe WOOd ‘dOuble shuNgA’  
NeTsuKe OF A MOTheR ANd chIld

unsigned
Japan, 18th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

A highly suggestive and early shunga netsuke carved as a mother, 
with chubby cheeks and a high forehead like okame, holding up 
her son, revealing his genitals. the underside further reveals her 
female genitals. A rare and rustic ‘double shunga’ netsuke. Good 
patina and cleverly placed himotoshi in the back.

heiGht 6.4 cm

condition: Good condition with an appealing patina. one tiny 
chip to the side of the boy’s genitals.
Provenance: the Gabor Wilhelm collection.

estimate euR 1,200
starting price eur 600

277  | dORAKu: AN IVORy NeTsuKe  
OF A MAsK bOX WITh usOFuKI

By Doraku(Sai), signed Doraku
Japan, Osaka, 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

Finely stained and carved as a mask box with the mask of usofuki 
on the lid. the underside with himotoshi and signature DorAKu 
道樂. Doraku(Sai) was a member of the Osaka school and a 
famous student of Mitsuhiro.

heiGht 2 cm, LenGth 3.3 cm

condition: excellent condition.
Provenance: the Gabor Wilhelm collection.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400
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282  | A WOOd NeTsuKe OF OKAMe  
ANd ONI AT seTsubuN

unsigned
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

Depicting two oni being pelted with roasted soybeans by okame as 
part of the oni-yarai festival (also known as setsubun), a year-end rite 
to cleanse away all the evil of the former year and drive away disease-
bringing evil spirits for the year to come. one of the oni is running behind 
the goddess, while the other is hiding behind her robe, with only the legs 
still visible. the shinto goddess okame is a popular deity of the festival 
and participates in the exorcism.

heiGht 5 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear.
Provenance: european collection.

estimate euR 1,200
starting price eur 600

281  | AN IVORy NeTsuKe OF A PhAllus

signed with a kakihan
Japan, 19th century

naturalistically carved and finely stained as a phallus. 
signed with a kakihan to the interior.

heiGht 3.9 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear. 
Provenance: French private collection.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

278  | A RARe ANd 
lARge sAIshIKI 
NeTsuKe OF 
AN AMA WITh 
AMOROus 
OcTOPus

unsigned
Japan, osaka, late 18th to 
early 19th century, edo period 
(1615-1868)

A large saishiki (painted) 
hinoki (cypress) wood netsuke 
depicting an ama (diving or 
fisher girl) engaged in a lustful 
struggle with an octopus. 
the ama has long hair which 
gently flows down her back 
and she is dressed only in a 
red skirt, which the octopus 
pulls down, revealing her 
voluptuous behind in the back. 
the octopus is entangled 
around her right leg, his arms 
forming sinuously curling 
bundles. his lips are pressed 
forwards suggestively, the eyes 
gazing at her private parts. 
the ama has one hand placed 
on her chest frivolously and 
the other pressed against her 
cheek – she is clearly enjoying 
the octopus’ company. the 
hinoki wood is treated with 
polychrome pigments and 
some gesso, attractively worn 
all around. the himotoshi in 
the back are indicative of the 
period, and are generously 
excavated, exactly as they 
should be.

heiGht 12.5 cm

condition: Good age-related 
condition, the polychrome 
pigments worn as is to be 
expected.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

283  | A RARe IVORy shuNgA  
NeTsuKe OF A KAPPA WITh  
ITs FOOT sTucK IN A clAM

unsigned
Japan, early 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

the ivory netsuke of a good caramel color and depicting 
a mischievous kappa with its foot stuck inside a hamaguri 
clam – a scene with some shunga overtones. himotoshi 
through the base-like underside. the kappa’s eyes are 
inlaid in dark horn.

LenGth 5.6 cm

condition: Good condition, beautiful patina.
Provenance: French private collection.

estimate euR 1,200
starting price eur 600

284  | AN ebONy WOOd shuNgA  
MAsK NeTsuKe OF OKAMe

unsigned
Japan, 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

the mask netsuke finely carved with the mask of okame, the himotoshi 
bar to the back carved in the form of a phallic mushroom.

heiGht 4.4 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear. 
Provenance: French private collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

279  | AN IVORy NeTsuKe  
OF A cONVeRTed ONI

unsigned
Japan, 18th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

Published: Östasiatiska Museet (1999) Netsuke, 
p. 50.
exhibited: Östasiatiska Museet, sweden, 
stockholm, 16 october 1999 – 9 January 2000.

The oni, converted to Buddhism, depicted here 
with a thick belly which partially hangs over 
the temple gong before him. he looks up to 
the heavens, screaming dramatically, the eyes 
double inlaid in reddish and dark horn. in one 
hand he holds a rosary and with the other he 
holds the mallet behind his back, scratching 
himself instead of striking the gong. the ribs 
in the back are expressed very well. the deep, 
perfectly placed himotoshi are indicative of the 
period.

heiGht 4.2 cm

Condition: The inked features partially worn; 
expected age cracks, an old filling to the front of 
the teeth and one horn is replaced. Good, age-
related condition.
Provenance: ex collection Mrs. Gunvor 
Bjorkman. Old museum number.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

280  | A WOOd shuNgA  
OKIMONO-NeTsuKe  
OF shOKI ANd OKAMe

unsigned
Japan, 19th century

Depicting shoki and okame engaged in amorous 
pursuits, however only visible on the underside. 
shoki with dark inlaid eyes.

LenGth 6.7 cm

condition: very good condition with minor 
surface wear. 
Provenance: French private collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200
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292  | shIgeKAZu: A gOOd WOOd NeTsuKe  
OF hAdesu slAyINg The TIgeR

By Shigekazu, signed Shigekazu
Japan, mid-19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

Finely carved as hadesu holding down a frightened tiger, his 
sword drawn to his right and one knee pushing down on the 
tiger’s behind. himotoshi through the underside and signed 
shiGeKAZu within an oval reserve.

heiGht 3.7 cm

condition: very good condition, beautiful color and patina.
Provenance: French private collection.

estimate euR 1,200
starting price eur 600

285  | A sTAINed IVORy NeTsuKe  
OF A cONVeRTed ONI

unsigned
Japan, early 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

An unusual netsuke stained a reddish black and attractively worn. 
Depicted is an oni scratching his back with a mallet, a gong is 
placed before him.

LenGth 3,5 cM

condition: old fracture to the oni’s arm.
Provenance: old Austrian private collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200 286  | A WOOd NeTsuKe OF ONI NeMbuTsu

signed
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

A classic depiction of the repentant oni standing, wearing a 
monk’s hat and robe, carrying a parasol on his back, and holding 
a gong and a mallet in his hands, the eyes double-inlaid with 
mother-of-pearl and dark horn. himotoshi through the back. 
signed to the reverse.

heiGht 5.8 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear. 
Provenance: French private collection.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

288  | A WOOd NeTsuKe OF shOKI  
seARchINg FOR AN ONI

unsigned
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the Demon Queller with a fierce expression and holding a sword 
with one hand, about to lift up a straw mat with his other hand, 
beneath which a mischievous oni is hiding.

heiGht 3.1 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear.
Provenance: ex-collection Jury Kolodotschko.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

289  | gyOKusAI: AN IVORy NeTsuKe  
OF eMMA-O FeedINg TWO ONI

By Gyokusai, signed Gyokusai
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the king of hell seated and holding a bowl of grains in one hand 
with the other hand inside the bowl, while two oni are on all fours 
beside him eating the grains. himotoshi and signature GyoKusAi 
to the flat oval base.

heiGht 4 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear.
Provenance: ex-collection Jury Kolodotschko.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

290  | A WOOd NeTsuKe OF  
KINTARO ANd yAMAubA

unsigned
Japan, Meiji period (1615-1868)

The Golden Boy riding a bear with his yokai caretaker Yamauba 
to his side. Kintaro is based on a real person who, as an adult, 
was a loyal follower of Minamoto no yorimitsu under the name 
sakata no Kintoki.

heiGht 3.5 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear.
Provenance: ex-collection Jury Kolodotschko.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

287  | A RARe IVORy NeTsuKe OF  
KINTARO WITh ThRee beARs

unsigned
Japan, 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

the strong boy Kintaro is pulling the ear of a large bear, while two 
smaller bears are prancing around. note the finely carved details 
and minutely incised fur. natural himotoshi.

LenGth 4.6 cm

condition: Good condition, some wear and age cracks.
Provenance: French private collection.

estimate euR 1,500
starting price eur 750

291  | A WOOd NeTsuKe OF A  
bOy ANd ONI WResTlINg

unsigned
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the boy and oni engaged in a wrestling match, the boy grasping 
the oni’s right leg, both standing on top of a lotus leaf with neatly 
incised veins and an elegantly curved stem which also provides 
natural himotoshi.

heiGht 3.6 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear.
Provenance: British private estate.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300
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293  | NAOMAsA: AN IVORy NeTsuKe  
OF shITA-KIRI suZuMe

By Naomasa, signed Naomasa
Japan, early 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

the tongue-cut sparrow with large inlaid eyes and finely incised 
wings and tail, an old man lying on its back.

LenGth 4.5 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear, some 
loss of staining to the beak, and few natural age cracks. 
Provenance: French private collection.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

294  | AN IVORy hAKATA-sTyle  
NeTsuKe OF ONO NO TOFu

unsigned
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

Published: Schwarz, K. (1992) Netsuke Subjects, no. 199

the netsuke carved from ivory with finely stained details, 
depicting the famous calligrapher climbing on a large frog and 
holding a closed parasol in his left hand. himotoshi to the back.

heiGht 6.7 cm

condition: very good condition with only minor surface wear.
Provenance: ex collection Dr. Karl schwarz, exhibited at the MAK, 
vienna, 1996. sold at Kunsthandel Klefisch, Auction 98, october 
2012, lot 254.

estimate euR 1,200
starting price eur 600

295  | MAsAMITsu: A WOOd NeTsuKe  
OF OMORI hIKOIchI

By Masamitsu, signed Masamitsu
Japan, late 19th century

Finely carved with a depiction of omori hikoichi carrying the 
witch after the battle of Minatogawa. Green-stained bone-ringed 
himotoshi and signed MAsAMitsu to the flat oval base.

heiGht 4.5 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear. 
Provenance: us private collection.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

296  | AN Old IVORy NeTsuKe OF AN ONI

unsigned
Japan, 17th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

this old and worn ivory netsuke shows an oni seated on a rock. 
Good himotoshi through the back and the base. stunning patina.

heiGht 4.5 cm

Condition: Signs of age and wear. Deep honeycolored patina; age 
cracks and chipping.
Provenance: old Zagreb private collection.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

298  | MAsAchIKA: A TOMOchIKA  
schOOl IVORy NeTsuKe OF A ghOsT

By Masachika, signed Masachika
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the ghost with long, neatly incised hair falling over the shoulders, 
the two hands placed before the chest with the fingers extended 
downward. signed MAsAchiKA to the back.

heiGht 11.2 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear. 
Provenance: French private collection.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

300  | hAKuuNsAI: AN IVORy NeTsuKe  
OF A MAN WITh shOJO

By Hakuunsai, signed Hakuunsai
Japan, second half of 19th century

Depicting a seated man next to a laughing standing shojo, both 
holding a fan. Finely rendered details and signed underneath 
hAKuunsAi.

heiGht 4.2 cm

condition: very good undamaged condition.
Provenance: ex collection Jury Kolodotschko.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

299  | TWO PRessed hORN MANJu NeTsuKe

unsigned
Japan, 19th century

one manju netsuke of rounded rectangular shape, carved with 
Minamoto no yorimasa and Li no hayata on one side and a 
nue, a tiger with a snake as a tail, on the other, and one manju 
netsuke of circular shape depicting yojo stabbing the cloak of 
his enemy Cho Bujutsu on one side and a ronin hiding under his 
straw hat on the other. Both with himotoshi on the underside.

DiAMeter and LenGth 4.5 cm

condition: Good condition with minor surface wear, some minor 
age-related losses, primarily around the himotoshi.
Provenance: ex collection ted Adameck, collection nos. 380 and 
391 (valued at 900 USD in total). Copy of old inventory available.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

297  | shORAKu: AN IVORy ANd  
MIXed MeTAl KAgAMIbuTA OF The 
buNbuKu chAgAMA FOlKTAle

signed raku
Japan, 19th century

the bowl is made of ivory and the lid of iron with gold details 
depicting the legend of the Bumbuku Chagama (badger tea 
kettle). According to Japanese folklore, a poor man sets a tanuki 
free, which in return transforms into a kettle, so that the man can 
perform with it on the street and become wealthy.

DiAMeter 4 cm

condition: A crack to the ivory, otherwise good worn condition.
Provenance: British private collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200
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301  | A MINIATuRe OKIMONO  
OF A FOX PRIesT (hAKuZOsu)

unsigned
Japan, 20th century

Finely carved as fox priest clothed in a hooded robe and leaning 
on a cane.

heiGht 6.6 cm

condition: excellent condition.
Provenance: italian private collection.

estimate euR 2,000
starting price eur 1,000

306  | A gOOd 
TAll 
shuZAN 
sTyle 
sAIshIKI 
NeTsuKe OF 
RyuJIN

unsigned
Japan, osaka, late 18th 
century, edo period 
(1615-1868)

A tall saishiki (painted) 
hinoki wood netsuke 
depicting the dragon king 
of the sea ryujin standing 
and holding a jewel in 
one hand while stroking 
his beard with the other. 
A long dragon is on his 
back, its head placed on 
top of ryujin’s head. the 
hinoki (cypress) wood 
colored in polychrome 
pigments and gesso is 
relatively well preserved. 
Beautifully large 
himotoshi through the 
back, underneath the 
dragon.

heiGht 10.3 cm

condition: very good 
condition, relatively 
minor wear to 
polychrome pigments 
and gesso.
Provenance: ex-
collection Mrs. Gunvor 
Bjorkman.

Auction comparison:
compare to a similar 
netsuke sold by 
Bonhams, Fine Japanese 
Art, 6 november 2012, 
London, lot 160 (sold for 
9.375 gbP).

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

307  | AN edO schOOl IVORy NeTsuKe  
OF AshINAgA ANd TeNAgA

unsigned
Japan, Edo, mid-19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

the ivory finely stained and depicting tenaga with his arms around 
his amusingly long legs, seated next to Ashinaga who placed his 
long arms on his companion’s knees. one himotoshi through the 
underside, the other ‘natural’. tomochika/ikkosai school.

heiGht 3 cm

condition: excellent condition.
Provenance: German private collection, acquired in Japan in the 
1980s/90s.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

305  | A FINe WOOd NeTsuKe OF AshINAgA

unsigned
Japan, 19th century

Finely carved as Ashinaga, the long-legged fishing companion of 
tenaga, standing upright, touching his head with one hand as he 
lets out a joyous laugh, and holding a mallet in the other.

heiGht 12.7 cm

condition: Good condition with minor surface wear, the drum to 
Ashinaga’s side is lost.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

303  | AN WOOd NeTsuKe OF  
AshINAgA ANd TeNAgA

unsigned
Japan, 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

Ashinaga and tenaga are a pair of yokai from the Kyushu islands, 
Ashinaga with extremely long legs and tenaga with extremely 
long arms, working together as fishermen. this netsuke depicts 
Ashinaga carrying tenaga on his back. himotoshi through 
tenaga’s behind.

heiGht 6.3 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear.
Provenance: French private collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

302  | A WOOd NeTsuKe OF  
FuKusuKe WITh RIce bAIl

unsigned
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the lucky god with dark inlaid eyes standing on a rectangular 
base and leaning on a rice bail, his head characteristically large 
in proportion to the rest of his body, making for an amusing 
composition, the face showing a quizzical expression. himotoshi 
to the underside.

heiGht 4.5 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear.
Provenance: european collection.

estimate euR 1,200
starting price eur 600

304  | A RARe NegORO lAcQueRed WOOd 
NeTsuKe OF RyuJIN’s ATTeNdANT

unsigned
Japan, 18th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

Published: Östasiatiska Museet (1999) Netsuke, p. 49. Zacke 
(1990) Japanische Netsuke und Okimono, Sagemono, no. 54.
exhibited: Östasiatiska Museet, sweden, stockholm, 16 october 
1999 – 9 January 2000.

The very light wood (probably 
hinoki wood) is expressively 
carved and lacquered in negoro-
nuri, depicting one of the two 
attendants of the dragon king of 
the sea, ryujin. the attendant is 
shown with a large, expressively 
carved face, his arms are 
crossed in the front, and he 
wears a loincloth and another 
cloth over his shoulders. his 
rib cage is expressed very well. 
the surface is applied with gold 
lacquer accents. in the back is 
a scaly slender dragon, its head 
resting on the attendant’s head. 
himotoshi between the tail of the 
dragon.

heiGht 10.3 cm

condition: excellent condition 
with minor expected wear to 
lacquer
Provenance: ex collection Mrs. 
Gunvor Bjorkman, purchased at 
Galerie Zacke in 1990.

estimate euR 1,200
starting price eur 600
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308  | A TAll WOOd 
NeTsuKe OF 
gAMA seNNIN 
WITh A lARge 
TOAd

unsigned
Japan, Meiji period 
(1868-1912)

the immortal with gilt eyes 
and wearing his characteristic 
artemisia leaf cloak, carrying 
a humongous toad with dark 
horn-inlaid eyes

heiGht 11.2 cm

condition: very good 
condition with minor surface 
wear.
Provenance: european 
collection.

estimate euR 2,000
starting price eur 1,000

314  | A WOOd NeTsuKe OF  
A seNNIN WITh ONI

signed
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the immortal standing, wearing a robe opening at the chest as 
well as the characteristic artemisia leaf skirt, holding up an oni by 
its head with one hand and pointing a nyoi scepter at the demon 
with the other, both with pale horn-inlaid eyes. signed to the 
back.

heiGht 10.4 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear. 
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 2,000
starting price eur 1,000

310  | A lARge WOOd 
NeTsuKe OF 
gAMA seNNIN

unsigned
Japan, 20th century

A large patinated wood 
netsuke depicting Gama 
sennin with a toad seated 
on his head. Gama grabs the 
toad’s right leg and holds 
in his other hand a stalk of 
reishi fungus before his body. 
Asymmetrical himotoshi to 
the reverse.

heiGht 12.3 cm

condition: Good, undamaged 
condition with minor surface 
wear.
Provenance: Austrian private 
collection.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

312  | TWO NeTsuKe OF gAMA seNNIN

unsigned
Japan, 18th to 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

one carved from dark wood as a standing Gama sennin with inlaid 
eyes and with a toad on his shoulder. the other carved from stag 
antler as a seated Gama sennin.

heiGht 3.6 - 7.6 cm

condition: Good condition with associated wear.
Provenance: German private collection, acquired in Japan in the 
1980s/90s.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

313  | A RARe IVORy NeTsuKe  
OF A seNNIN WITh MONKey

unsigned
Japan, early to mid-18th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

A slender and rather tall ivory netsuke of a sennin holding a 
monkey (saru). The monkey is small and tugging on the beard of 
the sennin, who is wearing the characteristic mugwort leafcloak, 
adorned with swirling clouds. he is holding a taming stick in his left 
hand. Probably he is the precursor to the peddling sarumawashi 
(monkey trainer). The ivory has taken on a beautiful golden honey 
patina over many years of handling. very good himotoshi in the 
back.

heiGht 8.3 cm

condition: very good condition, expected minor age cracks.
Provenance: French private collection.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

309  | A FINe WOOd NeTsuKe OF gAMA seNNIN 
ATTRIbuTed TO NAITO TOyOMAsA

Attributed to Naito Toyomasa (1773-1856), unsigned
Japan, Tanba, early 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

Finely carved as a standing Gama sennin holding the leg of a 
large toad, which sits on his shoulder. the sennin’s eyes are 
inlaid in pale translucent horn and the toad’s eyes in dark horn. 
the wood is of a good, typical color. himotoshi through the 
sennin’s side.

heiGht 6.1 cm

condition: very good condition with minor associated wear. 
extremely minor restoration to a tiny nick by the toad’s left eye.
Provenance: ex collection Doris Grell, sold at van ham, Asian 
Art, 4 December 2018, Cologne, lot 2209 (2.838 EUR).

estimate euR 3,000
starting price eur 1,500

311  | hIdeMITsu: A RARe  
hIdeMAsA schOOl WOOd NeTsuKe  
OF The RAKAN hANdAKA sONJA

By Hidemitsu, signed Hidemitsu
Japan, Osaka, 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

the rakan handaka sonja standing and holding up his alms 
bowl from which his pet dragon magically emanates. note 
the finely carved and incised details, as well as the good 
asymmetrical himotoshi. signed within an oval reserve on the 
rakan’s back.

heiGht 5.5 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear. 
Provenance: ex collection Jury Kolodotschko. Purchased at 
Kunsthandel Klefisch, cologne, 25th Auction, november 1983.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400
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317  | A RARe IVORy 
NeTsuKe OF 
TsuRu seNNIN

unsigned
Japan, late 18th to early 19th 
century, Edo period (1615-1868)

the immortal standing with a 
crane looking upwards in front of 
him, holding a branch with leaves 
and flowers with red glass inlays, 
possibly added later, as well as 
a long staff with a scroll at the 
top, wearing a finely incised robe 
decorated with cloud designs, 
the good himotoshi asymmetrical 
and generously excavated.

heiGht 7.8 cm

condition: Good condition with 
minor surface wear, a minor loss 
to the staff and scroll.
Provenance: French private 
collection.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

315  | A bONe NeTsuKe 
OF A seNNIN

unsigned
Japan, 19th century, edo period 
(1868-1912)

carved as an immortal with a 
long beard holding a cane, the 
face with a quizzical expression 
and inlaid eyes.

heiGht 10.2 cm

condition: very good condition 
with minor surface wear. 
Provenance: French private 
collection.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

319  | MINKO: A WOOd 
NeTsuKe OF 
TeKKAI seNNIN

signed Minko with kakihan
Japan, 18th century, edo period 
(1615-1868)

Published: Östasiatiska 
Museet (1999) Netsuke. 
netsukeutställning 16 oktober 
1999 - 9 Januari 2000, p. 26.
exhibited: Östasiatiska Museet, 
sweden, stockholm, 16 october 
1999 – 9 January 2000.

Depicting tekkai sennin laughing 
and holding his gnarled cane. his 
robe is flowing and shows the 
typical mugwort leaves. Large 
asymmetrical himotoshi and 
signed MinKo plus kakihan.

heiGht 11.5 cm

condition: Good condition, 
attractive natural patina. the tip 
of the cane repaired.
Provenance: ex-collection Mrs. 
Gunvor Bjorkman.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

320  | A TAll IVORy 
NeTsuKe OF 
chOKARO seNNIN

unsigned
Japan, 18th century, edo period 
(1615-1868)

the sennin standing tall and 
holding a large hyotan (double 
gourd) which is supported on his 
shoulders. he has an emaciated 
rib cage, a finely carved robe, 
and a good facial expression. 
Beautiful patina and color. 
himotoshi through the back.

heiGht 10 cm

condition: very good undamaged 
condition with expected age 
cracks.
Provenance: German private 
collection, acquired in Japan in 
the 1980s/90s.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

321  | shuZAN: A TAll  
sAIshIKI WOOd NeTsuKe 
OF TeKKAI seNNIN

After yoshimura shuzan, signed shuzan 
with kakihan
Japan, osaka, late 18th century, edo period 
(1615-1868)

Published: Östasiatiska Museet (1999) 
netsuke, p. 63.
exhibited: Östasiatiska Museet, sweden, 
stockholm, 16 october 1999 – 9 January 
2000.

expressively carved as tekkai sennin 
exhaling his spirit. tekkai has finely carved 
garment folds and holds his long flowing 
beard, as he looks upwards, pressing his 
lips forward, the eyes are finely painted. 
The worn hinoki (cypress) wood shows 
remnants of gesso and polychrome 
pigments. Large himotoshi and signature 
shuZAn 周山 and kakihan on the back.

heiGht 12.7 cm

condition: Good, worn condition. some 
cracks, losses and significant wear to paint.
Provenance: ex-collection Mrs. Gunvor 
Bjorkman.

estimate euR 2,000
starting price eur 1,000

318  | MIWA: AN 
uNusuAl WOOd 
NeTsuKe OF AN 
IMMORTAl WITh 
chIld

signed Miwa
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the immortal standing, wearing 
a long-flowing robe and carrying 
a small child in front of him, 
holding a nyoi scepter in one 
hand and holding up his robe 
with the other. inscribed MiWA 
with seal to the reverse.

heiGht 10.3 cm

condition: Good condition with 
minor surface wear as well as few 
small chips around the signature 
and the lower part of the robe.
Provenance: French private 
collection.

estimate euR 1,200
starting price eur 600

316  | A TAll IVORy 
NeTsuKe OF A 
FOReIgNeR

unsigned
Japan, early 19th century, 
Edo period (1615-1868)

the foreigner with a bifurcated 
chin beard and wearing a 
characteristic hat indicating he is 
of Portuguese descent, leaning 
on a long cane, his long flowing 
robe neatly incised with floral 
designs.

heiGht 10.5 cm

condition: very good condition 
with minor surface wear. 
Provenance: French private 
collection.

estimate euR 1,500
starting price eur 750
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328  | A TAll IVORy  
NeTsuKe OF A sAge WITh 
scePTeR ANd hOssu

unsigned
Japan, late 18th century, edo period 
(1615-1868)

Depicting a sage holding a scepter in one 
hand and grabbing his tied-up hair in the 
back with the other. A hossu (Buddhist fly 
whisk) tucked into his obi (belt) in the back. 
Good himotoshi through the back.

heiGht 10.4 cm

condition: Good condition with expected 
age cracks. Fine patina.
Provenance: French private collection.

estimate euR 2,000
starting price eur 1,000

323  | A RARe WOOd NeTsuKe  
OF KeNsu OshO

unsigned
Japan, late 18th to early 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

standing, smiling as he carries a large prawn over his right 
shoulder, his leaf skirt tied at the waist, himotoshi through the 
back.

heiGht 5.6 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear.
Provenance: ex-collection Jury Kolodotschko.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

324  | A lAcQueRed 
WOOd 
NeTsuKe  
OF A sAge

unsigned
Japan, 19th century, 
Edo period (1615-1868)

the wood netsuke lacquered 
in negoro-red and silver with 
pewter tones. himotoshi 
through the back.

heiGht 7.7 cm

condition: some wear to 
lacquer and age cracks. one 
hand is separately carved 
and removable.
Provenance: German private 
collection.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

326  | AN eARly WOOd 
NeTsuKe OF A 
chINese sAge 
WITh gOuRd

unsigned
Japan, late 17th to early 18th 
century, Edo period (1615-1868)

A well-worn, old wood netsuke 
depicting a chinese sage 
holding a massive hyotan 
(double gourd) before him. 
the immortal has a long beard 
and worn facial features. the 
wood of a very good color with 
a fine, warm hand patina. Large 
himotoshi through the back.

heiGht 7.7 cm

condition: Good, worn 
condition.
Provenance: French private 
collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

322  | A WOOd NeTsuKe OF A sAge

unsigned
Japan, late 18th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

A dynamically and powerfully crafted netsuke of a sage with a 
stunning patina. Good himotoshi through the back.

heiGht 8.5 cm

condition: the right hand restored, otherwise good condition.
Provenance: Ex collection Mrs. Gunvor Bjorkman.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

327  | A TAll WOOd 
NeTsuKe OF 
seIObO

unsigned
Japan, 18th century, edo period 
(1615-1868)

Published: Östasiatiska Museet 
(1999) Netsuke, p. 23.
exhibited: Östasiatiska Museet, 
sweden, stockholm, 16 october 
1999 –9 January 2000.

the tall wood netsuke depicting 
seiobo, the queen mother of 
the west, holding a finely carved 
fruiting peach branch before 
her. her coat is inlaid with horn 
buttons, her sleeves are incised 
with scrolling patterns, and a 
large sun hat is carved on her 
back. Good, worn himotoshi 
through the side and backside.

heiGht 10.3 cm

condition: very good condition 
with expected surface wear.
Provenance: ex collection Mrs. 
Gunvor Bjorkman.

estimate euR 1,500
starting price eur 750

325  | A WOOd NeTsuKe OF A MAN WITh scROll, 
c. 1800 TO eARly 19Th ceNTuRy

Japan, c. 1800 to early 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

A man dressed in chinese 
style and holding up a 
scroll, probably the poet 
recluse Kanzan from cold 
Mountain. usually Kanzan 
is depicted together with 
his companion shide, who 
was an assistant at the 
temple on cold Mountain, 
with Kanzan reading 
to shide from a scroll. 
Black-stained wood, large 
himotoshi on the reverse.

heiGht 6.3 cM

condition: Good condition
Provenance: Austrian 
private collection

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100
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329  | AN eXcelleNT KyOTO  
schOOl IVORy NeTsuKe  
OF A gROOMINg yOuNg TIgeR

unsigned
Japan, Kyoto, late 18th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

Published: Bandini, Rosemary (2018) Japanese Netsuke and Works 
of Art, no. 7.

A visibly satisfied young tiger sitting with its left front paw 
outstretched as it leans to lick its fur. the eyes, with inlaid dark horn 
pupils, are cast downwards as it concentrates on its task. the ivory 
netsuke is powerfully sculpted bearing all the hallmarks of a good 
Kyoto school netsuke – bushy eyebrows, pronounced shoulder 
bones and spine, and a thick tail which curls up over the tiger’s 
back. Good, deep himotoshi through one paw and the belly.

heiGht 3 cm, LenGth 4.3 cm

condition: very good and complete condition. Age-appropriate 
wear, particularly to the backside and few age cracks.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 4,000
starting price eur 2,000

330  | MAsANAO: A WOOd NeTsuKe  
OF A sNARlINg TIgeR

By a member of the Masanao family, signed Masanao 正直
Japan, Ise-Yamada, 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

The tiger (tora) is shown as a muscular being with pronounced 
and bulky shoulders, its head turned back to the right with a 
fierce expression. Particular attention has been given to the 
fur coat of the tiger, the stripes being rendered by alternating 
patches of incised lines and polished areas. the underside 
shows the signature MAsAnAo within a polished area. natural 
himotoshi.

heiGht 3.4 cm

condition: Good condition with expected surface wear and 
imperfections, such natural flaws, scratches, and dents to the 
wood.
Provenance: us private collection.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

331  | A WOOd RyusA MANJu  
NeTsuKe OF A hOhO bIRd

unsigned
Japan, 19th century

the legendary bird with finely incised plumage and wings, three 
overlapping and naturalistically carved leaves to the underside, one 
single himotoshi through a leaf on the underside as well as many 
natural himotoshi due to the openwork nature of the netsuke.

DiAMeter 3.8 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear. 
Provenance: ex collection calvet. Purchased at Kunsthandel 
Klefisch, cologne, 59th Auction, november 1995, lot 261.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

332  | MAsANAO: A WOOd 
NeTsuKe OF A dRAgON 
INsIde A MIKAN

signed Masanao
Japan, ise-yamada, 19th century

Deftly carved as a mikan (tangerine) with 
finely stippled skin, containing a sinuously 
coiled dragon with neatly incised scales. 
natural himotoshi due to the openwork 
nature of the netsuke. signed MAsAnAo to 
the underside.

DiAMeter 3.4 cm

condition: Good condition with minor 
surface wear as well as few small chips to 
the handle.
Provenance: French private collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

333  | FushO: A bOXWOOd MANJu NeTsuKe OF A cOIled dRAgON

signed Fusho
Japan, 19th century

Finely carved as a sinuously coiled dragon with neatly incised scales grasping a tama 
(magical pearl) amid clouds. Natural himotoshi between the dragon and clouds. With a 
metal loop to the underside, possibly added later. signed Fusho within a rectangular 
reserve to the underside.

DiAMeter 4.3 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear. 
Provenance: ex-collection Jury Kolodotschko.

Auction comparison:
compare with a similar netsuke by Fusho sold at van ham, Asian Art, 3 December 
2015, Cologne, lot 366 (sold for 2,451 euR).

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

334  | TWO PARcel-gIlT MeTAl 
MANJu NeTsuKe WITh 
dRAgONs

unsigned
Japan, 19th century

one crafted from iron with gilt and silvered 
accents, the top with a fierce dragon amid 
clouds and the underside with reishi-shaped 
clouds, opening to reveal an ashtray within, 
the other crafted from parcel-gilt metal with 
a dragon amid clouds, the top with a lotus-
shaped finial and loop handle.

DiAMeter 4.8 and 4.7 cm
WeiGht 90.3 g

condition: very good condition with minor 
surface wear. 
Provenance: ex-collection Jury Kolodotschko.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300
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335  | KOZAN: A WOOd ‘IMITATION hAKO’ 
NeTsuKe WITh A dRAgON

signed Kozan with inscription
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

Carved as a rectangular box and cover (though one single 
piece) with a finely incised image of a dragon. himotoshi to the 
underside. signed KoZAn and with an inscription within an inlaid 
ivory reserve to the underside.

siZe 1.3 x 3.2 x 3.3 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear.
Provenance: ex-collection Jury Kolodotschko.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

339  | MuNeMITsu: AN IVORy NeTsuKe  
OF TWO cOIled sNAKes

signed Munemitsu
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

Finely carved and skillfully stained as two coiled snakes on a 
craggy rock, their heads and scales neatly incised. himotoshi and 
signed MuneMitsu to the base.

heiGht 3 cm, LenGth 4.2 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear. 
Provenance: French private collection.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

337  | A WOOd NeTsuKe OF A cOIled sNAKe

unsigned 
Japan, 19th century to early 20th century

Finely carved with neatly incised scales and dark inlaid eyes, with 
natural himotoshi through the snake’s coiled body.

WiDth 4.8 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear.
Provenance: French private collection.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

338  | AN edO schOOl WOOd NeTsuKe  
OF A sKull ANd sNAKe

unsigned
Japan, 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

the wood with a fine patina, depicting a snake tightly coiled 
around a large skull. himotoshi through the back.

heiGht 3.5 cm

condition: Worn condition with chips to the snake’s body.
Provenance: italian private collection.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

342  | A cONTeMPORARy WOOd NeTsuKe  
OF A cOIled sNAKe AFTeR MATsudA 
suKeNAgA

By contemporary artist Vadym Pyvovar

Finely carved after the famous model by the hida artist Matsuda 
sukenaga, the scales rendered meticulously, and the eyes inlaid. 
natural himotoshi and signed with the artist’s initials within a 
rectangular reserve.

heiGht 3.6 cm, LenGth 4.8 cm

condition: excellent condition.
Provenance: us private collection.

Auction comparison: 
compare to an example which inspired this model, sold by 
Bonhams, Fine Japanese Art, 9 November 2017, London, lot 5 
(sold for 13,750 gbP).

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

341  | MAsAyuMe: AN IVORy NeTsuKe  
OF A bOAR ANd sNAKe

By Masayume, signed Masayume 正夢
Japan, 20th century

The boar (inoshishi) and snake (hebi) are opposing animals in the 
Japanese zodiac and thus sometimes depicted in a struggle, as in 
the present netsuke. Fine hairwork, the boar with inlaid eyes. the 
underside with himotoshi and signed within a polished reserve 
MAsAyuMe.

LenGth 4.5 cm

condition: excellent condition.
Provenance: Private collection.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

336  | TAdATOshI: A WOOd NeTsuKe OF A sNAIl

inscribed tadatoshi

carved as a snail with its feelers extended over it shell, the 
natural himotoshi formed by the curling foot. inscribed within a 
rectangular reserve tADAtoshi.

LenGth 3.7 cm

condition: Good condition.
Provenance: old viennese private collection, collection no. 59, 
acquired in the late 1980s to early 1990s.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

340  | TOMOKAZu: A MARINe IVORy  
NeTsuKe OF A FROg ON sKull

signed tomokazu
Japan, 20th century

the skull naturalistically carved, a little frog perched on top with 
large inlaid eyes. himotoshi and signature toMoKAZu inside a 
red-lacquered cartouche in the reverse.

heiGht 3.5 cm

condition: several natural age cracks.
Provenance: German private collection. 

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200
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344  | A FINe IVORy NeTsuKe 
OF A RecuMbeNT OX

unsigned
Japan, Edo period (1615-1868), 
19th century

naturalistically carved as a recumbent 
ox with finely stained and incised fur 
pattern as well as a neatly incised rope 
halter, the legs elegantly positioned 
on the underside. himotoshi to the 
underside.

LenGth 5.7 cm

condition: very good condition with 
minor surface wear.
Provenance: French private collection.

estimate euR 2,000
starting price eur 1,000

343  | yOshINAgA: A FINe 
IVORy NeTsuKe OF A 
RecuMbeNT OX

By Yoshinaga, signed Yoshinaga
Japan, Kyoto, late 18th century, 
Edo period (1615-1868)

very finely carved as a recumbent ox 
with neatly incised fur and dark inlaid 
eyes, the rope halter elegantly curved 
over the back, with oval himotoshi that 
are characteristic of yoshinaga. signed 
yoshinAGA to the underside.

LenGth 5.5 cm

condition: very good condition with 
minor surface wear. Beautiful patina, 
worn in all the right places. 
Provenance: French private collection.

estimate euR 1,500
starting price eur 750

345  | KIgyOKu: A WOOd 
NeTsuKe OF A 
RecuMbeNT OX

By Kigyoku, signed Kigyoku
Japan, 19th century

Finely carved as a recumbent ox with 
a quizzical expression, the fur neatly 
incised, the legs elegantly positioned on 
the underside and the rope halter falling 
over the back. himotoshi and signed 
KiGyoKu to the underside.

LenGth 7.8 cm

condition: very good condition with 
minor surface wear.
Provenance: european collection.

estimate euR 2,000
starting price eur 1,000

346  | TOMOTAdA: A FINe IVORy  
NeTsuKe OF A RecuMbeNT cOW

signed tomotada 友忠
Japan, Kyoto, late 18th to early 19th century, edo period 
(1615-1868)

A fine and powerfully crafted ivory netsuke of a recumbent cow with 
her head turned to the right, the eyes carefully inlaid in dark horn 
giving life to the expression. the bulky animal has a pronounced 
spine, a finely incised fur coat, and a rope halter passes through 
the nose ring, over the horns and all the way around to its tail, 

347  | TOMOTAdA: A RARe IVORy NeTsuKe OF  
A RecuMbeNT cOW WITh TWO cAlVes

signed tomotada 友忠
Japan, Kyoto, late 18th to early 19th century, edo period 
(1615-1868)

Finely carved as a recumbent cow with finely incised hairwork and 
with a rope halter attached to its nose, the rope curling around 
over its back. the cow has powerfully carved, bulky proportions 
and a pronounced spine. Two (!) calves are nestling up to her, one 
in the back and one in the front, each licking the mother’s fur. 
the eye pupils of the adult cow are inlaid in dark horn. the well-

carved underside houses the asymmetrical, generously excavated 
himotoshi, the signature in-between within a rectangular reserve – 
toMotADA. Fine yellowish patina throughout.

this may well be the only netsuke signed tomotada with two calves.

LenGth 6.1 cm

condition: very good condition with minor wear and few expected 
horizontal age cracks through the body of the mother.
Provenance: ex collection irving Gould.

estimate euR 3,000
starting price eur 1,500

ending in a little loop. the underside equally carved well and 
showing the hooves tucked underneath the body and the cow’s 
udder. Generously excavated and asymmetrical himotoshi on 
the underside, in-between the signature in a rectangular reserve 
toMotADA.

LenGth 6.4 cm

condition: very good condition. expected age cracks.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 6,000
starting price eur 3,000
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348  | AN IMPORTANT ebONy WOOd 
NeTsuKe OF A FROg ON 
dRIFTWOOd ATTRIbuTed TO 
seIyOdO TOMIhARu

Attributed to seiyodo tomiharu, unsigned
Japan, iwami province, late 18th to early 19th century, 
Edo period (1615-1868)

Published: Earle, Joe (2000) The Robert S. Huthart 
collection of iwami netsuke, vol. 1, p. 67, no. 48.

the large amphibian squatting on a multi-tiered, 
worn piece of driftwood, the underside smoothly 
polished showing a fine grain with a reddish 
streak and housing the two well hollowed-out and 
slightly asymmetrical himotoshi. the frog has bulky 
proportions, its wonderfully carved legs are splayed 
and ready to push off the ground as it visibly urges 
to leap forward. the texture of the skin is achieved 
naturalistically – with finely carved ridges on the 
amphibian’s exterior and precisely rendered ukibori 
pimples on its underside. the large eyes show 
pupils of inlaid reddish horn imbuing life into this 
spectacularly rendered aquatic creature. unsigned, 
however certainly by seiyodo tomiharu, founder of 
the iwami school of carvers.

siZe 2.6 x 4.6 x 4.6 cm

condition: excellent condition.
Provenance: the robert s. huthart collection.

Auction comparison:
compare to another frog by seiyodo tomiharu sold 
at Bonhams, The Robert S. Huthart Collection of 
iwami netsuke Part ii, 6 november 2019, London, 
lot 20 (sold for 20.687 gbP). Also compare to 
Bonhams, The Robert S. Huthart Collection of Iwami 
Netsuke Part I, 15 May 2019, London, lot 18 (sold for 
26.312 gbP).

estimate euR 5,000
starting price eur 2,500

349  | uedA KOhOsAI: AN IVORy NeTsuKe 
OF A cARP ON cuTTleFIsh bONe

By Ueda Kohosai (died 1907), signed Kohosai
Japan, Osaka, mid-19th century, Edo period (1615-
1868)

An interesting composition depicting a naturalistically 
rendered cuttlefish bone carved from pure white 
ivory, the tapering end executed with great skill as 
it is thin as a wafer, and the other end stippled. the 
front is inlaid with an amusing image of a carp with 
its mouth opened, the scales finely incised and inked 
and thevisible eye inlaid in dark lustrous horn. the 
execution of the carp is very much in the manner 
of Anraku and this could suggest a collaboration 
between the two artists, which belonged to the same 
school. the finely stained reverse with himotoshi and 
signature KohosAi.

LenGth 5.5 cm

condition: one chip to the edge of the bone, 
otherwise perfect condition.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

352  | NObuKAZu: A RARe  
WOOd NeTsuKe OF A  
sINgle sAMbIKI sARu

By Nobukazu, signed Nobukazu
Japan, 19th century

the monkey with a finely incised fur pattern 
performing all three aspects of the sambiki 
saru, placing a hand each in front of his eyes 
and mouth while covering his ears with his feet. 
Signed NOBUKAZU to the back.

heiGht 3.6 cm

condition: very good condition with minor 
surface wear.
Provenance: european collection.

estimate euR 1,500
starting price eur 750

350  | AN IVORy KyOTO  
schOOl NeTsuKe OF  
A dOg WITh A bAll

unsigned, ivory netsuke
Japan, Kyoto, first half of the 19th century, 
Edo period (1615-1868)

the dog is carved in the style of the Kyoto school, 
its small head turned backwards and both front 
paws on a ball, note the beautiful details of the 
paws. the dog is wearing a collar around its neck, 
its fur, ribs and spine are precisely executed. 
its small head is carved in a very lively manner, 
with lustrous black inlaid eyes. natural himotoshi 
between the legs and ball. The dog (inu) is one of 
the twelve signs of the Japanese zodiac.

heiGht 3.4 cM, LenGth 4.2 cM

condition: very good condition, beautiful patina 
with honey spots in some areas.
Provenance: the 40-year collection of a London 
gentleman.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

351  | MAsANObu: A yAMAdA 
schOOl WOOd NeTsuKe  
OF A PIebAld PuPPy

By Masanobu, signed Masanobu
Japan, ise-yamada, 19th century, edo period 
(1615-1868)

carved as a puppy with a piebald fur coat, its 
front legs placed afore and with inalid eyes. 
Signed underneath MASANOBU. Natural 
himotoshi.

LenGth 4 cm

condition: Good condition, minor surface wear.
Provenance: us private collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200
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353  | hOgyOKu: AN IVORy NeTsuKe  
OF sQuIRRels IN A ROcK

By Hogyoku, signed Hogyoku
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

Depicting a large squirrel with inlaid eyes and bushy tail seated 
on top of a rock, with another squirrel inside the rock and its 
bushy tail visible underneath. himotoshi through the rock and 
signed underneath hoGyoKu.

heiGht 4.1 cm

condition: excellent condition.
Provenance: German private collection, acquired in Japan in the 
1980s/90s.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

360  | AN IVORy NeTsuKe OF A  
sQuIRRel ANd MushROOMs

unsigned
Japan, 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

A squirrel (risu), with large inlaid eyes of dark horn, is seeking 
shelter underneath the curved stem of a large mushroom, 
a second smaller mushroom is carved next to the stem. the 
squirrel’s hairwork and the mushroom’s lamellae are minutely 
incised and inked. the underside shows a yellowish patina, as 
well as finely carved maple leaves around the asymmetrical 
himotoshi.

LenGth 3.8 cm

condition: Good condition. expected age cracks. 
Provenance: British private estate.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

354  | AN IVORy NeTsuKe  
OF A RecuMbeNT gOAT

unsigned
Japan, 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

the goat with legs neatly positioned on the underside, its beard 
and fur finely incised. himotoshi to the underside.

LenGth 6 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear. Fine 
patina.
Provenance: British private estate.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

355  | AN IVORy NeTsuKe  
OF A RecuMbeNT deeR

unsigned
Japan, early 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

the ivory smoothly polished and with a lustrous patina. 
himotoshi through the underside.

LenGth 3.6 cm

condition: Age cracks, fine patina. the two front legs repaired.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

358  | A FINe IVORy seAl NeTsuKe  
OF TWO eMbRAcINg gOATs

unsigned
Japan, 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

A charming ivory ingyo (seal) netsuke surmounted by two finely 
carved goats embracing each other. the fur of the pair is neatly 
incised. the polished ivory base is uncut. natural himotoshi.

heiGht 3.1 cm, LenGth 3.3 cm

condition: very good condition with minor wear to ivory.
Provenance: French private collection.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

359  | A VeRy FINe ANd RARe IVORy  
seAl NeTsuKe OF A deeR

unsigned
Japan, 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

An ingyo (seal) netsuke with a square seal block on which a finely 
spotted deer (shika) stands. This deer is considered a messenger 
of the gods (kami no tsukai) in Kasuga shrine in Nara Prefecture. 
its head is leaning down with finely carved antlers and inlaid 
eyes, the four fragile legs are carved extremely delicately. the 
underside shows four characters incised back-to-front as well as 
remnants of seal paste.

heiGht 3.6 cm

condition: excellent condition.
Provenance: Bluth collection 
with old label.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

356  | A WOOd NeTsuKe OF A  
cAPARIsONed elePhANT

unsigned
Japan, 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

carved as a fully caparisoned elephant, reminiscent of a 
procession of the Korean embassy through Japan to edo, with 
finely incised decorations.

heiGht 4.1 cm

condition: Large old chip to the base, otherwise in good 
condition with only minor surface wear.
Provenance: French private collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

357  | AN IVORy NeTsuKe OF  
A MONKey eATINg FRuIT

unsigned
Japan, 19th century

the monkey with finely incised fur and dark inlaid eyes 
wearing a robe opening at the chest and revealing his 
buttocks on the underside, holding fruit in one hand and 
another with one of his feet, his other hand in front of his 
mouth.

heiGht 3.5 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear. 
Provenance: ex-collection Jury Kolodotschko.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300
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362  | AN AMusINg IVORy NeTsuKe  
OF A cAT bReAKINg A lANTeRN

unsigned
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the ivory netsuke consisting of two parts fitted together with 
a bone peg. Depicted is a cat chasing through a paper lantern, 
presumably to catch a mouse, and turning over a conical bowl 
with food and spoons.

heiGht 3.6 cM

condition: Good condition, some surface wear and age cracks.
Provenance: old German private collection.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

361  | A WOOd MANJu NeTsuKe  
WITh A RAT

unsigned
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the top of the manju finely carved and incised with a rat in high 
relief, the one visible eye neatly inlaid in dark horn, with large 
asymmetrical himotoshi on the underside.

DiAMeter 3.8 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear, one 
natural age crack to the top and side.
Provenance: european collection.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

364  | A bOXWOOd NeTsuKe OF A RAT  
by AleXANdeR deRKAcheNKO

By Alexander Derkachenko
ukraine, 2018

nezumi, the Japanese word for rat or mouse, is the first animal in 
the chinese zodiac, because it swiftly jumped in front of the ox. 
Derkachenko masterfully captured its lively nature, as exhibited 
by the finely carved fur, tail, ears and dark eyes. there are two 
amusing details: the creature’s front paws are placed on the key 
to the padlock in a way that suggests it knows how to use this 
equipment; and its tiny teeth. Derkachenko’s signature is found 
on the underside of the padlock.

LenGth 4.4 cM

condition: Good condition.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

366  | AleXANdeR deRKAcheNKO: A bOXWOOd 
NeTsuKe OF ONI WITh shOKI

By Alexander Derkachenko
ukraine, 2019

A famous scene of “oni and shoki”, which is addressed by 
many netsuke masters, most notably by Kano tomokazu. here, 
Alexander Derkachenko depicts the muscular oni trapping the 
shoki under the basket with the help of a scarf. Finely carved 
details. his horns are inlaid in black horn. natural himotoshi 
through shoki’s sword. With original box.

heiGht 3 cm

condition: excellent condition.

estimate euR 1,500
starting price eur 750

367  | AleXANdeR deRKAcheNKO: A bOXWOOd 
NeTsuKe OF A gOAT WITh beeR (KOZel)

By Alexander Derkachenko
ukraine, 2019

this work is Alexander Derkachenko’s interpretation of the 
famous czech beer brand velké Popovice “kozel”. the highlight 
of this work is not the beautifully depicted goat hair, not his 
expressive eyes, but a glass with foaming beer. it was amber that 
was best suited to convey the color, transparency and naturalism 
of a glass of beer (Derkachenko recommends not to taste it). 
the eyes are inlaid with horn and the beer foam carved from 
mammoth horn. himotoshi through the underside. With original 
box.

heiGht 3.5 cm

condition: excellent condition.

estimate euR 1,500
starting price eur 750

368  | deRKAcheNKO: A MAMMOTh IVORy ANd 
bOXWOOd NeTsuKe ‘cAuTION! ANgRy dOg’

By Alexander Derkachenko
ukraine, 2020

An amusing netsuke titled ‘caution! Angry Dog”. A finely 
carved boxwood dog with double-inlaid eyes is placed inside 
a mammoth ivory coffee cup, incised with an image of a fierce 
bulldog. the dog inside the cup is certainly not as fierce as 
the one shown on the outside. Artist signature and himotoshi 
underneath. With a fitted wood box.

heiGht 4.7 cm

condition: Perfect condition.

estimate euR 1,500
starting price eur 750

363  | A chARMINg TOKyO schOOl WOOd 
NeTsuKe OF A cAT WITh A bAll

unsigned
Japan, Tokyo, late 19th century, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the cat standing on its hind legs, wearing a collar, and holding a 
ball of yarn in both hands, its face showing an amusing, quizzical 
expression with double-inlaid eyes in translucent and dark horn. 
two himotoshi to the back, the smaller one ringed in stained 
bone.

heiGht 5 cm

condition: Good condition with minor surface wear, one large 
crack with old repair to the back.
Provenance: ex-collection Jury Kolodotschko, purchased at 
Bonham’s, Fine Japanese Art, 25 March 2010, New York, lot 2076.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

365  | AleXANdeR deRKAcheNKO: A bOXWOOd 
NeTsuKe OF A RAT WITh NuT

By Alexander Derkachenko
ukraine, 2019

Finely carved from boxwood and depicting a rat with half 
walnut, the eyes inlaid with horn. the rat is a sign of the eastern 
horoscope, a symbol of prosperity and wealth. the walnut is a 
symbol of fertility and wisdom. himotoshi through the underside. 
With original box.

heiGht 3.7 cm

condition: excellent condition.

estimate euR 1,500
starting price eur 750
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369  | KAgeTOshI: A lARge cheRRy WOOd 
NeTsuKe OF A bOy ON gOAT

By Kagetoshi, signed Kagetoshi
Japan, c. 1830, Edo period (1615-1868)

Published: Hurtig, Bernard (1973) Masterpieces of Netsuke Art, 
p. 176, no. 735.
Bandini, Rosemary (2019) The Larry Caplan Collection of Japanese 
netsuke, p. 54, no. 29.

An exceptionally large work when considering Kagetoshi’s usual 
output. Depicted is a chinese boy seated atop a goat, the carving 
executed in striking detail, particularly to the animal’s shaggy 
fur. the carving radiates with tranquility, in part owed to the 
sensitive expressions and to the choice of material. the cherry 
wood shows hues of red shimmering through. the underside 
with deeply excavated and asymmetrical himotoshi and signature 
within a rectangular reserve KAGetoshi.

heiGht 3.6 cm, LenGth 4.9 cm

condition: the left foreleg is re-attached. otherwise excellent 
condition.
Provenance: ex collection victor topper and Larry caplan, 
toronto.

estimate euR 3,000
starting price eur 1,500

373  | A RARe WOOd NeTsuKe  
OF A FIsheRMAN WITh Fugu

unsigned
Japan, 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

An amusing wood netsuke of a very muscular fisherman, dressed 
only in a loincloth and wearing a headband, lifting a huge fugu, 
tied to a rope, over his shoulder. the fugu has a bloated body 
with large inlaid eyes of dark horn. the man too has inlaid 
eyes. himotoshi on either side of the fugu. the wood of a very 
appealing color with a fine stain and hand patina.

heiGht 6.9 cm

condition: very good condition, one inlaid eye of the man is lost.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

372  | AN eXcelleNT shuZAN sTyle  
sAIshIKI NeTsuKe OF A FIsheRMAN

unsigned
Japan, Osaka, late 18th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

expressively carved and depicting a standing fisherman, wearing 
only a loincloth, his muscular arms, spine, and rib cage rendered 
powerfully. the bearded fisherman has long curling hair and 
holds a large fish and a hyotan (double gourd) in his hands – an 
unusual combination. The netsuke is carved from hinoki (cypress) 
wood, and is colored in polychrome pigments and gesso, largely 
worn through centuries of handling. Good himotoshi through the 
back.

heiGht 9.2 cm

condition: Good condition with age-related wear.
Provenance: Ancient collection Albert Brockhaus (1855 - 1921), 
Leipzig, acquired at J. C. F. Schwartze, Berlin, 16th December 
1905.

estimate euR 2,000
starting price eur 1,000

370  | A FINe IVORy NeTsuKe OF  
A FIsheRMAN hOldINg A NeT

unsigned
Japan, early 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

the fisherman standing and wearing a straw skirt made from 
seaweed and resembling a minogame’s tail. his expression is 
finely crafted with a healthy dose of humor. one hand holds a 
net before him and the other holds a strand from his straw skirt. 
Good himotoshi through the back.

heiGht 6.5 cm

condition: very good condition, the ivory slightly worn.
Provenance: French private collection.

estimate euR 2,500
starting price eur 1,250

371  | A FINe IVORy NeTsuKe OF  
A FIsheRMAN ON A huge FIsh

unsigned
Japan, early 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

Deftly carved and finely stained, depicting a fisherman clad only in 
a loincloth straddling a huge fish, considerably larger than the man. 
Good himotoshi to the side and underside.

LenGth 7.3 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear. Fine patina.  
Provenance: French private collection.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

374  | MAsAKAZu: A RARe WOOd NeTsuKe  
OF A ReclININg INFANT bOy 

By Masakazu, signed Masakazu 正一
Japan, Ise-Yamada, 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

this very plump boy is fully naked, lying on his curvy belly, propping 
himself up on one hand with both legs bent upwards. the finely 
carved facial features look very chinese. Anatomically precise and 
lively with a healthy dose of humor; note the boy’s large cheeks and 
genitals. himotoshi on the side through a thigh and the belly, signed 
MAsAKAZu on the same thigh. Fine patina.

LenGth 4.3 cm

Condition: Both feet with old repair. Otherwise excellent condition.
Provenance: Belgian private collection.

estimate euR 2,000
starting price eur 1,000
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377  | A TAll WAlRus  
IVORy NeTsuKe OF  
A sARuMAWAshI

unsigned
Japan, late 18th to early 19th century, 
Edo period (1615-1868)

An unusual walrus tusk ivory netsuke 
depicting a tall standing sarumawashi 
(monkey trainer) leaning on his long taming 
stick with a finial in the form of a blooming 
peach. the mischievous monkey, dressed 
in a sleeveless shirt, sits by his feet and 
reaches up trying to grab the peach. the 
monkey trainer laughs at this futile attempt, 
holding the peach firmly. the reverse with a 
small himotoshi.

heiGht 10 cm

condition: the left leg of the sarumawashi 
and monkey are restored. several age 
cracks and a fine glossy patina.
Provenance: ex collection Mrs. Gunvor 
Bjorkman.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

376  | A gOOd TAll 
IVORy NeTsuKe 
OF A sTANdINg 
sARuMAWAshI 
WITh MONKey

unsigned
Japan, 18th century, edo period 
(1615-1868)

Published: Barry Davies Oriental 
Art, netsuke and inro from 
European Collections (London, 
2002), no. 100, & Galerie Gemini 
& Ichimonji Art (Munich, 2004), 
no. 199.

An ivory netsuke of a sarumawashi 
(monkey trainer) standing and 
laughing with large glaring eyes 
inlaid in black lustrous horn. he 
is wearing a cap with an incised 
peach branch, has a food basket 
tied to his obi in front of him and 
is holding a taming stick in one 
hand and the monkey’s paw in the 
other. the monkey is seated on 
his shoulder. himotoshi through 
the back.

heiGht 8.8 cm

condition: Good, worn condition 
with expected age cracks and good 
patina. A section of the taming 
stick with an old and worndown 
loss.
Provenance: Barry Davies, then 
Galerie Gemini & ichimonji 
art, then Luxembourg private 
collection.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

375  | yOshINAgA: AN 
IVORy NeTsuKe OF 
A sARuMAWAshI

By Yoshinaga, signed Yoshinaga
Japan, Kyoto, late 18th century, edo 
period (1615-1868)

Depicting a grim-faced 
sarumawashi (monkey trainer) 
wearing an elaborately and 
typically decorated robe, holding 
a cane before him and with a 
monkey glancing to the left on his 
shoulder. signed yoshinAGA in 
an oval reserve to the back and 
with ‘chimney himotoshi’. stunning 
patina, particularly to the reverse.

heiGht 7.8 cm

condition: some age cracks, the 
two feet repaired.
Provenance: French private 
collection

estimate euR 3,000
starting price eur 1,500

378  | AN eARly IVORy NeTsuKe  
OF ROshI WITh OX

unsigned
Japan, 18th century, Edo priod (1615-1868)

Finely carved as Roshi (Laozi) holding a rope attached to the 
ox’s nose ring and resting one hand on the animal’s head. 
Large, generously excavated himotoshi through the back and 
underside. Beautiful patina.

LenGth 3.2 cm

condition: excellent undamaged condition with expected age 
cracks.
Provenance: German private collection, acquired in Japan in the 
1980s/90s.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

381  | TWO NeTsuKe OF OX heRdeRs

one inscribed tomotada
Japan, 18th-19th century

the first of ivory with large himotoshi and a stunning patina. the 
second of wood and inscribed toMotADA.

LenGth each ca. 4 cm

condition: the ivory netsuke with some wear and age cracks. the 
wood netsuke in good condition.
Provenance: German private collection, acquired in Japan in the 
1980s/90s.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

379  | TWO IVORy NeTsuKe

unsigned
Japan, 18th- early 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

this lot consists of two unsigned ivory netsuke. one depicting 
Bokudo with an ox and the other Karako leaning on Hotei’s bag. 
Both show a fine patina.

heiGht 3.2 – 3.4 cm

condition: the karako in worn condition with a deep patina. 
chipping to one horn and one ear of the ox. Deep and worn 
patina on the back of the ox. signs of age with a few age cracks 
and surface scratches.
Provenance: old Zagreb private collection.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

380  | A chARMINg WOOd NeTsuKe OF  
A bOy IMITATINg A scARecROW

unsigned
Japan, early 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

carved as a young boy standing and wearing a finely incised 
robe pulled up over his head, his arms raised and hidden in his 
sleeves, pretending to be a scarecrow, the face with a charming 
expression showing a joyful smile. chimney himotoshi under the 
robe and to the back.

heiGht 6.6 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear. Fine 
patina.
Provenance: French private collection.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400
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382  | A WOOd MANJu NeTsuKe OF A WARRIOR

unsigned
Japan, 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

A two-part wood manju netsuke showing a warrior against 
an asanoha-ground. the backside shows a finely carved 
chrysanthemum. this manju was likely supposed to be lacquered 
in tsuishu red.

DiAMeter c. 5 cm

condition: Good condition, remnants of black lacquer.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

383  | AN IVORy NeTsuKe OF  
TWO suMO WResTleRs

unsigned
Japan, early 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

Finely carved as two wrestlers engaged in a fight, one wrestler 
utilizing the kawazu gake (one-leg entanglement drop).

LenGth 4.5 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear and few 
natural age cracks.
Provenance: French private collection.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

384  | RyOKO: AN IVORy OKIMONO gROuP OF A 
WAsheRWOMAN, chIld ANd Old MAN

By Ryoko, signed Ryoko
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

Depicting a woman washing clothes in a round tub while an old 
man stands right behind her in a suggestive position, holding a 
cane in one hand and pointing at the woman with the other, a 
young child is kneeling beside them. their garments, hair and 
other details are finely incised. the okimono has a beautiful, 
naturally grown honey-golden patina. two-character signature 
ryoKo to the underside of the tub.

heiGht 5.5 cm

condition: Absolutely perfect condition despite many exposed 
areas.
Provenance: Belgian private collection.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

385  | RyuKeI: AN OKIMONO NeTsuKe  
OF hANAsAKA JIJI

By Ryukei, signed Ryukei
Japan, Tokyo, Meiji period (1868-1912)

carved from boxwood, finely stained, and with inlays of ivory. the 
old man hanasaka Jiji is shown sitting on a stump of a cherry tree 
with his basket full of ash, which he scatters around bringing the 
cherry flowers to bloom. signed within an inlaid ivory cartouche 
ryuKei.

heiGht 6.1 cm

condition: excellent condition.
Provenance: european private collection.

estimate euR 1,200
starting price eur 600

387  | A TOKyO schOOl OKIMONO  
NeTsuKe OF A MAN WITh gOuRd

signed
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

A rather large and finely stained okimono, depicting a man 
holding a large double gourd inlaid in stained bone. the reverse 
with an inlaid stag antler signature

heiGht 8 cm

condition: Minor wear and one foot is restored.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

388  | A sAIshIKI NeTsuKe OF A  
ReclININg cOuRT OFFIcIAl

unsigned
Japan, Osaka, 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

Published: Östasiatiska Museet (1999) Netsuke. Netsukeutställning 
16 oktober 1999 - 9 Januari 2000, p. 73.
exhibited: Östasiatiska Museet, netsukeutställning, sweden, 
stockholm, 16 october 1999 – 9 January 2000.

An amusing netsuke depicting a temple servant lying on his 
belly, his legs crossed at the back, and holding a sakazuki (sake 

cup) before him, as he is about to drink. the visibly drunk man’s 
expression is quite amusing, highlighted by red pigment. his courtly 
robe and hat are also covered in polychrome pigments and gesso, 
all characteristically worn. himotoshi through the belly.

LenGth 7 cm

condition: Good, complete condition. the pigments 
characteristically worn as visible in the provided images.
Provenance: Ex-Collection Mrs. Gunvor Bjorkman.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

386  | AN eARly lAcQueRed WOOd  
NeTsuKe OF A MAN WITh hIbAchI

unsigned
Japan, 18th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

Depicting a man, probably a tea ceremony master, warming his 
hands on a hibachi (fire bowl). The man’s facial features are worn, 
and he is visibly exhausted. his robe, as well as the underside are 
covered in fine and partially worn negoro lacquer. the backside 
shows a tobacco pouch and netsuke hanging from his obi (belt). 
the underside with large asymmetrical himotoshi.

heiGht 3.4 cm

condition: Good, worn condition.
Provenance: French private collection.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400
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393  | AN IVORy 
NeTsuKe OF 
A shIshIMAI 
dANceR

signed
Japan, Meiji period 
(1868-1912)

Deftly carved and finely 
stained with a shishimai 
dancer standing, wearing 
an expressive shishi mask, 
carrying a drum in front of 
him and holding a mallet in 
each hand. himotoshi to the 
back. signed to the soles of the 
dancer’s feet.

heiGht 7.9 cm

condition: very good condition 
with minor surface wear. 
Provenance: French private 
collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

395  | MAsATsugu: A FINe IVORy NeTsuKe  
OF A MANZAI eNTeRTAINeR

By Masatsugu, signed Masatsugu
Japan, Edo (Tokyo), mid-19th century

skillfully carved and finely stained as a manzai performer 
standing on one leg, the other leg raised with the knee bent, 
wearing a neatly incised robe with overly long sleeves as well as 
a street entertainer’s hat, holding a drum in one hand, the other 
arm bent backwards over his shoulder. this street entertainer is 
one half of a manzai duo (manzaishi), consisting of a straight man 
(tsukkomi) and a funny man (boke), the drum and silly expression 
indicating this is the boke, likely having just been struck by his 
counterpart, a common element of this comedic double act. 
signed MAsAtsuGu to the entertainer’s buttocks.

heiGht 6.2 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear.
Provenance: european collection.

estimate euR 2,000
starting price eur 1,000

389  | AN IVORy NeTsuKe  
OF A NOh dANceR

unsigned
Japan, 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

Finely carved as a noh dancer wearing a hannya mask 
with a fierce expression, the hair and robe neatly incised.

heiGht 4.3 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear. 
Fine patina.
Provenance: French private collection.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

390  | AN eARly IVORy NeTsuKe OF  
A ReclININg bugAKu dANceR

unsigned
Japan, late 17th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

Published: Östasiatiska Museet (1999) Netsuke, p. 71.
exhibited: Östasiatiska Museet, sweden, stockholm, 16 
october 1999 – 9 January 2000.

the dancer wearing a hat and holding a mask in one 
hand, as he rests on his side leaning on one arm, 
his loose robe falling from one shoulder. the robe is 
incised with cloud patterns and the hat with scrolling 
vines, the top of the hat incised with an unusual face. 
the underside shows large, deep and asymmetrical 
himotoshi. Beautiful honey patina.

LenGth 7.4 cm

condition: very good worn condition with expected age 
cracks and beautiful patina.
Provenance: Ex collection Mrs. Gunvor Bjorkman.

Auction comparison: 
compare with a similar netsuke sold by Quinn’s Auction 
Galleries, the Mang collection of Japanese netsuke,7 
December 2012, Falls church, lot 566.

estimate euR 1,500
starting price eur 750

391  | A RARe sAIshIKI NeTsuKe  
OF A ReclININg bOy

unsigned
Japan, Osaka, 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

the small boy reclining with his legs crossed and 
supporting his rather large head on one arm, the 
other placed on his belly. his clothes are colored 
in polychrome pigments and gesso accents, all 
appropriately worn. Good himotoshi through the 
underside.

LenGth 5.5 cm

condition: very good, appropriately worn condition with 
abrasions to polychrome pigments.
Provenance: Ex-Collection Mrs. Gunvor Bjorkman.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

392  | AN IVORy NeTsuKe OF A MAN  
ThROWINg ROAsTed beANs

unsigned
Japan, late 18th to early 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

A rather large ivory netsuke depicting a bald man wearing a 
kimono and throwing roasted soybeans, also known as oni-yarai 
– a year-end rite to dispel demons and oni during the setsubun 
festival. Fine patina and himotoshi through the back.

heiGht 6.5 cm

condition: Good condition with expected age cracks.
Provenance: French private collection.

estimate euR 1,500
starting price eur 750

394  | MIWA II: AN IVORy NeTsuKe  
OF A MANZAI eNTeRTAINeR

By Miwa II, signed Miwa
Japan, Edo (Tokyo), mid-19th century

the street performer kneeling and playing a drum, wearing a 
neatly incised robe with overly long sleeves as well as a street 
entertainer’s hat. signed MiWA to the performer’s leg on the 
underside.

heiGht 3.6 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear.
Provenance: european collection.

estimate euR 1,200
starting price eur 600
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401  | A RARe IVORy seAl NeTsuKe OF A dRuNK 
PORTuguese ANd duTchMAN

Japan,19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

this netsuke presents a very amusing scene with lively figures despite 
its small size. one man is lying on the ground and has a clownishly 
large head compared to his small body. the other man stands next to 
him and is laughing gleefully while he sticks a long trumpet filled with 
liquor in the other one’s mouth. the hat of the standing man indicates 
he is Portuguese, his robes are decorated with floral elements. the 
trumpet and buttoned vest are characteristic of a Dutchman. Both 
figures on a base, carved with a large seal on the underside.

heiGht 6.7 cM

Condition: Good condition; minor imperfections.
Provenance: French private collection.

estimate euR 1,500
starting price eur 750

398  | A bOXWOOd sAIshIKI NeTsuKe  
OF A duTchMAN

unsigned
Japan, early 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

the painted netsuke depicting a Dutchman wearing the 
characteristic hat and holding a jar in both hands. Good 
himotoshi to the back.

heiGht 9.4 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear. 
Provenance: French private collection.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

399  | A WOOd NeTsuKe OF A NObleMAN  
FROM The RyuKyu IslANds

unsigned
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the standing nobleman with a long beard, wearing a hat and a 
long flowing robe, and holding a fan in front of him.

heiGht 7.7 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear. 
Provenance: French private collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

400  | A WOOd NeTsuKe OF A sAge  
WITh A MAgIcAl JeWel

unsigned
Japan, 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

the sage with a long, bifurcated beard standing and holding up a 
magical jewel with a loose ball inside with both hands.

heiGht 7.4 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear. 
Provenance: French private collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

397  | A bONe NeTsuKe OF A  
FOReIgNeR WITh chIld

Japan, 20th century

Depicting a foreigner holding a shawm and with a boy seated on 
his shoulder. With an inscription to the side and large himotoshi 
through the back.

heiGht 8.6 cm

condition: Good condition.
Provenance: British private collection.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

396  | AN IVORy NeTsuKe  
OF A FOReIgNeR

unsigned
Japan, early 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

Finely carved with a foreigner resting on his large circular hat, the face 
expressively carved with striking eyes and an open mouth, the hair 
and robe neatly incised.

LenGth 4.9 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear. Good patina.
Provenance: French private collection.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300
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402  | A WOOd bugAKu MAsK  
NeTsuKe OF RANRyO-O

signed with a kakihan
Japan, late 19th century

The Bugaku mask well carved, the head surmounted by a dragon 
in swirling clouds. signed to the reverse, on the central bridge 
with central himotoshi, with a kakihan inside a sunken reserve. 
school of hara shugetsu.

heiGht 5.4 cm

condition: restored areas to the chin and dragon’s mouth.
Provenance: Ex collection Papp (coll. No 995), sold at Lempertz, 
16 June 2018, cologne, lot 1178, for 806 eur. Formerly 
purchased from Helmut Laudenbach, Berg, 3. July 1979.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

404  | A WOOd NeTsuKe OF A TeNgu MAsK

signed
Japan, 19th century

the tengu mask with a fierce expression and with a ball inside the 
slightly opened beak. signed to the himotoshi bar.

heiGht 3 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear.
Provenance: us private collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

405  | A lAcQueRed WOOd  
MAsK NeTsuKe OF hOTeI

signed
Japan, beginning of 20th century

A mask netsuke of the grimacing lucky deity hotei covered in 
lacquer. the central bar in the reverse functions as the cord 
attachment. signed.

heiGht 2.8 cm

condition: Good condition, minor wear to lacquered details.
Provenance: German private collection, acquired in Japan in the 
1980s/90s.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

406  | A PAle WOOd NeTsuKe  
OF A NOh MAsK

unsigned
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the netsuke carved from pale wood depicting a male noh mask 
with pierced eyes and nostrils, showing a row of teeth, and biting 
his lower lip.

heiGht 4.8 cm

condition: Good condition with minor surface wear, some 
staining to the back.
Provenance: czech private collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

407  | A bONe 
NeTsuKe OF 
A hANNyA 
MAsK

unsigned
Japan, 19th century, 
Edo period (1615-1868)

this bone netsuke depicts 
hannya. himotoshi 
through the central bridge 
on the back.

heiGht c. 5 cm

condition: Good, worn 
condition.
Provenance: old Zagreb 
private collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

408  | A gROuP OF  
seVeN MAsK NeTsuKe

Japan, 19th to 20th century

of various depictions, consisting of five wood, one onko ware 
(clay), and one corozo nut mask netsuke. Three masks are signed.

heiGht 3.8 - 5 cm

condition: All in good condition with associated wear.
Provenance: German private collection, acquired in Japan in the 
1980s/90s.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

403  | AN uNusuAl ROOT WOOd  
MAsK NeTsuKe OF OKAMe

unsigned
Japan, 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

An appealingly rustic root wood mask netsuke depicting okame. 
the wood is covered in a light lacquer finish and the himotoshi 
are in the back.

heiGht 4 cm

condition: Good condition. some wear to the himotoshi.
Provenance: German private collection, acquired in Japan in the 
1980s/90s.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200
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410  | A sTAg ANTleR NeTsuKe OF  
The ThRee WIse MONKeys

signed
Japan, 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

Depicting the sambiki-saru, more commonly referred to as the 
three wise monkeys. two monkeys at the top are covering their 
ears and eyes and one tiny monkey is seated inside an opening 
covering his mouth. signed to a plug underneath.

heiGht 6.6 cm

condition: excellent condition, with natural ‘flaws’ to the material.
Provenance: British collection.

estimate euR 2,000
starting price eur 1,000

411  | A RARe sTAg 
ANTleR 
INgyO 
NeTsuKe  
OF A 
sTANdINg 
shIshI

unsigned
Japan, 18th century, 
Edo period (1615-1868)

the seal netsuke 
carved as a snarling 
shishi standing upright 
on the oval base, 
supporting itself with 
both front paws on a 
flat rectangular slab, the 
flaming mane and tail 
finely incised.

heiGht 5.1 cm

condition: very good 
condition with minor 
surface wear, remnants 
of red seal paste to the 
underside.
Provenance: ex-collection 
Jury Kolodotschko.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

412  | A sTAg ANTleR NeTsuKe OF seIObO

unsigned
Japan, early 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

carved as seiobo wearing a hooded robe and carrying a basket 
presumably filled with immortality granting peaches. himotoshi 
through the back.

heiGht 6.3 cm

condition: Good condition with imperfections and age cracks.
Provenance: ex collection ted Adameck.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

409  | A sTAg 
ANTleR 
NeTsuKe OF 
hOTeI WITh 
chIld

unsigned
Japan, 18th century, 
Edo period (1615-1868)

the lucky god hotei 
standing holding a 
gnarled staff and with a 
child seated on top of 
his head. the antler of a 
beautiful color with a fine 
natural, unctuous patina. 
himotoshi through the 
back.

heiGht 8 cm

condition: Good, worn 
condition. the facial 
features of the boy almost 
completely worn away 
from generations of 
handling.
Provenance: ex collection 
Jury Kolodotschko.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

416  | TWO sTIll lIFe NeTsuKe

unsigned
Japan, 19th century

the first depicting a lotus pod with movable inlaid seeds and a lotus leaf wrapped 
around a fish. the second depicting a large chestnut with a smaller one carved on 
top.

LenGth 4.8 - 5 cm

condition: each in good condition with associated wear.
Provenance: German private collection, acquired in Japan in the 1980s/90s.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

413  | MAsATOshI: AN IVORy 
NeTsuKe OF PAVIlIONs ON 
A ROcK

By Shinkeisai Masatoshi, signed Masatoshi
Japan, 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

Finely carved as a rocky landscape with 
dense pine trees and many pavilions with 
minutely carved people inside. Good, 
asymmetrical himotoshi underneath and 
signed MAsAtoshi.

LenGth 3.8 cm

condition: Age cracks. Good condition.
Provenance: German private collection, 
acquired in Japan in the 1980s/90s.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

415  | AN eARly IVORy sQuARe 
MANJu NeTsuKe

unsigned
Japan, 17th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

carved as a thick square-shaped manju 
style netsuke with a central peg as the cord 
attachment. Beautiful patina.

LenGth 3.5 cm

condition: Good condition, expected age 
cracks.
Provenance: German private collection, 
acquired in Japan in the 1980s/90s.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

414  | AN uNusuAl IRON NeTsuKe  
WITh KANJI chARAcTeRs

unsigned
Japan, 18th-19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

the netsuke of octagonal-cylindrical shape, with inlaid gilt Kanji characters executed 
in nunome-zogan.

heiGht 4.6 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear. 
Provenance: French private collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200
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418  | A RARe ANd eARly TsuIshu lAcQueR  
NeTsuKe WITh shells ANd ReIshI

unsigned
Japan, 17th-18th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

The tsuishu (carved red lacquer) netsuke of rounded rectangular 
shape and usable as a container with a lid. the surface is decorated 
with various finely carved shells and one reishi fungus in high relief 
against a minutely incised background simulating waves. the bottom 
and lid are further decorated with shells. the inside is fitted with a 
brass lining, the back of this lining with a loop for cord attachment, the 
cord passing through the himotoshi in the back, thus separating the 
outside and the inside of the container so that nothing can fall out. 
the color of the tsuishu and overall carving style indicates that this is 
an early piece.

heiGht 5.7 cm

condition: Good condition with minor expected surface wear.
Provenance: Japanese private collection.

estimate euR 2,000
starting price eur 1,000

419  | A RARe KuRuMI (WAlNuT)  
NeTsuKe OF A sKull

unsigned
Japan, 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

A cleverly crafted netsuke, carved from a walnut, depicting a skull with 
large cavernous eye sockets, the inside of the walnut ingeniously used 
to reflect the natural cavity of the skull. the teeth as well are carved by 
using the natural terminus of the nut. Fine patina. natural himotoshi.

LenGth 3.2 cm

condition: excellent condition.
Provenance: Private collection, Dover, usA.

Auction comparison:
A similar netsuke was sold by Lempertz, netsuke, inro und sagemono, 
7 June 2019, Cologne, lot 410 (sold for 1.860 euR).

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

417  | A VeRy RARe MOTheR-OF-PeARl  
NeTsuKe OF A FROg

unsigned
Japan, 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

carved from a choice piece of shimmering mother-of-pearl with little 
inclusions, finely polished, and depicting a smiling frog (kaeru). Large, 
asymmetrical himotoshi through the underside. Mother-of-pearl 
katabori netsuke of this quality are extremely rare.

LenGth 4.5 cm

condition: excellent condition.
Provenance: French private collection.

Auction comparison: 
Another mother-of-pearl netsuke of similar quality was sold at Zacke, 
Fine netsuke, sagemono & okimono, 2 november 2019, vienna, lot 86.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

420  | seIyOdO buNshOJO: A sublIMe bOAR-TusK 
NeTsuKe WITh sPIdeR ANd FeRNs

By Seiyodo Bunshojo (1764-1838), signed Nihon San’indo Iwami 
Enokawa Seiyodo Bunshojo chokoku
Japan, iwami province, late 18th to early 19th century, edo period 
(1615-1868)

Published: Earle, Joe (2000) The Robert S. Huthart Collection of 
iwami netsuke, vol. 1, p. 110, no. 90.

carved from a choice, beautifully shimmering boar tusk with 
pronounced curvature. towards the narrow end the artist has 
carved a large spider in high relief with incised hair on its thick 

422  | A RARe NeTsuKe  
OF A hORAgAI

unsigned
Japan, 18th century or earlier, Edo period (1615-1868)

An unusual, early netsuke made from a natural conch, as found, 
and fitted with a mouth piece to resemble a horagai, which is an 
instrument made from very large conch shells (typically Charonia 
tritonis, which reach up to 60 cm), used amongst others by 
yamabushi monks. the shell has one drilled hole which functions 
as the cord attachment.

LenGth 8.7 cm

condition: very good condition. some wear to where the mouth 
piece has been fitted.
Provenance: ex collection ted Adameck.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300421  | A sTAg ANTleR NeTsuKe  

OF A MONKey ON A ROcK

unsigned
Japan, 18th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

An early stag antler netsuke of a monkey climbing on a rock. 
one himotoshi through the side, the other ‘natural’ through the 
underside. Beautiful color and patina.

LenGth 5 cm

condition: excellent condition.
Provenance: us private collection.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

segmented body, large fangs and inlaid eyes. the spider is carved 
with a superior sense of naturalism, which is extraordinarily rare for 
comparable Iwami tusk netsuke with spiders. Below the arachnid 
are delicately engraved ferns next to the signature and inscription 
reading SEIYODO BUNSHOJO 青陽堂 文章女 carved this by the eno 
river in the san’indo region of Japan. With a zoomorphic pot seal.

LenGth 10.8 cm

condition: very good condition with natural veining and minor age 
cracks.
Provenance: the robert s. huthart collection.

estimate euR 5,000
starting price eur 2,500
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427  | ThRee TAguA NuT ANd ONe PRessed  
hORN NeTsuKe dePIcTINg hOTeI

two signed, the others unsigned
Japan, 19th-20th century

A tagua nut netsuke of hotei inside his sack, the reverse carved 
with a large fan and with himotoshi, signed toMoyuKi within an 
oval reserve. A tagua nut netsuke of hotei resting on his large cloth 
sack with himotoshi to the reverse. A tagua nut netsuke of hotei’s 
face with a characteristically cheerful expression, the reverse with 
a finely veined texture, himotoshi, and signed GyoKKo within 
a recessed reserve. A pressed horn netsuke carved with hotei 

428  | A gROuP OF FOuR FIguRAl WOOd NeTsuKe

unsigned
Japan, 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

one ebony wood and three boxwood netsuke depicting actors, a 
karako and tobosaku sennin with a peach.

heiGht 2.9 - 4.3 cm

426  | TWO WOOd 
NeTsuKe ANd  
ONe ROOT  
WOOd cARVINg

unsigned
Japan, 18th-19th century, 
Edo period (1615-1868)

An ebony wood netsuke of a large and powerful oni lifting an 
archaic ritual censer over his head, one wood netsuke of a monkey 
eating fruit, and a root wood carving of a withered tree.

HEIGHT 7.5 cm (the largest) and 3.8 cm (the smallest)

condition: very good condition 
with minor surface wear.
Provenance: ex collection ted 
Adameck.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

peeking out of his cloth sack and incised with cloud designs as well 
as an inscription to the reverse.

HEIGHT 3.2- 3.6 cm (the tagua netsuke), DIAMETER 4 cm (the 
pressed horn netsuke)

condition: Good condition with minor surface wear, a small loss 
to one of the tagua nut netsuke, and warping to the pressed horn 
netsuke.
Provenance: ex-collection Jury Kolodotschko, the pressed horn 
netsuke purchased at nagel, 4 november 2006.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

condition: All in good condition with associated wear.
Provenance: German private collection, acquired in Japan in the 
1980s/90s.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

423  | TWO IVORy ANd ONe bONe NeTsuKe OF RATs

unsigned
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

A bone netsuke of a small rat gnawing on a nasubi (Japanese 
eggplant), the himotoshi on the back of the eggplant, and two 
stained ivory netsuke, one with a rat gnawing at a straw 
bundle containing fruit and leaves, the other with 

two rats emerging from a similar bundle of straws, both with 
himotoshi to the straw bundle, all rats with dark inlaid eyes.

LenGth 3.8-4 cm each

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear.
Provenance: British private estate.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

424  | TWO WOOd NeTsuKe

unsigned
Japan, early 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

A netsuke of an emaciated wolf with inlaid eyes holding a skull, and 
a netsuke of a priest with a mokugyo.

HEIGHT 3.6 cm (the wolf) and 4.2 cm (the priest)

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear.
Provenance: ex-collection Jury Kolodotschko.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

425  | TWO ebONy WOOd NeTsuKe

unsigned
Japan, 19th century

one carved as a pilgrim’s hat with a himotoshi bar to the 
underside, the other as a sage leaning against a rock with a 
large fan carved and incised to the reverse, with himotoshi to 
the reverse and underside.

HEIGHT 4.2 cm (the sage) and 2.6 cm (the pilgrim’s hat)

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear.
Provenance: us private collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200
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431  | TWO eARly  
IVORy NeTsuKe

unsigned
Japan, 18th century, edo period  
(1615-1868)

one carved as hotei with a karako 
at his side, with himotoshi to the 
underside and back, the other as 
three birds perched on a woven 
basket with a single himotoshi to 
the underside and many natural 
himotoshi.

HEIGHT 4 cm (Hotei and karako), 
Length 3.3 cm (birds on basket)

condition: very good condition 
with minor surface wear and 
natural age cracks. Both pieces 
with a beautiful patina and well 
worn.
Provenance: european private 
collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

432  | A WOOd KIseRuZuTsu WITh A WOOd 
‘bAsKeTWeAVe’ MANJu NeTsuKe

unsigned
Japan, 19th century

of senryu-sutzu type and finely carved with a sinuously coiled 
dragon amid clouds in relief. With a large manju netsuke with a 
fine texture in imitation of basketweave, connected with a string 
attached to a metal loop on the kizerusutsu.

LENGTH 27.5 cm (kizerusutsu), DIAMETER 5.5 cm (manju 
netsuke)

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear, few 
natural age cracks to the kizerusutsu.
Provenance: ex-collection Jury Kolodotschko.

estimate euR 500
starting price eur 250

433  | A WOVeN bAMbOO  
RATTAN KIseRuZuTsu WITh KIseRu

unsigned
Japan, 19th century

the woven bamboo 
rattan pipe case with 
a silvered metal and 
bamboo pipe, a metal 
loop on the pipe case 
functioning as 
the cord 
attachment.

LenGth 19 cm

condition: the pipe case and pipe with some associated wear.
Provenance: Dutch private collection.

estimate euR 500
starting price eur 250

430  | A lOT OF TWO 
IVORy NeTsuKe

one signed, the other unsigned
Japan, early 19th century to 
Meiji period (1868-1912)

one ivory netsuke depicting 
a sennin (immortal) standing, 
wearing the characteristic 
yomogi (artemisia leaf) robe, 
holding up a basket in one 
hand and carrying a minogame 
in the other. note the cord 
attachment through the 
himotoshi to the sennin’s 
back and sleeve as well as 
the separately carved basket 
cover. The other (signed) 
ivory netsuke depicting a 
sumo wrestler wearing a long 
garment finely incised with 
foliate and geometric patterns.

HEIGHT 9.7 cm (the sennin) 
and 5.3 cm (the sumo wrestler)

condition: very good condition 
with only minor surface wear, 
the sennin netsuke with few 
natural age cracks.
Provenance: uK private 
collection.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

429  | ThRee IVORy NeTsuKe  
ANd ONe IVORy OKIMONO

two signed, the others unsigned
Japan, 18th-19th century

One ivory netsuke depicting Bunbuku Chagama, a tanuki 
transforming into a tea kettle, signed BUNGA to the underside. 

one ivory netsuke of Fukurokuju seated on a round openworked 
stool, holding a fan in one hand and a gnarly cane with a scroll in 
the other. one ivory netsuke of the boy wonder yoko with a large 
ferocious tiger, signed chounsAi JuGyoKu to the oval base. one 
small ivory okimono of Jurojin carrying a minogame on his shoulder.

HEIGHT 2.5 cm (Bunbuku Chamaga), 5 cm (Fukurokuju), 3.5 cm 
(Yoko and tiger), 5.1 cm (Jurojin)

condition: overall good condition with minor surface wear, natural 
age cracks, the minogame’s head and an inlay to the underside of 
Fukurokuju’s stool are lost.
Provenance: ex collection Jury Kolodotschko. the netsuke signed 
chounsai Jugyoku formerly collection Karl schwarz and purchased 
at Kunsthandel Klefisch, cologne, 88th auction, January 2008, lot 66.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400
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436  | TWO sTAg ANTleR KIseRuZuTsu

one signed
Japan, second half of 19th century

Both pipe cases of otoshi-zutsu type and one depicting a 
drumming boy, the cord attachment in the shape of a bat. the 
second depicting a finely carved village scene.

heiGht 19.6 – 20 cm

Condition: Good condition; age cracks.
Provenance: old Zagreb private collection.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

435  | hAKuOsAI:  
A sTAg 
ANTleR 
KIseRuZuTsu 
OF AshINAgA

By Hakuosai, signed 
hakuosai 白翁齋
Japan, tokyo, Asakusa, 
second half of 19th 
century

The kiseruzutsu (pipe case) 
of senryuzutsu type, finely 
carved as the long-legged 
Ashinaga, his short stubby 
arms joined to encircle 
the pipe. his face is 
expressively carved with 
inlaid eyes of mother-of-
pearl with pierced pupils. 
the cord attachment runs 
through a little carved loop 
to his side, just above the 
tobacco pouch which is 
attached to his obi. signed 
in the back near the base 
within a raised reserve 
hAKuosAi.

heiGht 21 cm

condition: excellent 
condition.
Provenance: British 
collection.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

434  | A RARe MOTheR-OF-PeARl TONKOTsu  
WITh uMIMATsu KIseRuZuTsu ANd OJIMe

unsigned
Japan, 19th century

The tonkotsu (tobacco container) carved from two sections of a 
nautilus shell, much of the natural orientation of the material still 
recognizable and joined at the top by two metal clamps. the lid is 
separately carved from the same material. the ojime and senryu-
zutsu kiseruzutsu (pipe case) are carved from umimatsu (sea pine).

HEIGHT (tonkotsu) 8.5 cm, LENGTH (kiseruzutsu) 20.5 cm

condition: excellent condition.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

437  | A RARe sTAg ANTleR KIseRuZuTsu 
ATTRIbuTed TO OZAKI KOKusAI

Attributed to Ozaki Kokusai (1835-1892), unsigned
Japan, tokyo, Asakusa, second half of 19th century

The kiseruzutsu (pipe case) of otoshizutsu type, carved from 
stag antler, featuring stylized mon-like images, typical for the 
artist. the front is decorated with a rain dragon guarding a floral 
mon above a peculiar humanoid mon, which possibly resembles 
a highly stylized koku seal. the bottom with another such 
humanoid figure and the top carved with the cord attachment 
in the form of two curls from a reishi fungus. the stag antler 
bearing a fine patina, indicating it has been worn.

heiGht 20.6 cm

condition: Good condition with some wear to details, as well as 
some cracks and natural flaws to the material. Fine patina.
Provenance: Dutch private collection.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

438  | A sTAg ANTleR KIZeRuZuTsu dePIcTINg 
KAN NO KOsO FIghTINg A gIANT sNAKe

unsigned
Japan, late 19th century

of otoshi-sutzu type and finely carved with a relief of Kan no Koso 
attacking a giant snake with his long sword. Kan no Koso is the 
Japanese name for Liu Bang, the founder and first emperor of the 
han Dynasty, emperor Gaozu of han. With a metal loop for cord 
attachment.

LenGth 20.7 cm

condition: very good condition with minor surface wear.
Provenance: ex-collection Jury Kolodotschko, purchased at 
Lempertz, 11 and 12 December 2009, cologne, lot 802.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300
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439  | A FINe sTAg ANTleR KIseRuZuTsu WITh 
shIshI ON A ROcK AMONgsT PeONIes

unsigned
Japan, 19th century

The kiseruzutsu (pipe case) of senryu-zutsu type, carved from 
a hollow branch of stag antler, plugged on the underside. the 
surface is finely carved with a roaring shishi leaning against a 
rock, amongst leafy flowering peonies. The Buddhist lion’s eyes 
are inlaid in gilt metal. the stag antler of a beautiful color with a 
fine patina.

heiGht 20 cm

condition: overall very good condition. one gilt eye of the shishi 
has been replaced and the signature tablet has been lost and is 
now inlaid in plain metal.
Provenance: ex collection Jury Kolodotoschko, Munich, acquired 
from sagemonoya gallery, tokyo.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

440  | A sTAg ANTleR KIseRuZuTsu  
WITh PhOeNIX

unsigned
Japan, 19th century

The kiseruzutsu (pipe case) of muso-zutsu type, carved from stag 
antler, and decorated with an elegant image of a phoenix in the 
front. the reverse continues the image showing the elegantly 
flowing, furcated tail. With a bamboo and metal kiseru (pipe).

heiGht 21.5 cm

condition: very good condition.
Provenance: Private collection us, Dover.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

442  | A gOld lAcQueRed FOuR-cAse  
INRO WITh PeAcOcKs

signed
Japan, 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

the four-case inro lacquered in gold with two peacocks amongst 
flowers, their tails extending to the otherside and inlaid with 
mother-of-pearl. signed underneath. With a fine cloisonne 
enamel ojime.

heiGht 8.8 cm

condition: some wear to lacquer, minor chips along the risers. 
Generally, in good condition.
Provenance: hungarian private collection.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

441  | A VeRy FINe ThRee-cAse IVORy shIbAyAMA 
INlAId INRO WITh shIshI ANd PeONIes

unsigned
Japan, second half of 19th century

Published: Allen, George (1899) Specimens of Japanese Art from 
the collection of Michael tomkinson, p. 126, no. 311.

the three-case inro is carved from ivory and densely embellished 
on both sides with neatly incised inlays of coral, horn, stained 
ivory, malachite and mother-of-pearl in high relief, the scene 
depicting two shishi amongst rockwork and peonies. Attached 
plain, smoothly polished ivory ojime.

heiGht 9.4 cm

condition: very good condition with minor wear. not a single 
inlay is missing!
Provenance: ex. Michael tomkinson collection, with old label to 
base.

estimate euR 3,000
starting price eur 1,500
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445  | A gIlT ANd blAcK lAcQueR  
FOuR-cAse INRO dePIcTINg shIshI

unsigned
Japan, 18th-19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

the rounded rectangular body with a black-lacquer ground 
decorated in gold lacquer takamaki-e and red-lacquer accents with 
a shishi to either side, both with quizzical expressions and flaming 
manes and tails. the interior with fine nashiji. With a brownish-red 
agate ojime.

heiGht 7.3 cm

condition: Good condition with minor surface wear, small chips and 
losses, as well as wear to the lacquer.
Provenance: us private collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

444  | A FOuR-cAse gOld 
lAcQueR INRO

unsigned
Japan, 19th century

Depicting the god of war Kan’u on one side 
and an attendant reading from a scroll on 
the other side, both executed in takamaki-e 
of various colors. Above them are oni 
inside finely executed togidashi clouds. the 
inside compartments of dense nashiji.

heiGht 7,5 cm

condition: Worn condition with wear to 
gold-lacquered ground, scattered small 
losses and chips to the edges of the risers.
Provenance: european private collection.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

447  | KOZAN: A FINe shIbAyAMA INlAId  
FOuR-cAse gOld lAcQueR INRO

By Kozan, signed Kozan
Japan, 19th century

the inro with a gold kinji ground and decorated on both sides 
with actors, the details inlaid in ivory, green-stained bone, and 
mother-of-pearl. the inside compartments of dense nashiji.

heiGht 9 cm

condition: the gold-lacquered ground is worn and there are 
some tiny chips to the edge of the risers.
Provenance: european private collection.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

446  | KOMA KANsAI: A RARe ANd AMusINg  
lAcQueRed FOuR-cAse INRO

By Koma Kansai, signed Koma Kansai and with a red pot seal
Japan, 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

A fine four-case lacquer inro with a gold kinji ground and decorated 
in gold, red and silver takamaki-e. Depicted is an amusing scene, 
one side showing a woman trying to bludgeon a large eel in order 
to prepare it for dinner, the club and chopping board is shown in 
front of her. however, rather amusingly, the eel has slipped out 
of her hands and attacks her husband on the other side, who is 

443  | A lAcQueRed FOuR-cAse  
INRO WITh IMPeRIAl hORse

unsigned
Japan, early 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

A relatively large four-case inro decorated on one side with a horse 
lacquered in silver, red and gold takamaki-e, one hoof raised, and 
its head turned to the right, trying to break free, as it is tied to a tree 
on the other side. the horse is wearing an ornate saddle, decorated 
with gold takamaki-e with floral depictions and kikunogomon, the 
imperial seal of Japan used by the emperor and the imperial family. 
the matte lacquer of the horse is beautifully contrasting to the 
shimmering gold takamaki-e of the saddle, the gold takamaki-e 
trees and the sprinkled gold nashiji at the base of the inro. the 
ground is lacquered to simulate tortoiseshell. the inside with gold 
fundame.

heiGht 9 cm, WiDth 6.2 cm

condition: the ground of the side of the horse is possibly slightly re-
painted. A little wear around the edges. the lacquer work generally 
in very good condition.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

348  | A FOuR-cAse 
lAcQueR 
INRO

Japan, 17th/18th century, 
Edo period (1615-1868)

An inlaid lacquer inro 
showing a farm scene 
with various tea utensils, 
lacquered in gold 
takamaki-e with inlaid 
mother of pearl details. 
With an inlaid cloisonné 
ojime and an ivory and 
metal kagamibuta depicting 
hotei.

heiGht inro 6 cm,
DiAMeter netsuke 4 cm

condition: Age-related 
condition, cracks, minor 
nicks – general wear.
Provenance: old Zagreb 
private collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

screaming and holding up a large plate. the eel’s eyes are inlaid 
with mother-of-pearl. the inside covered in dense nashiji. With a 
finely lacquered ojime. the underside signed KoMA KAnsAi 古満寛
哉 and with a red pot seal.

heiGht 8 cm

condition: Minor wear to the lacquered surface and edges, as 
visible in the provided images. Good condition.
Provenance: British private collection.

estimate euR 3,000
starting price eur 1,500
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449  | KINKOZAN: A sATsuMA 
ceRAMIc dIsh WITh 
scROll PAINTINgs OF 
POeTs

By Kinkozan, signed Kinkozan with 
impressed seal
Japan, Kyoto, Meiji period (1868-1912)

of circular form with a low ring foot and 
decorated in polychrome enamels and 
gilt with three ‘hanging scroll’ reserves 
depicting female poets, the left panel 
showing the poet with two children in 
a winter landscape, the central panel 
showing her next to a blossoming cherry 
tree, and the right panel showing the 
poet at a scholar’s desk with an open 
book in front of her and a folding screen 
in the background, looking out towards 
the rocky landscape. Below the scroll 
painting is a low table with a basket of 
chrysanthemums and Buddha’s hand 
citrus on leafy twigs. All on a midnight 
blue ground, elaborately and densely 
decorated in gilt with phoenixes, clouds, 
nashiji, and circular designs, the interior 
rimdecorated in gilt with scrolling vines 
and stylized chrysanthemums, the whole 
exterior with scattered gilt flowers, the 
recessed base glazed white. signed 
KinKoZAn with an impressed seal to 
the base.

DiAMeter 31.5 cm

condition: Good condition with traces of 
wear, some minor wear to the glaze, and 
firing irregularities.
Provenance: British collection.

Auction comparison:
For a considerably smaller Kinkozan 
dish with ‘hanging scroll’ reserves by 
sozan for the Kinkozan workshop, see 
Bonhams, Fine Japanese and Korean 
Art, 15 March 2017, new york, lot 6271 
(sold for 31,250 usd).

estimate euR 5,000
starting price eur 2,500

451  | A lARge KuTANI  
PORcelAIN FIguRe OF  
A FRIghTeNed shIshI

Japan, Meiji (1868-1912) to Taisho period (1912-1926)

Molded as a shishi with its back arched, the four feet 
close together, the flaming tail raised up high, and the 
eyes wide open, with a frightful, startled expression. 
Painted in brightly hued enamels with gilt highlights 
such as the eyes, claws, and parts of the body, tail, 
and mane.

heiGht 47 cm

condition: the top of the tail with an old repair, the 
glaze and colors well preserved, overall in good 
condition with traces of wear and firing irregularities.
Provenance: German private collection.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

453  | A PAIR OF sATsuMA-
sTyle KuTANI 
PORcelAIN VAses 
MOuNTed As OIl lAMPs

Japan, c. 1900, the european mounting 
of later date

the vases of baluster shape, painted in 
satsuma style with gilt and polychrome 
enamels depicting samurai scenes 
surrounded by elaborate floral and 
geometric designs.

heiGht 68.5 cm each

condition: very good condition with 
minor traces of wear.
Provenance: Belgian private collection.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

452  | A RARe KuTANI sTANdINg scReeN  
WITh KANZAN ANd JITTOKu

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

Molded as a standing screen with a central depiction of 
Kanzan and Jittoku, the latter seated and holding a broom, 
the former standing and holding a scroll, on a craggy rock, 
surrounded by gilt chidori (plovers) in flight and gilt and 
blue crashing waves over a white stippled ground. the 
green outer border of the screen is decorated with gilt 
phoenixes, scrolling tendrils and leaves, the black screen 
stand with scrolling tendrils and flowers in gold, the top of 
the screen with a finely molded cord with lotus tassels at 
the bottom.

siZe 24.5 x 21 cm

condition: excellent condition with only few minor traces 
of wear, such as very minute flakes to the rear of the feet 
and a small burst bubble to one of the waves.
Provenance: French private collection.

estimate euR 2,000
starting price eur 1,000

450  | 11-PART sIgNed sATsuMA  
TeA seT

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

signed nikko and with the shimazu crest on the 
underside. Masterful hand painting with polychrome 
enamels and gold. Depicted are blooming flower 
meadows and butterflies. the set consist of 4 cups 
and saucers, a lidded milk jug, a sugar box and a tea 
pot both also with their original lid.

heiGht of the teapot 17 cm, DiAMeter of one 
saucer 12 cm and heiGht of one tea cup 4.5 cm

condition: Perfect condition with only minimal 
traces of age.
Provenance: From an Austrian private collection.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300
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455  | A PAIR OF glAZed ceRAMIc VAses
 
Japan, 20th century

the first glazed with different shades of pitted brown running 
from the lip. the second with a glossy dark glaze and lilac areas. 
Both with a very small mouth, a circular foot ring and marked to 
the base.

DiAMeter c. 12.5 cm each

condition: excellent condition, one of the vases with minor 
chipping to base rim.  
Provenance: German private collection.

estimate euR 500
starting price eur 250

457  | A blue ANd WhITe hIRAdO  
PORcelAIN dRAgON heAd shIP

 
Japan, late 19th to first half of the 20th century

Modelled as a ship with a dragon’s head at the prow, decorated 
in cobalt blue designs overall, the sides with plovers above waves 
and the inside with carps.

LenGth 39 cm

condition: excellent condition with minor firing imperfections. 
Provenance: British private collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

458  | A lARge blue ANd WhITe  
ARITA PORcelAIN dIsh

Japan, 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

Finely painted in underglaze blue depicting 
a sparrow in flight amongst blossoms and 
leaves.

DiAMeter 34 cm

condition: Good, undamaged condition. Firing 
and manufacturing flaws. A metal mounting is 
applied to the back so that the plate could be 
hung on a wall.
Provenance: German private collection.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

459  | A MONuMeNTAl 
ARITA PORcelAIN 
chARgeR WITh 
A MOuNTAIN 
lANdscAPe

Japan, first half of 20th century

this extremely large 
charger is beautifully 
painted in cobalt blue 
with a grand mountainous 
landscape with waterfalls, 
pagodas, birds in flight, 
fishermen on boats, 
and scholars wandering 
the landscape. With 
an associated modern 
wood stand.

DiAMeter 97.5 cm, 
DePth 11 cm

condition: Absolutely 
perfect condition with only 
some casting flaws, kiln grit, 
and minor traces of use and 
wear.
Provenance: czech private 
collection, acquired in Japan.

estimate euR 1,500
starting price eur 750

456  | A glAZed ceRAMIc  
FIguRe OF dARuMA

Japan, Taisho period (1912-1926) to Showa era (1926-1989)

Depicted is Daruma standing in a long robe and holding a basket 
of peaches. Beautiful colors of the glaze.

heiGht 21 cm

condition: Wear and firing imperfections, both hands with a 
restoration.
Provenance: croatian private collection.

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

454  | A lARge PAINTed  
KuTANI VAse

 
Japan, first half of the 20th century

of baluster shape and with a slightly everted lip, hand-painted 
with enamels and gold on a dark green ground to depict sages 
and children.

heiGht 40 cm

condition: overall good condition. Few surface scratches and 
general wear. 
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100
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461  | AN IMARI PORcelAIN chARgeR

Japan, 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

the large charger with a lobed rim painted in the traditional imari 
color palette of blue and iron red with gold, showing various 
geometrical and floral motifs.

DiAMeter 46.5 cm

condition: very good undamaged condition. Minor wear to 
painting. Firing flaws. A metal mounting is applied to the back so 
that the plate could be hung on a wall.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

460  | AN IMARI PORcelAIN chARgeR

Japan, 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

the large charger with a lobed rim painted in the traditional imari 
color palette of blue and iron red with gold and some green, 
showing various geometrical and floral motifs.

DiAMeter 46.5 cm

condition: very good undamaged condition. Firing flaws. A metal 
mounting is applied to the back so that the plate could be hung 
on a wall.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

463  | A FINe IMARI PORcelAIN PlATe

Japan, 18th-19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

the plate with a lobed rim painted in the traditional imari color 
palette of blue and iron red with gold and some green, depicting 
various scenes arranged in neatly painted reserves including 
cranes, pine trees, plum trees and boats.

DiAMeter 21 cm

condition: very good undamaged condition. Minor wear to 
painting, some surface scratches and firing flaws.
Provenance: viennese private estate

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

462  | AN IMARI PORcelAIN chARgeR

Japan, 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

the large charger with a lobed rim painted in the traditional imari 
color palette of blue, iron red with gold and some green, showing 
various geometrical and floral motifs as well as a repeating image 
of chinese boys beneath a pine tree, arranged in lobed reserves.

DiAMeter 47 cm

condition: very good undamaged condition. Minor wear to 
painting. Firing flaws. Fitted with a metal ring for mounting on the 
wall.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

464  | A KuTANI PORcelAIN ceNseR

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the tripodal censer with two flaring handles and a lid with a finely 
crafted Buddhist lion on top. Kutani mark underneath.

heiGht 26 cm

condition: Good condition with associated surface wear. one of the 
handles with an old repaired break.
Provenance: croatian private collection.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

466  | A lARge ARITA hIZeN  
PORcelAIN dIsh

signed hizen Arita
Japan, first half of 20th century

the large dish finely decorated with polychrome enamel painting 
depicting geometrical images and scrolling floral vines. signed to 
the back hiZen AritA.

LenGth 48 cm

condition: excellent undamaged condition. some firing flaws.
Provenance: German private collection.

estimate euR 500
starting price eur 250

465  | A sAKe sTORAge bOTTle IN The sTyle  
OF AOKI MOKubeI, MeIJI OR lATeR

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912) or later

the globular bottle vase with a cylindrical neck and lipped rim, 
enameled and gilt with a group of chinese immortal sages and 
karakos, including taoist immortal Kinko riding a giant carp, amid pine 
trees. Inscribed KUTANI MOKUBEI to the base.

heiGht 27.3 cm

condition: excellent condition with minor wear, intentional crackling.
Provenance: From the collection of Georg Weifert (1850-1937). 
thence by descent in the same family. Weifert was a serbo- Austrian 
industrialist and the first governor of the Federal Bank of the Kingdom 
of serbia, croatia and slovenia.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

467  | A bIZeN-WARe ceRAMIc FIguRe OF KANNON

Japan, 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

the goddess of mercy is shown holding a vase with the elixir 
of life inside and wearing a finely crafted voluminous robe. 
Artist signature to the back and old collection number to the 
underside.

heiGht 31 cm

condition: Good condition, minor chips to edges around the 
base.
Provenance: Private collection.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300
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468  | A KAKeJIKu OF A sAMuRAI

Japan, 19th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

the scroll painting with lacquered wood 
roller ends and a finely painted central image 
depicting a samurai with a sword and war 
fan. signed and sealed.

siZe total 185.5 x 49.5 cm, image only 100 x 
35.5 cm

condition: very good condition, some 
expected wear and creases.
Provenance: croatian private collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

470  | TWO FRAMed JAPANese PAINTINgs

Japan, 19th-20th century

Both of elongated rectangular shape showing snowy 
landscape scenes.

SIZE (with frame) 47.6 x 18 cm

condition: the images are both in good condition, but not 
examined outside of the frame.
Provenance: Austrian private estate.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

469  | OKuhARA seIKO (1837-
1912): A hANgINg 
scROll KAKeJIKu 
PAINTINg

By Okuhara Seiko, signed Tokai Seiko 
and with four seals
Japan, c. 1900

Mounted as a hanging scroll (kakejiku). 
Depicting the literati life of a carefree 
wanderer. signed 風来o年枝….　二
千五 …東海晴湖 “Furai …, tokai seiko” 
[Wind blowing for years … a branch 
of tree…, tokai seiko]. With four seals: 
節、星, 日本画士, 東海図書印 “setsu”, 
“Sei (of Seiko)”, “Nihon gashi” and “Tokai 
tosho in”.

siZe total 182.5 x 34 cm, painting only 
102 x 17 cm

condition: very good condition, some 
creases.
Provenance: British private collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

472  | A sMAll PAINTINg OF TAOIsT FIguRes

Japan, 19th century

Painted on paper depicting three taoist figures, gilt mat and 
wooden frame.

size incl. frame 33.7 x 63.6 cm, image size 26.6 x 42.1 cm

condition: Wear, tears, losses, and creasing.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

474  | ThRee Old cOlOR PRINTed JAPANese 
chIldReN bOOKs IllusTRATINg FAMOus 
TAles

Japan, 20th century

From the series Japanese Fair tales series told in english by Mrs. 
t. h. James. including no. 2, 11, 16, richly illustrated and telling 
the stoires of the tongue cut sparrow, the hare of inaba and the 
wooden bowl respectively.

siZe each 14.7 x 9.8 cm

condition: each in good condition with minor staining, wear to 
edges and creases.
Provenance: croatian private collection.

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150 475  | MORIKuNI: A bOOK 

WITh WOOdblOcK 
PRINT 
IllusTRATIONs

By Tachibana Morikuni 
(1679-1748)

siZe 21.3 x 15.5 cm

condition: Worn condition, 
including wormholes, scattered 
losses and overall wear and tear.
Provenance: German private 
collection.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

471  | A KAKeJIKu  
OF A beAuTy

Japan, 19th century, edo 
period (1615-1868)

the scroll painting with 
ivory roller ends and a 
finely painted central image 
depicting a female actor. 
signed and sealed.

siZe total 1124 x 49 cm, 
image only 35.7 x 29 cm

condition: very good 
condition, some expected 
wear and creases.
Provenance: croatian 
private collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

473  | A chARMINg PRINT ON sIlK  
dePIcTINg A MONKey ANd WAsP

Japan, 20th century

Depicting a monkey seated on a gnarly tree, eyeing a wasp. 
signed and sealed.

siZe 76.5 x 54.5 cm

condition: Good condition, some creases and wear to edges.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100
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477  | KuNIsAdA: ONe dIPTych  
ANd ONe TRIPTych ORIgINAl  
cOlOR WOOdblOcK PRINT

By Utagawa Kunisada
Japan, c. 1859 and 1861

the first a triptych c. 1861 and titled ‘yuen sonoharo Kikujiro 
onoe”: the second a diptych c. 1859.

Each OBAN 36.5 x 24.5 cm

condition: very good condition, fresh colors, minor wear to 
edges.
Provenance: German private collection.

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

479  | A gROuP OF eIghT ORIgINAl  
cOlOR WOOdblOcK PRINTs

Japan, c.1850-1897

including works by utagawa Kunisada and toyohara Kunichika.

SIZE various OBAN 33.5 x 25 -37.5 x 26 cm

condition: very good condition, fresh colors, minor wear to 
edges.
Provenance: German private collection.

estimate euR 500
starting price eur 250

478  | A gROuP OF sIX ORIgINAl  
cOlOR WOOdblOcK PRINTs

Japan, c. 1840-1870 cm

including works by utagawa Kunisada, toyohara Kunichika and 
Baido Hosai.

SIZE various OBAN 34.5 x 25.5 – 37.5 x 25.5 cm

condition: very good condition, fresh colors, minor wear to 
edges.
Provenance: German private collection.

estimate euR 500
starting price eur 250

482  | A gROuP OF eIghT  
ORIgINAl cOlOR  
WOOdblOcK PRINTs

Japan, c. 1847-1851

six original color woodblock prints by utagawa Kunisda, 
one by utagawa hiroshige, 1854, nishi hongan-ji temple 
at Tsukiji (Tsukiji Nishi Gomonzeki), from the series 
Famous Places in edo and one possibly by utagawa 
Kuniteru.

siZe various 35 x 23.5 cm and 23 x 34.5 – 25 x 36 cm

condition: very good condition, fresh colors, minor wear 
to edges.
Provenance: German private collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

483  | A gROuP OF NINe JAPANese 
cOlOR WOOdblOcK PRINTs

Japan, 19th and 20th century

comprising one triptych, two diptych and two 
single pages and illustration different scenes.

siZe APProX. 35 x 25 cm

Condition: Overall good condition; fresh colors; 
minor creases, stains, and small tears around the 
edges
Provenance: British private collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

480  | A WOOdblOcK PRINT  
POcKeT MAP OF KyOTO

Japan, 19th century

A woodblock print map detailing Kyoto area, including illustrated 
streets, rivers, temples, other public sites and mountains in the 
background. The names of individual streets, etc. are listed. 
Framed.

siZe 37 x 49.5 cm

condition: Good age-related condition, modest staining and 
worm holes, creases and damages to fold intersections. 
Provenance: Austrian private estate.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

476  | A gROuP OF ThIRTeeN PRINTs

Japan, 19th – 20th century

including works by Kawabata Gyokusho, hasegawa sadanobu, 
ogata Gekko, tomikichirou tokuriki, utagawa Kuniteru, toyohara 
chinabou and one print after ito shinsui.

siZe various 23 x 17.5– 42.5 x 28.5 cm

condition: All in very good condition with minor wear to edges.
Provenance: German private collection.

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

481  | A gROuP OF FIFTeeN  
WOOdblOcK PRINTs

Japan, 19th-20th century

including various prints and three tanzaku poem slips.

siZe 27 x 24 cm – 24.5 x 33 cm

condition: All in good condition with some creases.
Provenance: British private collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200
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484  | hIROshIge II: A gROuP 
OF FIVe ORIgINAl 
cOlOR WOOdblOcK 
PRINTs

By Utagawa Hiroshige II
Japan, c. 1860-1897

each by utagawa hiroshige ii and 
including prints from the 52 stations of 
the tokaido road and 68 famous views 
of the provinces.

Each CHUBAN 25.5 x 19 cm

condition: very good condition, fresh 
colors, minor wear to edges.
Provenance: German private collection.

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

487  | A JAPANese cOlOR 
WOOdblOcK PRINT OF 
A sAMuRAI cleANINg 
hIs sWORd

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

Depicting a samurai holding his sword 
in one hand and the other with a vessel 
filled with water, which is dropped onto 
the blade to clean the blood from it.

siZe APProX. 24.5 x 18 cM

condition: very good condition, color 
and impression, minor browning, and 
small tears around the edges.
Provenance: British private collection.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

488  | uTAgAWA KuNIyOshI: A JAPANese  
cOlOR WOOdblOcK PRINT dIPTych  
OF The bATTle OF KAWANAKAJIMA

By Utagawa Kuniyoshi (1797 - 1861)
Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

Fantastic scene of the battle of Kawanakajima, 1845, in the left 
panel the great general takeda shingen who wears a horned 
battle helmet with a demon head and white wig, he holds a battle 
fan and a string of prayer beads. Fine line work and great detail in 
armors and facial expressions.

siZe 32.5 x 23 cM each

condition: Good condition, vibrant colors and good impression. 
Minor creases and restored wormholes and losses.
Provenance: British private collection.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

490  | uTAgAWA KuNIyOshI: A JAPANese cOlOR 
WOOdblOcK PRINT dIPTych OF A bATTle

By Utagawa Kuniyoshi (1797 - 1861)
Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

Fantastic scene of a battle. Fine lline work and great detail in 
armors and facial expressions.

siZe 33 x 23 cM each

condition: Good condition, vibrant colors and good impression. 
Minor creases and restored wormholes and losses.
Provenance: British private collection.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

485  | uTAgAWA  
hIROshIge II:  
A cOlOR WOOdblOcK 
PRINT OF MOuNT 
TAKATsu IN IWAMI

By Utagawa Hiroshige II (1829-1869), 
signed hiroshige ga/hitsu
Japan, late Edo period (1615-1868), 
early 1850s

the print is subtitled iwami and is from 
the series Syokoku Sanju rokkei (Thirty-
six views of various Provinces). it shows 
a beach and mountain landscape with 
huts and villagers. the separate censor 
and date seals indicate it was printed in 
the early 1850s, as from 1853 approval 
seals along with date seals were used 
and after 1857 only a single seal, either 
combining the censor and date or 
giving the date only. Matted and framed 
behind glass.

chuban siZe 18 x 23.5 cm, siZe framed 
36.7 x 30.5 cm

condition: Good condition, color, and 
impression. Minor browning, creasing, 
and minimal small tears around the 
edges.
Provenance: sotheby’s, Japanese 
Prints, Paintings and Works of Art, 19 
november 1997, lot 112. the cardboard 
mounting behind the print is stamped 
“GUARANTEED GENUINE BY Y. TSURUKI. 
shinMonZen. Kyoto.” collector’s note 
on the back.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

486  | IchIyusAI  
KuNIyOshI:  
A cOlOR WOOdblOcK 
PRINT OF sOshIN

By Ichiyusai Kuniyoshi (1797-1861), 
signed ichiyusai Kuniyoshi with kiri seal
Japan, c. 1847, Edo period (1615-1868)

soshin, from the series “Morokoshi 
nijkatei tanekatzu”, with texts by the 
well-known gesaku writer Ryūkatei 
Tanekazu (1807–1858). The picture 
shows Soshin (Tseng Tsi) descending 
from a tree. he suddenly felt that 
something was wrong with his mother 
– she had cut her finger – and is now 
hurrying towards her. Matted and 
mounted.

siZe 24.6 x 18.6 cm

condition: very good condition and 
impression, vibrant colors, minor 
browning and very few worm holes 
outside of the image area.
Provenance: old viennese private 
collection, formerly acquired at Galerie 
Zacke.

Literature comparison:
A related print is in the collection of 
the Museum für angewandte Kunst in 
vienna, inventory number Ki 15150-20.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

489  | uTAgAWA hIROshIge:  
A cOlOR WOOdblOcK PRINT OF  
OKAbe FROM The KIchIZO TOKAIdO

By Utagawa Hiroshige (1797-1858), signed Hiroshige ga
Japan, 1850-51

Titled Okabe: Mount Utsu Pass and Famous Dumplings (Utsu no 
yama toge, meibutsu judango), from the series the Fifty-three 
Stations of the Tokaido Road (Tokaido, Gojusan tsugi no uchi). 
Matted and framed behind glass.

chuban siZe 17.7 x 24.0 cm, siZe framed 35.0 x 42.3 cm

condition: Good condition, color, and impression. some minor 
foxing as well as minor browning and creasing around the edges.
Provenance: castle Fine Arts, san Francisco. Purchased from the 
above in January 1999, collector’s note on the back.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

491  | TWO JAPANese cOlOR WOOdblOcK  
PRINT OF lANdscAPes

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

Both prints depicting beautiful mountain and river scenery.

siZe APProX. 16 x 23 cM

condition: Good condition, color and impression, minor stains 
and small tears around the edges.
Provenance: British private collection.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100
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492  | KATsushIKA hOKusAI: A suRIMONO  
OF A MONKey TRAINeR

By Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849), signed Gakyojin Hokusai ga
Japan, early Meiji period (1868-1912)

Depicting a courtesan as well as a monkey trainer and a monkey 
within a double ringed circle. Framed and matted behind glass.

siZe 22 x 19 cm

condition: very good condition, excellent colors, very good 
impression, with minor browning and wear.
Provenance: From the collection of Ernst Michel (d.1949), an 
architect working in Germany in the first half of the 20th c. and 
involved with Walter Gropius and the Bauhaus Movement.

Literature comparison:
A related surimono was sold by the ronin Gallery in new york, 
object number #JPr1-67147.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

493  | hOKuuN: A suRIMONO  
OF A beAuTy PlAyINg hANd dRuM

By Katsushika Hokuun (1804-44)
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

Depicting a shirabyoshi dancer wearing an embossed bird 
pattern vest and playing the hand drum over her shoulder. 
Framed.

siZe 21 x 19 cM

condition: very good condition, color and impression, with minor 
browning and wear.
Provenance: From the collection of Ernst Michel (d.1949), an 
architect working in Germany in the first half of the 20th c. and 
involved with Walter Gropius and the Bauhaus Movement.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

498  | hOKKeI: A suRIMuNO OF  
eggPlANTs IN A bAsKeT

By Totoya Hokkei (1780-1850)
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

A still-life color surimono depicting three eggplants, two of them 
in an openwork basket colored with metallic pigment. A verse in 
calligraphy is written above. From the set of three Lucky Dreams 
originally published in late 1820s. Framed.

siZe 22 x 18 cM

condition: very good condition, color and impression, with minor 
browning and wear.
Provenance: From the collection of Ernst Michel (d.1949), an 
architect working in Germany in the first half of the 20th c. and 
involved with Walter Gropius and the Bauhaus Movement.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

499  | gAKuTeI: A suRIMONO  
OF A WINe cuP ANd KeTTle

By Yashima Gakutei (1786-1868)
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

Depicting a wine cup and kettle for celebrating the new year. An 
embossed white cloth surrounds the cup and the kettle features 
metallic pigment designs. A verse in calligraphy is written above. 
Framed.

siZe 22 x 19 cm

condition: very good condition, color and impression, with minor 
browning.
Provenance: From the collection of Ernst Michel (d.1949), an 
architect working in Germany in the first half of the 20th c. and 
involved with Walter Gropius and the Bauhaus Movement.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

495  | uTAMARO: A WOOdblOcK 
PRINT OF A FesTIVAl sceNe

By Kitagawa Utamaro (1753-1806), signed 
utamaro hitsu
Japan, 18th century, Edo period (1615-1868)

Depicting a festival scene, showing musicians 
and actors passing by a little boy with his dog. 
signed in the bottom left corner utAMAro hitsu.
 
siZe oban 33.5 x 22.3
 
condition: Large stains, details worn, losses. 
Loosely backed on paper and behind glass 
(loose).
Provenance: French private collection.

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

497  | MARuKOshI: A chARMINg  
cOlOR WOOdblOcK PRINT

By the Marukoshi group, signed Marukoshi-gumi sei
Japan, c. 1870-1882, Meiji period (1868-1912)

Depicting a humorous scene of gibbons, horseflies and bees, 
octopus and fish trying to catch one another.

siZe 34 x 25 cm

condition: Good condition, minor wear along the edges one small 
puncture near the upper left corner.
Provenance: German private collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

494  | A gROuP OF ThRee WOOdblOcK PRINTs 
dePIcTINg bIRds

Japan, late 19th to early 20th century

two woodblock prints depicting a cockerel and hen and one 
depicting a bird flying next to a tree with hanging beans. the first 
two backed on paper and the third framed behind glass. each 
signed and sealed.

siZe 37.5 x 21.5 – 48.5 x 32 cm

condition: the prints all in excellent condition.
Provenance: croatian private collection.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

496  | yOshIhARu KIMuRA: A cOlOR  
WOOdblOcK PRINT OF AN OWl

By Yoshiharu Kimura (b.1934)
Japan, 1975

Depicting an owl on a branch in the autumnal forest. signed 
bottom center and dated lower right 1975.

siZe 34 x 25 cM

condition: very good condition, color and impression, minor 
browning.
Provenance: British private collection.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100
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500  | A ‘bAMbOO’ 
scROll 
PAINTINg

Japan, 19th century

skillfully with black ink 
painted on paper, signed, 
one seal.

siZe c. 105 x 27 cm

condition: creasing, soiling, 
some minor losses, overall 
still fair condition, the 
mountings with losses as 
well.
Provenance: German private 
collection. Acquired during 
the 1980s.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

504  | A cOllecTION  
OF 98 JAPANese  
sTeReO PhOTOgRAPhs 
INsIde AN AlbuM,  
c. 1900

Japan, c. 1900.

Dimensions: ALBUM SIZE 31.5 x 29 cm

condition: Good condition.
Provenance: German private collection.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

502  | A sMAll JAPANese PAINTINg

Japan, 19th century

A small and charming square format painting depicting a court 
scene. set onto a book page with printed calligraphy.

siZe 20 x 21 cm

condition: Worn condition, 
creases and material loss.
Provenance: From an 
Austrian private collection. 
Kept in the same family 
since the first half of the 
20th century and thence by 
descent.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

503  | A sMAll JAPANese PAINTINg

Japan, 19th century

A small painting with some gold foil depicting a battle scene, 
fine detail work. set onto a book page with printed calligraphy. 
Framed.

siZe c. 24 x 19 cm

condition: Worn condition, 
creases and material loss.
Provenance: From an Austrian 
private collection. Kept in the 
same family since the first 
half of the 20th century and 
thence by descent.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

501  | A gROuP OF TWO PAINTINgs  
ANd ONe WOOdblOcK PRINT

Japan, 19th-20th century

each framed, two signed.

siZe 28.5 x 21.9 cm – 43 x 33 cm

condition: Good condition.
Provenance: British 
private collection.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100
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507  | A bRONZe belT hOOK, WARRINg sTATes

China, 475–221 BC. The parcel gilt and turquoise inlaid bronze 
hook shows fine incision work depicting patterns and borders of 
swirling clouds leading to the top with its typical raised chilong 
head.

condition: original condition with old wear and extensive 
traces of use, exactly as expected from a bronze of this age. 
Good natural patina with malachite-green and hazelnut-brown 
encrustations. the turquoise bead on top of the chilong head is 
lost. the remaining two bear a very fine patina.
Provenance: english Private collection.

Weight: 140 g
Dimensions: Length 14.5 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

506  | AN ORdOs gIlT bRONZe ‘cROuchINg beAR’ 
hORse TAcK ORNAMeNT, WARRINg sTATes

China, Inner Mongolia, Ordos, 4th-3rd century BC. Of circular 
shape, cast in the form of a crouching bear with distinctive ears 
and finely incised claws.

condition: extensive wear, losses on the back, minor dents. Fine 
dark patina with small areas of malachite green patina as well as 
encrustations on the interior.
Provenance: Grays Antique center, London. Dr. Koos de Jong, 
acquired from the above in 2007.
Published: Dr. Koos de Jong, Dragon & horse. saddle rugs and 
Other Horse Tack from China and Beyond, Amsterdam - Hong 
Kong 2013, ill. 1.10 (left), p. 23.

Weight: 17.8 g
Dimensions: Diameter 3 cm

Auction result comparison: compare with a closely related scroll 
weight sold by christie’s Los Angeles in Myth and reality: Animals 
in chinese Art on 7 May 1999, lot 31, for usD $23,000 incl. 
buyer’s premium.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

505  | A FINe sIlVeR-INlAId bRONZe belT hOOK

China, Han dynasty (202 BC–220 AD). Cast with the typical raised 
chilong head-form hook, finely silver inlaid with a pattern of 
scrolls and stylized taotie masks, the underside with a circular 
button.

condition: Fine condition considering the age, with signs of 
erosion as well as patina with areas of malachite green and 
losses to the silver inlay.
Provenance: old German private collection.

Weight: 66 g
Dimensions: Length 12.2 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

509  | A PAIR OF gIlT bRONZe  
‘sTAg’ seAls, eAsTeRN hAN

china, 25-220 AD. the bases of square shape cast in intaglio 
with two-character seals, each surmounted by a stag with jagged 
antlers. (2)

condition: Good original condition, especially when considering 
the age of these pieces. extensive wear, fine copper-red and 
malachitegreen patina and verdigris, minor nicks and losses.
Provenance: Pao & Moltke oriental Art, toronto, canada, 1995. 
canadian private collection, acquired from the above according 
to the collectors personal notes.

Weight: 47.1 g in total
Dimensions: height 3.3 cm each

Auction result comparison: compare with a related lot of three 
gilt bronze seals with tortoises and a chimera, two of which 
are larger than the present seals, sold by christie’s new york 
in The Sze Yuan Tang Archaic Bronzes from the Anthony Hardy 
collection on 16 september 2010, lot 904, for usD $7,500.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

511  | A bRONZe ‘lION ANd gRAPeVINe’  
cIRculAR MIRROR, TANg dyNAsTy

china, 618-907. the mirror is cast in the center with a crouching 
beast-form loop surrounded by six smaller ‘lions’ amid fruiting 
grapevines, and in the outer field with birds in flight amidst 
further grapevine below a narrow border of florets.

condition: Good condition with minor wear, some small losses, 
a minor crack to the rim, and a fine dark patina with areas of 
copper red and malachite green.
Provenance: Douglas J. K. Wright Ltd., London (label to back). 
Anthony du Boulay (label to back), acquired from the
above. 

Weight: 1,124 g
Dimensions: Diameter 13.4 cm

Auction result comparison: compare with a closely related mirror 
sold by christie’s new york in Fine chinese ceramics and Works 
of Art on 19-20 september 2013, lot 1481, for usD $12,500.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

510  | A gIlT bRONZe ANd WhITe JAde  
‘dRAgON’ belT PlAQue, TANg dyNAsTy

china, 618-907. the rectangular white jade belt plaque is 
encased in a gilt bronze shell, the closed side with a dragon 
in high relief on an incised dotted ground and the other side 
decorated in openwork with scrolling vines and flowers, the 
open areas revealing the cased white jade. the opaque stone 
of a greyish white color with russet inclusions. the use of such 
precious materials as jade and gilt bronze indicates this plaque 
was crafted for a person of high status.Four small piercings, two 
on each end, for attachment.

condition: Good, original condition, remarkable considering the 
age of this plaque! some wear, miniscule nicks and scratches, 
minor dents and tiny losses. the gilt bronze with dark and copper 
red patina as well as few spots of verdigris.
Provenance: Grays Antique center, London. Dr. Koos de Jong, 
acquired from the above in 1999 (invoice not available).

Weight: 36.3 g
Dimensions: size 3.6 x 5 cm

Literature comparison: orientations, vol. 33, no. 7, p. 19.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

512  | A PAIR OF ARchAIsTIc gIlT bRONZe  
TAOTIe-MAsK RINg-hANdles

China, Ming dynasty (15th-16th century). The pair of taotie-mask 
ring-handles was once part of an archaistic vessel. Attached to a 
wood panel and with inscription to the backside.

condition: With signs of erosion, worn gilding and areas of 
malachite green.
Provenance: old German private collection.

Weight: 88 g
Dimensions: Length 6 cm each

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

508  | AN ORdOs bRONZe ‘cOPulATINg TIgeRs’ 
PlAQue, WARRINg sTATes

China, Inner Mongolia, Ordos, 475-221 BC. The plaque cast in 
openwork with two tigers copulating, the male mounting the 
female from behind, with pierced eyes, ears, paws, and mouths.

condition: Good, original condition, remarkable considering the 
age of this plaque! some wear, miniscule nicks and scratches, 
minor dents and tiny losses. originally with inlays, which are 
missing. Fine dark patina.
Provenance: Grays Antique center, London. Dr. Koos de Jong, 
acquired from the above in 1999.

Weight: 5.2 g
Dimensions: Length 3 cm

Literature comparison: E.C. Bunker, Ancient Bronzes of the 
eastern eurasian steppes from the Arthur M. sackler collections, 
new york 1997, p. 166, no. 71.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500
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514  | AN ARchAIsTIc 
bRONZe  
bAlusTeR VAse,  
17Th ceNTuRy

china, late Ming to early Qing 
dynasty. heavily cast, the shoulder 
incised with a band of flowers in 
octagonal reserves surrounded by 
geometric patterns, the body with a 
circumferential relief of stylized lotus, 
the foot with a cicada blade border 
and lotus in relief.

condition: Good condition with minor 
wear, firing flaws, surface scratches, as 
well as several small notches along the 
mouth and foot rim.
Provenance: From the collection of 
Georg Weifert (1850-1937). Thence 
by descent in the same family. Weifert 
was a serbo-Austrian industrialist and 
the first governor of the Federal Bank 
of the Kingdom of serbia, croatia and 
slovenia.

Weight: 2,938 g
Dimensions: height 22.5 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

516  | A lARge ANd heAVIly cAsT bRONZe 
TRIPOd ceNseR, 17Th ceNTuRy

china, late Ming to early Qing dynasty. the compressed 
globular body raised on three short conical feet, the slightly 
everted rim set with two upright loop handles, the base cast 
with an apocryphal six-character Xuande mark.

condition: Fair condition with minor wear, casting flaws, an 
old piercing to the mark that has been soldered, the scattered 
gold splash applied with lacquer has mostly worn off.
Provenance: From the collection of Georg Weifert (1850-
1937). thence by descent in the same family. Weifert was 
a serbo-Austrian industrialist and the first governor of the 
Federal Bank of the Kingdom of Serbia, Croatia and Slovenia.

Weight: 6.9 kg
Dimensions: Diameter 30 cm across the body

Auction result comparison: compare with a related but 
much smaller piece sold at sotheby’s new york in Fine 
chinese ceramics & Works of Art on 16-17 september 2014, 
lot 582, for usD $9,375 incl. buyer’s premium.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

513  | A heAVIly cAsT 
bRONZe TRIPOd 
ceNseR, MINg 
dyNAsTy

china, 1368-1644. the censer with a 
compressed globular body raised on 
three legs issuing from the mouths 
of horned mythical beasts and a 
pair of pierced s-shaped handles 
that flank the neck and flat, everted 
rim. the neck is finely incised with 
a circumferential leiwen pattern. 
the base is incised with a chinese 
inscription which is partly illegible.

condition: Fair condition with minor 
wear, casting flaws, a ding to the body, 
the feet with recesses revealing slag 
from the casting procedure. verdigris 
on the interior and the underside. 
Minimal losses, some nicks to edges. 
A piercing to the base has been 
closed with a metal plate. the handles 
are detachable and fixed with small 
modern wood pegs.
Provenance: english private 
collection.

Weight: 5.4 kg
Dimensions: Diameter 30 cm handle 
to handle

Auction result comparison: compare 
with a related censer sold at sotheby’s 
new york in important chinese Art on 
12 september 2018, lot 300, for usD 
$25,000 incl. buyer’s premium.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

515  | A heAVIly cAsT bRONZe ceNseR, QINg dyNAsTy

china, late 17th-19th century. the compressed globular body rising from 
a short spreading foot to an everted rim, set at the shoulder with a pair 
of loop handles. the underside with a seal mark cast in low relief within a 
horizontal, rectangular reserve, reading: “da Qing Kangxi nian zhi yan tai 
shi shi jing zao”. With an associated wood base dating from ca. 1900 and 
bearing several manually inscribed collectors’ notes on paper, written in 
German. (2)

condition: the black lacquer coating is strongly worn with some areas 
revealing the naked bronze especially to the edges. there are areas of 
extensive erosion as well as dents and nicks all over, some soiling, and 
verdigris to the interior. Minor casting flaws.
Provenance: From a British private estate.

Weight: 4.8 kg
Dimensions: height 11.5 cm

Auction result comparison: compare with a different censer, but bearing 
the same mark, at Lyon & turnbull, London, June 16th 2015, lot 471, sold 
for GBP £7,500.

estimate euR 1,200
starting price eur 600

517  | A gIlT WIRe-INlAId bRONZe  
bOMbÉ ceNseR, 17Th ceNTuRy

china, 17th century. the compressed globular body with mythical beast-
form loop handles rising from a splayed foot to a slightly everted rim, the 
sides decorated with inlaid gilt wire depicting qilin, the handles with ruyi-
head and spiral decorations, the underside cast with a sinuously coiled 
dragon.

condition: excellent condition with minor wear and casting flaws, small 
nicks and light scratches here and there.
Provenance: estate of Joachim hinz, a collector from hamburg, Germany.

Weight: 854 g
Dimensions: Height 7.8 cm, Width 17.5 cm (handle to handle)

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300
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518  | A ‘luduAN’ bRONZe ceNseR, 17Th ceNTuRy

china, 17th century. Finely cast as a Luduan standing on four feet 
and with a hinged head.

condition: Good condition with expected surface wear and a 
good unctuous patina. the horn is lost and some wear to the left 
front foot. some remnants of gilding.
Provenance: croation private collection.

Weight: 714 g
Dimensions: height 17 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

520  | A bRONZe ceNseR OF A cAPARIsONed Mule

China, Qing Dynasty (1644 to 1912). The censer itself cast in the 
form of a caparisoned mule with long pointed ears and a knotted 
tail, its head turned and lowered towards the ground.

condition: the lid is missing, otherwise good condition with 
expected wear
Provenance: Austrian private collection – previously in the Anton 
Exner collection (1882-1952).

Weight: 724 g
Dimensions: Length 18 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

519  | A bRONZe ‘buddhIsT lION’ ceNseR,  
17Th ceNTuRy

china, late Ming to early Qing dynasty. cast seated with large 
bushy tail and left paw raised and resting on a ribbon-tied 
brocade ball, the head with large bulbous eyes and jaws wide 
open to reveal the sharp teeth, the metal patinated to a dark 
blackish-brown tone.

condition: very good condition with minor wear, traces of 
silvering, small nicks here and there.
Provenance: croatian private collection.

Weight: 595.6 g
Dimensions: height 11.3 cm

Auction result comparison: A related censer was sold by 
sotheby’s London in Fine chinese ceramics & Works of Art on 14 
May 2014, lot 305, for GBP £7,500.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

525  | A gOld-sPlAshed bRONZe TRIPOd ceNseR 
WITh sIX-chARAcTeR XuANde MARK, QINg

china, 1750-1930. heavily cast and raised on three tall, tapering 
feet, flanked by a pair of looped handles, the outer rim cast with 
an apocryphal six-character Xuande mark, irregular splashes 
of gold reserved against a chocolate brown patina. With its 
matching base. (2)

condition: Fine condition with some old wear, traces of use, 
minor verdigris, scratches. extensive soiling to inner of vessel.
Provenance: Austrian private collection. Acquired in the local 
auction market, by repute between 1980 and 1990.

Weight: 4,708 g
Dimensions: height 30 cm

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

523  | A MINIATuRe gIlT bRONZe ceNseR

china, 18th century. the rare censer with a pair of loop handles 
on the body of compressed globular shape supported by three 
short feet. recessed apocryphal six-character Xuande reign mark 
on the underside.

condition: Good condition with expected wear and 
manufacturing flaws.
Provenance: German private collection.

Weight: 168 g
Dimensions: Diameter 8.5 cm

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

521  | A bRAss AllOy TRIPOd ceNseR  
WITh INscRIPTION, QINg

china, 1644-1912. the censer of cylindrical shape with three 
lobed feet, the sides with a raised chinese inscription with large 
characters on a triangular lattice ground.

condition: several dents, dings as well as general wear.
Provenance: From the collection of Alexander Popov in novi 
sad, Kingdom of serbia, acquired between 1900-1920.

Weight: 412.8 g
Dimensions: height 7.4 cm. Diameter 10.4 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

522  | A gIlT bRONZe FANgdINg ceNseR, QINg

China, Qing Dynasty (1644-1912). Modelled after the ancient 
chinese ritual food vessel Fangding, cast from bronze and finely 
gilt. the feet are in the shape of dragon heads, and the sides are 
incised with geometric borders and taotie masks. the underside 
with apocryphal Xuande six-character mark.

condition: Good condition with associated surface wear, minor 
dings and nicks to edges – all commensurate with age.
Provenance: French private collection purchased from a local 
French auction house in 2000.

Weight: 984 g.
Dimensions: height 17.5 cm

estimate euR 1,200
starting price eur 600

524  | A bRONZe FIguRe OF bOys ON buFFAlOs

China, late Qing dynasty (1644-1912). The figure cast as a water 
buffalo and its calf, with two boys seated on top of the mother 
whilst the third sits on the calf.

condition: Good condition with expected traces of age and 
wear.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Weight: 1472 g
Dimensions: height 18.5 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100
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526  | sMAll MIRROR WITh clOud dRAgONs

china, han dynasty style, possibly later. of circular form, the rim 
broad and smooth, with conical center knob, encircled of a four-
lobed motif, radial border, further encircled with four knobs and 
abstracted dragons formed as clouds; the mirror coated with a 
reflecting layer.

condition: Patina, corrosion.
Provenance: old Austrian private collection

Dimensions: Diameter 8.5 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

528  | A lARge cIRculAR bRONZe  
‘lION ANd gRAPeVINe’ MIRROR

china, late Qing dynasty. the tang style mirror is cast in the 
centre with a crouching beast with open mouth surrounded by 
six smaller ‘lions’ amid fruiting grapevines, the outer field with 
birds in flight amidst further grapevine below a narrow border of 
florets.

condition: Good condition with signs of erosion, a minor chip to 
the rim and patina with large areas of malachite green.
Provenance: english private collection.

Weight: 2536 g
Dimensions: Diameter 21.5 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

527  | A bRONZe ‘lION ANd gRAPeVINe’  
MIRROR, FIVe dyNAsTIes

china, 907-979. of circular form, the back cast in high relief in the 
center with a crouching beast-form loop surrounded by four lions 
amid grapevines, and in the outer field with birds and fruiting 
grapevines below a narrow border of florets.

condition: excellent condition with minor wear. Fine malachite-
green patina to one side and some areas in the center to the 
other side.
Provenance: ex-collection Wachter. A certificate of authenticity, 
confirming the dating above, written in February 2011 by Dr. 
Wolfgang Merkel, a German art historian, accompanies this lot.

Weight: 205.2 g
Dimensions: Diameter 9 cm

Auction result comparison: A related mirror from the tang 
dynasty was sold by christie’s new york in Fine chinese ceramics 
and Works of Art on 19-20 september 2013, lot 1481, for usD 
$12,500.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

532  | A cIRculAR bRONZe ‘sTylIZed  
MyThIcAl ANIMAls’ MIRROR

china, late Qing dynasty. A tang style mirror cast with a central 
pierced knob, around it is a quadratic frame followed by stylized 
mythical animals and four knobs. the rim broad and smooth.

condition: Good condition with signs of erosion, patina with 
minor areas of malachite green.
Provenance: english private collection.

Weight: 912 g
Dimensions: Diameter 18.6 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

530  | A cIRculAR bRONZe  
MIRROR WITh dRAgONs

china, late Qing dynasty. the tang style mirror cast with four 
dragons and four seals around the central pierced knob, 
encircled by a hachured border.

condition: Good condition with signs of erosion and wear.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Weight: 258 g
Dimensions: Diameter 11.2 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

531  | A bRONZe ‘dRAgON’ bOWl,  
lATe QINg TO RePublIc

China, late Qing dynasty (1644-1912) to Republic period (1912-
1949). the shallow bronze bowl decorated with a dragon in the 
center. With a modern metal mounting for suspension on a wall.

condition: very good condition with some associated surface 
wear.
Provenance: German private collection.

Weight: 2388 g
Dimensions: Diameter 31 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

533  | A cIRculAR bRONZe  
MIRROR WITh dRAgONs

china, late Qing dynasty. A tang style mirror cast with confronting 
dragons coiled around the central pierced knob, encircled by a 
hachured border and abstracted dragons on the raised rim.

condition: Good condition with signs of erosion as well as 
patina with areas of copper red and malachite green.
Provenance: old German private collection.

Weight: 170 g
Dimensions: Diameter 10 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

529  | A cIRculAR bRONZe  
MIRROR WITh ANIMAls

china, late Qing dynasty. A tang style mirror, the pierced knob 
surrounded by six animals shown in lively positions, all within a 
narrow-raised border.

condition: Good condition with signs of erosion as well as 
patina with areas of copper red and green.
Provenance: old German private collection.

Weight: 166 g
Dimensions: Diameter 9.5 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200
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534  | AN ARchAIsTIc bRONZe TeMPle bell  
ANd Vessel susPeNded IN hARdWOOd 
FRAMes ANd sTANds, QINg

China, Qing dynasty (1644-1912). The temple bell and you vessel 
are decorated with key fret patterns, taotie motifs, and other 
archaistic designs, each suspended in a hardwood frame and stand 
skillfully executed in openwork with a Shòu character (Chinese for 
“longevity”) on top. A copy of an old black and white photo, dating to 
early 1930s, with the collector’s cabinet, and the present lot within, 
is accompanying this lot (2)

535  | A PAIR OF MeTAl AllOy ARchAIsTIc  
yeN yeN VAses, lATe QINg TO RePublIc

china, 1850-1930. the vases of a dark patinated metal alloy, of 
Phoenix tail form and made from several parts, decorated with 
archaistic designs. A copy of an old black and white photo, dating 
to early 1930s, with the collector’s setting, and one of the present 
vases within, is accompanying this lot.(2)

536  | A RARe TIbeTAN bRONZe AllOy 
ceReMONIAl hORN, 19Th ceNTuRy

tibet. the horn with several flute-like sound holes, engraved 
decorations and a good naturally grown patina.

condition: Good condition with old wear, some warping, traces 
of use, and minor dents.
Provenance: Austrian private estate.

Weight: 425.7 g
Dimensions: Length 55.0 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

538  | A TIbeTAN MINIATuRe bRONZe  
OF A dANcINg bOdhIsATTVA

tibet, 18th to 19th century. this small bronze shows a 
bodhisattva dancing on one leg and holding two tingsha, tibetan 
percussion instruments. Loop for suspension or attachment on 
the back. 

condition: Good 
condition. 
Provenance: Austrian 
private collection. 

Dimensions: height 3.3 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

537  | A TIbeTAN cOPPeR RePOussÉ  
sTuPA WITh TuRQuOIses,  
19Th ceNTuRy

tibet. the bumpa decorated with inlaid turquoises and gold foil, 
a terracotta tsa-tsa of Buddha inside, above four niches with 
Buddha figures, the base with swastika meanders and inlaid 
turquoises. old inscriptions on textile and paper inside the 
hinged stupa.

condition: Good condition with minor wear, small dents.
Provenance: German private collection.

Weight: 906.5 g
Dimensions: height 25.3 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

condition: Good condition with old wear, age cracks and chipping.
Provenance: From the collection of Alexander Popov in novi 
sad, Kingdom of serbia, acquired between 1900-1920. A copy of 
an old black and white photo, dating to early 1930s, showing the 
collector’s cabinet, with the temple bell and vessel to either side, is 
accompanying this lot.

Weight: 3.3 kg in total
Dimensions: height 62.7 cm each

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

condition: some loose parts, wear, losses, old soldering and 
repairs.
Provenance: From the collection of Alexander Popov in novi sad, 
Kingdom of serbia, acquired between 1900-1920.

Weight: 10.2 kg in total
Dimensions: height 44.0 cm each

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

539  | A PARcel gIlT ‘sTAg ANd PINe’  
INceNse bOX, lATe QINg TO RePublIc

China, late Qing dynasty (1644-1912) to Republic period (1912-
1949). cast as a circular box with an open-worked lid, depicting a 
gilt stag amongst clouds and pine.

condition: very good condition with only very minimal wear.
Provenance: Dutch private collection.

Weight: 784 g
Dimensions: Diameter 10.7 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300
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540  | A sINO-TIbeTAN gIlT MINIATuRe  
bRONZe OF sITATARA, 18Th ceNTuRy

Tibet, 18th century. Sitatara (White Tara) is seated in padmasana 
on a lotus throne. she symbolized purity and has seven eyes, 
which, besides her two natural eyes, are located on her forehead, 
hands and feet, allowing her to see everything. her lower hand 
shows the varadamudra and the other one shows the vitarka 
mudra. Lotus blossoms, crown and jewelry necklaces. A very 
finely crafted work. 

condition: Good condition. 
Provenance: Austrian private collection; previously in a German 
private collection and acquired around 1980. 

Dimensions: height 7.3 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

542  | A TIbeTAN MINIATuRe bRONZe OF 
syAMATARA, 18Th-19Th ceNTuRy

tibet, 18th to 19th century. this bronze depicts syamatara 
(Green Tara) in characteristic pose, with one foot resting on a 
small separate lotus pedestal. the lower hand shows the varada 
mudra. Lotus blossoms to the sides of the shoulders, five-pointed 
crown of a transcendent bodhisattva, jewelry necklaces and lotus 
throne. 

condition: Good condition. 
Provenance: Austrian private collection; previously in a German 
private collection and acquired between 1970 and 1980. 

Dimensions: height 3.4 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

541  | A TIbeTAN MINIATuRe bRONZe OF 
MANJushRI, 18Th-19Th ceNTuRy

tibet, 18th to 19th century. this bodhisattva is a patron saint of 
scholars and a man of wisdom. he is holding a khadga sword, 
which he uses to cut through the veil of ignorance, up high in one 
hand. the reverse shows a lotus blossom over his shoulder. the 
hand in front of his chest shows the abhaya mudra. 

condition: Good condition. 
Provenance: Austrian private collection; previously in a German 
private collection and acquired between 1970 and 1980. 

Dimensions: height 3.4 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

544  | A TIbeTAN MINIATuRe bRONZe OF 
PAdMAsAMbhAVA, 19Th ceNTuRy

tibet, 19th century. Padmasambhava was an 8th-century 
Buddhist master who is widely venerated by Tibetan Buddhists as 
a “second Buddha”. This bronze depicts him in the most popular 
way, with a mitra on his head and wearing royal garments. he is 
holding a vajra in one hand and an amrita vessel with a pearl on 
top in the other and is seated on a lotus throne. 

condition: imperfection at the bottom edge of the lotus throne, 
otherwise very good condition. 
Provenance: Austrian private collection; previously in a German 
private collection and acquired between 1970 and 1980. 

Dimensions: height 7.3 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

543  | A sINO-TIbeTAN MINIATuRe bRONZe  
OF syAMATARA, 18Th-19Th ceNTuRy

tibet, 18th to 19th century. this bronze depicts syamatara 
(Green Tara) in characteristic pose, with one foot resting on a 
small separate lotus pedestal. the lower hand shows the varada 
mudra. Lotus blossoms to the sides of the shoulders, five-pointed 
crown of a transcendent bodhisattva, jewelry necklaces and lotus 
throne. 

condition: Good condition. 
Provenance: Austrian private collection; previously in a German 
private collection and acquired between 1970 and 1980. 

Dimensions: height 5.5 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

545  | A TIbeTAN MINIATuRe bRONZe  
OF KubeRA, 18Th-19Th ceNTuRy

tibet, 18th to 19th century. Kubera, the Lord of Wealth, is 
depicted here with his characteristic attribute, the pearl-spouting 
nakula, a mungo. he is holding a jambhara fruit in his other hand. 
he is standing on a lotus base. 

condition: Good condition. 
Provenance: Austrian private collection; previously in a German 
private collection and acquired between 1970 and 1980. 

Dimensions: height 4.5 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

547  | FOuR sMAll culT bRONZes

tibet, 18th to 19th century. A collection of four cult bronzes, 
depicting Buddha as the Grand Master, the goddess Guanyin as 
well as the Green tara. syamatara is the “Green tara”, in contrast 
to the “White tara”. the central character-istic here is the foot she 
has placed on a small, separate lotus pedestal. the hand held 
lower offers the gesture of “wish fulfillment”, the varadamudra. to 
the sides of the shoulders are lotus blossoms; on her head is the 
five-pointed crown of a trans-cendent bodhisattva. 

condition: Good condition, remnants of cultic painting. 
Provenance: Austrian private collection. 

Dimensions: height 3.5 cm, 3.7 cm, 3.55 cm, 3.5 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

546  | A TIbeTAN MINIATuRe bRONZe OF 
AKshObhyA, 18Th-19Th ceNTuRy

tibet, 18th to 19th century. Askhobhya is one of the Five Jinas, 
also known as tathagata, and in this bronze is wearing a crown 
and royal jewelry necklaces and showing the bhumisparsha 
mudra. his usual attribute, the vajra, is not executed in this piece. 

condition: Good condition. 
Provenance: Austrian private collection; previously in a German 
private collection and acquired between 1970 and 1980. 

Dimensions: height 2.85 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100
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550  | A TIbeTAN lAcQueR-gIlT  
KAPAlA dePIcTINg MAhAKAlA

tibet. the skullcup finely carved and gilt, depicting Mahakala, the 
face with large round eyes, a broad nose, and a third eye above 
elegantly curved eyebrows. 

condition: excellent condition with minor wear as well as some 
wear to gilt. 
Provenance: Belgian private collection. 

Weight: 110.4 g 
Dimensions: height 8.3 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

554  | A TIbeTAN bRONZe OF A dhARMAPAlA  
IN yAbyuM WITh PRAJNA

Tibet, 19th century. A four-armed protective deity in krodha (fury, 
rage) form, standing on a narrow base decorated with pearls and 
floral engravings. the vaguely executed attributes do not allow 
for a more precise identification. the dharmapala is in yabyum 
with his prajna – of very small stature in this work – who is 
wearing a large bun. sealed base, some green patina. 

condition: Good condition. 
Provenance: Austrian private collection; previously in a German 
private collection and acquired between 1970 and 1980. 

Dimensions: height 4.5 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

551  | A TIbeTAN lAcQueR-gIlT  
bRONZe FIguRe OF VAJRAPANI

tibet, 19th to first half of 20th century. striding in alidhasana on a 
lotus base, his left hand showing the abhaya mudra and his right 
raised holding a vajra, wearing long flowing robes, beautifully 
incised, with celestial bands, and a five-leaf crown, with a flaming 
repoussé mandorla rising behind him. (3) 

condition: the lacquer gilt has abraded significantly, some 
verdigris, minor dents and nicks. 
Provenance: czech private collection. 

Weight: 515.5 g. 
Dimensions: Height 10.1 cm (the figure). Height 13.7 cm (the base 
and mandorla).

estimate euR 1,400
starting price eur 700

552  | A heAVy sINO-TIbeTAN bRONZe FIguRe  
OF MAhAKAlA ANd cONsORT, QINg

sino-tibetan, 1644-1912. the three-headed Mahakala standing in 
pratyalidhasana on deities placed on a separately cast unsealed 
lotus base , his two principal hands crossed in front of his consort 
and holding a vajra crescent and a skull cap, the other hands 
holding various attributes, his faces three eyes and showing 
fierce, wrathful expressions, the mouths open with bared teeth. 

condition: Good condition with minor wear, some small nicks, 
and few miniscule losses here and there. Fine copper-red patina 
with some malachite-green areas as well. 
Provenance: German private collection, acquired from an old 
Bavarian private collection. 

Weight: 4.6 kg 
Dimensions: height 26.5 cm

estimate euR 1,600
starting price eur 800

548  | A sINO-TIbeTAN gIlT bRONZe FIguRe OF 
eKAdAshAMuKhA AVAlOKITesVARA, QINg

sino-tibetan, 1644-1912. the eleven-headed bodhisattva 
standing on a separately cast and unsealed lotus base, wearing 
elegant five-pointed crowns, the body richly adorned in jewelry, 
the eight arms spread in a fan with the two primary hands in 
anjali mudra at heart center, wearing a diaphonous dhoti secured 
at the waist with beaded girdle. 

condition: excellent condition with minor wear. 
Provenance: Austrian private collection. 

Weight: 153.2 g 
Dimensions: height 10.6 cm 

Auction result comparison: A related figure, without a base and 
with extensive wear to the gilt, was sold by sotheby’s new york in 
saturdays at sotheby’s: Asian Art on 24 March 2018, lot 1639, for 
usD $3,500.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

553  | A TIbeTAN hARdWOOd  
FIguRe OF TsONgKhAPA

tibet, 17th century. carved from hardwood or zitan, seated and 
wearing his characteristic hat and a long flowing robe, the face 
showing a serene expression with almond-shaped eyes, gently 
arched eyebrows, a broad nose, and slender lips. 

condition: extensive losses to the arms, otherwise in good 
condition with minor traces of age and wear as well as natural 
age cracks and small losses here and there. 
Provenance: Austrian private collection, acquired from an art 
dealer in salzburg, Austria. 

Weight: 726.1 g 
Dimensions: height 22 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

549  | A TIbeTAN bRONZe OF A dhARMAPAlA IN 
yAbyuM WITh PRAJNA, 18Th-19Th ceNTuRy

tibet, 18th to 19th century. A four-armed protective deity in 
krodha (fury, rage) form. The vaguely executed attributes do 
not allow for a more precise identification. the dharmapala is in 
yabyum with his prajna – of very small stature in this work – who 
is wearing a large bun. 

condition: one foot and the base are missing, otherwise in good 
condition. 
Provenance: Austrian private collection; previously in a German 
private collection and acquired between 1970 and 1980. 

Dimensions: height 4.2 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100
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557  | A sINO-TIbeTAN gIlT bRONZe  
FIguRe OF buddhA, QINg

sino-tibetan, 1644-1912. cast seated in dhyanasana on a sealed 
double-lotus base, the hands lowered in dhyanamudra and 
holding an alms bowl, the body richly adorned in jewelry, set 
with many turquoises, the face with a meditative expression with 
downcast eyes and flanked by long ears with floral earrings, the 
hair tightly coiled around an ushnisha, several strands of hair 
falling over the shoulders. 

condition: very good condition with minor traces of wear, some 
minor wear to gilt and loss of pigment, small nicks here and 
there. 
Provenance: Austrian private collection. 

Weight: 876.1 g 
Dimensions: height 17.2 cm

estimate euR 1,400
starting price eur 700

556  | A sINO-TIbeTAN gIlT bRONZe  
FIguRe OF AMITAyus, QINg

sino-tibetan, 1644-1912. cast seated in dhyanasana on a 
sealed double-lotus base, the hands lowered in dhyanamudra 
and holding a vessel containing the elixir of life, the body richly 
adorned in jewelry, set with many turquoises and corals, the face 
with a meditative expression with downcast eyes, an urna, and a 
subtle smile, flanked by long ears, the hair tightly coiled around 
an ushnisha behind an elaborate crown, several strands of hair 
falling over the shoulders. 

condition: very good condition with minor traces of wear, some 
minor wear to gilt, small nicks here and there. 
Provenance: Australian private collection. Acquired by the 
collector’s father in the 1990s from a British gentleman who 
relocated to Western Australia in the 1960s. 

Weight: 904.0 g 
Dimensions: height 14.7 cm

estimate euR 3,000
starting price eur 1,500

555  | A sINO-TIbeTAN 
bRONZe FIguRe OF 
eKAdAshAMuKhA 
AVAlOKITesVARA, 
QINg

sino-tibetan, 1644-1912. the eleven-
headed bodhisattva standing on an 
unsealed lotus base, wearing elegant 
five-pointed crowns save for the top 
two heads, the body richly adorned in 
jewelry, with the two primary hands 
in anjali mudra and the other six 
arms radiating about him with hands 
holding various attributes. 

condition: very good condition with 
minor wear, small nicks here and 
there, and traces of gilt, particularly to 
the faces. the unsealed base has been 
fitted with an oval piece of wood to 
stabilize the piece. 
Provenance: German private 
collection, acquired from an old 
Bavarian private collection. 

Weight: 1,886 g 
Dimensions: height 33.5 cm

estimate euR 1,600
starting price eur 800

560  | A gIlT bRONZe FIguRe OF  
TWO elePhANT heAded deITIes

nepal, 20th century. the gilt bronze set on a lotus base with two 
elephant-headed deities embracing each other. 

condition: some surface wear, inscribed ‘nepal’ underneath. 
Provenance: us private collection. 

Weight: 724 g 
Dimensions: size with frame each 24.3 x 15.3 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

558  | A sINO-TIbeTAN gIlT bRONZe  
FIguRe OF AMITAyus, QINg

sino-tibetan, 19th to early 20th century. cast seated in 
dhyanasana on an unsealed double lotus base with the hands 
lowered in dhyanamudra, the body richly adorned in jewelry, the 
face showing a meditative expression with downcast eyes and a 
subtle smile, flanked by long earlobes with circular floral earrings, 
the hair surmounted by an ushnisha behind a five-leaf crown, 
strands of hair elegantly falling over the shoulders. 

condition: very good condition with minor wear, miniscule nicks 
here and there, extensive wear to gilt. 
Provenance: Austrian private collection. 

Weight: 1,100 g 
Dimensions: height 16 cm

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

559  | A FINe sINO-TIbeTAN FIRe  
gIlT bRONZe OF AMITAyus

tibet, 19th century. seated in padmasana on a double lotus 
throne and holding the amrita kalasha over his lap with both 
hands, the vessel containing the elixir of immortality. sealed with 
a plate beneath, incised with a visvavajra. 

condition: Good condition with old wear and rubbed patina. 
Provenance: Dutch private collection. 

Weight: 664 g 
Dimensions: height 14.5 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300
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561  | A NePAlese gIlT bRONZe  
FIguRe OF chAKRAsAMVARA

nepal, 18th-19th century. the four-headed samvara embracing 
his consort vajravarahi in yabyum, standing in a strident pose 
with each foot on a deity placed on an unsealed lotus base, his 
principal hands crossed in front of his consort, the other arms 
radiating around him and holding various attributes. 

condition: Good condition with minor wear, small nicks and 
miniscule losses here and there, extensive wear to gilt. 
Provenance: German private collection, acquired from the 
collector’s father between around 1950 and 1960. 

Weight: 681.5 g 
Dimensions: height 16 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

562  | A NePAlese bRONZe FIguRe  
OF INdRA, 18th-19Th ceNTuRy

nepal, 18th – 19th century. the massive bronze with 
semiprecious stone inlays depicting the deity seated in 
maharajalilasana (royal ease), dressed in a dhoti, adorned with 
jewels and a crown, the left hand holding a flower stem with a 
vajra on top and rising over the shoulder. 

condition: Good condition with minor wear and casting flaws as 
well as a fine patina. 
Provenance: French private estate. 

Weight: 1,300 g. 
Dimensions: height 14.6 cm.

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

563  | A NePAlese bRONZe FIguRe  
OF PAdMAsAMbhAVA

nepal, 19th to early 20th century. cast seated in dhyanasana on 
a double lotus base, holding a vessel containing the elixir of life 
in one hand and a vajra in the other, the khatvanga cradled in 
his right arm, wearing a five-petalled lotus crown with a vajra top, 
the face showing a wrathful expression with a subtle smile, eyes 
gazing upwards, and an urna, flanked by ears with long circular 
earrings. two loops to the back for attachment in the temple. 

condition: Good condition with minor wear, some losses to the 
base, small nicks here and there, traces of gilt. 
Provenance: Austrian private collection. 

Weight: 438.0 g 
Dimensions: height 13.5 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

565  | A sMAll bRONZe OF The  
FOuR-ARMed AVAlOKITesVARA,  
15Th-16Th ceNTuRy

nepal. seated in lalitasana on a lotus base, the main right hand 
showing the varada mudra and the upper left holding a lotus 
stem, dressed in a dhoti and adorned with beaded jewelry, 
a five-leaf tiara in front of a high chignon on his head, a halo 
behind him. 

condition: overall fine condition with wear, minor losses, and a 
fine natural patina. unsealed. 
Provenance: Belgian private collection. 

Weight: 316.0 g 
Dimensions: height 8.8 cm

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

567  | A NePAlese  
bRONZe FIguRe  
OF gReeN TARA

nepal, 19th – 1st half of 20th 
century. seated on an unsealed 
double lotus base in lalitasana, 
flanked by closed lotus stems, 
wearing a dhoti and elaborate 
jewelry around the neck and arms 
as well as on the ears, the figure 
with finely chased decorations. 

condition: Good condition with 
minor wear and few small losses, 
fine patina. 
Provenance: German private 
collection. Weight: 2,430 g 
Dimensions: height 29.3 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

566  | A bRONZe FIguRe OF A sTANdINg TARA, 
17Th-18Th ceNTuRy

nepal. the goddess holds an elaborate lotus flower in her 
left and wears neatly incised, long flowing robes, a floral tiara, 
heavenly bands and beaded jewelry, here face with downcast 
eyes and a serene expression, on a single lotus base, unsealed 
with two old prayer rolls hidden inside. 

condition: Fine condition with old wear and traces of use, the 
sealing plate lost, some surface scratches and smaller dents, 
nicely grown patina, minimal losses. 
Provenance: British private collection. 

Weight: 296.1 g 
Dimensions: height 12.8 cm

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

564  | A NePAlese bRONZe FIguRe OF  
gReeN TARA, 18Th-19Th ceNTuRy

nepal, 18th – 19th century. seated in lalitasana on an unsealed 
openwork lotus base, from which lotus stems spring flanking the 
arms, dressed in a dhoti and adorned with jewelry, the serene 
face with downcast eyes surmounted by a three-leaf tiara in front 
of a high chignon. 

condition: Good condition with minor wear and small dents and 
nicks, good patina. 
Provenance: From the collection of Georg Weifert (1850-1937). 
thence by descent in the same family. Weifert was a serbo-
Austrian industrialist and the first governor of the Federal Bank of 
the Kingdom of serbia, croatia and slovenia. 

Weight: 332.4 g 
Dimensions: height 11.2 cm

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500
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568  | A lIMesTONe sTele 
OF gReeN TARA

nepal, 19th century. the finely 
carved stone frieze depicts tara in 
lalitasana on a double lotus base, 
below a small image of Buddha 
Amoghasiddhi with his hands in 
dharmachakra mudra, all within 
an elaborately carved and beaded 
halo. 

condition: remnants of ancient 
lacquer gilding. Losses as visible 
on image. superb natural patina 
with an unctuous surface and fine 
old wear. 
Provenance: From an old German 
private collection. 

Weight: 4.1 kg 
Dimensions: height 26 cm

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

569  | A lIMesTONe sTele 
OF PAdMAPANI

nepal, 19th century. the finely 
carved stone frieze depicts 
Padmapani holding a vajra and 
seated in lalitasana on a throne 
elaborately carved with mythical 
beasts and Apsara. 

condition: remnants of red 
pigment. Losses as visible on 
image. superb natural patina with 
fine old wear. 
Provenance: German private 
collection. 

Weight: 5861 g 
Dimensions: height 29.5 cm

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

570  | A lARge NePAlese WOOd PIllAR  
WITh VIshNu, 17th -18Th ceNTuRy

nepal, Kathmandu valley, 17th-18th century. the large wood 
pillar, formerly an architectural part of a temple, depicts vishnu 
dancing in the heart of a lotus, brandishing the conch, the wheel, 
a sword and a shield. Garuda is kneeling at his feet. note a classic 
erotic scene under an arch at the lower part of the composition. 
important remains of colored pigments. An iconographic analogy 
can be found at the temple of Garuda Nārāyana in Cangu 
Nārāyana in the eastern part of the Kāthmāndu Valley, which is a 
major symbol of the importance of vishnuism in nepal. With an 
associated stand. 

condition: very good condition considering the composition 
and age. expected cracks, small losses to edges, insect holes. 
Provenance: Belgian private collection, acquired before 1976. 

Dimensions: height total 95 cm

estimate euR 4,000
starting price eur 2,000

571  | A lARge NePAlese WOOd sTele  
OF duRgA VANQuIshINg A deMON,  
17th -18Th ceNTuRy

nepal, 17th-18th century. A finely carved wood stele depicting 
Durga driving a blade into a demon, another figure below her 
embracing a large lingam. 

condition: Worn condition including weathering, cracks, breaks 
and losses. Generally, in good condition considering the age and 
environmental effects over time. 
Provenance: hungarian private collection. 

Dimensions: height 73 cm

estimate euR 1,600
starting price eur 800
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572  | A suPeRb bRONZe FIguRe OF A bull, lATe 
WARRINg sTATes TO eARly hAN dyNAsTy

China, probably Kingdom of Dian, 3rd-2nd century BC. Hollow cast, 
the stocky, muscular bull standing four square on distinct hoofs, 
its head held high, with rounded bulging eyes, flaring nostrils, 
closed mouth, the spoon-shaped ears flanking a broad bull neck, 
its tail curled, with a partially encrusted olive-grey patina and some 
malachite encrustation. 

condition: Losses, fissures and naturally grown patina as visible on 
the images at www.zacke.at. one small and original piece is visibly 
reattached. no touch-ups or any kind of overpainting whatsoever. 
overall good condition especially when considering the high age of 
this bronze. 

573  | A bRONZe FIguRe OF 
A bOdhIsATTVA, TANg 
sTyle ANd POssIbly  
OF The PeRIOd

china. the bodhisattva standing on a six-
foiled base, with celestial bands around 
the arms and legs, wearing a crown. 
together with a 20th century replica 
of a tang bronze of a bodhisattva on a 
fourpronged base. (2) 

condition: Massive encrustations as 
well as areas of natural verdigris and 
malachite patina to the tang style 
Bodhisattva. The replica with artificial 
patina. 
Provenance: German private collection. 

Weight: 368.1 g in total 
Dimensions: height 12.8 – 13.5 cm

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

574  | A FINely cAsT 
bRONZe guANyIN

china, late 19th century. the 
figure seated in padmasana, 
the right hand in vitarkamudra 
and the left once holding a 
cup, with a serene expression 
and downcast eyes. her finely 
detailed hair is beneath an 
openwork crown centered with 
a seated figure of Amitabha 
Buddha. 

condition: the cup lost. Fine 
natural patina with minor 
encrustations and remnants of 
lacquer gilding and cold painting. 
Minuscule nick to one finger. 
unsealed. old wear. 
Provenance: english private 
collection. 

Weight: 695.2 grams 
Dimensions: height 15.3 cm 

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

575  | A bRONZe 
FIguRe OF AN 
eMAcIATed 
IMMORTAl,  
17Th ceNTuRy

china, late Ming to early 
Qing dynasty. cast standing 
barefooted on a pierced craggy 
rock plinth, holding a gnarly 
staff with a long rosary and a 
folded book with a heart-
shaped cross-section, the long 
flowing robe opening to reveal 
his bony chest. 

condition: excellent condition 
with minor wear and casting 
flaws, some minor notches on 
the staff as well as the rocky 
plinth. Fine, naturally grown 
dark patina. 
Provenance: From an english 
private collection. 

Weight: 1,942 g 
Dimensions: height 27.8 cm 

Auction result comparison: 
compare with a similar figure 
of the famous Daoist immortal 
Li tieguai sold by sotheby’s 
hong Kong in Later chinese 
Bronzes from the Collection of 
Mr. and Mrs. Gerard hawthorn, 
lot 53, for hKD $118,750.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

Provenance: the reinhold hofstätter collection, vienna, and 
thence by decent. By repute acquired ca. 1960-1970. 

Weight: 494 g 
Dimensions: Length 18.5 cm 

Auction result comparison: compare with a bronze horse at 
sotheby’s new york in Junkunc: Arts of Ancient china, 19 March 
2019, lot 139, sold for usD $50,000. Also compare with a Western 
han ox-form oil lamp at christies new york in the sze yuan tang 
Archaic Bronzes from the Anthony Hardy Collection, 16 September 
2010, lot 892, sold for usD $25,000.

estimate euR 2,000
starting price eur 1,000
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577  | A RARe yellOW 
MARble FIguRe OF 
AVAlOKITeshVARA, 
NORTheRN QI 
dyNAsTy

china, 550-577. elegantly carved 
in the form of Avalokiteshvara 
standing sturdily on a round lotus 
base supported by a rectangular 
plinth, the figure portrayed with 
both elbows bent, adorned in robes 
cascading in voluminous folds, the 
serene expression framed by a 
cowl. 

condition: extensive wear, 
encrustations and weathering with 
areas of erosion. Minor losses. old 
and visible repair to two vertical 
fissures. overall condition exactly as 
expected from a statue of this age. 
Provenance: From an old swiss 
private collection. 

Weight: 1021.7 g 
Dimensions: height 22.3 cm 

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

576  | A RARe sANdsTONe heAd 
OF buddhA, NORTheRN WeI 
dyNAsTy, 5Th-6Th ceNTuRy

Probably from yungang, the face carved with a 
pleasant expression and the lips pulled up into a 
gentle smile, all framed by the large, simply carved 
ears and the curve of the hair which is surmounted 
by a rounded usnisa. the granular stone of mottled 
buff color. 

condition: strong wear and weathering, 
encrustations, some losses, one segment of the neck 
has been broken off and reattached. overall superb 
condition considering the age of this lot. the painted 
inventory number on the back cannot be removed. 
Provenance: From a swiss private collection. 
Acquired by the father of the previous owner ca. 1960 
and thence by descent. An Austrian private collector, 
acquired from the above. the backside with old 
inventory number “4519” painted in red. 
scientific report: A detailed microanalysis report, 
issued by Laboratoire M.s.M.A.P. sArL, sciences 
des Matériaux Anciens et du Patrimoine - etude 
des objets d’art, Nr. 20-033 OA (dated 02/18/20) is 
accompanying this object. the report states that the 
characteristics of the present lot are “in accordance 
with the assumed origin and age of the object.” 
(please see scans of the report online at www.zacke.
at) 

Weight: 5 kg (including base) 
Dimensions: Height 24.5 cm (the head) and 39 cm 
(the head including the base) 

Auction result comparison: compare with a related 
head at christie’s new york in Fine chinese ceramics 
and Works of Art, 16-17 september 2010, lot 1002, 
sold for usD $35,000.

estimate euR 2,000
starting price eur 1,000

578  | A TeRRAcOTTA ‘MusIcIAN’ RelIeF, 
NORTheRN sONg

China, 10-12th century, Northern Song dynasty (960-1127). With 
traces of red and green polychrome painting depicting a musician 
playing the flute with both hands. With an associated stand. 

condition: traces of wear consistent with age and use, including 
but not limited to: small cracks, losses, possibly some touch-ups. 
Provenance: Belgian private collection, acquired in Paris in 1995. 

Weight: With base 9.9 kg 
Dimensions: height total 95 cm

estimate euR 2,000
starting price eur 1,000

579  | A TeRRAcOTTA ‘MusIcIAN’ RelIeF, 
NORTheRN sONg

China, 10-12th century, Northern Song dynasty (960-1127). 
With traces of red and green polychrome painting depicting a 
musician playing the drum. With an associated stand. 

condition: traces of wear consistent with age and use, including 
but not limited to: small cracks, losses, possibly some touch-ups. 
Provenance: Belgian private collection, acquired before 1976. 

Weight: With base 9.9 kg 
Dimensions: height total 95 cm

estimate euR 2,000
starting price eur 1,000
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580  | A bRONZe FIguRe OF A dAOIsT  
schOlAR-OFFIcIAl, MINg

china, 17th century. the scholar seated on a throne, wearing 
Ming civil attire, resting his left hand on his thigh, and clutching 
his high belt with his right. 

condition: very good condition with minor wear, small nicks 
here and there, traces of gilt, copper-red patina in some areas, 
Provenance: Austrian private collection, acquired from an art 
dealer in salzburg, Austria. 

Weight: 814 g 
Dimensions: height 25.5 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

582  | A bRONZe FIguRe OF A luOhAN, MINg

China, Ming dynasty (1368-1644), 17th century. Depicting a 
standing Luohan pointing towards his right. Mounted on a base. 

condition: one hand is lost. otherwise fine condition with an 
appealing, unctuous patina. 
Provenance: croatian private collection. 

Weight: With base 1300 g 
Dimensions: height with base 24 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

581  | A bRONZe OF buddhA As A chIld, MINg

China, 16th-17th century, Ming dynasty (1368-1644). The finely 
cast bronze with an unctuous patina depicting Buddha as a child 
standing on a stepped base, a dragon fish beneath him and one 
hand pointing towards the sky while the other points towards the 
earth. 

condition: the two fingers pointing upwards are lost. some 
casting flaws and age-related wear. 
Provenance: hungarian private collection. 

Weight: 700 g 
Dimensions: height 19.8 cm

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

583  | A bRONZe FIguRe OF A  
guARdIAN KINg, MINg

china, 17th century. cast standing on a footed base, clad in 
armor and wearing a crown, heavenly garlands flowing around 
his body, his hands clasped together in front of his chest, the 
face with a fierce expression with bulging eyes, thick eyebrows, a 
broad nose, and the mouth slightly opened. the base inscribed 
to the back with three characters. 

condition: Good condition with minor wear, small nicks and 
minor losses here and there, traces of gilt, a loss to the garlands 
and another to one foot of the base. 
Provenance: Austrian private collection, acquired from an art 
dealer in salzburg, Austria. 

Weight: 696.1 g 
Dimensions: height 25.5 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

585  | A bRONZe AllOy RePOussÉ  
FIguRe OF budAI, QINg

China, 1644-1912. The Laughing Buddha is depicted 
wearing an open robe decorated with a dragon and 
lingzhi-shaped clouds, holding a rosary in one hand, and 
showing his characteristically large belly. 

condition: some wear as well as a hole on the left 
shoulder. 
Provenance: english private collection. 

Weight: 1,086 g 
Dimensions: height 13.5 cm

estimate euR 100
starting price eur 50

584  | A WOOd FIguRe OF  
A dIgNITARy, MINg

China, Ming dynasty (1368-1644). The Dignitary is seated on a 
tree stump, wearing a buttoned robe and a headdress. the facial 
features are finely crafted and there is an opening in the back for 
offerings. the wood with remnants of lacquer and gilding. 

condition: Good condition considering the age. several 
structural cracks, losses to lacquer and gilding, one hand lost. 
Provenance: Austrian private collection. 

Weight: 652 g 
Dimensions: height 28.5 cm

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400
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586  | A lARge ANd heAVIly cAsT bRONZe  
FIguRe OF budAI, QINg dyNAsTy

China, 1644-1912. The Laughing Buddha characteristically depicted 
seated on his sack with strings of cash finely incised around the legs 
and shoulders, his beard and chest hair also incised, wearing a long 
flowing robe opening at the chest to reveal his outsized belly. cast 
on the underside with a four-character seal mark reading shanying 
zhizao. 

condition: Good condition with old wear, traces of use and casting 
flaws. A pole or stick previously held in one hand is missing. Fine 
dark patina. Minimal scattered nicks and dents. 
Provenance: From the collection of Georg Weifert (1850-1937). 

588  | A hIMAlAyAN gIlT-bRONZe  
FIguRe OF AMITAyus

Himalayas, 18th-19th century. The Buddha of Infinite Life cast 
seated in dhyanasana with the hands lowered in dhyanamudra, 
the body richly adorned in jewelry, strands of hair elegantly falling 
over the shoulders, wearing a robe draped over the left shoulder 
and a finely incised crown, the face showing a meditative 
expression with downcast almond-shapes eyes, an urna, and a 
subtle smile. 

condition: excellent condition with minor wear as well as 
extensive wear to gilt and some small nicks. 
Provenance: Austrian private collection. 

Weight: 2,474 g 
Dimensions: height 18.5 cm

estimate euR 1,600
starting price eur 800

590  | A bRONZe FIguRe OF Red TARA

Mongolia, 18th century. the Dolonor style figure cast seated on a 
lotus throne with both hands in the lap, the chest with elaborate 
jewellery, the face with a serene expression, note the finely incised 
details. sealed with a plate beneath, incised with a visvavajra. 

condition: Good condition with old wear and remains of old paint. 
Provenance: German private collection. 

Weight: 202 g 
Dimensions: height 12 cm

estimate euR 1,200
starting price eur 600

thence by descent in the same family. Weifert was a serbo-Austrian 
industrialist and the first governor of the Federal Bank of the 
Kingdom of serbia, croatia and slovenia. 

Weight: 14.7 kg 
Dimensions: Width 40 cm 

Auction result comparison: compare with a slightly smaller, but gilt 
bronze figure of Budai, sold at Christie’s Hong Kong in Important 
chinese ceramics and Works of Art on 29 May 2019, lot 3181, for 
hKD $625,000.

estimate euR 2,000
starting price eur 1,000

587  | A bRONZe buddhA 
shAKyMuNI

china, late 19th century. the figure 
seated on a beaded lotus base in 
dhyanasana and dressed in finely 
incised robes draping over the 
shoulders and falling in undulated folds 
over arms and knees leaving the torso 
bare. one hand shows bhumisparsha 
mudra, the other holds an alms bowl. 

condition: Fine condition with wear 
and traces of use, minor dents, 
remainders of fire-gilding, minor heat-
damage near base, little verdigris. the 
base sealed. 
Provenance: From a private estate. 

Weight: 1189.1 g 
Dimensions: height 19.5 cm

estimate euR 700
starting price eur 350

589  | A gIlT bRONZe FIguRe OF 
AVAlOKITesVARA, 20Th ceNTuRy

china. seated in padmasana on a sealed lotus base, the main 
hands in anjali mudra, the others holding lotus flower and prayer 
beads, wearing an elegant dhoti incised with scrolling borders 
and beaded jewelry, the head with a five-leaf crown, the ushnisha 
surmounted by a miniature Amitabha. 

condition: soiling, some spotting to gilt, wear and dark patina. 
Provenance: Belgian private collection. 

Weight: 1,720 g 
Dimensions: height 22.0 cm

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400
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591  | A gIlT-lAcQueRed WOOd FIguRe  
OF guANyIN, 17Th ceNTuRy

china, 17th century. Depicting the goddess of mercy seated in 
lotus position on craggy rockwork, a bird perched on a rocky 
outgrowth behind her. the surface is treated with lacquer and 
some gilding, attractively worn. 

condition: Good condition, associated natural age cracks and 
surface wear all commensurate with age. A section of the rock in 
the back lost. 
Provenance: Austrian private collection. 

Weight: 1 kg 
Dimensions: height 28.3 cm

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

593  | A gIlT ANd lAcQueRed WOOd FIguRe  
OF A heAVeNly KINg, MINg

China, 17th century, Ming dynasty (1368-1644). Depicting one of 
the four heavenly kings floating on a cloud. the wood is covered in 
lacquer with some gilding. 

condition: some wear to lacquer. A section of the cloud which was 
attached to the robe is lost. some surface wear to edges. the object 
in his hand also with an old chip. 
Provenance: hungarian private collection. 

Weight: 312 g 
Dimensions: height 25.3 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

592  | deIFIed hIgh OFFIcIAl

China, Qing dynasty (1644-1912). A decorative sculpture of 
a deified dignitary from a house altar or a temple, seated in 
europan style on a rock throne, wearing a courtly headdress 
with three wings on the back, clad in a courtly attire and holding 
a sceptre in an abstracted ruyi form. the latter symbolizing the 
achievement of ‘’old age’’, the rock representing the ‘’strength of 
character’’, here both well expressed in the face. the sculpture is 
entirely gilt and with strong patina due to smoke. complete, good 
preservation. 

condition: Good condition. 
Provenance: collection of an indian gentleman. 

Dimensions: height 39.2 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

594  | A ZITAN FIguRe OF A heRMIT,  
lATe QINg TO RePublIc

china, 1900-1950. standing on a rocky outpost, holding a gnarly 
cane in one hand and a bat, a symbol of good fortune, on the 
other, wearing a long flowing robe hanging loosely off one 
shoulder, revealing part of his emaciated rib cage, and a leaf skirt, 
with a double gourd hanging from his left shoulder. the face with 
a cheerful expression with the mouth open. 

condition: excellent condition with minor wear, some natural 
age cracks to the base. 
Provenance: German private collection, acquired from a Berlin 
estate in 2018. 

Weight: 1,776 g 
Dimensions: height 39.4 cm

estimate euR 1,600
starting price eur 800

595  | A bOXWOOd FIguRe OF guANyIN,  
lATe QINg

china, late 19th to early 20th century. the Goddess of Mercy 
standing, wearing a long flowing robe with voluminous folds as 
well as a cowl, holding a vessel containing the elixir of life in one 
hand, her face with a serene expression, with downcast eyes and 
slender lips, flanked by long ear lobes, her hair finely incised. 

condition: Good condition with minor wear, some natural age 
cracks, miniscule chips here and there, one foot and the small 
toe to the other foot are lost. 
Provenance: German private collection, acquired from a Berlin 
estate in 2018. 

Weight: 2,360 g 
Dimensions: height 46.7 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

596  | A POlychROMe ANd gIlT-lAcQueRed 
WOOd FIguRe OF guANyIN, QINg

china, 1644-1912. seated in lalitasana on a red circular base with 
the right hand holding a scroll and resting on the raised knee and 
the left hand lowered towards the base, garbed in voluminous 
robes with a cowl draped over the chignon-dressed hair, the face 
with a calm expression flanked by long earlobes. 

condition: Good condition with minor traces of wear, some 
wear, craquelure, and small losses to lacquer, minor age cracks 
around the base. 
Provenance: Austrian private collection. 

Weight: 1,232 g 
Dimensions: height 17.2 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150
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601  | A yAOZhOu celAdON  
‘FlORAl’ bOWl, sONg

china, 960-1279. the bowl of deep conical form, the sides rising 
from a short foot to an indented groove beneath the rim, the 
interior molded in shallow relief with scrolling chrysanthemum on 
a leafy vine. the center is decorated with a single chrysanthemum 
flowerhead, the exterior with radiating lines, covered overall in a 
pale olive-green glaze save for the base, pooling to darker green 
in the recesses.

condition: one hairline from the rim to the well, otherwise in 
very good condition with minor wear and few firing irregularities.
Provenance: German private collection.

Weight: 113.8 g
Dimensions: Diameter 12.2 cm

Auction result comparison: A related bowl was sold by christie’s 
hong Kong in important chinese ceramics and Works of Art on 
26 november 2014, lot 3203, for hKD $75,000.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

597  | A gRey POTTeRy ‘cOcOON’ JAR, hAN

China, 202 BC to 220 AD. Of ovoid form with a short neck and 
splayed foot, with several vertical concentric circular grooves.

condition: Good condition commensurate with age, few small 
chips and miniscule losses here and there, traces of pigment.
Provenance: German private collection, acquired from the 
collector’s father around 1950.

Weight: 2,446 g
Dimensions: height 30.8 cm

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

599  | FOuR chINese glAZed TeRRAcOTTA dIshes

China, Xian Province, Liao Dynasty (916-1125). This lot consist of 
two sancai glazed bowls, one in a compressed globular shape 
and the second one with a flared rim and slightly raised foot rim 
as well as two glazed dishes graduated in size, flared rims and 
circular feet with splashed decoration in blue, green and orange 
colour.

condition: Fine condition with some traces of age and use, with 
some fritting to the lip, some chips and color fading.
Provenance: Private collection of a German artist and collector 
living in southeast Asia.

Dimensions: foot diameter 6 -7 cm, opening diameter 3.3 - 15cm, 
height 6-7 cm
Weight: 1056 g

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

603  | A JIAN ‘hARe’s FuR’ TeNMOKu bOWl, sONg

china, 960-1279. thickly potted, of deep conical form, the gently 
rounded sides rising from a short foot to an indented groove 
beneath the rim, the interior and exterior covered with a thick 
black lustrous glaze, with brown striations at the rim extending to 
silvery-blue ‘hare’s-fur’ striations to the sides, the glaze stopping 
irregularly above the foot to reveal the dark greyish-brown 
stoneware body underneath.

condition: excellent condition with minor wear and few firing 
irregularities.
Provenance: German private collection.

Weight: 250.6 g
Dimensions: Diameter 11.4 cm

Auction result comparison: A related bowl was sold by christie’s 
hong Kong in important chinese ceramics and Works of Art on 
30 May 2018, lot 3095, for hKD $500,000.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

598  | TRIPOd Vessel WITh lId, WesTeRN hAN

China, 206 BC - 9 AD. Terracotta with original painting. This vessel 
was not used for cooking, and certainly not as a part of the burial 
arrangement, but rather served as a symbol for prosperity and 
status. characteristic of the vessel is its round form set atop with 
a three small, but powerful, zoomorphic legs as well as vertically 
flanging handles located on the sides. the painting, applied onto 
a dark-gray background, features the colors white, light blue and 
red soil. the patterns are quite freely and generously painted and 
derived from those on old bronzes. the painting is especially well 
preserved on the vaulted lid.

condition: complete, age-related condition. the paint well 
preserved.
Provenance: collection of herbert Keuper, Germany.

Dimensions: height 16 cm.

A very similar, approximately same-sized piece, excavated in 
Luoyang (Henan) is reproduced in Treasures from the Han, on 
page 90.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

600  | AN eMeRAld gReeN-glAZed  
ceRAMIc MINIATuRe uRN, TANg

china, 618-907. of globular shape with a raised circular foot 
and a lipped rim, modeled with two sinuous dragons chasing 
flaming pearls in relief, covered with an emerald green glaze with 
two amber-brown sections around the dragons, with unglazed 
portions revealing the buff ware.

condition: Absolutely untouched original condition with no 
restorations, showing glaze flakes, minor chipping and losses.
Provenance: German private collection.

Weight: 103.0 g in total.
Dimensions: height 7.1 cm.

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

602  | A MAssIVe heNAN ‘OIl sPOT’ VAse, 
NORTheRN sONg

china, 960-1127. the vase of ovoid form, the cylindrical neck 
rising from the broad shoulder and ending in an everted lip, 
covered in a lustrous black glaze with rust-brown streaks 
stopping irregularly above the base.

condition: Good condition with minor wear, several small chips 
to the rim, and firing flaws.
Provenance: old Austrian private collection.

Weight: 11 kg
Dimensions: height 38.3 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

604  | A JIAN WARe ‘hARe’s FuR’  
sTONeWARe TeA bOWl, sONg

china, 960-1279. the bowl with an unglazed foot covered in a 
thick glaze, bluish-black in color and marked like the fur of a hare.

condition: excellent condition with minor wear and few firing 
irregularities.
Provenance: German private collection.

Weight: 248 g.
Dimensions: Diameter 11.3 cm, height 6.1 cm

estimate euR 1,200
starting price eur 600
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607  | A yAOZhOu celAdON cARVed ‘PeONy’ 
shAllOW bOWl, NOTheRN sONg dyNAsTy

china, 960-1127. the interior deftly and deeply carved with two 
large peony blossoms among foliage, all with delicately combed 
details below a line border, the exterior carved with a band of 
simplified petals that ends below the rim and above the neat foot 
ring, covered inside and out and on the base with a deep olive-
green glaze.

condition: Good condition with minor wear and firing flaws. one 
hairline across the rim, approx. 3.5 cm in length.
Provenance: the tree Friends studio Ltd, chicago. Dr. Koos de 
Jong, acquired from the above in 2000 (invoice not available). Dr. 

608  | A lONgQuAN TRIPOd ceNseR,  
sOuTheRN sONg

china, 1127-1279. of classic tripod form with low raised flanges 
rising up the outer sides of each leg to a band around the shoulder 
of the compressed globular body, applied overall with an infinitely 
subtle bluish-green celadon glaze.

condition: three small chips along the rim, minor wear, firing 
flaws, otherwise in good condition.
Provenance: e.W. hendriks oriental Art, Amsterdam. Dr. Koos de 
Jong, acquired from the above in 1997 (invoice not available). Dr. 
de Jong is a Dutch art historian and has been privately collecting 
Chinese art over decades. Between 1976 and 2009 he worked for 
numerous museums across the netherlands and was the director 
of the European Ceramic Work Center in Den Bosch.

Weight: 228.7 g
Dimensions: Diameter 9.5 cm

Auction result comparison: compare with a near-identical piece 
sold by sotheby’s London in important chinese Art on 15 May 
2019, lot 1, for GBP £25,000.

estimate euR 4,000
starting price eur 2,000

605  | A sMAll RusseT-sPlAshed 
‘hARe’s FuR’ bOWl,  
sONg dyNAsTy

china, 960-1279. the bowl is covered with a thick 
and lustrous blackish-brown glaze suffused with 
russet ‘hare’s fur’ streaks and accented with russet 
splashes, stopping neatly above the lower body 
and exposing the body of greyish-brown color with 
one thick glaze drop ending at the short foot ring.

condition: excellent condition with some old 
wear and minor firing flaws.
Provenance: e. W. hendriks oriental Art, 
Amsterdam. Dr. Koos de Jong, acquired from 
the above in 1996 (invoice not available). Dr. 
de Jong is a Dutch art historian and has been 
privately collecting chinese art over decades. 
Between 1976 and 2009 he worked for numerous 
museums across the netherlands and was the 
director of the european ceramic Work center in 
Den Bosch.

Weight: 103. 8 g
Dimensions: Diameter 8 cm

Literature comparison: Priestley & Ferraro, 
London 2008, p. 4. r. Mowry, hare’s Fur, 
tortoiseshell, and Partridge Feathers. chinese 
brown- and blackglaze ceramics, 400-1400, 
Harvard University Art Museums, Cambridge (MA) 
1996, no. 38 a-b, p. 143. Fire & earth, chinesische 
Frühkeramik, Museum für Ostasiatische Kunst, 
Köln 2008, no. 166, p. 207.

estimate euR 3,000
starting price eur 1,500

606  | A sMAll ‘OIl sPOT’  
blAcK-glAZed cONIcAl bOWl, 
sONg dyNAsTy

china, 960-1279. the deep conical sides rising 
from a short straight foot to a slightly everted rim, 
covered inside and out with a lustrous black glaze 
suffused with iridescent bluish silver and russet ‘oil 
spots’ of varying sizes, the glaze stopping above 
the foot, the unglazed section revealing the buff 
ware.

condition: excellent condition with minor wear 
and firing flaws.
Provenance: collection of Michel Paciello, venice. 
Dr. Koos de Jong, acquired from the above in 
1999. Dr. de Jong is a Dutch art historian and has 
been privately collecting chinese art over decades. 
Between 1976 and 2009 he worked for numerous 
museums across the netherlands and was the 
director of the european ceramic Work center in 
Den Bosch.

Weight: 110.4 g
Dimensions: Diameter 10.5 cm

Literature comparison: rose Kerr, song ceramics, 
victoria and Albert Museum, London 2004, no. 
109, p. 108. the Multiplicity of simplicity, university 
Museum & Art Gallery of the university of hong 
Kong, 2012, no. 103, p. 255. song ceramics, tobu 
Museum of Art, tokyo 1999, no. 81, p. 119.

estimate euR 8,000
starting price eur 4,000

de Jong is a Dutch art historian and has been privately collecting 
Chinese art over decades. Between 1976 and 2009 he worked for 
numerous museums across the netherlands and was the director 
of the European Ceramic Work Center in Den Bosch.

Weight: 320.0 g
Dimensions: Diameter 19.4 cm

Auction result comparison: compare with a very similar and only 
slightly larger bowl sold by christie’s new york in Fine chinese 
ceramics and Works of Art on 30 March 2005, lot 273, for usD 
$38,400.

estimate euR 8,000
starting price eur 4,000
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611  | A PAINTed cIZhOu ‘sleePINg lAdy’  
PIllOW, JIN dyNAsTy

china, 1115-1234. Modeled in the form of a sleeping girl, covered 
with a white slip, her realistically rendered dress painted pale 
orange with the details in white slip and painted black under a 
transparent glaze, the base left unglazed revealing the buff ware.

condition: Good condition with some old wear, few hairlines on 
one side, small chips and losses.
Provenance: D. Blitz, Amsterdam (label to base). Dr. Koos de Jong, 
acquired from the above at TEFAF Maastricht in 2011 (invoice not 
available). Dr. de Jong is a Dutch art historian and has been privately 

612  | A cIZhOu yuhuchuNPINg, 
sONg dyNAsTy

china, 12-13th century. the generously 
rounded body rising to a tall neck with 
elegantly flared rim, freely painted in dark-
brown over a creamy-white ground, with 
double-line borders dividing a broad central 
frieze of abstracted floral and leave sprays, 
the brown glaze falling in drips over the short 
foot revealing the buff ware.

condition: excellent condition with one 
chip to lip, some old wear and minor surface 
scratches, several firing imperfections.
Provenance: Property from a european 
private collection. old three-character 
collector inscription to base (see image), 
followed by inventory nr. 253, all finely 
painted in black lacquer and covered with 
layer of transparent varnish for protection.

Weight: 573 grams
Dimensions: height 22.2 cm

Older fitted box. (2)

Auction result comparison: compare with 
a related cizhou yuhuchunping, dated to 
the yuan dynasty, at sotheby’s new york, on 
March 19th, 2007, in Fine chinese ceramics 
and Works of Art, lot 401.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

609  | A sTRAW-glAZed ANd 
INcIsed ‘TeA leAVes’ eWeR, 
sONg dyNAsTy

china, 960-1279. the pear-shaped body 
rising from a short straight foot, the sides 
decorated with incised tea leaves, the 
shoulder with two scroll-shaped appliques, 
covered overall with a straw glaze with a fine 
crackle just short of the foot revealing the 
buff ware.

condition: Minor wear, firing flaws, 
intentional crackling. tiny losses around 
mouth of the spout and a small chip around 
the foot rim.
Provenance: Fai Kei Ferros velhos, 
Macao. Dr. Koos de Jong, acquired from 
the above in 1998 (invoice not available). 
Dr. de Jong is a Dutch art historian and 
has been privately collecting chinese art 
over decades. Between 1976 and 2009 he 
worked for numerous museums across 
the netherlands and was the director of 
the european ceramic Work center in Den 
Bosch.

Weight: 646.7 g
Dimensions: height 14.5 cm

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

610  | A cIZhOu blAcK-glAZed eWeR,  
sONg TO yuAN

china, 960-1368. of compressed globular form with a 
short neck and a wide circular mouth, with three slip-ribbed 
strap handles, covered overall with a deep black glaze 
showing a bluish reflection, with pale russet on the mouth 
rim, handles and in few small spots on the body, stopping 
just before the foot.

condition: Good condition with old wear and minor firing 
flaws, one minor chip on the mouth rim.
Provenance: edward Pranger oriental Art, Amsterdam. Dr. 
Koos de Jong, acquired from the above in 1998 (invoice not 
available). Founded in 1995, edward Pranger oriental Art 
has established a global reputation for quality in the field of 
Asian art. Mr. edward Pranger studied chinese languages 
and culture at Leiden university, netherlands, and chinese 
Art history at the national taiwan university. Dr. de Jong is a 
Dutch art historian and has been privately collecting chinese 
art over decades. Between 1976 and 2009 he worked for 
numerous museums across the netherlands and was the 
director of the european ceramic Work center in Den 
Bosch.

Weight: 1,701.8 g
Dimensions: height 19 cm

Literature comparison: roger Keverne, London 2002, no. 60.

estimate euR 1,500
starting price eur 750

collecting Chinese art over decades. Between 1976 and 2009 he 
worked for numerous museums across the netherlands and was 
the director of the European Ceramic Work Center in Den Bosch

Weight: 1,980 g
Dimensions: Length 36.2 cm

Auction result comparison: compare with a closely related though 
slightly larger pillow sold by christie’s hong Kong in the Pavilion 
sale - chinese ceramics and Works of Art including the Quek Kiok 
Lee collection on 9 october 2019, lot 221, for hKD $225,000.

estimate euR 5,000
starting price eur 2,500
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617  | A sMAll celAdON cRAcKle-glAZed eWeR

Yuan dynasty (1279-1368). Finely modeled with a globular body 
and a short, curved spout and handle. the celadon glaze marked 
with a dense web of dark-russet crackle.

condition: very good condition with minor wear.
Provenance: english Private collection. old collector number to 
the underside.

Weight: 244 g
Dimensions: height 7.3 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

618  | TWO glAZed POTTeRy bOXes ANd cOVeRs, 
sONg TO eARly MINg

China, 10th-14th century (the sancai box and cover possibly 
earlier). the Qingbai box and cover of circular shape and carved 
with chrysanthemum decorations, covered in a creamy white 
glaze, the underside with a carved inscription. the sancai glazed 
box and cover of globular shape with lobed sides, the cover with 
two dragons. (2)

condition: Good condition with minor wear and firing 
irregularities, few small chips here and there.
Provenance: German private collection, the sancai box with 
a collector’s label to the underside, the Qingbai box with a 
collector’s note inside.

Weight: 176 g (total)
Dimensions: Height 5.1 cm (the sancai box and cover) and 3.7 cm 
(the Qingbai box and cover)

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

619  | A cARVed lONgQuAN WAll VAse, MINg

china, 16th century. the olive-stone-shaped vase raised on a 
lotus base, carved on each face of the bulbous body with a panel 
containing a large flower blossom on leafy tendrils, beneath 
bands of flowers and coins on the waisted neck, all covered by a 
thick olive-green celadon glaze.

condition: one chip around the mouth exterior, some crackling, 
minor wear and firing irregularities.
Provenance: From a slovakian private collection. Weight: 1,249 g
Dimensions: height 25.4 cm

Auction result comparison: compare with a closely related wall 
vase offered by Bonham’s London (New Bond Street) in Fine 
Chinese Art on 12 November 2015, lot 33, bought-in at GBP 
£8,000-£12.000.

estimate euR 2,000
starting price eur 1,000

620  | A PeRsIMMON-glAZed bOTTle VAse, MINg

china, 1368-1644. of compressed globular form with a concave 
neck and everted lip, covered overall in a persimmon glaze with 
iridescent black inclusions.

condition: Good condition with minor wear and firing flaws, the 
neck has been ground down.
Provenance: German private collection.

Weight: 610 g
Dimensions: height 12.9 cm

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

614  | A celAdON-glAZed ceRAMIc bOWl

china, song dynasty or later. the earthy bowl with engraved 
designs on the exterior, all beneath a light celadon glaze. the 
base unglazed.

condition: With small chips to rims and expected traces of use 
and wear.
Provenance: German private collection.

Weight: 440 g
Dimensions: Diameter 12.4 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

616  | A QINgbAI lObed eWeR  
ANd cOVeR, sONg OR lATeR

china, 960-1279 or later. the body carved with ten vertical lobes 
rising to the base of the trumpet neck, with several irregular 
incised bands around the center of the body and below the 
shoulder, further incised with leaves below the curved spout and 
strap handle applied on top with a small loop for attachment to 
a similar loop on the rim of the cover applied in the center with 
a leafy bud. covered overall with a transparent pale aqua glaze 
darkening in the recesses.

condition: excellent condition with minor wear and firing 
irregularities.
Provenance: French private collection.

Weight: 647.1 g
Dimensions: height 22.4 cm

Auction result comparison: A very similar ewer and cover was 
sold by christie’s new york in Fine chinese ceramics and Works 
of Art on 20 september 2005, lot 230, for usD $6,000.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

615  | TWO cIZhOu ANd lONgQuAN  
POTTeRy bOWls, sONg TO MINg

China, 960-1279 (the Cizhou bowl) and 1279-1644 (the Longquan 
bowl). the cizhou bowl potted from buff fabric with a wide 
shallow well and short ring foot, covered with a white slip 
ground striped with iron-brown bands and inscribed with a shou 
character, the glaze stopping irregularly above the foot. the 
Longquan celadon-glazed bowl with rounded sides rising from a 
ring foot, covered in a bluish sea-green glaze stopping irregularly 
at the foot. (2)

condition: Good condition with minor wear and firing flaws, 
a chip and associated cracks with old repair to the rim of the 
Longquan bowl.
Provenance: German private collection, acquired from a private 
south German estate in 2012.

Weight: 571.7 g
Dimensions: Diameter 15 cm (the Cizhou bowl) and 14.2 cm (the 
Longquan bowl)

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

613  | A celAdON ceRAMIc bOWl

china, song dynasty or later. Glazed in a celadon hue, with carved 
floral decoration on the inside and grooves on the outside.

condition: Good optical appearance, with expected abrasions 
and few minor chips.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Weight: 380 g
Dimensions: height 7.3 cm, diameter 13 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100
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627  | A blue ANd WhITe PORcelAIN  
cuP ANd sAuceR, MINg

china, 1368-1644. Finely modeled, the cup with gently rounded 
sides rising from a ring foot to a slightly everted rim, the exterior 
decorated with a terrace, flowers, a scholar’s rock, flowers, and a 
flower pot on a small table, the interior with circular lines around 
the well and below the rim. the saucer with rounded sides rising 
from a short ring foot to an everted rim, depicting a warrior, 
courtesan, and sage in a hilly landscape next to a pavilion with a 
tree and a halberd rising from a bowl. (2)

condition: Good condition with two miniscule chips to the rim of 
the saucer, some firing flaws.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Weight: 88.1 g (total)
Dimensions: Height 3.9 cm (the cup), Diameter 11.2 cm (the 
saucer)

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

622  | A yIXINg ZIshA FIguRe OF AN IMMORTAl, 
17Th-18Th ceNTuRy

china, late Ming to early Qing dynasty. the finely modeled clay body 
is of a deep brown tone with shades of caramel brown throughout. 
some highlights, such as the many holes in his gown, are neatly 
picked out in black lacquer. the immortal is shown standing 
with raddled gown and headgear. his face, with contemplative 
expression, is carved with pronounced eyes and a crisply rendered 
beard, to which his gnarled hands and feet are in stark contrast. 
carved hardwood base with four feet and finely incised lappet 
border in slight relief, dating to the later Qing dynasty. (2)

condition: superb condition with some old wear, soiling and minor 
firing flaws. the figure may once have held a separate stick or pole. 
the hardwood base is attached to the statue and may only be 
removed by a professional (we will under no circumstance attempt 
to remove it, even though a signature or inscription may be situated 
on the underside). the base shows significant traces of use and its 
lower section is loose.
Provenance: From an Austrian private collection. By repute 
acquired in the local market before 1980 and thence by descent in 
the same family.

Weight: 2,258 g including the hardwood base
Dimensions: 34.3 cm without the base and 38 cm with the base

Auction result comparison: compare with a related yixing Zisha 
figure of shakyamuni from the same period at christies new york, 
in Fine chinese ceramics and Works of Art, on 16 september 2016, 
lot 1339, sold for a hammer price of usD $40,000.

estimate euR 1,500
starting price eur 750

621  | A bIscuIT FIguRe OF guANdI, MINg

china, 16th-17th century. the finely modelled warlord is seated 
in full armor on a throne, wearing a helmet, covered with a green, 
turquoise, brown and aubergine glaze. the face, hands and feet left 
unglazed. Wooden base. (2)

condition: Minute chips to foot and backside of helmet, glaze 
flakes and firing flaws, old wear.
Provenance: eymery & cie., rue st-honoré, Paris. A private 
collection, by repute acquired from the above. old paper label to 
wooden base, inscribed “Ming 1368-1644”.

Weight: 900.2 g (not including base).
Dimensions: Height 23.5 cm (not including base).

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

623  | A sANcAI glAZed POTTeRy AMPhORA VAse 
WITh A MyThIcAl beAsT, 17Th ceNTuRy

china, late Ming to early Qing dynasty, 17th century. standing on 
a hexagonal base, the body is decorated with a mythical beast to 
each side, carved and incised in high relief. the looped handles 
with heads of mythical beasts. old chinese collector’s or merchant’s 
inscription to the base.

condition: excellent condition with very little minor chipping.
Provenance: French private collection.

Weight: 619.7 g.
Dimensions: height 19.9 cm.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

625  | A RARe blue ANd WhITe PORcelAIN dIsh

China, Transitional period (16th – 17th century). The dish with 
a slightly barbed rim is decorated in underglaze blue on the 
show side with two scholars and a pupil in a garden landscape, 
surrounded by a ‘running horse’ band. the backside with birds 
perched on floral sprays.

condition: very good condition with minor wear.
Provenance: German private collection.

Weight: 726 g
Dimensions: Diameter 30 cm

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

624  | A RARe blue ANd WhITe PORcelAIN dIsh

China, Transitional period (16th – 17th century). The dish with 
a flattened barbed rim is decorated in underglaze blue on the 
show side with a scholar and two pupils in a garden landscape, 
surrounded by a border of radiating wide and narrow panels 
enclosing auspicious symbols beneath of mythical beasts masks 
alternating with tied ribbons. the backside with beribboned 
objects.

condition: very good condition with few manufacturing flaws.
Provenance: German private collection.

Weight: 798 g
Dimensions: Diameter 30.5 cm

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

626  | A sMAll blue ANd WhITe  
PORcelAIN ‘lOTus’ bOWl,  
QIANlONg MARK ANd PeRIOd

china, 18th century. the bowl painted in underglaze blue on the 
exterior with vine and lotus scroll. six-character Qianlong reign 
mark on the underside.

condition: the rim repaired and with an associated hairline.
Provenance: slovakian private collection.

Weight: 110 g
Dimensions: height 5.8 cm, diameter 10.4 cm

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500
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634  | A sANcAI-glAZed ‘dOg’ WATeR dROPPeR

china, 17th century. the hollow vessel modelled as a recumbent 
dog and glazed in splashes of blue, green, brown, and yellow. the 
underside unglazed.

condition: very good condition with expected wear and 
manufacturing flaws.
Provenance: english private collection.

Weight: 136 g
Dimensions: Length 8.6 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

632  | AN IMPeRIAl yellOW  
bIscuIT WAsheR, KANgXI

china, 1662-1722. superbly modeled in the shape of an 
upturned lotus bud with a finely carved and incised collar of 
emerald-green glazed leaves around the neck.

condition: excellent condition with minor old wear only. the 
inner walls almost entirely covered by remainders of black ink. 
Minimal firing irregularities.
Provenance: Paper label to base, inscribed “choice imperial 
Yellow & Fam. Verte Brush Pot, KANG HSI or late Ming. 
constantinidi colln. 32 Gns.” Paper label “s.X. constAntiniDi” 
inscribed with collection number “59” in brown ink. the 
constantinidi collection is famous for some of the finest imperial 
porcelains, several of which were published by soame Jenyns in 
Later chinese Porcelain, London, 1951.

Weight: 130.7 g
Dimensions: Diameter 7.2 cm

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

629  | A dehuA PORcelAIN ceNseR, KANgXI

china, 1661-1722. the blanc-de-chine incense burner has 
a compressed body with curved sides flanked by lion mask 
handles, a lipped rim as well as a raised circular foot rim.

condition: chipping with old filling to the foot rim and lip, spur 
marks to the well, also firing flaws, minor wear and few surface 
scratches.
Provenance: French estate.

Weight: 585.8 g.
Dimensions: height 6.5 cm. Diameter 12 cm.

Auction result comparison: compare with a very similar censer, 
but from the 17th century, sold at christie’s new york for usD 
3,500 gross on 13 February 2018 in JF chen collection, lot 180.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

631  | A dehuA ceNseR, 17Th/18Th ceNTuRy

china, 17th/18th century. neatly potted in imitation of bronze. 
compressed spherical form, the rounded sides rising from a 
spreading foot to an everted rim, with two applied and incised 
lionmask handles.

condition: Good condition with old wear. Minor firing flaws 
especially to the masks. Microscopic nibbling and two small chips 
to lip.
Provenance: From an old French private collection.

Weight: 657.7 g.
Dimensions: Diameter 16 cm.

Four spur marks inside the well. entirely covered in an even 
ivorycolored glaze.

compare with a closely related Dehua censer, of similar size 
and with similar masks, sold at sotheby’s London in ‘important 
chinese Art’ on May 16th, 2018, lot 22.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

628  | A dehuA PORcelAIN bOWl, 17Th ceNTuRy

china, late Ming to early Qing dynasty, 17th century. the blanc-
dechine bowl has rounded sides that flare from the low foot to 
the lipped rim and except for the unglazed foot rim is covered 
with a thick, unctuous white glaze.

condition: Good condition with firing flaws, minor wear and 
surface scratches.
Provenance: French estate.

Weight: 653.1 g.
Dimensions: height 6 cm. Diameter 16 cm.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

630  | A PAIR OF dehuA beAKeR VAses, gu

china, 17th – 18th century. the tall cylindrical bodies rising 
from spreading feet to trumpet mouthes, with rounded central 
sections, each between four thin molded fillets, the fine white 
bodies covered in warm ivory glazes.

condition: one vase with a short hairline of 1cm to lip, the other 
with a small chip of 1cm to base repaired. overall very good 
condition with old wear, traces of use and some kiln grit and 
firing flaws.
Provenance: From a French private collection. old collector’s 
inventory number “P.2.25” painted to the base of one of the 
vases. old paper label at the side of the other vase.

Weight: 691.9 and 695.2 g.
Dimensions: height 25 cm each.

the recessed bases each with a studio mark in a rectangular 
reserve, the foot rim and parts of the interior unglazed. (2)

Auction result comparison: compare with a related dehua gu at 
sotheby’s new york on March 20th, 2019, in important chinese 
Art, lot 743.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

633  | A glAZed bAT-shAPed  
WATeR dROPPeR

china, 16th – 17th century. the vessel modelled in the form of 
a stylized bat, the top with carved details, covered in a green 
glaze falling short of the brown biscuit foot rim. the underside 
unglazed.

condition: very good condition with expected wear and 
manufacturing flaws.
Provenance: english private collection.

Weight: 98 g
Dimensions: Length 8 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

635  | A PAIR OF eMeRAld gReeN  
glAZed POTTeRy buddhIsT  
lION WATeR dROPPeRs, KANgXI

China, 1661-1722. The Buddhist lions finely incised to show 
amusing expressions, the unglazed portions revealing the buff 
ware. (2)

condition: some glaze losses as well as black ink soiling 
indicating extensive use.
Provenance: French private collection.

Weight: 138.5 g in total.
Dimensions: height 5 cm each.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100
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640  | A FAMIlle VeRTe ‘lAdIes’  
bAlusTeR VAse, KANgXI

china, early 18th century. vividly enameled with a continuous 
scene of noble ladies and their children enjoying leisurely 
pursuits on a terrace overlooking a garden with craggy rocks and 
a Bodhi Tree.

condition: Pristine condition with old wear, minor traces of use, 
minimal firing flaws and some pitting, all exactly as expected on a 
vase from this period.
Provenance: From an english private estate.

Weight: 3.8 kg
Dimensions: height 45.2 cm

Auction result comparison: For a closely related decoration of 
the shoulder and neck see Bonham’s London in The Roy Davids 
Collection of Chinese Ceramics, 6 Nov 2014, lot 64, sold for GBP 
£9,375 and for another vase with a closely related ‘ladies’ subject 
see lot 66 in the same sale, sold for GBP £12,500.

estimate euR 1,500
starting price eur 750

641  | A FAMIlle VeRTe ‘MAgPIes’ bRushPOT, 
bITONg, KANgXI PeRIOd

china, 1662-1722. Finely enameled with a pair of magpies, both 
perched on chrysanthemum branches issuing from jagged rocks 
among flying butterflies and manifold vegetation. Magpie and 
chrysanthemum are a rebus wishing for the happiness of the 
entire family.

condition: excellent condition with some old wear, traces of use, 
minor firing flaws, pitting and kiln grit, the foot with a few very old 
chips, all clearly visible on the detail images online. one dragonfly 
painted in iron red above the glaze is now mostly faded away.
Provenance: From a French private collection.

Weight: 2,645 g
Dimensions: 20.1 cm diameter

Auction result comparison: For a closely related, yet smaller 
example see christies hong Kong in the Pavilion sale, chinese 
ceramics and Works of Art, 4 october 2018, lot 47, sold for hKD 
$175,000 For a closely related bitong of almost the same size see 
sotheby’s new york, in KAnGXi: the Jie rui tang collection, 20 
March 2018, lot 310, sold for usD $25,000.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

642  | A lARge FAMIlle VeRTe ‘lANdscAPe’ dIsh

China, Qing Dynasty (1644 to 1912). Vividly painted with 
polychrome enamels showing figures fishing and tending to 
their animals in a riverside landscape, with wispy clouds swirling 
amidst mountainous peaks in the distance.

condition: Good condition with expected wear and 
manufacturing flaws as well as with few chips and fritting to rim.
Provenance: From a scottish private collection.

Weight: 1918 g
Dimensions: Diameter 37.7 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

643  | A lARge FAMIlle VeRTe ‘lANdscAPe’ dIsh

China, Qing Dynasty (1644 to 1912). Vividly painted with 
polychrome enamels showing figures fishing and tending to 
their animals in a riverside landscape, with wispy clouds swirling 
amidst mountainous peaks in the distance.

condition: very good condition with expected wear and few 
manufacturing flaws.
Provenance: from a scottish private collection.

Weight: 2300 g
Dimensions: Diameter 37.7 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

636  | A gIlT-decORATed POWdeRblue bAlusTeR 
VAse, KANgXI

china, 1662-1722. of hexagonal baluster form and finely 
painted in gold around the body with a palace amid manifold 
calligraphies, the waisted neck with prunus, bamboo and orchids, 
all between various forms of bands, flanked by pairs of stylized 
dragon handles.

condition: Good condition. Minor firing flaws to one handle and 
foot rim. some wear to gilding. single drilling to base.
Provenance: From the collection of Georg Weifert (1850-1937). 
thence by descent in the same family. old collector inventory 
numbers and inscriptions painted in black ink to base. Weifert 
was a serbo-Austrian industrialist and the first governor of the 
Federal Bank of the Kingdom of Serbia, Croatia and Slovenia.

Weight: 6.7 kg
Dimensions: height 53.2 cm

Auction result comparison: compare with a closely related pair 
of vases at Bonham’s London in Fine Chinese Art, 7 November 
2019, lot 74, bought-in at GBP £10,000.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

637  | A ‘FlORAl’ blue ANd WhITe  
PORcelAIN dIsh

China, Kangxi period (1662-1722). The circular dish painted 
in underglaze blue. the central medallion with an unusual 
composition of lotus buds and flowers, surrounded by scrolling 
foliage bands and floral sprays. the backside with two floral 
sprays and a symbol mark within a double circle.

condition: Good condition with minor wear and few chips to rim.
Provenance: German private collection.

Weight: 1166 g
Dimensions: Diameter 34.5 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

638  | A PAIR OF blue ANd WhITe PORcelAIN 
cuPs WITh MATchINg PlATes, KANgXI

china, 1661-1722. Painted with floral motifs, the rims slightly 
lobed. one set with a flower mark in a double circle medallion to 
base. (4)

condition: small chips around lip or base, minor firing flaws. 
one dish with a larger chip and crack.
Provenance: Austrian Private collection.

Weight: 70 – 124 g.
Dimensions: Diameter plates c. 13 cm. height cups c. 5 cm.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

639  | A gROuP OF 13 PORcelAIN PlATes

Japan and China, Kangxi period (1661-1722) to 19th century. 
consisting of seven 19th century plates, five of them painted in 
underglaze cobalt blue, one with a mark to base, and two imari 
plates attractively decorated, one with an apocryphal Wanli mark 
to base and the second with an inscription “rich long life” to base. 
Four blue and white Kangxi lobed plates, one with a Kangxi mark 
to base. And finally, two Japanese plates, the first with raised rim 
and underglaze blue decoration mixed with enamel painting; the 
second a very rare plate worked in two techniques, the center 
worked in cloisonné and the borders painted in underglaze 
cobalt blue, the base with a Japanese inscription, possibly seto 
ware. (13)

condition: traces of use and wear, minor firing flaws, some with 
small chips and hairlines and a couple with old repaired chips.
Provenance: Austrian Private collection.

Weight: 50-507 g.
Dimensions: Diameter 10 - 24 cm.

estimate euR 1,200
starting price eur 600
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651  | A sMAll blue ANd WhITe ‘dRAgON’ VAse

China, Qing Dynasty (1644 to 1912). The six-lobed globular vase 
is decorated with six five-clawed dragons rising from the sea. the 
neck with a band of alternating auspicious symbols of a plum and 
a ‘bat fu’. Apocryphal four-character chenghua reign mark within 
a double square on the underside.

condition: very good condition with hardly any wear and 
manufacturing flaws as well as staining to the foot rim.
Provenance: Austrian Private collection.

Weight: 704 g
Dimensions: height 12.5 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

649  | A lARge blue ANd WhITe PORcelAIN JAR

china, late Qing dynasty. the Ming style jar is painted in 
underglaze blue with cranes, smaller birds and insects hovering 
amid flowering trees and wispy clouds, all within bands of 
lappets.

condition: Good condition with expected traces of use and wear 
as well as manufacturing flaws and few stains.
Provenance: German private collection.

Weight: 8.6 kg
Dimensions: height 37 cm

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400650  | blue ANd WhITe PORcelAIN  

dIsh WITh PeKINgese dOgs

China, Qing Dynasty (1644-1912). The plate with shallow rounded 
sides. the interior decorated in underglaze cobalt blue showing 
Pekingese dogs (called also Pekingese lions) playing with balls 
amongst clouds. the underside inscribed with a four-character 
mark.

condition: With firing imperfections and some minor 
discoloration.
Provenance: Private collection of a German artist and collector 
living in southeast Asia.

Weight: 296 g
Dimensions: Diameter 17 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

648  | A blue ANd WhITe PORcelAIN  
gINgeR JAR, QINg

china, 1644-1912. of globular shape, painted with a warlord 
and attendants as well as other figures amid trees and craggy 
rockwork. With a pierced wood cover and a wood base.

condition: excellent condition with minor wear and firing 
irregularities.
Provenance: German private collection.

Weight: 1,546 g (the jar)
Dimensions: Height 28 cm (incl. base and cover) and 21 cm (the 
jar)

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

644  | A FAMIlle VeRTe PORcelAIN  
‘bIRds ANd FlOWeRs’ dIsh, QINg

china, 19th century. the sides rising from a short ring foot to 
the gilt rim, decorated with various birds and flowers as well as 
a craggy rock to the well with a border of scrolling vines, flowers 
and dragons framed by concentric circles, the exterior sides 
decorated with flowers and leafy vines.

condition: Good condition with minor wear, some natural age 
cracks to the base, wear to gilt.
Provenance: German private collection, acquired from a private 
south German estate in 2012.

Weight: 1,202 g
Dimensions: Diameter 30 cm

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

645  | A lARge FAMIlle ROse  
PORcelAIN FIguRe OF MAgu

china, late Qing dynasty. Depicting the Daoist divinity standing, 
wearing long robes and holding a peach-filled basket, a classical 
symbol of longevity. Brightly painted in polychrome enamels, the 
robe with dense floral and phoenix designs.

condition: Good condition with fritting along the exposed areas 
and with one finger repaired.
Provenance: French private collection.

Weight: 4390 g
Dimensions: height 55 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

646  | A blue ANd WhITe PORcelAIN TulIP VAse

china, 19th century. Decorated in underglaze blue, resting on 
a band of lappets under a main body with a city landscape. the 
shoulders with a ruyi band followed by a dotted and floral ground 
surrounding the five star-shaped apertures, the long neck with a 
further landscape and with a lotus-form finial.

condition: Good condition with minor wear and manufacturing 
flaws as well as small chips to four apertures, one of those 
repaired.
Provenance: French private collection.

Weight: 1736 g
Dimensions: height 24.5 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

647  | A blue ANd WhITe PORcelAIN TulIP VAse

china, 19th century. Decorated in underglaze blue, resting on 
a band of lappets under a main body with ducks on the water 
surface, interrupted by floral sprays. the shoulders with a lingzhi 
band followed by a dotted and floral ground surrounding the five 
apertures, the long neck with auspicious objects above leaves 
and with a lotus-form finial.

condition: very good condition with minor wear and 
manufacturing flaws.
Provenance: French private collection.

Weight: 1392 g
Dimensions: height 24.5 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300
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659  | A FlAMbÉ-glAZed ‘deeR’  
PORcelAIN VAse hu

China, Qing Dynasty (1644 to 1912). The vase applied with twin 
stag-head handles and covered with a thick glaze of crimson tone 
and occasional streaks of lavender, thinning at the mouth to a 
creamy beige.

condition: Good condition with few chips to the foot rim.
Provenance: German private collection, acquired in the Belgium 
auction market.

Weight: 3316 g
Dimensions: height 27.4 cm

estimate euR 3,000
starting price eur 1,500

656  | A yuNyAO ‘OXblOOd’  
glAZed bAlusTeR VAse

china, 18th century. the sides rising from the circular recessed 
base over the rounded shoulder to the cylindrical neck with 
everted rim, covered in a rich and finely crackled oxblood glaze 
stopping neatly at the base and irregularly to the interior of the 
neck.

condition: the rim with several cracks with old rivet repair, 
otherwise in good condition with minor wear and firing flaws.
Provenance: Ex-collection Kaiservilla Bad Ischl, Austria.

Weight: 5,132 g
Dimensions: height 45.7 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

657  | AN ‘OXblOOd’ glAZed  
bAlusTeR VAse, QINg

china, 18th century. the ovoid sides rising to the cylindrical neck, 
covered in a rich and finely crackled oxblood glaze stopping 
neatly at the base and irregularly to the interior of the neck.

condition: Good condition with minor wear and firing flaws, the 
neck has been ground down.
Provenance: German private collection.

Weight: 578 g
Dimensions: height 19.5 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

654  | A PAIR OF KlAPMuT PORcelAIN bOWls

China, Qing Dynasty (1644 to 1912). Both painted in underglaze 
blue on the exterior with a scene of scholars in discursion and a 
bat in the distance; the interior shows a central shou medallion 
encircled by five bats and the rims are decorated with a diaper-
pattern ground surrounding floral reserves. the rim of each bowl 
is mounted with a silver band. Four-character Kangxi reign mark 
within a double circle on the underside, possibly of the period.

condition: overall good condition with hardly any wear.
Provenance: German private collection.

Weight: c. 250 g each
Dimensions: 17.3 cm each

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

652  | A blue ANd WhITe gINgeR JAR, QINg

china, 19th century. the ginger jar of an ovoid shape with an 
intense, deep cobalt blue painting of a court scene with four 
attendants with bamboo and craggy rocks. With an associated 
old hardwood lid with pierced shou characters, a symbol of 
longevity and happiness.

condition: Good condition with firing flaws and minor wear.
Provenance: english private estate.

Weight: 2,358 g.
Dimensions: height 27.5 cm.

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

653  | A lARge blue ANd WhITe  
PORcelAIN bAlusTeR VAse

China, Qing Dynasty (1644 to 1912). The vase painted in 
underglaze blue with a continuous scene of the heibai Wuchang, 
literally “Black and White Impermanence”, with the two deities 
escorting the spirits of the dead to the underworld.

condition: Good condition with two small chips to rim, 
manufacturing flaws and some stains.
Provenance: croatian private collection.

Weight: 5728 g
Dimensions: height 49.8 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

655  | A blue ANd WhITe PORcelAIN TeAPOT

china, 19th century. the globular Kangxi style teapot with slender 
handle and straight spout. Painted in underglaze blue with two 
panels enclosing precious objects and a river landscape, the 
cover with a ruyi-head border.

condition: With minor wear and a hairline to the body. the 
spout repaired.
Provenance: slovakian private collection.

Weight: 400 g
Dimensions: height 10.5 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

658  | A lObed buTTeRFly PORcelAIN bOWl

China, Qing Dynasty (1644 to 1912). The bowl vibrantly enameled 
on the exterior with butterflies amongst lotus, chrysanthemum, 
and other flowers. the interior with a similar central depiction 
surrounded by hundreds of stylised shou characters in various 
script arranged in three horizontal rows, the rim with a diaper 
pattern design. six-character seal mark on the underside.

condition: With cracks stabilized with staples.
Provenance: slovakian private collection.

Weight: 710 g
Dimensions: Diameter 22 cm

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500
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664  | A glObulAR FAMIlle VeRTe  
PORcelAIN bOX WITh cOVeR

China, Qing Dynasty (1644 to 1912). The compressed globular 
box decorated with polychrome enamels showing scrolling 
foliage and flowers within bands of ruyi-head and key fret. the 
cover top with a circular reserve depicting a court scene.

condition: With wear and several cracks.
Provenance: German private collection.

Weight: 2986 g
Dimensions: Diameter 26 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

665  | sIX FAMIlle VeRTe PORcelAIN  
bOWls WITh cOVeRs

China, Qing Dynasty (1644 to 1912). Each bowl of deep rounded 
form rising from a short straight foot, the domed cover in the 
form of an everted dish with pronounced foot ring. the exterior 
decorated in the famille verte color palette to depict floral panels 
within geometric and organic designs. the cover with a flower 
mark.

condition: very good condition with minor manufacturing flaws 
and wear to enamels.
Provenance: German private collection.

Weight: c. 430 g each
Dimensions: height c. 9.7 cm, diameter c 13.2 cm each

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

666  | A WhITe glAZed dehuA  
PORcelAIN FIguRe OF budAI, QINg

China, 1644-1912. The Laughing Buddha is wearing a long, 
flowing garment and holding his characteristic cloth sack, a rosary 
with a double-gourd bottle around his neck. the exuberantly 
joyful face with openwork and incisions.

condition: Good condition with minor wear as well as firing 
flaws.
Provenance: From the collection of Georg Weifert (1850-1937). 
thence by descent in the same family. Weifert was a serbo-
Austrian industrialist and the first governor of the Federal Bank of 
the Kingdom of serbia, croatia and slovenia.

Weight: 1,580 g.
Dimensions: height 20.2 cm.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

667  | A RARe dehuA FIguRe OF guANyIN,  
bOJI yuReN, QINg dyNAsTy

china, 19th century. the elegant figure of the Guanyin is 
standing on a base of swirling clouds from which a dragon head 
is emerging. the reverse with an impressed four-character seal 
mark Boji Yuren “virtue extends to all, even fishermen”. Above 
seal mark is a double-gourd mark reading he chaozong.

condition: superb condition with hardly any wear and only tiny 
firing irregularities. extremely rare given the fragile nature of this 
statue!
Provenance: From a hungarian private collection.

Weight: 993.4 g
Dimensions: height 34.1 cm

Auction result comparison: compare with another Dehua 
figure of Guanyin of similar size and bearing the same mark at 
Bonham’s London in Fine Chinese Art on 17 May 2012, lot 1, sold 
for GBP £17,500.

estimate euR 1,500
starting price eur 750

660  | A lARge blAcK ceRAMIc ‘bRONZe 
IMITATION’ ARchAIsTIc VAse,  
hu, WITh dONOR seAls

china, 18th century or earlier. With three donor seals, including 
“chen Wenjiao yin” and “Jingbo”. sturdily potted in imitation of 
a patinated bronze hu vase in the style of the song to Ming 
dynasties.

Provenance: German private collection.
condition: old wear and casting flaws, the upper rim with some 
chips, the foot rim with minor losses, the vase with several old 
cracks.

Weight: 4,386 g
Dimensions: height 48.3 cm

Literature comparison: For other vases made to imitate archaic 
bronze vessels compare: regina Krahl, chinese ceramics from 
the Meiyintang collection, vol. 2, London 1994, no. 953 for a 
Qianlong vase; Kangxi Yongzheng Qianlong, Hong Kong 1989, 
p. 394, no. 75 for a green-glazed and gilt example in the Palace 
Museum, Beijing; Qian Zhenzong, Qingdai ciqi shangjian, Hong 
Kong 1994, no. 152 for a fanghu with a blue-green ‘patina’ and 
gilt relief decoration, and no. 153 for a brownglazed hu; John 
Ayers, Chinese Ceramics in the Baur Collection, vol. 2, pl. 252 for 
a gilt gu vase and pl. 253 for a Jiaqing-marked jar imitating inlaid 
bronze.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

662  | A MONOchROMe, blue-glAZed  
PORcelAIN bOWl

China, Qing Dynasty (1644 to 1912). The exterior of the bowl 
covered with a thick powdery-blue glaze, the interior glazed 
white.

condition: With traces of use and wear as well as with 
manufacturing flaws and a crack to the underside
Provenance: estate of Joachim hinz, a collector from hamburg, 
Germany.

Weight: 1378 g
Dimensions: Diameter 22 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

661  | A lARge TuRQuOIse-glAZed  
PORcelAN bOTTle VAse

china, 18th – 19th century. the ovoid body and long neck carved 
with a pair of dragons chasing the flaming pearl above a pattern 
of stylized waves, all covered in a deep turquoise-blue glaze.

condition: Good condition with manufacturing flaws to body 
and foot rim as well as minor wear.
Provenance: German Private collection.

Weight: 3190 g
Dimensions: height 40 cm

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

663  | AN ARchAIsTIc ‘Ru WARe ReVIVAl’  
glAZed POTTeRy VAse, QINg

china, 1644-1912. the vase of octagonal form with a compressed 
globular body rising from a tall foot to a long neck with a slightly 
everted lip, the crackled bluish seawater-green glaze suffused 
with tiny bubbles and stopping neatly along the foot rim.

condition: excellent condition with minor wear and firing 
irregularities.
Provenance: French private collection, acquired from 
christophe Morel on 3 June 2009.

Weight: 1,101 g
Dimensions: height 22.2 cm

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400
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673  | A lARge buTTeRFly bOWl,  
dAOguANg MARK ANd PeRIOd

Daoguang seal mark in iron red to base and of the period 
(1821-1850). Foliate gilt rim, vibrantly enameled with four large 
butterflies amongst lotus, peony, prunus, chrysanthemum, finger 
citron and melons, the interior with a bat and peaches.

condition: Good condition with old wear mostly inside the bowl, 
some scratches to base, one microscopic nibble to lip, the gilding 
to lip partially worn off, few firing flaws. Long, deep and lasting 
sound (4-5 seconds).
Provenance: From an old english private collection. incised 
collector’s mark to glaze (see detail image online).

Weight: 686 grams
Dimensions: 21.8 cm diameter

Auction result comparison: compare with a pair of related yet 
smaller butterfly bowls from the same period at sotheby’s hong 
Kong on november 30th, 2017, in chinese Art, lot 649.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

672  | TWO IRON-Red  
eNAMeled ‘dOuble 
bAT’ PORcelAIN dIshes, 
dAOguANg ANd PeRIOd

china, 1820-1850. the larger dish with a 
lobed rim, each dish painted in iron red 
with two bats amid stylized clouds in the 
center and stylized chinese characters 
along the rim. each with a Daoguang mark 
to the base. (2)

condition: very good condition with minor 
wear and firing irregularities, the smaller 
dish with a miniscule chip to the rim.
Provenance: German private collection.

Weight: 556 g (total)
Dimensions: Diameter 14.3 cm (the smaller 
dish) and 23.2 cm (the larger dish)

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

674  | A FAMIlle ROse ‘MAgPIes’  
gARdeN sTOOl, QINg dyNAsTy

china, 19th century. of barrel form with a slightly convex top, 
centered by a pierced cash symbol, brightly enameled around the 
exterior with magpies perched on flowering wisteria issuing from 
rockwork, divided by two pairs of pierced double-cash symbols.

condition: excellent condition with some old wear and firing 
imperfections. one of the small knobs lost.
Provenance: From the personal collection of Alexander iolas. 
Sold at Sotheby’s London in “Alexander Iolas” (a single owner 
sale), on 25 May 2017, lot 140. A private collector, acquired from 
the above. Alexander Iolas (1907- 1987) was a famous Greek 
art dealer and collector. he owned galleries in the united states 
and europe and contributed to many highly important private 
and public art collections. iolas was a personal friend of rené 
Magritte, Jean tinguely and niki de saint Phalle.

Weight: 17.4 kg
Dimensions: height 45.5 cm

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

668  | A WhITe glAZed dehuA PORcelAIN  
‘bOy’ PIllOW, eARly QINg

china, early Qing dynasty, 17th – 18th century. the blanc-de-
chine porcelain pillow beautifully modelled as a boy lying on his 
belly and looking to the side with sleepy and yet still curious eyes.

condition: one firing crack to base, old wear and traces of use, 
otherwise very good condition.
Provenance: From the collection of Georg Weifert (1850-1937). 
thence by descent in the same family. Weifert was a serbo-
Austrian industrialist and the first governor of the Federal Bank of 
the Kingdom of serbia, croatia and slovenia.

Weight: 1,726 g.
Dimensions: height 31.8 cm.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

669  | A FAMIlle ROse PORcelAIN PIllOW, 
QINg dyNAsTy

china, 18th-19th century. the main sides neatly enameled and 
additionally painted above the glaze with garden scenes of noble 
ladies and their attendants amid blooming peonies and bamboo, 
sprays of lotus and prunus blossoms to the smaller sides.

condition: old wear, traces of use and minor abrasions, small 
firing crack, one small chip visibly repaired.
Provenance: From the collection of Georg Weifert (1850-1937). 
thence by descent in the same family. Weifert was a serbo-
Austrian industrialist and the first governor of the Federal Bank of 
the Kingdom of serbia, croatia and slovenia.

Weight: 1,500 g
Dimensions: 25.4 x 12.4 x 9 cm

estimate euR 500
starting price eur 250

670  | A FAMIlle ROse ‘MAgu’  
TIANQIuPINg, dAOguANg

china, 1821-1850. the base with an iron-red four-character 
shende tang Zhi mark. superbly enameled with a circumferential 
scene depicting Magu, the goddess of immortality, with her 
basket of peaches, surrounded by attendants, all beneath a 
wutong tree springing from a craggy rock.

condition: excellent condition with some wear and very minor 
traces of use. small firing irregularities and minimal pitting.
Provenance: From an English private collection. By repute 
acquired ca. 1980 in the local trade.

Weight: 2.9 kg
Dimensions: height 38.2 cm

Auction result comparison: For another Famille rose vase bearing 
the same mark see christies London in Fine chinese ceramics 
And Works of Art, 9 May 2017, lot 94, sold for GBP £30,000.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

671  | A FAMIlle VeRTe bAlusTeR JAR,  
QINg dyNAsTy

china, 18th-19th century. Finely painted in bright enamels with 
highlights picked out in gold and iron red. circumferential scene 
with noble ladies in small boats navigating through a lotus pond, 
while dignitaries observe them from the terrace of a building, all 
amid stately pine, bodhi and wutong trees.

condition: the jar in fine condition with old wear, traces of use 
and a single drilling to the base. the lid with one repair to the rim 
and one to the knob. Both with scattered firing flaws and pitting.
Provenance: From an english private collection. Acquired in the 
local auction market in 2008.

Weight: 4 kg
Dimensions: height 44 cm

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400
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675  | A FAMIlle ROse PORcelAIN bAlusTeR 
VAse, lATe QINg TO RePublIc

china, 1900-1950. the vase of ovoid shape with the sides 
tapering to the cylindrical neck with pierced handles and a 
trumpet-shaped mouth, painted in polychrome enamels with 
warriors on horseback and other figures, in lobed reserves 
surrounded with flowers and leaves as well as geometric borders 
below the mouth and above the foot.

condition: excellent condition with minor wear and firing 
irregularities.
Provenance: old Austrian private collection.

Weight: 3,300 g
Dimensions: height 42.3 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

679  | A lARge FAMIlle VeRTe ‘huNdRed bOys’ 
PORcelAIN JAR WITh cOVeR

China, late Qing to Republic period (1900-1950). The baluster 
jar decorated with polychrome enamels to depict a continuous 
scene of ‘The Hundred Boys’ playing in a garden, some are shown 
flying kites, playing the dragon dance or musical instruments, 
others carrying lanterns. the cover similarly decorated and with a 
ruiyi-head border.

condition: overall good condition with expected traces of use 
and wear.
Provenance: German private collection.

Weight: 4650 g
Dimensions: height 44 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

680  | A lARge FAMIlle VeRTe PORcelAIN 
bAlusTeR VAse, lATe QINg TO RePublIc

china, late 19th to early 20th century. the ovoid sides rising from 
the ring foot to a slightly concave neck and a trumpet-shaped 
mouth, painted in Famille verte enamels with shoulao and the 
Queen Mother of the West (Xi Wangmu) as well as a deer and two 
boys holding up a giant peach, with several inscriptions to the 
reverse and neck.

condition: Good condition with minor wear and firing flaws, one 
hairline crack along mouth, neck and side.
Provenance: Karl Zeilinger (1944-2014), a collector of Asian 
art and antique weapons from Nürnberg, Germany. Thence by 
descent in the same family.

Weight: 6,542 g
Dimensions: height 58 cm

estimate euR 1,600
starting price eur 800

682  | A PAIR OF FAMIlle VeRTe PORcelAIN 
dIshes, 20Th ceNTuRy

china. each with shallow sides rising from the wide base, pierced 
for wall attachment, and painted in bright enamels with two 
young women, holding a scroll painting on one dish and playing 
weiqi (go) on the other, framed by a band of scrolling vines 
with leaves and flowers above a ruyi-head border. each with an 
apocryphal Qianlong reign mark to base. (2)

condition: excellent condition with minor wear and casting 
flaws.
Provenance: estate of Joachim hinz, a collector from hamburg, 
Germany.

Weight: 2,524 g (total)
Dimensions: Diameter 27 and 26.6 cm

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

677  | AN OcTAgONAl FAMIlle  
ROse PORcelAIN VAse

china, 19th century. the vase of cylindrical-octagonal form with 
pierced sides, painted in the Famille rose color palette to depict 
ladies and attendants in a palace terrace.

condition: very good condition with expected traces of use and 
wear.
Provenance: German private collection.

Weight: 1376 g
Dimensions: height 28 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

681  | A FAMIlle VeRTe PORcelAIN OcTAgONAl 
VAse, lATe QINg TO RePublIc

china, late 19th to early 20th century. the vase of cylindrical-
octagonal form with pierced sides, painted in Famille verte 
enamels on three sides with two women walking side by side 
from a pavilion, vases with flowers, and a peach, blossoms, and 
bamboo, the other sides inscribed with poems in black ink. Four-
character mark to base.

condition: Good condition with minor wear and firing flaws, 
some chips and glaze flakes here and there.
Provenance: Karl Zeilinger (1944-2014), a collector of Asian art 
and antique weapons from nuremberg, Germany. thence by 
descent in the same family.

Weight: 1,604 g
Dimensions: height 28.3 cm

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

676  | A lARge FAMIlle VeRTe PORcelAIN 
bAlusTeR VAse, lATe QINg

china, late 19th century to early 20th century. the vase of 
cylindrical shape, the rounded sides rising from the flat recessed 
base to the long neck with pierced handles and the trumpet-
shaped mouth with gilt rim, painted in polychrome enamels with 
two ladies on a terrace under a towering tree reaching up to 
a cloud, looking up towards a bird in flight, the reverse with an 
inscription to the side and neck.

condition: Good condition with minor wear and firing flaws, one 
chip to the rim.
Provenance: German private collection, acquired from a private 
seller in 2014.

Weight: 5,230 g
Dimensions: height 57.7 cm

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

678  | A FAMIlle VeRTe PORcelAIN bRush POT, 
bITONg, lATe QINg TO RePublIc

china, late 19th to early 20th century. the brush pot of cylindrical 
form, painted in famille verte enamels with three boys under a 
leafy tree next to a craggy rock, a green landscape with a fence 
in the background, an illegible faded iron-red reign mark to the 
base, along with a red seal of later date.

condition: excellent condition with only minor wear and firing 
flaws.
Provenance: German private collection, acquired from the 
collector’s father between around 1950 and 1960.

Weight: 375.0 g
Dimensions: height 12.5 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300
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683  | AN eNAMeled PORcelAIN ‘bees ANd 
FlOWeRs’ dIsh, lATe QINg TO RePublIc

china, late 19th to early 20th century. the shallow sides rising 
from the ring foot, the interior painted in bright enamels with two 
bees flying above blossoming peonies. Apocryphal yongzheng 
mark to base.

condition: excellent condition with minor wear and firing 
irregularities.
Provenance: German private collection.

Weight: 196 g
Dimensions: Diameter 16 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

684  | A dOucAI MeIPINg VAse

china, 19th to early 20th century. Painted and enameled with 
sinuously coiled dragons amid lingzhi-shaped clouds above a 
wave border, the short concave neck with a ruyi head border. the 
base with another dragon writhing around a four-character mark.

condition: the vase was broken and has been glued together 
with visible cracks, chips to the base and mouth, firing flaws.
Provenance: old Austrian private collection.

Weight: 3,626 g
Dimensions: height 37.5 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

685  | A lARge eNAMeled  
PORcelAIN bAlusTeR VAse

China, late Qing to Republic period (1900-1950). The vase applied 
with two stylized lion handles and vividly painted with polychrome 
enamels showing shulao and other immortals with children 
underneath a pine tree to one side and calligraphy and the artist 
signature to the other. With a later firmly attached metal top.

condition: Good condition with expected wear and a drilled 
hole to the lower section. the metal top cannot be removed.
Provenance: German private collection.

Weight: 4500 g
Dimensions: height 47.3 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

688  | A PAIR OF eNAMeled PORcelAIN  
bAlusTeR VAses, RePublIc

china, 1912-1949. each with ovoid sides rising from a slightly 
spreading foot to a concave neck with an everted rim and painted 
with two immortals standing on clouds and a circular reserve 
surrounded by clouds and showing two ladies near a house, the 
foot, shoulder and mouth with geometric borders in black. (2)

condition: one vase with several cracks and old repairs, the 
other in excellent condition with minor wear.
Provenance: German private collection.

Weight: 1,612 g (total)
Dimensions: Height 30.7 cm (each)

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

687  | A PORcelAIN bAlusTeR VAse, lATe QINg

china, late 19th century to early 20th century. the vase of 
cylindrical shape, the rounded sides rising from the flat recessed 
base to the long neck with pierced handles and the trumpet-
shaped mouth, painted in polychrome enamels with two 
sparrows, one perched on a blossoming peony tree and the 
other in flight.

condition: very good condition with minor wear and firing flaws, 
traces of gilt.
Provenance: German private collection, acquired from a private 
seller in 2014.

Weight: 3,684 g
Dimensions: height 43.8 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

686  | AN eNAMeled cylINdRIcAl  
PORcelAIN VAse

china, 1900 - 1920. the tall, cylindrical vase is delicately painted 
with polychrome enamels showing two court ladies in a 
garden landscape as well as calligraphy and an artist signature. 
Apocryphal six-character reign mark on the underside.

condition: Good condition with expected wear to enamels and 
gilding as well as a small, drilled hole to the lower section.
Provenance: German private collection.

Weight: 1022 g
Dimensions: height 27.5 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

689  | AN eNAMeled cylINdRIcAl  
PORcelAIN VAse

China, late Qing to Republic period (1900-1950). The tall, 
cylindrical vase is painted with polychrome enamels showing a 
dignitary on horseback with a servant below a pine tree, to its left, 
a pile of treasure bags and a worshiper. With calligraphy and an 
artist signature. Four-character seal mark on the underside.

condition: With expected wear to enamels and gilding as well as 
a drilled hole to the lower section and a crack to rim.
Provenance: German private collection.
Weight: 1174 g
Dimensions: height 28.7 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

690  | A PAIR OF eNAMeled ‘bOys’  
PORcelAIN bAlusTeR VAses

China, late Qing to Republic period (1900-1950). Both vases 
with stylized lion handles on the shoulders and painted with 
polychrome enamels to show boys at play, some boys are shown 
carrying large peaches, others with musical instruments. the 
other side with calligraphy and artist signature.

condition: very good condition with expected traces of use and 
wear.
Provenance: German private collection.

Weight: c. 5500 g each
Dimensions: height 57.5 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300
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692  | A PORcelAIN PlAQue  
by WANg QI (1884-1937)

China, signed Zushan taotaozhai Wang Qi. Depiction of Lin Bu 
with a pupil, carrying a branch of plum blossoms. Painted in fine 
polychrome enamels. one poem in black ink. one seal.

condition: Good condition with some wear and minimal firing 
flaws.
Provenance: From a private estate in the united Kingdom.

Weight: 231.6 g including frame
Dimensions: 22.2 x 14.5 cm including the frame

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

694  | A WhITe glAZed dehuA PORcelAIN  
FIguRe OF guANyIN ANd chIld, QINg

china, 1644-1912. the deity and child show peaceful expressions 
with downcast eyes and benevolent smiles and are standing on 
a base modeled as a cliff with swirling waves and lotus flowers 
under Guanyin, dressed in a voluminous robe and a bejeweled 
necklace over her entire body.

condition: one old repair on the child’s hands, small firing 
cracks, minuscule chipping and losses.
Provenance: From the collection of Georg Weifert (1850-1937). 
thence by descent in the same family. Weifert was a serbo-
Austrian industrialist and the first governor of the Federal Bank of 
the Kingdom of serbia, croatia and slovenia.

Weight: 1,370 g.
Dimensions: height 23.5 cm.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

695  | chIldbeARINg guANyIN

China, late Qing. The Buddhist bodhisattva Avalokiteshvara, in 
china called Guanyin, here as childbearing mother goddess with 
a boy on her lap. the goddess sits in rajalilasana in this depiction 
on a tall rocky base. sie wears a tall hair bun covered by a scarf, 
jewelry on the chest and books at her side. the cheerful, naked 
boy holds a lotus bud on the stem.

condition: some porcelain imperfections and defects. one feet 
of the child’s figure is missing and the fingers of the left child’s 
feet are broken. the part of the Guanyin sleeve is broken, as well 
as part of her fingers.
Provenance: From an Austrian collection.

Dimensions: heiGht 25.3 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

696  | seATed guANyIN

China, late Qing Dynasty, 19th cent. to Republic (1644-1911). In 
the “relaxed“ seated pose lilasana, Guanyin thrones with defined, 
tall, straight upper body. she is the child-bearing mother deity of 
China, in Buddhism, the bodhisattva Avalokiteshvara. Her robe 
is richly pleated, jewelry on the breast and high chignon covered 
by a scarf.

condition: right hand is missing, fingers of the left hand ae 
incomplete, some small chips.
Provenance: From a German collection, acquired in the 1920´s 
at Kleykamp in the haag.

Dimensions: heiGht 12.5 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

697  | blANc de chINe PORcelAIN  
guANyIN WITh chIld

China, late Qing. The Buddhist bodhisattva Avalokiteshvara, in 
china called Guanyin, here as childbearing mother goddess with 
a boy on her lap. the goddess sits in rajalilasana in this depiction 
on a tall rocky base. sie wears a tall hair bun covered by a scarf, 
jewelry on the chest and books at her side. the cheerful, naked 
boy holds a lotus bud on the stem.

condition: some manufacturing flaws. chips to boy’s feet and 
the finger tips of Guanyin
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Dimensions: height 25 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

698  | A dehuA sTyle celAdON-glAZed VAse, 
lATe QINg

china, 19th to early 20th century. the vase of ovoid form with a 
lobed cylindrical neck and lobed everted rim, the shoulders with 
mock ring handles issuing from Buddhist lions’ mouths. Chinese 
export seal to base.

condition: excellent condition with minor wear and firing 
irregularities.
Provenance: old Austrian private collection.

Weight: 2,800 g
Dimensions: height 35.5 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

691  | A MOlded PORcelAIN cOuRT lAdy, QINg

china, 19th century. Depiction of a noble lady holding bowl of 
fruit and standing on a square base. enameled in turquoise, 
aubergine, sapphire-blue and iron-red. Fine detail work.

condition: the head was once broken off and has been 
professionally reattached. otherwise good condition with only 
minor wear and some minuscule firing imperfections.
Provenance: From the private collection of an Austrian restorer. 
Acquired pre-1980.

Weight: 94.5 g.
Dimensions: height 12.5 cm.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

693  | AN 
IMPRessIVe 
ANd VeRy 
lARge blANc  
de chINe 
PORcelAIN 
FIguRe OF 
guANyIN

china, late Qing dynasty. 
the serene deity elegantly 
modelled standing 
barefoot on a head of a 
dragon-fish emerging from 
the waves and with a lotus 
back. With finely detailed 
voluminous robe and 
adorned with a bejewelled 
necklace spanning her 
chest, her right hand 
holding a ruyi-scepter and 
her hair is swept behind a 
tiara and partially hidden 
under a cowl. the figure’s 
back is impressed with a 
Dehua seal mark within 
a double-gourd outline 
and another mark within 
a square.

condition: very good 
condition with expected 
wear and a small chip to 
the robe.
Provenance: German 
private collection.

Weight: 8.1 kg
Dimensions: height 69 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300
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699  | A PAIR OF blue ANd WhITe yeN yeN VAses, 
lATe QINg OR RePublIc

china. of baluster form and finely painted in dense blue with 
scholars and fishermen in mountainous river landscapes with 
numerous trees and pavilions in the background. cloud borders 
to lip and rim. The bases with double circle marks. (2)

condition: Fine condition with some wear and minor firing flaws.
Provenance: From a private collection.

Weight: 8.6 kg (both together).
Dimensions: height 46.8 cm each.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

701  | A PAIR OF blue ANd WhITe PORcelAIN 
‘dRAgONs’ dIshes, lATe QINg

china, 19th to early 20th century. each with shallow sides rising 
from a ring foot, painted with two confronting dragons amid 
clouds, with a magical pearl between them, and a key-fret band 
below the rim. each with an apocryphal Kangxi reign mark to the 
base. (2)

condition: excellent condition with minor wear and firing 
irregularities.
Provenance: estate of Joachim hinz, a collector from hamburg, 
Germany.

Weight: 554 g (total)
Dimensions: Diameter 18.6 cm (each)

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

700  | A PAIR OF blue ANd WhITe dIshes,  
lATe QINg TO RePublIc PeRIOd

china, 1900-1950. Finely painted in cobalt-blue under the glaze 
to depict a mountainous landscape with a building compound 
and two dignitaries, one about to leave the scene on a horse. 
Inscribed “the hero with good news before the court”. (2)

condition: excellent condition with minimal surface scratches 
and wear. tiny firing irregularities.
Provenance: From a private estate in the united Kingdom.

Weight: 345.5 g total
Dimensions: Diameter 13.3 cm each

the base with an underglaze blue fourcharacter mark translating 
to “eternal scent”, within a double square.

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

702  | ThRee blue ANd WhITe PORcelAIN TRAys, 
lATe QINg TO RePublIc

china, 20th century. one of oval form, the well painted with 
houses, a boat, birds, trees, craggy rockwork, and stylized clouds. 
one of octagonal form with lobed corners, painted with flowers, 
auspicious symbolds, a willow, and butterflies. one of octagonal 
form, painted with houses, craggy rockwork, tees, a boat, and a 
bridge, with various flowers and fruit on the rim.

condition: Good condition with minor wear and firing flaws, 
some chipping along the edges.
Provenance: German private collection.

Weight: 3,062 g (total)
Dimensions: Length 28.5 cm (the smallest) and 33.5 cm (the 
largest)

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

703  | A blue ANd WhITe PORcelAIN  
‘dRAgON’ PlATe

china, 20th century. With shallow rounded sides, painted in 
underglaze blue on the show side with a five-clawed dragon 
amidst flames and lotus sprays within a double-line, the motif 
repeated in a surrounding frieze and again on the exterior. the 
rims with a stylized band. Apocryphal six-character Qianlong 
reign mark on the underside.

condition: very good condition with minor wear.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Weight: 1366 g
Dimensions: Diameter 30.5 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

705  | A lARge blue ANd WhITe  
PORcelAIN ‘dRAgON’ chARgeR

China, late Qing to Republic period (1900-1950). With shallow 
rounded sides, painted in underglaze blue on the show side 
with a five-clawed dragon amidst flames and lotus sprays, within 
a double-line, the motif repeated in a surrounding frieze and 
again on the exterior. the rims with a stylized band. Apocryphal 
six-character Kangxi reign mark within a double circle on the 
underside.

condition: With two chips to rim, one of those repaired. With a 
wire wall mount.
Provenance: croatian private collection.

Weight: 2510 g
Dimensions: Diameter 37.3 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

704  | A blue ANd WhITe PORcleAIN  
‘dRAgON & PhOeNIX’ dIsh

China, late Qing to Republic period (1900-1950). Brightly painted 
in underglaze blue, the well with a five-clawed dragon and 
phoenix in flight amid floral scrolls, the exterior and interior rims 
are similarly decorated, all reserved on an intense cobalt-blue 
ground. Apocryphal six-character yongzheng reign mark within a 
double circle on the underside.

condition: very good condition with hardly any wear.
Provenance: American private collection.

Weight: 498 g
Dimensions: Diameter 21.5 cm

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

706  | A blue ANd WhITe PORcelAIN  
bAlusTeR VAse, lATe QINg

china, 19th to early 20th century. the vase of ovoid shape with 
the sides tapering to the cylindrical neck with a trumpet-shaped 
mouth, painted with houses and figures amid a rocky landscape 
with pine trees, as well as fishermen on boats fishing in a lake or 
sea.

condition: the glaze is crackled with a brown discoloration 
within the cracks, otherwise in good condition with minor wear 
and firing irregularities.
Provenance: old Austrian private collection.

Weight: 3,582 g
Dimensions: height 45.8 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200
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708  | A blue ANd WhITe celAdON-glAZed  
‘QIlIN ANd PhOeNIX’ VAse, lATe QINg

china, 19th to early 20th century. the vase of baluster form with 
a cylindrical neck applied to either side with confronting Buddhist 
lions and a trumpet-shaped mouth with a tall rim, painted with a 
qilin and a phoenix amid clouds.

condition: excellent condition with minor wear and firing 
irregularities.
Provenance: old Austrian private collection.

Weight: 3,530 g
Dimensions: height 43.3 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

707  | A blue ANd WhITe PORcelAIN TRIPOd ceNseR 
WITh WOOd bAse ANd cOVeR, RePublIc

china, 1912-1949. of compressed globular form, supported on 
three short legs, with a short neck and wide everted rim, the exterior 
painted with scrolling vines and chinese characters below a geometric 
border. With a pierced wood cover and base.

condition: very good condition with minor wear and firing flaws, 
glaze abrasions to the well and underside.
Provenance: German private collection.

Weight: 732 g (the censer) and 1,346 g (total)
Dimensions: Height 9 cm (the censer), Height 19 cm (incl. base and 
cover)

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

710  | A blue ANd WhITe PORcelAIN seAl PAsTe 
bOX ANd cOVeR, lATe QINg TO RePublIc

china, late 19th to early 20th century. the box of compressed 
globular form with a flat circular cover, both painted with flowers 
and leafy vines. Apocryphal six-character Xuande mark to base. 
With an associated wood stand. (2)

condition: excellent condition with minor wear and firing 
irregularities.
Provenance: French private collection.

Weight: 43.1 g (the box and cover)
Dimensions: Height 5 cm (incl. stand) and 2.5 cm (excl. stand)

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

711  | A glAZed ‘ThRee FIsh’  
sTeM PORcelAIN bOWl

China, late Qing to Republic period (1900-1950). The Ming style 
porcelain bowl with rounded sides and flaring rim rising from 
a tall conical foot. the inside covered with a light turquoise 
glaze and the outside with three evenly spaced stylized fish in 
underglaze iron-red.

condition: Good condition with minor wear and a thin crack to 
rim.
Provenance: German private collection.

Weight: 316 g
Dimensions: height 10.1 cm, diameter 16.5 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

713  | A ‘lANdscAPe’ PORcelAIN VAse

China, Republic period (1912-1949). The vase is printed and 
hand painted with a mountainous river landscape punctuated 
with boats, pavilions, and trees as well as calligraphy and artist 
signature. the shoulders and trumpet neck with geometric, 
dotted and ruyi bands. six-character seal mark on the underside.

condition: very good condition with hardly any wear.
Provenance: German private collection.

Weight: 1116 g
Dimensions: height 30 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

712  | A PAIR OF ge-sTyle lObed bOWls,  
lATe QINg TO RePublIc

china, late 19th century to early 20th century. each with rounded 
sides rising from a gently tapered ring foot to a multi-lobed rim, 
covered overall in a bluish-green glaze suffused with a network of 
black crackles, the glaze stopping neatly at the foot ring. (2)

condition: excellent condition with minor wear and firing flaws 
as well as small glaze scratches to the well of one bow.
Provenance: German private collection, acquired from an art 
dealer in Munich.

Weight: 317.1 g (total)
Dimensions: Diameter 11 cm (each)

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

714  | A QINg dyNAsTy PORcelAIN PlATe

china, late 19th century. Depiction of various court officials and 
flower vases in the well, as well as several inscriptions in gold, the 
border with peonies and butterflies.

condition: several hairlines, a few touched up chips
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Dimensions: Diameter 26 cm

estimate euR 100
starting price eur 50

709  | A blue ANd WhITe PORcelAIN ‘dRAgON’ 
JAR ANd cOVeR, lATe QINg TO RePublIc

china, 1850-1950. the jar of cylindrical form with rounded sides 
depicting two dragons amid bamboo and a foliate tree, the cover 
with a third dragon in the recessed center with a leaf border 
within concentric circles.

condition: excellent condition with minor wear and firing flaws.
Provenance: German private collection.

Weight: 1,328 g
Dimensions: height 11.6 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150
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717  | A lARge ge-TyPe cRAcKle  
glAZed PORcelAIN chARgeR

China, late Qing to Republic period (1900-1950). The charger is 
covered with a nice amber glaze suffused with grey crackle. the 
base also glazed and the foot rim unglazed.

condition: very good condition with minor wear.
Provenance: Austrian Private collection.

Weight: 4342 g
Dimensions: Diameter 47 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

715  | A PAIR OF lARge ‘OXblOOd’ glAZed 
bAlusTeR VAses, lATe QINg

china, 19th to early 20th century. each with ovoid sides rising 
from the short spreading foot to a slightly concave neck with a 
wide everted rim, covered in a rich and finely crackled oxblood 
glaze stopping neatly at the base and irregularly to the interior of 
the neck. (2)

condition: excellent condition with minor wear and firing flaws, 
some glaze abrasion to the bases.
Provenance: German private collection.

Weight: 4,812 g and 4,154 g
Dimensions: height 40.5 cm and 40.9 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

719  | A glAZed TeRRAcOTTA FIguRe OF A 
dIgNITARy RIdINg AN elePhANT, MId-QINg

China, mid-Qing dynasty (1644-1912). The rider and elephant 
both modeled in an animated fashion. the remains of cement 
on the back suggest this piece was used as a roof tile or wall 
decoration. Associated hardwood base. (2)

condition: Good condition with minor losses, old wear and 
traces of use.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Weight: 2,420 g.
Dimensions: height 28.7 cm incl. base.

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

716  | A QINgbAI PORcelAIN bOWl

China, late Qing to Republic period (1900-1950). The thinly 
potted bowl with slightly lobed rim is carved on the interior with 
a stylized flower, beneath a very pale celadon glaze covering all 
surfaces except the base. Also note the thicker white glaze lines 
on the interior rim.

condition: very good condition with a small chip to foot rim.
Provenance: German private collection.

Weight: 476 g
Dimensions: Diameter 22.5 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

718  | TWO MONOchROMe PORcelAIN  
MINIATuRe VAses

China, late Qing to Republic period (1900-1950). The fist a 
flattened spherical vase with long straight neck covered with a 
light celadon glaze, with a wooden base. the second, a Guanyin 
vase with flared rim covered with an ox-blood glaze; with a 
matching stand and an apocryphal six-character Kangxi reign 
mark on the underside.

condition: the Guanyin vase with a damage to the lower 
section, the other in a very good condition.
Provenance: German private collection.

Weight: 70 – 140 g
Dimensions: Heights 8.5 – 15.9 cm (including base)

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

721  | A yIXINg ‘duAN IMITATION’  
INKsTONe, lATe QINg

China, late Qing dynasty (1644-1912). Made from Yixing ceramic 
and patinated in imitation of duan inkstone and carved partially 
in openwork with an immortal.

condition: Good condition with minimal surface wear, small 
chips and some surface scratches.
Provenance: Dutch private collection.

Weight: 1070 g.
Dimensions: Length 15 cm.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

720  | AN OcTAgONAl PeAR-shAPed VAse

19th-20th century. the vase of octagonal form with a pear-
shaped body rising to a concave neck with a trumpet-shaped 
mouth, painted with dragons amid clouds on a variegating bluish-
turquoise glaze ground. Apocryphal Ming dynasty four-character 
mark to base.

condition: excellent condition with minor wear and firing flaws.
Provenance: old Austrian private collection.

Weight: 1,964 g
Dimensions: height 37.5 cm

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

722  | ThRee yIXINg TeAPOTs ANd cOVeRs,  
lATe QINg TO RePublIc

china, 1900-1950. one teapot of cylindrical form, the cover with 
bamboo leaves, the handle, spout, and lid handle in the form 
of curved bamboo stalks. one teapot of cylindrical shape with 
rounded and slightly tapered sides, the half-circular lid handle 
with a polychrome variegating glaze. one teapot of compressed 
globular form, with an inscription to the sides and another to the 
base. each with impressed seal marks to the base and interior of 
the cover. (3)

condition: excellent condition with minor wear.
Provenance: German private collection.

Weight: 867.7 g (total)
Dimensions: height 9 cm, 8.7 cm, and 7.9 cm

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500
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725  | FOuR sMAll ‘bAMbOO’  
PORcelAIN PlAQues

china, jiaxu, dated 1934. Decorated with bamboo sprays and 
lines of calligraphy, each with a seal mark for one of the four 
seasons, all dated winter of the jiaxu year, each inside an old 
wood frame.

condition: Good condition, minor associated wear to the wood 
frames.
Provenance: British private collection.

Weight: total 1764 g
Dimensions: size with frame each 24.3 x 15.3 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

723  | AN eNAMeled PORcelAIN WAll PlAQue

China, late Qing to Republic period (1900-1950). The plaque 
decorated with gray and iron-red enamels and delineated with 
gold, showing children celebrating, some are shown carrying a 
large peach, others walking and riding on a Qilin. With calligraphy 
and artist signature.

condition: Good condition with expected traces of age and 
wear.
Provenance: German private collection.

Weight: 3400 g
Dimensions: size 76 x 22.5 x 1 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

724  | A PORcelAIN WAll PlAQue  
WITh The eIghT IMMORTAls

China, late Qing to Republic period (1900-1950). The rectangular 
plaque finely enameled in the famille rose color palette showing 
the eight immortals holding their attributes as they stand aloft on 
billowing clouds. With a poem and an artist seal. in a matching 
wooden frame with a brass wall hanger.

condition: Good condition with expected wear.
Provenance: German private collection.

Weight: 2976 g
Dimensions: Size 56 x 40 cm (framed)

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

727  | MONgOlIAN TeRRAcOTTA deITy

Mongolia, Late Ming Dynasty (1368-1644). Buddhist temple 
decoration of a fierce deity or a temple guardian with protrudent 
nose, bulbous eyes and sharp fangs. cast in a mold and covered 
on the front with a turquoise glaze.

condition: Good condition with traces of age and wear. some 
glazed losses and chips.
Provenance: Private collection of a German artist and collector 
living in southeast Asia.

Weight: 1944 g
Dimensions: height: 22.5 cm, upper width 17 cm, lower width 15 
cm, thickness 8 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

728  | A TuRQuOIse-blue glAZed  
PORcelAIN budAI

China, Republic period (1912-1949). Budai is shown seated, 
laughing, and holding prayer beads. With a seal mark 
underneath.

condition: excellent condition.
Provenance: British private collection.

Weight: 1106 g.
Dimensions: height 19 cm.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

729  | A FAMIlle ROse PORcelAIN FIguRe OF 
budAI WITh ‘Zhu MAOsheNg’ MARK

China, early 20th century. The Laughing Buddha seated with his 
hands resting on his knees, wearing a loosely fitted robe with 
floral and foliate decorations, the face with a cheerful expression, 
the mouth opened as he lets out a joyous laugh. impressed 
seal mark to base. With an impressed factory mark reading “Zhu 
Maosheng”.

condition: excellent condition with minor wear and firing flaws.
Provenance: German private collection, acquired from the 
collector’s father between around 1950 and 1960.

Weight: 862.2 g
Dimensions: height 20 cm

Auction result comparison: A closely related Budai figure with  
a Zhu Maosheng mark was sold by Bonham’s San Francisco in 
Asian Decorative Arts on 18 December 2013, lot 6412, for usD 
$3,750.

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150 730  | A PAIR OF glAZed ‘cARP’  

PORcelAIN WAll-VAses

China, late Qing to Republic period (1900-1950). Each modeled 
as an open-mouthed carp, their tail slightly upturned. enamelled 
with iron-red and shaded to depict the undulating scaly surface.

condition: very good condition with expected traces of use and 
wear.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Weight: c. 500 g each
Dimensions: Length 25 cm each

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

726  | FOuR chINese egg shell  
PORcelAIN dININg seTs

China, late Qing to Republic Period (1900-1950). Lovely and 
delicate set of four cups with four lids and saucers, glazed in 
white. the cups with flared rims and no handles, the rim of each 
dish is mounted with a slim and elegant bronze band. eggshell 
porcelain, also called danpi bodiless or tuotai bodiless ware is 
characterized by an excessively thin body under the glaze. it was 
introduced in the Ming Dynasty during the reign of the emperor 
yongle.

condition: Good condition with some traces of age and use, 
three lids with slight hairlines cracks, some firing imperfections 
and small chips, two of the bronze bands are missing.
Provenance: Private collection of a German artist and collector 
living in southeast Asia.

Dimensions: foot diameter cups 3.5 cm, foot diameter plates 6 
cm, opening diameter cups 9.5, opening diameter plates 13 cm, 
cups height 4.7 cm
Weight: 732 g

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100
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731  | A PAIR OF chINese PORcelAIN bOWls

China, Republic period (1912-1949). Of rounded octagonal form. 
Painted in polychrome enamels, depicting phoenixes amongst 
flowers, scrolling foliage and ruyi. Apocryphal six-character 
Qianlong reign mark.

condition: one in good condition, the other cracked through 
the middle and restored
Provenance: old Austrian private collection, acquired before 
1930

Dimensions: Diameter 16.5-17 cm, height 8 cm

estimate euR 50
starting price eur 25

735  | A lARge chINese eXPORT  
PORcelAIN bOX WITh cOVeR

china, c. 1900 – 1920. the cylindrical box vividly printed and 
painted with polychrome enamels showing a densely composed 
ground of scrolling foliage surrounding two reserves, which 
depict European hunting scenes; the cover similarly decorated. 
six-character seal mark on the underside.

condition: Good condition with traces of use and wear.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Weight: 3110 g
Dimensions: height 28 cm, diameter 20.5 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

732  | A PAIR OF ThRee-TIeRed eNAMeled 
PORcelAIN cOsMeTIc bOXes, RePublIc

china, 1912-1949. the boxes of cylindrical shape, each with three 
cases and a cover, the sides and top enameled with flowers, 
vines and double gourds, the top also with three scholars within 
a central double-gourd reserve. each with a six-character mark to 
the base. (2)

condition: hairlines, chipping, and a larger loss to one cover.
Provenance: From the collection of Alexander Popov in novi 
sad, Kingdom of serbia, acquired between 1900-1920.

Weight: 1,636 g in total.
Dimensions: height 11.8 cm each. Diameter 11.0 cm.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

737  | A lARge FAMIlle ROse  
eXPORT PORcelAIN bOWl

China, Qianlong period (1736-1795). The deep bowl decorated 
in polychrome enamels on the exterior with pomegranate, lotus, 
chrysanthemums, and other flowers growing from weathered 
rocks. the interior similarly painted and with a border of 
swastika-shaped diaper pattern interrupted by ruyi panels 
detailed with floral designs.

condition: With chips along the rims, three with associated 
hairlines and others with touch-ups as well as with wear to 
enamels.
Provenance: slovakian private collection.

Weight: 3590 g
Dimensions: Diameter 39.5 cm

estimate euR 1,400
starting price eur 700

736  | AN IMARI eXPORT PORcelAIN dIsh

China, Qianlong period (1736-1795). Painted in underglaze blue 
and overglaze iron-red and gold on the show side with two ladies, 
one feeding ducks and the other holding a parasol, within a 
border of floral sprays. the rim with a dense geometric ground 
surrounding ladies and duck reserves. the backside with evenly 
spaced stylized insects.

condition: With fritting to rims and wear to enamels, otherwise 
good condition.
Provenance: German private collection, acquired from an 
antique shop in stuttgart.

Weight: 346 g
Dimensions: Diameter 23.7 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

739  | A lARge chINese eXPORT  
PORcelAIN FAMIlle ROse chARgeR

china, c. 1900. the charger painted with polychrome enamels 
showing a central coat of arms within scattered flowers and bats, 
the rim with a floral band and the backside similarly decorated. 
six-character seal mark on the underside.

condition: Good condition with traces of use and wear to 
enamels.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Weight: 3490 g
Dimensions: Diameter 46 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

738  | A FINe FAMIlle ROse eXPORT  
PORcelAIN dIsh

china, 19th century. Finely painted in polychrome enamels 
and gold on the show side with mandarin ducks in a lotus 
pond, surrounded by a border with the eight immortals evenly 
spaced and holding their attributes as they stand amid a rough 
stylized sea.

condition: very good condition with minor wear.
Provenance: German private collection.

Weight: 352 g
Dimensions: Diameter 22.5 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

734  | A sAMsON cOMPANy PORcelAIN bAsKeT

France, 19th century. the basket executed in chinese style, with 
the upper section lobed, pierced and with high relief flowers 
as well as with two applied slender handles. Decorated in 
polychrome enamels with floral designs and a coat of arms to 
each side. red edmé samson mark to the underside.

condition: very good condition with minor wear.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Dimensions: height 10.5 cm. Diameter 20 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

733  | A chINese sTyle 
PORcelAIN beAKeR VAse

europe, 18th – 19th century. the vase 
decorated with polychrome enamels 
showing a coat of arms to one side and 
beribboned objects above a pine branch 
to the other, all within floral sprays and 
golden borders of scrolling foliage and 
auspicious items. red company mark to 
the underside.

condition: very good condition with 
minor wear and a chip to the foot rim.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik 
istván southeast Asian Gold Museum. 
Institutional art collection in Belgium, 
acquired from the above.

Dimensions: height 23.7 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150
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740  | A cARVed IVORy  
‘buddhIsT lION’ seAl, lATe QINg

China, late Qing dynasty (1644-1912). The ivory seal carved with 
a separately carved Buddhist lion on top as the handle, the 
underside with incised seal characters and remnants of red seal 
paste. 

condition: Good condition, fine patina. Age cracks. 
Provenance: Estate of Dr. Ernst Eichler (1932-2018), Vienna, 
Austria. 

Weight: 136 g 
Dimensions: 6.5 x 5.2 x 5.2 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

742  | FIVe cARVed IVORy seAls,  
lATe QINg

China, late Qing dynasty (1644-1912). Two with red calligraphy to 
the side and the underside of all five with incised seal characters 
and remnants of red seal paste. 

condition: very good condition. only very little age cracks. 
Provenance: Estate of Dr. Ernst Eichler (1932-2018), Vienna, 
Austria. 

Weight: total 96 g 
Dimensions: height 3.7 – 9 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

741  | ThRee cARVed IVORy  
‘buddhIsT lION’ seAls, lATe QINg

China, late Qing dynasty (1644-1912). Two ivory seals carved with 
a Buddhist lion on top as the handle, one with fine calligraphy to 
the side. the third seal with two sages and a monkey mounted 
on top of a Buddhist lion. The underside of all three with incised 
seal characters and remnants of red seal paste. 

condition: Good condition, fine patina. Age cracks. 
Provenance: Estate of Dr. Ernst Eichler (1932-2018), Vienna, 
Austria. 

Weight: total 38 g 
Dimensions: height 3.2 – 4.2 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

743  | FIVe cARVed IVORy seAls  
WITh MyThcIAl beINgs, lATe QINg

China, late Qing dynasty (1644-1912). Four ivory seals carved with 
a Buddhist lion on top as the handle. The fifth seal larger and 
carved with two horned and winged bixie. the underside of all 
five with incised seal characters and remnants of red seal paste. 

condition: Good condition with expected age cracks. the largest 
seal with a particularly fine patina. 
Provenance: Estate of Dr. Ernst Eichler (1932-2018), Vienna, 
Austria. 

Weight: total 190 g 
Dimensions: height 4.3 – 6.2 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

744  | FIVe cARVed WOOd seAls,  
lATe QINg TO RePublIc

China, late Qing dynasty (1644-1912) to Republic period (1912-
1949). each carved from wood and the underside with incised 
seal characters and remnants of red seal paste. 

condition: old chips to edges and surface wear. 
Provenance: Estate of Dr. Ernst Eichler (1932-2018), Vienna, 
Austria. 

Weight: total 104 g. 
Dimensions: height 4 – 4.8 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

746  | ThRee ROcK cRysTAl seAls,  
lATe QINg

China, late Qing dynasty (1644-1912). One of cylindrical shape, 
another of rectangular shape rounded at the top and the last 
depicting a mountain with incised clouds and trees. the rock 
crystal smoothly polished. the underside of all three with incised 
seal characters and remnants of red seal paste. 

condition: each with a tiny fritting to the edges. 
Provenance: Estate of Dr. Ernst Eichler (1932-2018), Vienna, 
Austria. 

Weight: total 84 g. 
Dimensions: height 3.2 – 5.7 cm.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

745  | A cARVed IVORy ‘dRAgON’ seAl, lATe QINg

China, late Qing dynasty (1644-1912). The cylindrical ivory seal 
carved in partial openwork on top with a dragon, the side with 
finely incised calligraphy and the underside with incised seal 
characters and remnants of red seal paste. 

condition: very good undamaged condition. 
Provenance: Estate of Dr. Ernst Eichler (1932-2018), Vienna, 
Austria. 

Weight: 20 g 
Dimensions: height 7.1 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

747  | ThRee ROcK cRysTAl  
‘buddhIsT lION’ seAls, lATe QINg

China, late Qing dynasty (1644-1912). Each carved with a 
Buddhist lion on top. The rock crystal smoothly polished. The 
underside of all three with incised seal characters and remnants 
of red seal paste. 

condition: each with a tiny fritting to the edges and one with a 
crack. 
Provenance: Estate of Dr. Ernst Eichler (1932-2018), Vienna, 
Austria. 

Weight: total 96 g 
Dimensions: height 3.7 – 6.1 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200
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748  | FOuR cARVed hORN seAls,  
lATe QINg 

China, late Qing dynasty (1644-1912). Each Carved from horn and 
the underside with incised seal characters and remnants of red 
seal paste. 

condition: All in good condition with associated surface wear 
including surface scratches and tiny chips to edges. 
Provenance: Estate of Dr. Ernst Eichler (1932-2018), Vienna, 
Austria. 

Weight: total 86 g 
Dimensions: height 4.1 – 5.5 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

750  | FOuR cARVed sOAPsTONe seAls,  
lATe QINg

China, late Qing dynasty (1644-1912). Four soapstone seals with 
incised calligraphy and characters on the sides. the underside 
with incised seal characters and remnants of red seal paste. 

condition: Generally, all in good condition. Minor surface wear 
and wear to edges. 
Provenance: Estate of Dr. Ernst Eichler (1932-2018), Vienna, 
Austria. 

Weight: total 220 g 
Dimensions: height 4 – 7.5 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

749  | ThRee sOAPsTONe ANd TWO JAde seAls, 
lATe QINg TO RePublIc

China, late Qing dynasty (1644-1912) to Republic period (1912-
1949). three seals made of soapstone and two made of green 
jade, the larger carved with a cicada and the miniature jade 
seal carved with a tortoise on top. the underside of all five with 
incised seal characters, four of them with remnants of red seal 
paste. 

condition: Generally, all in good condition. the larger jade 
seal with old smoothed down chips to the edges and the green 
soapstone seal with surface scratches and old smoothed down 
chips to the edges. 
Provenance: Estate of Dr. Ernst Eichler (1932-2018), Vienna, 
Austria. 

Weight: total 210 g 
Dimensions: height 1.3 – 5 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

751  | FOuR cARVed sOAPsTONe seAls,  
lATe QINg

China, late Qing dynasty (1644-1912). Four soapstone seals. The 
underside with incised seal characters and remnants of red seal 
paste. 

condition: Generally, all in good condition. Minor surface wear 
and wear to edges. 
Provenance: Estate of Dr. Ernst Eichler (1932-2018), Vienna, 
Austria. 

Weight: total 122 g 
Dimensions: height 3.9 – 5.4 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

752  | FIVe cARVed sOAPsTONe seAls,  
lATe QINg

China, late Qing dynasty (1644-1912). Five soapstone seals with 
various decorations such as mythical beings and landscape 
scenes. one with finely incised calligraphy and one in the shape 
of a peach. the underside with incised seal characters and 
remnants of red seal paste. 

condition: Generally, all in good condition. Minor surface wear 
and wear to edges. 
Provenance: Estate of Dr. Ernst Eichler (1932-2018), Vienna, 
Austria. 

Weight: total 116 g, 
Dimensions: height 2.7 – 8.3 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

753  | sIX cARVed sOAPsTONe seAls,  
lATe QINg TO RePublIc

China, late Qing dynasty (1644-1912) to Republic period (1912-
1949). Five carved with mythical animals and one carved with 
a sage on top. the underside with incised seal characters and 
remnants of red seal paste. 

condition: old chips to edges and surface wear. 
Provenance: Estate of Dr. Ernst Eichler (1932-2018), Vienna, 
Austria. 

Weight: total 394 g 
Dimensions: height 3.5 – 7.1 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

754  | A chRysOPRAse ‘bOys ANd lOTus’  
bAsIN, QINg

china, 1644-1912. the translucent stone of an appealing 
color ranging from apple to emerald green with ochre-russet 
inclusions. two boys are attempting to climb up the basin, the 
rim is decorated with incised lines, also with an open and a 
closed lotus flower. Matching wood base. (2) 

condition: Good condition, some of the natural fissures and 
inclusions may have developed into minor chips or cracks, also 
with minor chipping and wear. the matching base with some 
wear and traces of use. 
Provenance: From the collection of Georg Weifert (1850-1937). 
thence by descent in the same family. Weifert was a serbo- 
Austrian industrialist and the first governor of the Federal Bank of 
the Kingdom of serbia, croatia and slovenia. 

Weight: 6,346 g excl. base. 
Dimensions: Height 12.5 cm excl. base. Base size 5.5 x 23.1 x 
16.4 cm.

estimate euR 1,400
starting price eur 700

755  | A sMAll MOss AgATe bOWl, QINg

china, 1644-1912. the partly translucent stone is facetted and 
has a smooth finish, the bowl with a flat conical foot. 

condition: several cracks with old repairs. 
Provenance: From the collection of Georg Weifert (1850-1937). 
thence by descent in the same family. Weifert was a serbo- 
Austrian industrialist and the first governor of the Federal Bank of 
the Kingdom of serbia, croatia and slovenia. 

Weight: 135,6 g. 
Dimensions: height 3.5 cm. Diameter 10 cm.

estimate euR 500
starting price eur 250
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756  | A ‘dReAMsTONe MARble’  
TAble scReeN

China, late Qing dynasty (1644-1912). Carved from reddish 
rosewood and inset with a rectangular dreamstone marble 
plaque, with inscription and red seal on one side.

condition: very good condition with hardly any surface wear.
Provenance: us private collection.

Weight: 1080 g.
Dimensions: height 25 cm.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

758  | AN ORNAMeNTAl hARdsTONe  
FlOWeRPOT, RePublIc

China, Republic period (1912-1949), 1920s/1930s. The 
planter made from serpentine and inset with an elastic 
tree with numerous branches decorated with agate and 
carnelian.

condition: Good condition with some associated surface wear and 
small chips to edges.
Provenance: French private collection.

Weight: 342 g.
Dimensions: height 18 cm.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

757  | A hehe eRXIAN gROuP,  
ROcK cRysTAl, QINg dyNAsTy

china, 19th century. Finely carved as the pair of twins, both 
standing, one holding a round wicker box, the other with a bat 
and patting his companion on the back, both figures depicted 
with smiling faces, their bald heads surrounded by a mane of 
long hair.

condition: Good condition. Minor natural flaws to the stone.
Provenance: From the collection of Georg Weifert (1850-1937). 
thence by descent in the same family. Weifert was a serbo-
Austrian industrialist and the first governor of the Federal Bank of 
the Kingdom of serbia, croatia and slovenia.

Weight: 1.547 g (the statue) and 71.4 g (the base)
Dimensions: Height 18.5 cm (the figure) and 22.5 cm (including 
the base)

estimate euR 500
starting price eur 250

759  | A ROse QuARTZ ‘PeAch’ bRush WAsheR 
WITh gIlT-bRONZe MOuNTINg ANd 
AMeThysT ‘buddhIsT lION’ FINIAl,  
lATe QINg TO RePublIc

china, late 19th century to early 20th century. the brush washer 
of peach form and carved with a bat and a foliate branch to 
the sides, the gilt-bronze mounting of european origin, with an 
amethyst finial carved as two Buddhist lions.

condition: very good condition with minor wear, the rose quartz 
with natural fissures, some of which may have developed into 
small cracks over time, few miniscule chips to the stone as well.
Provenance: italian private collection.

Weight: 805.3 g
Dimensions: height 11.8 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

761  | AN AgATe PeAch ANd bAT WAsheR,  
QINg

china, mid 18th to 19th century. the washer is carved in 
openwork in the form of a peach growing from a leafy branch 
with one smaller fruit, a flying bat on the side, the banded agate is 
of an attractive red (nanhong) tone with several moss inclusions.

condition: superb condition with hardly any wear and a fine 
patina.
Provenance: A private collection of scholarly works of art.

Weight: 99.2 g.
Dimensions: Length 5 cm.

Auction result comparison: compare with a washer also showing 
the ‘Peach and Bat’ subject sold at Christies London, June 7th, 
2017, in Five Private collections, lot 106.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

762  | A PAIR OF cARVed hARdsTONe cAbbAges

china, 20th century. the vegetables finely and naturalistically 
carved with textured curly leaves. With a fitted box.

condition: very good condition with few hardly noticeable chips 
to the tips.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Weight: 350 – 430 g
Dimensions: Length c. 15 cm each

estimate euR 2,000
starting price eur 1,000

760  | A hARdsTONe WATeR dROPPeR, QINg

china, 19th century. Finely carved in form of a bamboo shoot 
with its curved tendril, associated gnarly stems and leaves in 
openwork serving as handle, matching lid, fine and short bamboo 
shaped spout. the mineral of an even greyish-white tone.

condition: excellent condition with minor wear. one side of the 
base possibly smoothened. the lid with a minor nibbling to edge.
Provenance: english private collection.

Weight: 128.8 g.
Dimensions: Length 8.5 cm.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100
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763  | A cARVed sOAPsTONe ‘yIXINg IMITATION’ 
TAble scReeN, lATe QINg TO RePublIc

China, late Qing dynasty (1644-1912) to Republic period (1912-
1949). carved from green soapstone and painted to imitate 
yixing ceramic. Finely carved with a man on horseback with 
attendants riding past a pavilion with onlookers inside. the 
reverse with calligraphy and the mounting of the screen with 
floral decoration and phoenixes in archaic style.

condition: Good condition with associated surface wear and 
some surface scratches.
Provenance: Private collection.

Weight: 2658 g.
Dimensions: height 27.6 cm.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

764  | A lARge sOAPsTONe cARVINg dePIcTINg 
shOulAO WITh dRAgON, lATe QINg

China, late Qing dynasty (1644-1912). The god of longevity with 
a characteristically large forehead is shown here seated and 
feeding a dragon.

condition: some wear including surface scratches, minor losses 
and chips.
Provenance: croatian private collection.

Weight: 1670 g.
Dimensions: height 19.5 cm.

estimate euR 100
starting price eur 50

766  | A sOAPsTONe seAl, lATe QINg

China, late Qing dynasty (1644-1912). The soapstone seal 
showing fine carving depicting gnarly trees and an immortal. the 
underside with incised seal characters and remnants of red seal 
paste.

condition: Good condition with associated surface wear and 
surface scratches.
Provenance: French private collection.

Weight: 164 g.
Dimensions: height 6.8 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

765  | ThRee sOAPsTONe  
‘buddhIsT lION’ seAls, QINg

china, 1644-1912. two square seals, each surmounted by a 
recumbent lion with a cub on its back, and one rectangular seal 
surmounted by a lion with its head turned. (3)

condition: excellent condition with minor wear.
Provenance: French private collection.

Weight: 179.8 g
Dimensions: Height 7 cm (each)

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

767  | A sOAPsTONe FIguRe OF shOulAO  
WITh ORIgINAl bAse, QINg

china, end of 19th century. the opaque stone of a milky grey to 
black color, carved with shoulao seated on a rock, holding a stack 
of plates in his right hand. original matching base from the same 
stone, the base and underside of the figure with two drilling holes 
and incised inscription. (2)

condition: Good condition, some of the natural fissures and 
inclusions may have developed into minor chips or cracks, also 
some losses.
Provenance: croatian private collection.

Weight: 280.3 g in total.
Dimensions: height 13.8 cm incl. base.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

768  | A sOAPsTONe cARVINg OF budAI,  
18Th ceNTuRy

China. The Laughing Buddha seated in royal ease on his sack and 
wearing a long flowing robe with finely incised shou characters 
above a leiwen ground, his eyebrows also incised, the robe 
opening at the chest to reveal his outsized belly.

condition: Good condition with old wear, traces of use and tiny 
nibbling. scattered remainders of back and red cold painting.
Provenance: From a Scottish private collection. Bonham’s 
London, Asian Art, 9 Mai 2016, lot 167, bought in at an estimate 
of GBP £5,000-£8,000.

Weight: 392.1 g
Dimensions: height 8 cm

The face of the future Buddha has a joyful expression, flanked 
with elongated earlobes, crowned with a bald pate, the features 
nicely picked out with pigment.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

769  | A sOAPsTONe FIguRe OF A luOhAN, QINg

china, 1644-1912. the immortal intricately carved with a gentle 
smile, an urna above the eyes, and the hair in tight curls, wearing 
long flowing robes and holding a ruyi scepter in one hand, 
leaning against a layered rock with a censer on top, the smoke 
emerging behind him.

condition: Good condition with minor wear, natural fissures of 
the stone may have developed into small cracks, tiny losses.
Provenance: From an old French private collection.

Weight: 301.9 g
Dimensions: Height 7.3 cm (the figure) and 9.2 cm (incl. base)

With an associated mahogany wood base. (2)

Auction result comparison: compare with a similar soapstone 
luohan attributed to Zhou Bin and dated to the 17th century 
(Qing) sold by Sotheby’s Hong Kong in Water, Pine and Stone 
retreat collection – Playthings on 2 June 2016, lot 73, for hKD 
$812,500.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

770  | A TIgeR’s eye MINIATuRe cARVINg  
OF budAI, QINg OR RePublIc

china, late Qing Dynasty or early republic period. tiger’ eye, 
smooth surface polish. Perfect as a little hand charmer, this 
miniature sculpture depicts the laughing Buddha, Budai. The 
lucky god is shown with his prayer beads in one and a peach 
branch in the other hand. his fat belly invites for a rub.

condition: Good condition with few tiny nicks.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Dimensions: height 5.2 cm. Length 2.8 cm. Width 2.2 cm.

estimate euR 100
starting price eur 50
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771  | A celAdON JAde ‘chIlONg’ belT bucKle 
ANd A sOAPsTONe ‘buddhIsT lIONs’ seAl, 
lATe QINg TO RePublIc

china, late 19th to early 20th century. the jade of a pale 
celadon tone with natural cloudy white inclusions, carved as two 
confronting chilong. the seal of oval form surmounted by two 
Buddhist lions engaged in a scuffle, a ball and ribbons to their 
side. (2)

condition: very good condition with minor wear, miniscule 
nicks and light scratches to the jade, the soapstone with natural 
fissures, some of which may have developed into hairline cracks 
over time.
Provenance: estate of Joachim hinz, a collector from hamburg, 
Germany.

Weight: 168 g (total)
Dimensions: Height 6.8 cm (the seal), Length 5.2 cm (the belt 
buckle)

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

772  | A deeP celAdON ANd RusseT  
JAde ‘RAbbIT’ Pebble, MINg

china, 1368-1644. originally carved in the Ming dynasty as a 
pebble in the form of a reclining rabbit. Finely hollowed out at 
the mouth during the Qing dynasty to produce a snuff bottle. 
the stone with a smooth, unctuous polish and of a deep celadon 
tone with patches of crystalline white and russet.

condition: excellent condition with minor wear.
Provenance: From a private collection, London, united Kingdom, 
acquired prior to 1995.

Weight: 95.7 g
Dimensions: Length 66 mm. Diameter mouth 6 mm.

Auction result comparison: compare with a related toggle from 
the Ming dynasty sold by sotheby’s hong Kong in An Asian 
collection of Jade carvings on 30 november 2017, lot 91, for hKD 
32,500.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

773  | A JAde ‘cAT’ PeNdANT, MINg

china, 1368-1644. the cat depicted recumbent with its head 
raised and tilted to the side, the stone of deep celadon color 
mottled with grey, russet and brown streaks.

condition: Fine condition with old wear, traces of use and 
natural flaws to stone.
Provenance: From a private collection. collector inventory 
number “LsA 42” painted in black ink to bottom.

Weight: 48 g.
Dimensions: Length 6 cm.

Auction result comparison: compare with a related Ming dynasty 
jade cat at sotheby’s London on november 9th, 2018, in Asian 
Art, lot 312.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

774  | A JAde cARVINg OF A bIXIe

China, Ming dynasty (15th-16th century). The mythical beast 
carved from a light olive-green jade with amber hue inclusions 
and with incised detail work and a reticulated mouth. With an 
associated wood stand, dating c. 1920.

condition: very good condition with minor wear.
Provenance: italian private collection.

Weight: 50 g
Dimensions: Length 5 cm (without the base)

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

775  | A celAdON ANd RusseT ‘chIlONg  
ANd PheONIX’ JAde dIsc, lATe QINg

China, late Qing dynasty (1644-1912). Carved from celadon 
jade with russet inclusions in and depicting a sinuous chilong 
confronting a phoenix with a trifurcated tail on top of a disc, the 
underside incised with scrolls.

condition: excellent condition with associated surface wear.
Provenance: British private collection.

Weight: 84 g.
Dimensions: Length 6.1 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

776  | A WhITe ANd RusseT JAde  
‘dRAgON’ belT hOOK, QINg

china, 19th century. the top is carved in openwork with flowers and 
scroll motifs, while the hook is carved in the form of a dragon head. 
the nephrite jade is of a white color with ochre-russet shadings 
around the hook.

condition: excellent condition with minor wear and very little 
chipping.
Provenance: French private collection.

Weight: 47.6 g.
Dimensions: Length 9.8 cm.

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

777  | A deeP celAdON ANd RusseT  
JAde ‘dRAgON’ belT hOOK, QINg

china, 19th century. the pierced top is carved with flowers and 
scroll motifs, while the hook is carved in the form of a dragon head. 
the nephrite jade is of a deep celadon color with ochre-russet 
shadings around the hook and the lower portion of the top.

condition: excellent condition with minor wear and very little 
chipping.
Provenance: French private collection.

Weight: 24.9 g.
Dimensions: Length 8.2 cm.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

778  | TWO sPINAch gReeN JAde  
‘dRAgON’ belT hOOKs, lATe QINg

China, late Qing dynasty (1644-1912). The top is carved in openwork 
with a chilong and the hook is in the form of a dragon head.

condition: Good condition with associated surface wear.
Provenance: us private collection.

Weight: total 198 g.
Dimensions: Length each 12.5 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300
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784  | sMAll JAde dRAgON cARVINg

china, shaanxi Province, Xian. in the style of late eastern Zhou, 
early Western han. A sinuous jade dragon undulating in a narrow 
‘s’-shape and with an acuminated tip. Decorated with a sequence 
of animals: a smaller, reversed dragon on top and a reversed 
parrot and a cat underneath. Beautiful pale green colour.

condition: Good condition.
Provenance: Private collection of a German artist and collector 
living in southeast Asia.

Weight: 26 grams
Dimensions: Length 13.5 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

783  | AN ARchAIsTIc WhITe JAde  
MyThIcAl beAsT heAd, QINg

china, 1644-1912. the translucent stone of a white color with 
shades of russet, carved in the form of the head of a mythical 
beast and incised with archaistic scroll patterns.

condition: Minor material deterioration and wear, some traces 
of use.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Weight: 42.0 g.
Dimensions: Length 5.0 cm.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

779  | A PAIR OF sPINAch-gReeN JAde FIguRes  
OF QIlIN, lATe QINg TO RePublIc

china, late 19th century to early 20th century. the beasts each 
with two wings and a single horn, trifurcated tails, and three-
clawed feet, striking a dynamic pose with a fierce expression, 
their mouths wide open showing fangs. each with the original 
pierced wood base. (4)

condition: excellent condition with minor wear and firing 
irregularities.
Provenance: French private collection, purchased from Woolley 
& Wallis on 19 May 2011, lot 647.

Weight: 1,940 g
Dimensions: Height 17.7 cm (each, incl. base) and 15 cm (each, 
excl. base)

estimate euR 3,000
starting price eur 1,500

786  | A lARge celAdON JAde cARVINg  
OF ThRee INTeRTWINed dRAgONs,  
lATe QINg TO RePublIc

China, late Qing dynasty (1644-1912) to Republic period (1912-
1949). carved from celadon jade with few inclusions in archaic 
style, depicting three intertwined sinuous dragons, two of them 
with distinctly feline features.

condition: excellent condition.
Provenance: British private collection.

Weight: 166 g.
Dimensions: Length 9.3 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

782  | A WhITe JAde ‘dRAgON’ PeNdANT,  
lATe QINg TO RePublIc

China, late Qing dynasty (1644-1912) to Republic period (1912-
1949). carved from white jade with few inclusions in archaic style, 
depicting a dragon amongst billowing clouds.

condition: Good condition with associated surface wear.
Provenance: British private collection.

Weight: 44 g.
Dimensions: Length 8.1 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

785  | A WhITe JAde bI dIsc WITh chIlONg,  
lATe QINg TO RePublIc

China, late Qing dynasty (1644-1912) to Republic period (1912-
1949). the bi disc decorated with a chilong and lingzhi on top, the 
underside incised with scrolls.

condition: excellent condition.
Provenance: British private collection.

Weight: 50 g.
Dimensions: Diameter 5 cm.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

780  | A celAdON ANd RusseT  
‘dRAgON’ JAde PeNdANT, lATe QINg

China, late Qing dynasty (1644-1912) to Republic period (1912-
1949). carved in openwork from celadon jade with russet 
inclusions depicting a sinuous dragon amongst billowing clouds.

condition: excellent condition with associated surface wear.
Provenance: British private collection.

Weight: 28 g.
Dimensions: height 4.4 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

781  | A celAdON JAde ‘dRAgON’ PlAQue,  
lATe QINg TO RePublIc

China, late Qing dynasty (1644-1912) to Republic period (1912-
1949). carved from celadon jade and depicting a dragon amongst 
billowing clouds.

condition: Good condition with associated surface wear.
Provenance: British private collection.

Weight: 66 g.
Dimensions: Length 10.8 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100
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788  | A celAdON ANd RusseT JAde ‘TAPIR’ 
Vessel, lATe QINg TO RePublIc

China, late Qing dynasty (1644-1912) to Republic period (1912-
1949). carved from celadon jade with heavy russet tones and 
mottled black inclusions. Depicting a tapir standing on four feet 
and with a cylindrical aperture on the back functioning as a 
vessel.

condition: Minor chips to edges such as to one ear and nose.
Provenance: Collection Jacques Bigay. With a certificate of 
authenticity by Adjug’Art.

Weight: 1036 g.
Dimensions: Length 16 cm

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

787  | A PAIR OF cAPARIsONed JAde elePhANTs

China, 1920 - 1930. Both embellished animals standing with 
a carved lingzhi spring in the trunk, supporting on their backs 
elaborate gilt-metal lotus thrones, each with a separate Jade 
buddha figure on top. the throne, trappings, and saddle cloth 
beautifully decorated with metal fittings, enamels and hardstone 
inlays. With a gold wired fitted wood base dating to the same 
period.

condition: overall good condition with minor chips and natural 
age cracks, some gilt-metal elements missing.
Provenance: italian private collection.

Weight: c. 570 g. each (without the base)
Dimensions: height 14.5 cm

estimate euR 1,600
starting price eur 800

790  | A cAT ANd yOuNg JAde gROuP

China, Republic period (1930-1949). The stone of light celadon 
color carved with a cat and young, eating from a lingzhi spray.

condition: very good condition with hardly any wear.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Weight: 60 g
Dimensions: Length 5.2 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

793  | A JAde ‘lOTus’ bRush WAsheR

China, Qing dynasty (1644 – 1912). The translucent stone of a fine 
celadon color carved as a single lotus leaf resting on its stem, it is 
sided by further stems that bear lotus buds and grasses. on top 
of one bud lies a small crab.

condition: excellent condition with hardly any wear.
Provenance: italian private collection.

Weight: 142 g
Dimensions: Length 10 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

794  | A lARge FIguRAl JAde bRushResT

China, late Qing to Republic period (1900-1950). The 
semitranslucent stone of an elegant celadon tone with areas of 
brown and russet streaks it is carved with a scholar intricately 
arranged below pine trees by the banks of a river. very fine 
reticulated, carved areas, incised lines, and polishing.

condition: excellent condition with few natural flaws in the 
mineral.
Provenance: German private collection.

Weight: 594 g
Dimensions: Length 20 cm

estimate euR 1,600
starting price eur 800

789  | TWO RAMs JAde gROuP

China, Republic period (1930-1949). The near white colored 
stone carved with a ram and young grasping lingzhi fungi in their 
mouths.

condition: very good condition with minor wear.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Weight: 90 g
Dimensions: Length 5.7 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

791  | A celAdON JAde bRush POT, bITONg, QINg

china, 1644-1912. of cylindrical form, finely carved in openwork 
with pines and other trees, craggy rockwork, two figures by 
a river, one on a boat, and houses in the background. the 
underside is carved with a four-character reign mark framed by 
a key-fret band on an incised wave ground encircled by another 
key-fret band. the translucent stone is of a celadon tone with 
natural cloudy white inclusions.

condition: excellent condition with minor wear.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Weight: 728 g
Dimensions: height 11.5 cm

estimate euR 4,000
starting price eur 2,000

792  | A celAdON JAde cylINdeR, QINg

china, 1644-1912. the translucent stone of celadon tone with 
white and russet inclusions, carved as a cylinder with both ends 
open.

condition: Good condition with minor wear, few small chips and 
nicks around the edges, the stone with natural fissures.
Provenance: German private collection.

Weight: 223.9 g
Dimensions: height 8.5 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150
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795  | A buddhA’s hANd JAde cARVINg, QINg

china, 18th century. Finely carved in openwork to depict a finger 
citrus with the long tendrils of the fruit supported on a leafy 
stalk base. the stone of celadon color with whitish and russet 
inclusions.

condition: excellent condition.
Provenance: the Durwin tang collection of chinese Jades. old 
labels to backside

Weight: 97.1 g.
Dimensions: height 9.6 cm.

note that this may both serve as a pendant and a small vase, 
because it has been quite well hollowed out inside for this 
purpose, but a wooden stand would have to be added as the 
vase does not stand on its own.

Auction result comparison: Compare with another Buddha’s 
hand finger citrus carving, which may also serve as a vase and a 
pendant, but with its matching wooden stand, sold at sotheby’s 
new york, on september 16th, 2014, in Fine chinese ceramics 
and Works of Art, lot 272.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

797  | ThRee hARdsTONe PeNdANTs

China, late Qing dynasty (1644-1912) to Republic period (1912-
1949). one jade pendant depicting a sinuous dragon, one jadeite 
pendant depicting a phoenix and one green jasper pendant of a 
cicada.

condition: Good condition. the dragon jade pendant with a 
small chip to the bottom.
Provenance: italian private collection.

Weight: 50 g.
Dimensions: Length 2.9 – 5.5 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

799  | A JAde ANd TuRQuOIse  
cOuRT NecKlAce,  
chAOZhu, lATe QINg

china, 19th to early 20th century. the necklace includes 
one hundred and eight deep purple beads, separated 
by three larger fotou jadeite beads. A jadeite fotouta 
and a jadeite beiyun suspending an agate drop hang 
from the center. there are three strings of jinian 
comprised of turquoise beads and suspending carnelian 
drops.

condition: excellent condition with minor wear.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Weight: 385.5 g
Dimensions: Length 144 cm

the deep purple stone is most likely a quartz variety of 
pink chalcedony or chrysoprase. the jadeite stones are 
of a mottled emerald and apple green tone.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

796  | A JAdeITe cARVINg OF guANyIN

China, late Qing to Republic period (1900-1950). The figure 
depicted standing on a lotus with pierced buds, with a halo, long 
robes and holding a flower. the whitish polished stone with 
green inclusions.

condition: Good condition with minor wear, possibly at the top 
used to be a flower blossom.
Provenance: German private collection.

Weight: 206 g
Dimensions: height 17.2 cm

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

801  | A JAdeITe bANgle, lATe QINg TO RePublIc

China, late Qing dynasty (1644-1912) to Republic period (1912-
1949).

condition: excellent condition.
Provenance: French private collection purchased from a local 
French auction house in 2002.

Weight: 88 g.
Dimensions: Diameter 8.3 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

800  | A celAdON JAde ‘shOu’ PeNdANT, QINg

china, 1644-1912. the translucent stone of celadon tone, carved 
and pierced as a lock with a shou character in the center.

condition: Good condition with minor wear, small chips and 
nicks around the edges
Provenance: German private collection.

Weight: 35.8 g
Dimensions: size 6 x 6.2 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

798  | A sMAll JAde chIlONg bOX, QINg

china, late 19th - early 20th century. the stone of opaque, 
creamywhite color with a few russet spots. carved in high relief 
with a coiled chilong.

condition: two chips to foot have been polished. otherwise 
good condition with minor wear.
Provenance: British private collection.

Weight: 121.5 g.
Dimensions: Length 5.5 cm.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100
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804  | A glAss IMITATION WhITe ANd  
RusseT JAde sNuFF bOTTle, QINg

china, 19th century. the snuff bottle of a circular shape with a 
flat foot, the glass crafted in imitation of white jade with russet 
shadings on one side.

condition: extensive wear as well as several chips to the neck 
and top.
Provenance: American private collection.

Weight: 62.8 g.
Dimensions: height incl. stopper 72 mm. Diameter neck 18 mm 
and mouth 6 mm.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

803  | A celAdON ANd RusseT JAde ‘lION MAsK’ 
sNuFF bOTTle, MId-QINg

china, 1750-1850. Well-hollowed, of rounded rectangular form 
with an oval foot rim and short cylindrical neck, the shoulders 
carved in relief with imposing lion masks and mock ring handles, 
the translucent stone with a smooth, unctuous polish and of a 
fine, pure celadon tone with distinct russet clouds.

condition: excellent condition with little wear, few small nibbles 
to the mouth and foot rim. 
Provenance: British private collection.

stopper: coral

Weight: 80.9 g
Dimensions: height including stopper 71 mm. Diameter neck 20 
mm and mouth 6 mm.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

802  | A WhITe JAde ‘MelON’ sNuFF bOTTle,  
MId-QINg

china, 1780-1860. skillfully and naturalistically carved in the form 
of two melons with vines around the fruits, the translucent stone 
with a smooth, unctuous polish and of an even white tone.

condition: excellent condition with little wear, small abrasions 
around the mouth, very few minor and natural inclusions in the 
stone.
Provenance: From a private collection, London, united Kingdom, 
acquired prior to 1995.

stopper: coral

Weight: 38.6 g
Dimensions: height including stopper 65 mm. Diameter mouth 
7 mm.

Auction result comparison: compare with a related bottle at 
sotheby’s new york in important chinese Art, 13 september 
2017, lot 39, sold for usD $15,000.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

805  | A gOldsTONe sNuFF bOTTle

China, Qing dynasty (1644-1912). A tall snuff bottle with an 
intense sparkle.
Aventurine quartz was imitated in Murano (Venice) from the 17th 
century and in Beijing after the French Jesuit d’Incarville from the 
mid-18th century. the snuff bottle has a flat base and a short 
neck. the stopper is cherry red with a bone spoon.

condition: very good condition
Provenance: Austrian private collection

Dimensions: heiGht 8.7 cM

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

808  | ThRee hARdsTONe sNuFF bOTTles

china, 20th century. the smallest bottle made of chalcedony with 
darker natural inclusions, the shoulders carved in relief with lion 
masks and mock ring handles, the stopper made of glass, with an 
old collection number. the second a jasper bottle, the shoulders 
carved in relief with lion masks and mock ring handles, with a glass 
stopper. the last bottle carved from malachite, with depiction in 
high relief showing a child climbing up one side, matching stopper.

condition: overall good condition, the second with two 
microscopic chips, the third with few hairlines, chips, and restored 
stopper.
Provenance: english private collection, acquired between 1975 
and 1983, with old inventory cards.

Weights: 36 - 74 - 112 g
Dimensions: heights incl. stopper 5 - 6.7 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

807  | A lIMesTONe sNuFF bOTTle, 20Th ceNTuRy

china, ca. 1880-1950. the bottle of a flattened globular shape 
with a short broad cylindrical neck and an oval recessed foot, 
engraved with lion masks to the shoulders, and with a matching 
stopper.

condition: Good condition with minor wear and chipping, the 
spoon is lost.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Weight: 182.0 g.
Dimensions: height incl. stopper 74 mm. Diameter neck 25 mm 
and mouth 9 mm.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

806  | A cARNelIAN sNuFF bOTTle,  
20Th ceNTuRy

china. the translucent stone of a milky white color with 
amberrusset shadings, carved in the shape of a fruit with incised 
leaves and vines.

condition: excellent condition with minor wear and a fine patina, 
the stopper is missing.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Weight: 71.0 g.
Dimensions: height 54 mm. Diameter neck 13 mm and 
mouth 8 mm.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100
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809  | A bANded AgATe sNuFF bOTTle, MOdeRN

the stone is nicely banded in crystalline streaks varying from dark 
brown to ochre and almost white. Although this is not a very old 
bottle, the material is so beautiful, that we still felt it worthwhile to 
include in this sale. Agate stopper on black platelet, spoon.

condition: Good condition with minor nibbling to neck and 
few natural flaws to mineral. Well hollowed. oval foot rim with 
recessed base. Flattened shape.
Provenance: A British private collection.

Weight: 42.6 g.
Dimensions: height including stopper 65 mm. Diameter neck 15 
mm and mouth 7 mm.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

811  | AN AgATe lAdIes  
sNuFF bOTTle

china, 19th century. the small elongated ovoid bottle 
of beautiful translucent caramel color with a dark patch 
reminiscent of an abstract ink drawing, flatten base and bone 
stopper and spoon.

condition: very good condition with only minor nibbling to 
mouth.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Weight: 24 g
Dimensions: height 5.5 cm incl. stopper

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

812  | A cARNelIAN AgATe sNuFF  
bOTTle WITh sQuIRRels

China, Qing dynasty (1644 – 1912). The semi-translucent white 
agate with bright-orange russet inclusions cleverly used to carve 
squirrels, butterflies, a pine tree, a cat, and a scholar. original 
matching stopper with a carved miniature squirrel.

condition: excellent condition with few natural flaws to the 
mineral. the spoon missing.
Provenance: Luxembourg collection, acquired at a local 
antiques market.

Weight: 136 g.
Dimensions: height 6 cm incl. stopper

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

813  | A cARVed AgATe sNuFF bOTTle

China, Republic period (1930-1949). A translucent agate bottle, 
the darker colors in the material have been cleverly used to carve 
a rider on horseback. With a lapis lazuli stopper and turquoise 
platelet.

condition: very good condition with hardly any wear.
Provenance: French collection, acquired in the French auction 
market in 2005.

Weight: 68 g
Dimensions: height 7 cm incl. stopper

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

814  | A bANded AgATe sNuFF bOTTle,  
lATe QINg TO RePublIc

china, 1850-1930. the bottle of a rounded square shape with a 
flat raised oval foot and a short cylindrical neck.

condition: Minor wear and some chipping around the mouth, 
stopper is missing.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Weight: 333.6 g.
Dimensions: height 50 mm. Diameter neck 16 mm and 
mouth 7 mm.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

810  | A bANded AgATe ‘FlOATeR’  
sNuFF bOTTle, MId-QINg

china, 1750-1850. the bottle of a flattened, rounded form with a 
broad cylindrical neck, a convex top, and a raised oval foot ring, 
carved from a stone of honey-brown tone with white and black 
speckles as well as amber to dark brown streaks. Agate stopper.

condition: one small chip to the lip, tiny nibbling, otherwise 
excellent condition.
Provenance: croatian private collection.

Weight: 52.4 g.
Dimensions: height incl. stopper 67 mm. Diameter neck 22 mm 
and mouth 8 mm.

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

815  | A PAIR OF MOss 
AgATe sNuFF 
bOTTles

China, c. 1750-1850. Both of 
opaque dark green color with 
translucent amber streaks and 
smooth surface polish. the 
stoppers of glass in imitation of 
chalcedony and agate. one with 
the shoulders carved in relief with 
lion masks and mock ring handles.

condition: overall good condition 
with minor wear, one bottle with 
fritting to base rim and a crack.
Provenance: Well-known 
American collection. 
Acquired at i. M. chait 
Gallery – see labels.

Weights: 80 -76 g
Dimensions:  
heights 7.3 – 7.6 cm 
incl. stopper

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500
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817  | A Ruby-Red OVeRlAy glAss  
‘dRAgON’ sNuFF bOTTle

china, c. 1900. the ruby-red thick glass layer carved with a pair of 
dragons chasing the flaming pearl, on an opaque white ground 
and with a jasper stopper.

condition: Good condition with minor wear and a chip to the 
base rim.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Weight: 52 g
Dimensions: height 6.6 cm incl. stopper

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

818  | A MIXed lOT OF FOuR  
glAss sNuFF bOTTles

china, 20th century. the first a blue overlay bottle carved with stylized dragons and mock 
ring handles. the second a ruby-red overlay bottle showing chinese symbols and mock ring 
handles, with a moulded stopper. the third a large inside painted bottle with blue overlay and 
moulded stopper. the fourth a Peking glass bottle, all over with thin amber overlay and green 
glass stopper.

condition: overall good condition, few chips and scratches. the first without stopper.
Provenance: english private collection, acquired between 1975 and 1981, with old inventory 
cards and collector numbers.

Weights: 54 – 34 - 78 - 88 g
Dimensions: heights incl. stopper 6.4 - 9.2 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

819  | A cAFÉ-Au-lAIT  
glAss sNuFF bOTTle

china, 19th century. the plain 
café-au-lait glass bottle with smooth 
surface polish and flattened base. 
Brass stopper and spoon, with coral 
inset.

condition: very good condition with 
minor wear.
Provenance: French private 
collection.

Weight: 48 g
Dimensions: height 7.7 cm incl. 
stopper

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

820  | A POlychROMe INsIde-PAINTed  
glAss sNuFF bOTTle

china, c. 1920. the grisaille glass is painted in polychrome 
enamels on the inside with a court scene and artist signature. 
tiger eye stopper.

condition: Good condition with minor surface wear and surface 
scratches, missing spoon.
Provenance: Well-known American collection. Acquired at i. M. 
chait Gallery – see label.

Weight: 94 g
Dimensions: height 7.6 cm incl. stopper

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

821  | A ‘FlORAl’ eNAMeled  
glAss sNuFF bOTTle

china, 20th century. the round-cylinder shaped glass bottle 
enamelled with chrysanthemum, peony and other flowers 
throughout. With associated agate stopper and the base with a 
four-character apocryphal Qianlong reign mark.

condition: Good condition with microscopic fritting to mouth 
and slight rubbing to enamels.
Provenance: slovakian private collection.

Weight: 70 g
Dimensions: height 8.3 cm incl. stopper

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

822  | A blAcK OVeRlAy glAss ‘ 
shOu’ sNuFF bOTTle, QINg

china, 1644-1912. the snuff bottle of an ovoid shape with a 
wide opening and a black-rimmed recessed foot, with a black 
overlay of two chinese symbols on both sides, both variations 
of the shou symbol for longevity and happiness, on transparent 
glass.

condition: Good condition with minor wear and surface 
scratches.
Provenance: hungarian private collection.

Weight: 29.6 g.
Dimensions: height incl. stopper 66 mm. Diameter neck 13 mm 
and mouth 8 mm.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

823  | Red OVeRlAy ‘cRIcKeT’  
sNuFF bOTTle, QINg dyNAsTy

ruby-red overly carved with neatly incised details on a 
translucent ‘snowflake’ glass body
china, late 19th – century to republic period

condition: some minor nicks, wear, overall good condition
Provenance: American private collection.

Depiction of a cricket on one side and a mythical bird among 
lotus plants on the other. Mock ring handles to both shoulders. 
raised broad oval foot rim, sprawling neck.

stopper: Green glass
Dimensions: height 7 cm including stopper

estimate euR 100
starting price eur 50

816  | A WhITe-OVeRlAy ORANge  
sNuFF bOTTle

china, c. 1900 – 1920. the opaque orange glass bottle with 
carved and incised white overlay to depict a rider on horseback 
on one side and happy boys with bats on the other. With 
manufacturer mark and brass stopper with jasper inset and bone 
spoon.

condition: With a hairline and some scattered air bubbles, 
otherwise good condition.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Weight: 70 g
Dimensions: height 8 cm incl. stopper

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100
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824  | AN INsIde-PAINTed glAss ‘buddhIsT 
dIscIPles’ sNuFF bOTTle, 20Th ceNTuRy

china, 20th century. Painted on the interior with a mountainous 
landscape with trees and houses on one side and Buddhist 
disciples seated in a landscape on the other.

condition: extensive wear to the exterior, chipping around the 
mouth, stopper missing.
Provenance: From the collection of W. B. Tapp, Bristol.

Weight: 61.5 g.
Dimensions: height 67 mm. Diameter neck 19 mm and mouth 6 
mm.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

825  | AN OPAQue bROWN glAss  
sNuFF bOTTle, QINg dyNAsTy

the faceted bottle made of thick brown glass showing several 
band-shaped inclusions, thus imitating the appearance of a 
banded agate
china, 18th- earlier 19th century

condition: some wear and minor scratches, very tiny nibbling
Provenance: hungarian private collection.

stopper: Amber with silvered metal collar
Dimensions: height 8 cm including stopper

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

827  | A FINe eNAMeled PORcelAIN  
sNuFF bOTTle

china, c. 1920. of compressed globular from with a circular panel 
on each side, one depicting chrysanthemums and the other lilies. 
With a metal stopper with high relief chilong and separate bone 
spoon. the base with an apocryphal four-character Qianlong 
reign mark.

condition: very good condition with minor wear.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Weight: 64 g
Dimensions: height 6 cm incl. stopper

estimate euR 100
starting price eur 50

826  | A glAss sNuFF bOTTle IN  
IMITATION OF chAlcedONy, QINg

china, 18th- 19th century. the bulbous bottle made of thick 
brown glass showing several streaked inclusions, thus imitating 
the appearance of chalcedony. Glass stopper.

condition: some wear and minor scratches, very tiny nibbling.
Provenance: hungarian private collection.

Dimensions: height c. 6 cm including stopper.

estimate euR 100
starting price eur 50

828  | A dOTTed PORcelAIN sNuFF bOTTle

china, late 19th century. of rounded rectangular form, decorated 
in underglaze blue with floral reserves on an interesting 
polychrome dotted ground. Glass stopper and bone spoon.

condition: very good condition with minor fritting to foot rim.
Provenance: Austrian private collection, acquired in 1985 from 
Galerie comes. A copy of the certificate from 1985 is handed to 
the high bidder upon request.

Weight: 34 g
Dimensions: height 7.3 cm incl. stopper

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

830  | AN IRON-Red, blue ANd  
WhITe PORcelAIN sNuFF bOTTle

china, 18th century or later. the porcelain bottle decorated in 
underglaze blue and iron-red with Buddhist symbols and lotus. 
the stopper made of red coloured glass imitating coral, with a 
pearl inset and bone spoon. Base with Yongzheng reign mark, 
possibly of the period.

condition: Good condition with minor firing faults, the stopper 
has been repaired.
Provenance: French collection, acquired in the French auction 
market in 2005.

Weight: 56 g
Dimensions: height 7.8 cm incl. stopper

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

831  | A blue ANd WhITe PORcelAIN 
‘dRAgON’sNuFF bOTTle

china, 18th – 19th century. the flattened globular shaped bottle 
is painted in underglaze blue with a dragon chasing the magic 
pearl amid clouds. Agate stopper and bone spoon. the base with 
a Qianlong reign mark, possibly of the period.

condition: used condition with firing flaws and fritting to mouth 
and base rim.
Provenance: German private collection.

Weight: 82 g
Dimensions: height 8.5 cm incl. stopper

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

829  | TWO PORcelAIN sNuFF bOTTles

china, 20th century. the smaller bottle painted with flowers, with 
pink quartz stopper and ivory spoon. the second painted with a 
sage on a donkey and children, with mock ring handles and bone 
stopper and spoon, rubbed red mark to base.

condition: Good condition with little wear.
Provenance: english private collection, acquired in 1979, old 
collector numbers and one bottle with an old inventory card.

Weights: 32 - 34 g
Dimensions: heights incl. stopper 6.6 - 7.7 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200
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834  | A clOIsONNe  
sNuFF bOTTle

china, c. 1920. the amphora-shaped bottle with 
scrolling vines and floral decoration throughout. the 
base with an apocryphal four-character Qianlong 
reign mark. original matching stopper and spoon.

condition: Good condition with minor expected 
faults.
Provenance: slovakian private collection.

Weight: 38 g
Dimensions: height 7 cm incl. stopper

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

836  | A clOIsONNe sNuFF  
bOTTle WITh bIRds

china, c. 1930. the bottle with decoration on both 
sides showing birds on flowering branches set on 
a yellow ground. the base with an apocryphal four-
character Qianlong mark. original matching stopper 
and spoon.

condition: Good condition with minor expected 
flaws.
Provenance: German private collection.

Weight: 66 g
Dimensions: height 10 cm incl. stopper

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

833  | A dOuble-gOuRd  
clOIsONNe sNuFF bOTTle

china, late 19th century. the bottle decorated with 
two reserves, one on each side, showing birds 
perched on tree branches. the shoulders with a leafy 
chrysanthemum design surrounded by vines. original 
matching stopper and bone spoon.

condition: Good condition with minor expected 
flaws.
Provenance: French collection, acquired in the 
French auction market in 2005.

Weight: 60 g
Dimensions: height 7.7 cm incl. stopper

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

837  | A JAPANese lAc buRgAuTÉ  
sNuFF bOTTle

Japan, 19th century. the black lacquered bottle finely 
decorated with a geometric pattern of inlaid shell and 
gold, each side with a central floral cartouche and 
two-character inlaid senri mark to base. Matching 
stopper and spoon.

condition: very good condition with only few inlays 
missing.
Provenance: Well-known American collection.

Weight: 10 g
Dimensions: height 5.4 cm incl. stopper

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

832  | A sMAll clOIsONNe  
sNuFF bOTTle WITh PhOeNIX

china, c. 1900. the baluster shaped bottle with 
cloisonné work depicting a phoenix and lotus design. 
original matching stopper and bone spoon.

condition: Good condition with old patina and 
expected flaws.
Provenance: slovakian private collection.

Weight: 40 g
Dimensions: height 5.3 cm incl. stopper

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

835  | A dRAgON PORcelAIN  
sNuFF bOTTle, QINg

china, 18th century. of cylindrical shape, decorated 
in blue, ironred and green underglaze with a dragon 
and peony, lapis-lazuli stopper and old collector´s 
label to base.

condition: Minor firing imperfections, one small chip 
to base and two thin hairlines.
Provenance: Austrian Private collection.

Weight: 40 g.
Dimensions: height including stopper 9 cm. Diameter 
mouth 1 cm.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200
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840  | A cARVed ZITAN bITONg, QINg

china, 1644-1912. the plain brush pot of a slightly concave 
cylindrical shape with a lipped rim and raised circular foot with a 
smaller circular plug in the center.

condition: Good condition with some old wear and extensive 
traces of use.
Provenance: German private collection.

Weight: 849.2 g
Dimensions: height 15.3 cm, Diameter 14 cm

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

838  | A lARge ZITAN ‘MOuNTAIN’ bRushResT, 
MINg – QINg dyNAsTy

china, 16th-18th century. the crescent-shaped brush rest 
naturalistically carved in openwork with contorted crevices, 
knots and burls resembling a four-peak mountain range, the 
wood patinated to a dark brown tone attractively patched with 
scattered amber undertones.

Provenance: hungarian private collection.
condition: old wear, some traces of use, overall excellent 
condition.

Weight: 181.8 g
Dimensions: Length 16.3 cm

Auction result comparison: compare with a related brush rest at 
sotheby’s hong Kong in curiosity iv, 02 April 2018, lot 3004, sold 
for hKD $562,500.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

841  | AN IVORy INlAId hARdWOOd bRush POT 
WITh bOys FlyINg KITes, bITONg

china, 20th century or earlier. the brush pot of slightly concave 
cylindrical form with a central plug, skillfully incised and inlaid in 
ivory with a depiction of boys at play in a landscape with gnarly 
pine trees and clouds, two of the boys are flying kites.

condition: Good condition with some wear and minor age 
cracks.
Provenance: italian private collection. Auction label from 
Pandolfini on the underside.

Weight: 849.2 g
Dimensions: height 15.3 cm, Diameter 14 cm

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

844  | A cARVed bAMbOO bITONg bRushPOT,  
20Th ceNTuRy

china. carved with figures in a landscape with rocks and pines and 
some calligraphy relating to the joy of fishing.

condition: very good condition with hardly any wear.
Provenance: French private collection.

Weight: 414 g
Dimensions: height 18.4 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

842  | A cARVed bAMbOO  
‘MOuNTAINscAPe’ bRush POT,  
bITONg, QINg dyNAsTy

china, 19th century. neatly carved and incised in high relief to 
depict a mystic mountainous landscape with scattered pavilions 
and pagodas amid massive rock formations and trees of all kinds. 
At the center of all this we eventually find a minuscule fisherman in 
his boat and a wayfarer crossing a bridge. A nice allegory about the 
dwarfishness and, ultimately, insignificance of mankind compared 
to Mother nature.

condition: Good original condition with a good unctuous patina, 
some old wear and a few tiny age cracks.
Provenance: From an english private collection acquired prior to 
1950 and thence by descent. With remainders of an old paper label 
to the base.

Weight: 233.5 g
Dimensions: height 15.3 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

843  | A bAMbOO ‘bOATINg’ bRush POT  
by WANg JIchANg, QIANlONg PeRIOd

china, 1735-1796. intricately carved with a majestic lakeshore 
landscape, depicted with an elderly man looking out from a small 
open pavilion nestled in a fenced garden grown with bamboo 
and pines towards two boating parties on the lake, one boat with 
its sail raised up the mast and seated with eight figures, the other 
smaller fishing boat being pulled by two boys running across a 
small bridge, all below rocky mountains and swirling clouds, and 
above a seal mark reading ‘Wang Jichang Zhi’.

condition: Fine condition with old wear, one tiny loss and 
several natural age cracks.
Provenance: english private collection. Paper label with 
inventory number to base.

Weight: 511.4 g
Dimensions: height 16 cm, Diameter 13.7 cm

Auction result comparison: compare with a closely related bitong 
by the same artist at sotheby’s hong Kong in important chinese 
Art, 03 April 2019, lot 3714, bought in at an estimate of hKD 
$250,000-350,000.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

839  | A bOXWOOd ‘leAF’ bRush WAsheR, QINg

china, 1644-1912. Deftly carved as two leaves on a gnarly branch 
with smaller leaves and flower buds.

condition: excellent condition with only minor wear.
Provenance: Dutch private collection, acquired from an antiques 
collector in the netherlands.

Weight: 137.7 g
Dimensions: Length 17.4 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150
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845  | A bAMbOO bITONg, 20Th ceNTuRy

china. the brush pot carved in high relief with weiqi players as 
well as scholars engaged in various activities amid pavilions and 
pines. Good, naturally grown golden-brown patina.

condition: Good condition with minor wear and age cracks.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Weight: 1,024 g
Dimensions: height 31.4 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

847  | A ROseWOOd bRush POT, bITONg

China, late Qing to Republic period (1900-1950). Of cylindrical 
form with very thick walls carved with a geometrical pattern. the 
central cavity to the top is 7.5 cm deep.

condition: Fine condition with some wear and tiny age cracks.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Weight: 1776 g
Dimensions: height 19 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

846  | A PAIR OF bITONg bAMbOO  
bRushPOTs WITh schOlARs ANd 
PAVIlIONs – QINg / RePublIc

china, late Qing Dynasty to republic period. the scenes displayed 
on these two cylindrical brushpots are actually their mirror 
reflections. Both carved in high and low relief with scholars and 
pavilions, all set within a bamboo and pine tree setting. two 
scholars playing Weiyi while others seem to observe the game 
carefully. the bamboo of a warm brown tone.

condition: Good condition with some usual signs of aging like 
some cracks or small chips.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Dimensions: height 18 cm, Diameter 15 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

848  | A ROseWOOd bRush POT, bITONg

China, late Qing to Republic period (1900-1950). The wood of 
brownish-orange color and left in the natural surface of the 
branch. the central cavity to the top is 7 cm deep.

condition: Fine condition with some wear and few small chips to 
edges as well as natural flaws.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Weight: 762 g
Dimensions: height 17.5 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

849  | A ROseWOOd bRush POT, bITONg

China, late Qing to Republic period (1900-1950). Of cylindrical 
form with plain sides. the wood is of a golden-brown tone with 
natural grain and some scattered ghost face striations. the 
central cavity to the top is 7.5 cm deep.

condition: Fine condition with some wear and tiny age cracks.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Weight: 1388 g
Dimensions: height 20.2 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

851  | A ROseWOOd bRush POT, bITONg

China, late Qing to Republic period (1900-1950). Of cylindrical 
form with plain sides. the wood is of a golden-brown tone with 
natural grain and some scattered ghost face striations. the 
central cavity to the top is 8.5 cm deep.

condition: Fine condition with some wear and traces of use.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Weight: 768 g
Dimensions: height 19 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

850  | A ROseWOOd bRush POT, bITONg

China, late Qing to Republic period (1900-1950). Of cylindrical 
form with plain sides. the wood is of a golden-brown tone with 
natural grain and some scattered ghost face striations. the 
central cavity to the top is 10.7 cm deep.

condition: Fine condition with some wear and traces of use.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Weight: 1208 g
Dimensions: height 20 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

852  | A ROseWOOd bRush POT, bITONg

China, late Qing to Republic period (1900-1950). Of cylindrical 
form with plain sides. the wood is of a red-brown tone with 
natural grain and some scattered ghost face striations. the 
central cavity to the top is 8.5 cm deep.

condition: Fine condition with some wear and traces of use, 
mostly to top rim.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Weight: 586 g
Dimensions: height 13.7 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100
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853  | A PAIR OF cARVed WOOd PARFuMIeRs, 
20Th ceNTuRy

china, 20th century. each with a removable part for the incense 
and showing fine carving in openwork depicting pheasants, gnarly 
trees, various flowers including lotus and chrysanthemum and 
many leaves. the end section carved with a key fret border.

condition: very good condition with hardly any wear.
Provenance: British private collection.

Weight: total 344 g
Dimensions: height each 25 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

855  | A bAMbOO WRIsT ResT, QINg

china, 19th - early 20th century. expressive depiction of Zhong 
Kui in light relief. Artist seal ‘Xu’. Fine patina.

condition: very good condition with only minor nicks to edges 
and some old wear, minor scratches to backside.
Provenance: hungarian private collection.

Weight: 212.1 g
Dimensions: 30 x 9.7 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

854  | A bAMbOO WRIsT ResT  
WITh cAllIgRAPhy, QINg

china, 1644-1912. the wrist rest of arching bamboo section, the 
convex exterior carved with calligraphy.

condition: excellent condition with minor wear and few small 
natural age cracks.
Provenance: French private collection.

Weight: 191.9 g
Dimensions: Length 29.5 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

856  | A cARVed ANd INlAId ZITAN  
WOOd WRIsT ResT

China, Qing Dynasty (1644 to 1912). The backside finely carved 
and incised with reticulated flowers growing from weathered 
rocks as well as a small crab, frogs, birds and the artist seal - sha 
shengzhi（沙神芝). the top inlaid with boxwood and carved with 
an immortal carrying a flower basket; the zitan borders pierced 
and with fine incised floral scrolls.

condition: very good condition with expected wear.
Provenance: German private collection.

Weight: 130 g
Dimensions: Length 20.9 cm

estimate euR 1,600
starting price eur 800

857  | AN INKsTONe IN ORIgINAl  
hARdWOOd bOX ANd cOVeR, QINg

china, 1644-1912. the plain black inkstone of a circular shape, 
fitted in its original round hardwood box and cover.

condition: the wood slightly warped, with some cracks and 
chipping, the inkstone with extensive traces of use. Good patina.
Provenance: italian private collection.

Weight: 411.7 g
Dimensions: height 5.0 cm, Diameter 9.7 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

858  | A cARVed cheNXIANgMu  
lIbATION cuP ANd ZITAN sTANd

China, 19th century. The chenxiangmu (agarwood) vessel 
elaborately carved with figures in sampans, on paths and 
before dwellings in a mountainous, tree-strewn landscape, the 
zitan stand carved in openwork with pine branches and craggy 
rockwork. (2)

condition: excellent condition with minor wear and few small 
natural age cracks.
Provenance: chinese private collection.

Weight: 391.3 g (total)
Dimensions: Height 21.3 cm (incl. base) and 16 cm (excl. base)

Auction result comparison: A closely related libation cup was sold 
by Bonham’s London in Asian Art on 5 November 2019, lot 584, 
for GBP £2,295.

estimate euR 1,600
starting price eur 800

859  | A buRlWOOd cARVINg OF lIu hAI,  
lATe MINg TO eARly QINg

china, 17th-18th century. carved in a standing position, using the 
natural shape of the gnarled wood to depict the robe. supporting 
a mythical three-legged toad on his right shoulder. Later fitted 
stand. (2)

condition: Fine golden-brown patina. some wear, minor losses, 
intrinsic age cracks. scattered tiny wormholes. A superb naturally 
grown patina with a soft, unctuous finish.
Provenance: the oriental Art collector. Quek Kiok Lee 
(1921-2018), acquired from the above on 15 December 1980. 
singaporean businessman, banker and investor Quek Kiok Lee 
was the founder of the Southeast Asian Ceramic Society (SEACS) 
and Acquisitions Advisor on chinese Antiquities for the national 
university of singapore.

Weight: 1,149 g
Dimensions: height 23.7 cm

Auction result comparison: compare with a related burlwood 
carving of a luohan sold in these rooms in Fine chinese Art, 
Buddhism and Hinduism on 27 September 2019, lot 101, for 
€2,000.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

860  | A cARVed AgARWOOd  
‘lINgZhI clOuds’ JOss-sTIcK hOldeR  
WITh bOXWOOd sTANd, QINg

china, 1644-1912. the holder finely carved as towering lingzhi-
shaped clouds, the original stand carved with the same motif. (2)

condition: excellent condition with only minor wear.
Provenance: Australian private collection. Acquired by the 
collector’s father in the 1990s from a British gentleman who 
relocated to Western Australia in the 1960s.

Weight: 37.3 g (total)
Dimensions: Height 11.7 cm (incl. stand), Height 10.4 cm (excl. 
stand)

estimate euR 1,600
starting price eur 800
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862  | A PORTRAIT sTATue OF The yONgZheNg 
eMPeROR, IVORy, lATeR QINg TO eARly 
RePublIc

china, 1820-1920. the emperor seated cross-legged on an 
intricately carved dragon throne, wearing a dragon robe and a long, 
beaded necklace as well as a finely incised headdress. the ivory 
carving is mounted on a fitted hardwood base with incised and 
silver-inlaid scroll motifs. (2)

condition: Good condition with some wear, minor age cracks, 
small chips and losses, slight warping.
Provenance: Koller Auktionen, Zürich, May 2011. An old French 
private collection, acquired from the above. A copy of the original 
invoice accompanies this lot.

863  | AN IVORy FIguRe OF 
guANyIN, lATe QINg

china, 19th century, late Qing dynasty 
(1644-1912). Finely carved as a seated 
Guanyin, one hand in bhumisparsha 
mudra and the other holding a flaming 
pearl. her facial features are serene, her 
voluminous robe is finely carved, and her 
hair is minutely incised and inked. Behind 
her is a gilt-lacquered flaming aureole. 
the ivory is partially stained, and her belly 
button is inlaid with a small coral bead. 
Four-character cinnabar lacquer seal mark 
underneath.

condition: very good condition. some 
age cracks and wear to stained details. 
surface scratched underneath.
Provenance: hungarian private 
collection.

Weight: 414 g
Dimensions: height 17.5 cm

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

865  | A decORATIVe cARVed 
IVORy PlAQue,  
lATe QINg

China, late Qing dynasty (1644-1912). 
incised and colored depicting many 
playing boys.

condition: excellent condition, very 
minor age cracks.
Provenance: czech private collection.

Weight: 32 g
Dimensions: Length 17.8 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

cites: this lot is accompanied by a copy of a cites re-export 
certificate associated with the aforementioned auction purchase, 
certificate number 11ch049554, issued on May 31 2011, expired 
29 november 2011, stamped and signed by the swiss cites 
Management Authority.

Weight: 1,480 g in total
Dimensions: Height 23.5 cm (the figure) and 27.5 cm (incl. base)

Auction result comparison: compare with a related pair of 
slightly larger figures, depicting an emperor and empress, sold by 
Bonham’s London (New Bond Street) in Export and Decorative Art 
of the China Trade on 9 March 2004, lot 123, for GBP £11,950.

estimate euR 3,000
starting price eur 1,500

861  | A bAMbOO FIguRe OF A luOhAN  
ANd buddhIsT lION, QINg

china, 1644-1912. the immortal finely carved with a long mustache 
and thick eyebrows, wearing long flowing robes and holding a 
ruyi scepter in one hand, seated cross-legged beside a Buddhist 
lion with a long, finely incised mane looking up towards him. the 
bamboo naturally patinated to a reddish-brown tone.

condition: Good condition with old wear, some minor losses and 
traces of use.
Provenance: From an old French private collection.

Weight: 206.2 g
Dimensions: height 13.8 cm

Auction result comparison: compare with a related bamboo 
Luohan at sotheby’s hong Kong in scholarly and imperial Works of 
Art from a Distinguished collection, 03 April 2019, lot 3519, sold for 
hKD $187,500.

estimate euR 500
starting price eur 250

864  | A cARVed cONch shell, 
18Th ceNTuRy

china, Gansu, Qing dynasty. the smooth 
polished surface neatly incised with a star-
shaped flower as well as concentric circles 
accentuating its round forms.

condition: excellent condition with minor 
wear.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Weight: 347.8 g
Dimensions: Length 13.5 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150
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868  | A cINNAbAR lAcQueR TRAy,  
16th-17Th ceNTuRy

china, 16th-17th century. A carved cinnabar lacquer tray showing 
fine lacquer work and depicting a pavilion below pine trees, 
mountains and clouds. the side of the tray is decorated with 
leaves and fruit.

condition: two horizontal cracks, visible in the images provided.
Provenance: French private collection.

Weight: 362 g
Dimensions: Length 43 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

866  | AN OcTAgONAl gIlT ANd blAcK  
lAcQueR bOX, 17Th ceNTuRy

china. the cover showing an arabesque depiction executed in 
gilt lacquer on a black lacquer ground in high relief with floral 
and geometric patterns on the sides, the box with two gilt bronze 
handles.

condition: extensive wear, losses, and chipping.
Provenance: From the collection of Alexander Popov in novi 
sad, Kingdom of serbia, acquired between 1900-1920.

Weight: 2,166 g
Dimensions: size 10.4 x 28.5 x 36.0 cm

estimate euR 500
starting price eur 250

869  | A cINNAbAR lAcQueR VAse

china, 19th century. the metal ground and carved cinnabar 
lacquer vase featuring imageries of traditional chinese village 
scenes to the central section and floral decoration to the upper 
and lower sections.

condition: With natural age cracks and wear as well as some 
losses to exposed areas.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by second generation members of the holzapfel 
family after 1970 and has remained in the family ever since.

Weight: 456 g
Dimensions: height 22.8 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

870  | lOT WITh TWO cARVed  
chINese RelIeFs, QINg dyNAsTy

china, ca. 1900. carved and parcel gilt wood, good patina.

condition: used, with some dents and losses here and there, 
patina, wear, soiling, age cracks
Provenance: German private collection. Acquired in china 
around 1900. thence by descent.

Dimensions: Length ca. 15 cm each

estimate euR 100
starting price eur 50

871  | A RARe ANd uNusuAl ORNAMeNTAl 
‘ARcheRy sceNe’ lAcQueR bOX, lATe 19Th 
ceNTuRy

china, late 19th century. the lacquer box consisting of three 
removable parts, each of elongated hexagonal shape, the entire 
structure standing on a base with six feet piercing through the 
bodies of lacquered Buddhist lions depicted in various attitudes. 
the central piece on the inside shows a boat-like hexagonal 
structure with inset open-worked reliefs in gold lacquer showing 
finely carved figural depictions. the impressive cover shows 
an exceptionally gold-lacquered archery scene against a black 
ground, the reverse with an idyllic landscape scene.

condition: Worn condition with structural cracks, some general 
wear to lacquer, smaller losses and chips.
Provenance: croatian private collection.

Dimensions: Length 34.2 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

872  | AN IMPRessIVe lAcQueRed  
WOOd cuRIO cAbINeT, lATe QINg

China, late Qing dynasty (1644-1912). Beautifully lacquered in red 
and decorated in the front with fine images of court ladies and 
children. the two hinged doors reveal storage space for small 
antiques, below are two drawers, the handles formed by two 
dragon-headed jade belt hooks. the entire cabinet stands on 
a base with flared feet. the sides are decorated with birds and 
flowers and the back is of plain black lacquer.

condition: very good condition, only very minor wear.
Provenance: German private collection.

Dimensions: size 107 x 66 x 41 cm

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

867  | A RecTANgulAR INlAId  
hARdWOOd bOX WITh cOVeR

China, late Qing dynasty (1644-1912). The cover finely inlaid with 
mother of pearl, jade and other hardstones to depict a vase filled 
with fruity branches and a ruyi sceptre.

condition: very good condition with minor traces of age and 
wear.
Provenance: American private collection.

Weight: 438 g
Dimensions: size 15 x 12 x 6.5 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200
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873  | A MOTheR-OF-PeARl-INlAId blAcK 
lAcQueR bOX ANd cOVeR

china, 20th century. of circular shape, the domed cover with 
floral roundels inlaid with mother-of-pearl, the box similarly 
decorated.

condition: Good condition with minor wear, some losses, and a 
small chip to the foot rim.
Provenance: German private collection.

Weight: 2,748 g
Dimensions: Diameter 39 cm

Auction result comparison: compare with a closely related 
box sold by sotheby’s London in important chinese Art on 6 
November 2019, lot 315, for GBP £7,500.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

874  | A shAgReeN ANd WOOd sAddle WITh 
sIlVeR-INlAId IRON FITTINgs, QINg

sino-tibetan, late 18th to early 19th century. constructed from 
hardwood tied together with leather strips and covered with 
shagreen from ray skin. the stuffed cotton and brocade saddle 
cover is made from 18th century silk fragments showing a design 
of flying cranes. With an associated metal stand. (2)

Published: Dr. Koos de Jong, Dragon & horse. saddle rugs and 
Other Horse Tack from China and Beyond, Amsterdam/Hong 
Kong 2013, ill. 6.03, p. 74, and illustrated on the cover of this 
book!
condition: overall in good condition. the wood with age cracks, 
chips and small losses on the underside. some losses to the 
shagreen, particularly on the ledgers. some loss to the silver, 
the iron applications with small dents, dings and small areas of 
copper red patina. the textile with wear, small tears, and creases, 
possibly a later addition made from period textiles.
Provenance: Ashoka Arts, Brighton, England. Collection of 
Dr. Koos de Jong, acquired from the above in 2011 (no invoice 
available).

Weight: 3.5 kg
Dimensions: Length 45.5 cm

estimate euR 2,000
starting price eur 1,000

875  | A lAcQueRed WOOd sAddle,  
QINg dyNAsTy

south china, yunnan Province, 19th century. the wood 
lacquered black, crimson red and ochre yellow with stylized 
floral ornaments, various emblems, as well as dotted and linear 
designs, tied to a leather base. this saddle is from the yi ethnic 
minority in Yunnan Province. With an associated metal stand. (2)

condition: the wood with extensive wear, age cracks, chips 
and small losses. some losses and wear to the lacquer with 
weathering in some areas. some losses and minor cracks to the 
mother-of-pearl. the leather with extensive wear, creasing, and 
stains.
Provenance: Michel Paciello, venice. collection of Dr. Koos de 
Jong, acquired from the above in 2013.

Weight: 1.8 kg
Dimensions: Length 41 cm

estimate euR 500
starting price eur 250

876  | A WOOd sAddle WITh gIlT  
IRON FITTINgs ANd sIlK bROcAde  
cOVeR, 17Th-18Th ceNTuRy

sino-tibetan, late Ming to early Qing dynasty. constructed from 
wood tied together with strips of leather, the pommel and cantle 
plates made of chiseled iron highlighted in gilt to form the design 
of dragons chasing the flaming pearl against a pierced scrolled 
ground on a layer of crimson red cloth. With an associated metal 
stand. (2)

Published: Dr. Koos de Jong, Dragon & horse. saddle rugs and 
Other Horse Tack from China and Beyond, Amsterdam - Hong 
Kong 2013, illustrated on the back cover.
condition: overall in good, original condition. the wood with age 
cracks and some small chips as well as a fine dark patina. some 
loss to the gilt, the iron applications with small dents, dings and 
small areas of malachite green and copper red patina. the silk 
with faded colors, stains, small tears, and creases.

877  | A RARe lIAO dyNAsTy lAcQueRed WOOd 
sAddle WITh gIlT cOPPeR APPlIcATIONs

northwestern china, 916-1125. the gilt copper appliques shaped 
as dragons chasing the flaming jewel on the pommel as well as 
the cantle and as lotus flowers on the ledgers, on one side with 
blossoms in the form of pierced mythical beast masks. With an 
associated metal stand. (2)

Published: Dr. Koos de Jong, Dragon & horse. saddle rugs and 
Other Horse Tack from China and Beyond, Amsterdam - Hong 
Kong 2013, ill. 3.02, p. 35.
condition: original, unrestored condition and very impressive 
considering the age of this saddle! extensive losses to the lacquer 
only, along with cracks, scratches and other traces of use. the 
wood with age cracks and some small chips as well as a fine dark 
patina. the copper applications have lost much of the gilt and 
show small dents, dings, and a fine malachite green and copper 
red patina.
Provenance: Formerly in an American private collection. 
collection of Dr. Koos de Jong, acquired from the above in 2007.

Weight: 2.6 kg
Dimensions: Length 49 cm

estimate euR 10,000
starting price eur 5,000

Provenance: theresa coleman, tibetan Gallery, hong Kong. 
Collection of Dr. Koos de Jong, acquired from the above in 2013 (no 
invoice available).

Weight: 5.0 kg
Dimensions: Length 60 cm

Literature comparison: the technique used to decorate the 
pommel and cantle plates on this saddle are similar to a saddle in 
the Metropolitan Museum of Art, dated to the 17th or 18th century, 
accession number 1997.214.1.

Auction result comparison: compare with a similar but 
considerably larger saddle without a cover, dated to the 18th or 
19th century, sold by sotheby’s new york in important chinese 
Works of Art on 17-18 March 2015, lot 364, for usD $60,000 incl. 
buyer’s premium.

estimate euR 5,000
starting price eur 2,500
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878  | A PAIR OF bONe 
cARVINgs

himalayan region, 19th century. 
the disc-shaped plaques carved to 
one side with a deity reclining with a 
ram and a dragon, respectively.

condition: Good condition with 
old wear and patina as well as some 
bending.
Provenance: ex-collection of the 
Zelnik istván southeast Asian Gold 
Museum. institutional art collection 
in Belgium, acquired from the 
above.

Weight: 143 g (together)
Dimensions: Diameters c. 14.5 cm

estimate euR 2,000
starting price eur 1,000

879  | WOOdeN NePAlese NeWARI bOX

nepal, 19th century, from a house in Kathmandu. the 
wood, probably from a sal tree, is hard and dense. carved 
decoration of floral motifs on the lid resembles old sutra 
covers, depiction of windows between the columns are 
carved on the sides. remains of the blue, red and green 
pigment still well-preserved. the newar or nepami are 
the historical inhabitants of the Kathmandu valley and 
its surrounding areas in nepal. they speak a language 
belonging to the Tibeto-Burman family, but their culture 
has been strongly influenced by indian religious and social 
institutions.

condition: Good condition with some traces of age and 
use, some small material losses.
Provenance: Private collection of a German artist and 
collector living in southeast Asia.

Dimensions: 20.5 x 12 x 10 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

880  | bhuTANese TRAVel bOX

Bhutan, 19th – early 20th cent. Trapezoidal box 
made out of lacquered leather with decorative 
iron fittings and clasps. the upper part and sides 
additionally painted with diaper-like and floral 
patterns inside of meander frame. Lobed reserve 
with auspicious symbols of sernya, Dungkar, 
Palbheu, Khorlo, to the front and depiction of two 
Pekingese dogs on the upper part. the edges 
strengthened by skin of the sting ray. small iron 
handles to the sides.

condition: Fine condition with traces of age and 
wear. some metal fittings missing, two of them are 
broken. some scratches and losses of material.
Provenance: Private collection of a German artist 
and collector living in southeast Asia.

Dimensions: 28 x 21 x 14 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

884  | A dAMARu sKull dRuM, QINg dyNAsTy

tibetan-chinese, 18th – early 19th century. the waisted double-
sided drum built from two halves of skull tops with green dyed 
leather coverings, the waist with an embossed and incised 
silver band to which the two drum sticks are attached, with 
finely embroidered banners bearing endless knots and shou 
characters. overall a spectacular and rare ensemble.

condition: excellent condition with minor wear and losses. 
superb naturally grown patina. the textiles with loose threads, 
losses and slightly faded.
Provenance: From a Hungarian private collection. By repute 
collected in Mongolia between 1950 and 1960.

Weight: 116 g (the drum alone)
Dimensions: Length including banners ca. 110 cm, diameter of 
drum 9.5 cm

Auction result comparison: compare with a closely related 
Damaru at sotheby’s new york in indian & southeast Asian Art, 
24 March 2004, lot 120, sold for usD $15,600.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

881  | A TIbeTAN bRONZe WRITINg seT

tibet, 18th-19th century. comprising a bamboo pen, a fluted 
cylindrical bronze pen holder with lotus buds to either end, 
a vase-shaped inkwell, and a finely pierced cylindrical bronze 
document container decorated with sinuously coiled dragons 
amid scrolling vines. the pen holder and inkwell are connected 
by a brass chain. (4)

condition: Good condition with minor wear, some small nicks, 
traces of gilt.
Provenance: German private collection, acquired from an art 
dealer in salzburg, Austria.

Weight: 423.9 g
Dimensions: Length 35.6 cm (the document container), 32.8 cm 
(the pen holder), and 18 cm (the pen), Height 8 cm (the inkwell)

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

883  | TRAVel cuTleRy

china, late Qing dynasty to republican era, 19th - 20th cent. 
Quiver with a knife, two chopsticks, and toothpick/spatula. 
engraving with some painting. on the lower part of the quiver are 
characters and, probably, the artist’s signature.

condition: one chopstick is broken, otherwise good condition.
Provenance: collection of herbert Keuper, Germany.

Dimensions: Length 29.3 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

882  | A PAIR OF TRAVel uTeNsIls, lATe QINg

China, late Qing dynasty (1644-1912). Each consisting of a knife 
and a pair of bone chopsticks set inside a green-stained fish skin 
and tortoise shell case with silver fittings.

condition: Good condition.
Provenance: French private collection.

Weight: total 110 g
Dimensions: Length each c. 26.5 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300
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885  | lOT OF TWO chINese PAdlOcKs  
ANd AN OPIuM lIghT, QINg dyNAsTy

china, 19th – earlier 20th century. Mixed metals with some 
incised detail work.

condition: used, with wear and possibly missing parts, some 
dents and nicks here and there, the glass of the opium light is 
lost, uncertain if locks and light do still work
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Dimensions: Length of larger lock approximately 13 cm

estimate euR 100
starting price eur 50

886  | ThRee OPIuM PIPes,  
lATe QINg TO RePublIc

China, late Qing dynasty (1644-1912) to Republic period (1912-
1949). one carved from bamboo with a metal bowl and a jadeite 
mouthpiece. Another lacquered in black with applied brass 
decoration, the end pieces of bone and the bowl of metal. the 
last of bone incised with various sages and children, the area 
which connects the bowl applied with silver and enamel.

condition: the metal bowl on the bamboo opium pipe loosely 
attached with glue residue visible. the lacquered pipe with wear. 
the bone pipe with one end piece missing and without a bowl.
Provenance: German private collection.

Dimensions: Length largest 54.5 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

887  | ThRee OPIuM PIPes,  
lATe QINg TO RePublIc

China, late Qing dynasty (1644-1912) to Republic period 
(1912-1949). One carved from bone incised with various sages 
and, the area which connects the bowl applied with silver and 
enamel and the bowl of pewter. the second of horn and ivory 
simulating bamboo segments, with a loose stoneware bowl. the 
last an impressively large gnarly burlwood pipe with an old ivory 
mouthpiece and a metal bowl incised with chinese characters.

condition: the bone pipe and horn/ivory pipe with some natural 
cracks. Generally, all in very good condition.
Provenance: German private collection.

Dimensions: Length largest 68 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

889  | A lARge gIlT clOIsONNe eNAMel  
‘dINg’ INceNse buRNeR, lATe QINg

China, late Qing dynasty (1644-1912). The tripodal censer in the 
shape of an ancient chinese ‘ding’ ritual vessel with a partially 
open-worked lid for the smoke to escape. the three feet are 
adorned with gilt lion heads and there is rich gilding throughout. 
the censer is worked with bright blue and colored enamels 
showing archaic designs and taotie masks on the two flaring 
handles.

condition: Good condition with expected surface wear and 
minor manufacturing flaws.
Provenance: Australian private collection, acquired by the 
present owner’s father in the 1990s, the previous owner being a 
British gentleman who relocated to Western Australia in 1960s.

Weight: 4380 g
Dimensions: height 36.5 cm

estimate euR 3,000
starting price eur 1,500

891  | A clOIsONNe eNAMel eWeR, lATe QINg

china, late Qing dynasty. the cloisonne ewer with a bulbous body 
crafted with a spout, handle and lid. the decoration features 
colored enamels against a bright blue enamel ground, showing 
double fish, scrolling tendrils, as well as floral motifs.

condition: some surface wear and manufacturing flaws. 
Generally, in good condition.
Provenance: czech private collection.

Weight: total 1538 g
Dimensions: height 32 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

890  | A clOIsONNÉ eNAMel VAse, lATe QINg

china, 19th to early 20th century. the sides rising from the 
flat circular base to a conical shoulder with four arched 
protuberances below the cylindrical neck and everted rim, the 
rim, foot and shoulder rim gilt, decorated with taotie masks, 
phoenixes, scrolling vines and geometric designs.

condition: very good condition with minor wear and expected 
pitting, some wear to gilt.
Provenance: Austrian private collection, acquired from an art 
dealer in vienna in 2014.

Weight: 1,596 g
Dimensions: height 30.3 cm

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

892  | A PAIT OF cANTON eNAMel  
cuP sTANds, QINg

china, 1850-1900. Painted in polychrome enamels with flowers 
and peaches on scrolling leafy vines. (2)

condition: Good condition with minor wear, some old repairs, 
cracks, and losses to enamels.
Provenance: German private collection.

Weight: 166.1 g (total)
Dimensions: Diameter 12.7 cm (each)

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

888  | ThRee OPIuM PIPes,  
lATe QINg TO RePublIc

China, late Qing dynasty (1644-1912) to Republic period (1912-
1949). one carved from tortoiseshell with a stoneware bowl 
and a metal mouthpiece. Another of black wood with incised 
decorations, the end pieces of bone. the last of red-lacquered 
wood, the mouthpiece of ivory and the bowl of pewter.

condition: the tortoiseshell pipe with some minor wear, chips 
and cracks. the wood pipe with some wear, the bowl is missing. 
the lacquered pipe with a large split and some general wear.
Provenance: German private collection.

Dimensions: Length largest 59.2 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200
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895  | A PAIR OF sIlVeR-PlATed MeTAl  
ANd TuRQuOIse eARINgs

tibet, c. 1900 – 1920. the silver-plated three drop earrings 
encrusted with turquoises of different colours and sizes.

condition: Good condition with expected traces of age and use.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Weight: 76 g (both)
Dimensions: Length c. 9.5 cm each

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

893  | A sIlVeR-PlATed MeTAl  
ANd TuRQuOIse NecKlAce

tibet, c. 1900 – 1920. the pendant consisting of three parts 
connected with hoops and decorated with encrusted turquoises of 
different colours and sizes and glass in imitation of ruby as well as 
well as silver wire work, the central piece depicting a Bhairava and 
the side pieces showing Apsara.

condition: Good condition with expected traces of age and use.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Weight: 86 g
Dimensions: Length 30 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

896  | A TIbeTAN leATheR ANd IRON belT

tibet, 19th century. the leather belt set with five wrought iron 
plaques, carved and pierced with linear and scroll motifs. With 
remains of copper plating and fine original patina.

condition: With extensive traces of use and wear, the leather is 
still flexible.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Weight: 336 g
Dimensions: Length 92 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

898  | TWO TIbeTAN FlINT POuches

Tibet, 19th century. Both leather pouches fitted to one side with 
a flap, mounted to their corners with engraved triangular silver, 
iron and gilt-bronze spandrels and a central Buddhist symbol. 
Fitted to their lower edges with curved iron striking blades, and to 
their tops with suspension fittings.

condition: in good condition considering their age, extensive 
traces of use and wear, the leather is still flexible.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Weight: 54 – 238 g
Dimensions: Lengths 8.5 – 14.5 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

897  | A sIlVeR MOuNTed  
RhINOceROs hORN PeNdANT, RePublIc

china, 1912-1949. this pendant is composed of a finely 
carved rhinoceros horn plaque on either side, held together 
by an ornate silver mount with a double-row dot décor. each 
plaque has a ruyi-cloud ornament in each of the four corners. 
condition: Good condition with fine hand patina and some age 
cracks to old script plaque.

Provenance: German private collection.
Dimensions: 5 cm (height – measured without the loop), 3.5 cm 
(length), 0.5 cm (width)

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

899  | TWO TIbeTAN POuches  
WITh sIlVeR MOuNTs

Tibet, 19th century. Both leather pouches fitted to one side with 
a flap and richly mounted with silver and gilt-silver insets carved 
and embossed with foliage patterns, some studded with coral 
and turquoise, others lion-shaped. Mounted on the top with 
suspension fittings and leather straps.

condition: in good condition considering its age, extensive 
traces of use and wear, the leather is still flexible.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Weight: 240 – 372 g
Dimensions: Lengths 12 – 15 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

894  | A gROuP OF ThRee sIlVeR ANd  
sIlVeR-PlATe belT ORNAMeNTs

china and tibet, 1900 – 1920. consisting of one lobed tibetan 
ornament executed in repoussé with a deer amongst scrolling 
foliage and set with a turquoise cabochon; one Tibetan circular 
ornament carved with floral motifs and set with a hardstone; and 
a chinese ornament comprising three yuan shikai coins set with a 
central amethyst and loops with dangle ornaments.

condition: Good condition with wear and old patina as well as few 
nicks here and there.
Provenance: German private collection. Acquired from the art 
trade in salzburg.

Weight: 236 g (all)
Dimensions: Lengths 5.5 – 21 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150
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900  | TWO sIlVeR ANd ONe sIlVeRed MeTAl 
lOcK chARM, lATe QINg

China, late Qing dynasty (1644-1912), 19th century. Of silvered 
metal depicting figures, floral designs and auspicious symbols. 
one of the charms worked in fine polychrome enamels. these 
type of lock charms were meant to protect the wearers from 
harm, misfortune, and evil spirits, and to bless them with good 
luck, longevity, and a high rank. usually this talisman was gifted 
young boys, to help “lock” them to the earth, to guard them from 
death.

condition: Good condition with some surface wear, oxidation 
and small dents. one with losses to enamel.
Provenance: us private collection.

Weight: total 132 g
Dimensions: Length 5.8 – 7.3 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

902  | TWO sIlVeRed MeTAl lOcK chARMs,  
lATe QINg

China, late Qing dynasty (1644-1912), 19th century. Two lock 
charms of silvered metal decorated with auspicious characters. 
one charm with little loops to attach money. these type of 
lock charms were meant to protect the wearers from harm, 
misfortune, and evil spirits, and to bless them with good luck, 
longevity, and a high rank. usually this talisman was gifted young 
boys, to help “lock” them to the earth, to guard them from death.

condition: Good condition with some surface wear, oxidation 
and small dents.
Provenance: us private collection.

Weight: total 102 g
Dimensions: Length 6.6 – 7.9 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

901  | ThRee sIlVeR lOcK chARMs,  
lATe QINg

China, late Qing dynasty (1644-1912), 19th century. One of silver 
with a hallmark and two further silver lock charms depicting 
animals, mythical beings, floral designs and auspicious symbols. 
All three charms with little loops to attach money. these type 
of lock charms were meant to protect the wearers from harm, 
misfortune, and evil spirits, and to bless them with good luck, 
longevity, and a high rank. usually this talisman was gifted young 
boys, to help “lock” them to the earth, to guard them from death.

condition: Good condition with some surface wear, oxidation 
and small dents.
Provenance: us private collection.

Weight: total 102 g
Dimensions: Length 6 – 8.5 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

903  | TWO sIlVeRed MeTAl lOcK chARMs,  
lATe QINg

China, late Qing dynasty (1644-1912), 19th century. Of silvered 
metal depicting figures and auspicious symbols. one of 
the charms with little loops to attach money. these type of 
lock charms were meant to protect the wearers from harm, 
misfortune, and evil spirits, and to bless them with good luck, 
longevity, and a high rank. usually this talisman was gifted young 
boys, to help “lock” them to the earth, to guard them from death.

condition: Good condition with some surface wear, oxidation 
and small dents.
Provenance: us private collection.

Weight: total 96 g
Dimensions: Length 7.3 – 7.6 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

904  | TWO sIlVeR ANd ONe sIlVeRed MeTAl 
lOcK chARMs, lATe QINg

China, late Qing dynasty (1644-1912), 19th century. One of silver 
with a hallmark, another silver and one silvered metal lock charm 
depicting mythical beings, floral designs and auspicious symbols. 
one with little loops to attach money. these type of lock charms 
were meant to protect the wearers from harm, misfortune, and 
evil spirits, and to bless them with good luck, longevity, and a high 
rank. usually this talisman was gifted young boys, to help “lock” 
them to the earth, to guard them from death.

condition: Good condition with some surface wear, oxidation 
and small dents.
Provenance: us private collection.

Weight: total 100 g
Dimensions: Length 5 – 7.7 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

906  | A lARge eMbOssed sIlVeR  
ANd sIlVeR-PlATe belT PlAQue

tibet, 19th century. the irregular panel embossed with animals 
and auspicious symbols amidst floral sprays, the centre set with a 
turquoise cabochon.

condition: overall good condition with wear and some small 
dings and nicks here and there.
Provenance: German private collection. Acquired from the art 
trade in salzburg.

Weight: 133 g
Dimensions: Length 20.5 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

905  | A lARge sIlVeR lOcK chARM,  
lATe QINg

China, late Qing dynasty (1644-1912), 19th century. Of silver 
depicting figures and auspicious symbols. this type of lock charm 
was meant to protect the wearers from harm, misfortune, and 
evil spirits, and to bless them with good luck, longevity, and a high 
rank. usually this talisman was gifted young boys, to help “lock” 
them to the earth, to guard them from death.

condition: Good condition with some wear and small dents.
Provenance: english private collection.

Weight: 102 g
Dimensions: Length 12 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

907  | TWO sIlVeR INK sTONe bOXes,  
lATe QINg TO RePublIc

China, late Qing dynasty (1644-1912) to Republic period (1912-
1949). Both made from silver. One of octagonal shape and finely 
incised on the cover with a beauty reading a book below incised 
characters, the sides incised with further seal script characters. 
the second of rectangular shape, the cover with a lengthy 
inscription, the inside revealing a hidden inkstone and the 
underside of copper bronze.

condition: excellent condition.
Provenance: French private collection purchased from a local 
French auction house in 2002.

Weight: total 984 g
Dimensions: height 4.3 – 5 cm

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500
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908  | AN INTeResTINg gROuP  
OF 12 MeTAl ObJecTs

india and tibet, late 19th century to 1920. comprising three 
bangles, one spoon, two boxes, two deer locks, one figure, one 
belt ornament and an engraved tee cup with cover.

condition: overall good condition with wear and some small 
dings and nicks here and there.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Weight: 101 – 318 g
Dimensions: Lengths 6 – 18 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

910  | FOuR sINO-TIbeTAN sIlVeR PARcel-gIlT 
‘bAJIXIANg’ cANdle hOldeRs, QINg

sino-tibetean, 18 - 19th century. the foliated, eight-lobed candle 
holders are engraved or embossed with the Eight Buddhist 
Symbols (Bajixiang), showing one on each petal, respectively. (4)

condition: several dents, wear and warping.
Provenance: From the collection of Georg Weifert (1850-1937). 
thence by descent in the same family. Weifert was a serbo- 
Austrian industrialist and the first governor of the Federal Bank of 
the Kingdom of serbia, croatia and slovenia.

Weight: 539.2 g in total
Dimensions: height 5.5-7.5 cm. Diameter 11.8-13.6 cm

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

909  | TWO PARcel-gIlT sIlVeR  
RePOussÉ bOXes

tibet c. 1920. the rectangular box with a domed lid is finely 
worked in repoussé with gilded deer and fish amongst floral 
scrolls and within auspicious symbols, the backside with further 
floral engravings. the elongated box with a variety of designs 
including Buddhist motifs, scrolling foliage, and two parcel gilt 
sinuous dragons; the body and cover connected by a silver chain.

condition: very good condition with expected wear and traces 
of use.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Weight: 158 – 164 g
Dimensions: Length 10.5 – 27 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

911  | sIX sMAll TIbeTAN buTTeR lAMPs

tibet, Lhasa, 19th- early 20th cent. this lot consist of one silver, 
one copper with silver rims, another copper and three bronze 
lamps. very graceful in their simple form and basic decoration. 
In the Buddhist tradition the light of the butter lamp flame 
symbolizes the wisdom of the enlightened mind, dispelling the 
darkness of delusion and mental obscuration.

condition: Fine condition with traces of age and wear. Dark 
patina, some small material losses and discolorations. one 
bronze lamp with an old repair to the base.
Provenance: Private collection of a German artist and collector 
living in southeast Asia.

Weight: 432 g
Dimensions: height 4.3 – 10.8 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

912  | A PAIR OF sINO-TIbeTAN 
buTTeR lAMPs,  
lATe 19Th ceNTuRy

tibetan-chinese. the butter lamps finely 
incised with geometric patterns as well as 
several shou characters signifying longevity. 
(2)

condition: Good condition with minor wear 
and few small dents.
Provenance: Austrian private estate.

Weight: 249.0 g
Dimensions: height 11 cm each

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

914  | A PAIR OF sIlVeR  
buTTeR lAMPs

tibet, late 19th century. of fine silver 
repoussé, each bowl of inverted bell form 
above a stem with knob and graduated foot, 
finely incised with floral patterns as well as 
several shou characters signifying longevity.

condition: Good condition with minor wear 
and few small dents.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Weight: 120 g each
Dimensions: height 11.5 cm each

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

913  | A lARge sIlVeR  
buTTeR lAMP

tibet, late 19th century. of fine silver 
repoussé, the bowl with flared sides rising 
to the wide rim above a stem with knob and 
graduated foot, the various decorations finely 
incised with floral and scrolling designs.

condition: Good condition with minor wear 
and few small dents.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Weight: 338 g
Dimensions: height 15.5 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300
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915  | AN eXPORT sIlVeR TeA seRVIc, c. 1900

china, c. 1900. consisting of a lidded teapot, a lidded caddy, a 
milk jug and a sugar container, decorated with finely worked 
images of dragons chasing after flaming pearls, the handles also 
shaped like dragons. the teapot and caddy with hallmarks.

918  | A TIbeTAN cOPPeR ANd bRAss TeAPOT

tibet, c. 1920. the body is conical and grows wider towards 
the top, with a hexagonal spout as well as a tiered neck and 
handle. the cover and shoulders applied with engraved and 
chiselled brass mounts, worked with a variety of motifs including 
Buddhistic motifs, scrolling foliage, and stylised cloud motifs.

condition: Fair condition with wear and some small dings and 
nicks here and there.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Weight: 1576 g
Dimensions: height 34 cm

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

920  | A sINO-TIbeTAN glAss  
MedIcINe bOTTle, QINg

sino-tibetan, 18th century. the bottle of square form with the 
sides tapering to the short cylindric neck, the sides incised with 
floral motifs, the shoulder with a lappet band, the glass stopper 
with a floral finial.

condition: very good condition with minor wear, miniscule 
nibbling to the edges, occasional light scratches.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Weight: 114 g
Dimensions: height 7.8 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

919  | A yIXINg TeAPOT INsIde  
A lARge sIlVeR bOWl, c.1900

the yixing ceramic teapot: china, c. 1900. the silver bowl: tibet, c. 
1900. the yixing-ceramic teapot with a metal handled and a finely 
mottled glaze. Marked underneath. the teapot is placed inside a 
silver bowl with a removable brocade felting to keep it warm. the 
exterior of the silver bowl is decorated with zodiac animals.

condition: Good condition. the bowl with some expected 
surface wear. some wear and tear to the brocade felting.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Weight: total 1268 g
Dimensions: height bowl 12 cm, Diameter bowl 32.5 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

921  | A Ruby Red OVeRlAy PeKINg glAss  
‘lOTus’ VAse, QINg

china, 1644-1912. the vase with a ruby red overlay on opaque 
white glass, carved and incised with blossoming lotus.

condition: the cover is missing, otherwise in good condition 
with minor wear and nibbles here and there.
Provenance: english private collection.

Weight: 430.9 g
Dimensions: height 13.3 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

condition: Good condition. some associated wear.
Provenance: croatian private collection.

Weight: total 694 g
Dimensions: height 6.5 – 13 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

916  | A FINe sIlVeR TeAPOT,  
QINg dyNAsTy

china, 19th century. the sides embossed 
and engraved with two lobed medallions and 
manifold figural temple scenes within. the 
spout and handle designed in the shape of 
bamboo. the knob on the lid made in the 
shape of an openwork flower amid its vines 
and leaves. All amid various finely inscised key 
fret, leiwen and triangle borders. the base 
with three maker and hall marks. together 
with a carved openwork hardwood base from 
the same period. (2)

condition: Minor old wear and traces of use. 
the marks at the base are worn to illegibility.
Provenance: From an old private collection in 
Zagreb, croatia.

Weight: 764.7 g
Dimensions: Length 24.5 cm from spout to 
handle

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

917  | AN IMPRessIVe sIlVeR-
PlATed MeTAl TeAPOT

tibet c. 1920. the ovoid body rising from 
a flared foot is incised with foliage and 
embossed with two figural cartouches as well 
as applied with a compact makara spout and 
handle. the collar and short neck decorated 
with floral and scrolling designs below a 
cover with eight auspicious symbols beneath 
a foliate bud finial, all executed in incised 
repoussé.

condition: very good condition with minor 
wear and some small dings and dents here 
and there.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Weight: 1940 g
Dimensions: height 28 cm

estimate euR 1,400
starting price eur 700
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926  | A TIbeTAN ThANgKA dePIcTINg 
MAhAKAlA ON hORse, c. 1700

tibet, c. 1700. tempera on canvas and mounted on a silk 
brocade mounting. expressively painted and depicting the 
protective deity Mahakala on horseback surrounded by a 
flaming areole. in the upper corners are two seated lamas. 
Gelugpa school. Framed.

condition: overall in very good condition considering 
the age. some tears to fabric and small losses, crackling 
and creases to painted image – all visible in the images 
provided.
Provenance: Collection Mrs. L. and Mr. B. former 
ambassador of unesco in india, in office in the years 1960-
1970.

Dimensions: With frame 93.5 x 66.5 cm, thangka only c. 71 
x 39.5 cm

estimate euR 2,000
starting price eur 1,000

923  | A ThANgKA OF heVAJRA,  
eNd OF 17Th TO eARly 18Th ceNTuRy

tibet, c. 1700. Painted with gouache and gold on cloth, this very 
fine painting depicts hevajra with consort, accentuated with gold 
highlights. Matted, framed, behind glass.

condition: overall good condition with creases, losses of 
pigments, stains.
Provenance: Collection of Mrs. L. and Mr. B., a former UNESCO 
Ambassador to india, in office from 1960 to 1970.

Dimensions: 33 x 25 cm (image size), 49 x 40 cm (size incl. frame)

hevajra is portrayed here with eight heads, sixteen arms and four 
legs standing in Ardhaparyankasana with his consort nairatmya, 
trampling underfoot four supine figures atop a lotus throne, 
wearing garlands of skulls and severed heads, holding kapala 
aloft in the many hands, surrounded by religious leaders or 
deities such as a Lama or Kubera.

Auction result comparison: compare with a 19th century hevajra 
thangka of slightly larger size at christie’s Paris in Art d’Asie on 12 
December 2018, lot 37, sold for eur €9,375.

estimate euR 1,800
starting price eur 900

925  | A TIbeTAN ThANgKA  
OF PAdMAsAMbhAVA 
18Th ceNTuRy

tibet, 18th century. impressively 
painted with tempera on cloth. the 
central image depicts Guru rinpoche, 
also known as Padmasambhava, the 
right hand holding a vajra and the left 
hand holding a skullcup filled with 
nectar, jewels and a long-life vase. 
he is surrounded by various deities, 
bodhisattvas and Buddhas.

condition: Good overall condition with 
losses to painting, crackling, creases, 
minor touch-ups – all as visible in the 
images provided.
Provenance: Austrian private collection, 
formerly purchased at nagel auction 
house, stuttgart.

Dimensions: total size 98.5 x 65.5 cm

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

922  | A TIbeTAN ThANgKA OF shAdAKshARI 
lOKeshVARA, 17Th-18Th ceNTuRy

tibet, 17th-18th century. Painted with tempera on cloth. the 
Bodhisattva seated cross-legged on a floral throne, his principal 
hands in anjali mudra, dressed in a dhoti, adorned with elaborate 
jewelry, backed by a nimbus and aureole, surrounded by 
various Buddha figures and Bodhisattvas and with a group of 
worshippers below him.

condition: Worn condition with some general wear, crackling, 
losses and tears particularly to the edges. All as visible in the 
provided images.
Provenance: German private collection.

Dimensions: size 77.5 x 59 cm.

estimate euR 1,400
starting price eur 700

924  | A RARe ThANgKA WITh A MANdAlA  
OF buddhA, TIbeT 18Th ceNTuRy

Very fine painting with distemper and gold on linen. Buddha is at 
the center, flanked by his disciples sariputra and Maugdalyayana. 
surrounding the trio, each set within a lotus petal, are 16 indian 
Arhats. the four cardinal points are each guarded by a lokapala. 
outside of the circle we eventually find the two chinese arhats, 
Dharmatala and hvashang. Fine old wood frame with the 
mandala nicely set between two layers of glass.

condition: creases, pigment losses, stains. overall good and 
absolutely original condition.
Provenance: the schulmann collection, Paris, France. Acquired 
ca. 1960-1970. Josette and théo schulmann were passionate 
dealers of Asian Art and have donated several important works to 
the cernuschi Museum. old paper label from claude de Muzac, 
Paris, on the backside.

Dimensions: 35 x 35 cm (the painting) and 51 x 51 cm (the frame)

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500
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927  | A ThANgKA OF VAJRAsATTVA,  
18Th TO 19Th ceNTuRy

tibet, 1780-1820. Painted with gouache on cloth with fine original 
brocade mounting, the central figure of vajrasattva is flanked 
by Guru Rinpoche, Buddha Akshobya, Buddha Amithaba and 
Padmapani. inscription to the reverse. Framed behind glass.

condition: creases, losses of pigment, stains, yet overall in fair and 
original condition.
Provenance: Collection of Mrs. L. and Mr. B., a former UNESCO 
Ambassador to india, in office from 1960 to 1970.

Dimensions: 26 x 38 cm (image size), 50 x 80 cm (the mounting),  
73 x 107 cm (size incl. frame)

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

928  | A sINO-TIbeTAN ThANgKA OF buddhA, c. 1800

sino-tibetan, c. 1800. Painted with tempera on canvas. Depicting 
Buddha seated on a lotus base and performing the uttarabodhi 
mudra (gesture of supreme enlightenment). Buddha is surrounded by 
various peaceful and wrathful deities. three lamas from the school of 
Gelug occupy the top of the composition. Framed.

condition: Worn condition including small losses, crackling and 
creases – as is to be expected from a piece of this age. the condition 
is visible in the images provided.
Provenance: Belgian private collection.

Dimensions: With frame 80.5 x 58 cm, 
thangka only c. 72.5 x 51 cm

estimate euR 1,400
starting price eur 700

929  | A TIbeTAN ThANgKA dePIcTINg  
MIlARePA, 1800-1840

tibet, first half of 19th century. Painted with tempera on canvas 
and mounted on a silk brocade mounting. Depicting Milarepa 
sitting on a gazelle skin, his right hand behind his ear, as if listening 
to something, his left hand on his left thigh, holding an alms bowl. 
Behind him a mountainous landscape. Three dedication script 
characters in the back. Framed.

condition: crackling and losses to painting as visible in the images 
provided. the mounting with some tears and creases.
Provenance: Collection Mrs. L. and Mr. B. former ambassador of 
unesco in india, in office in the years 1960-1970.

Dimensions: With frame 91.5 x 71 cm, thangka only c. 64 x 45 cm

estimate euR 1,800
starting price eur 900

930  | A TIbeTAN ThANgKA OF shAdAKshARI 
lOKeshVARA, 18Th ceNTuRy

tibet, 18th century. Painted with tempera on cloth and mounted 
on a silk brocade mounting. The Bodhisattva seated cross-legged 
on a throne, his principal hands in anjali mudra, dressed in a dhoti, 
adorned with elaborate jewelry, backed by a nimbus and aureole, 
surrounded by various Buddha figures and Bodhisattvas and with a 
Buddha Amitabha inside a stupa above him.

condition: Worn condition with some general wear, crackling, 
creases, losses and tears particularly to the edges. All as visible in 
the provided images.
Provenance: hungarian private collection.

Dimensions: size total 106 x 70 cm, image only 59.5 x 40 cm

estimate euR 1,600
starting price eur 800

931  | A VeRy lARge ThANgKA OF shIVA ANd cONsORT, 
NePAl, 18Th-19Th ceNTuRy

Finely painted in gouache and gold on linen with a rare depiction of the 
five-faced shiva with twelve hands and his consort seated in his lap. 
surrounded by various smaller emanations as well as other multi-armed 
deities. chinese brocade mounting with shou signs and dragons. three 
character-signature to backside.

condition: Good original condition with some creases, stains and 
losses. the mounting with minor tears, losses and loose threads.
Provenance: From the private collection of an Austrian lawyer who 
worked for the iAeA, a un organization. Acquired during frequent 
travels to Ladakh and the region in 1970s, probably from hemis or 
spituk monasteries. thence by descent to the present owner.

Dimensions: 119 x 79 cm (the image) 
and 170 x 110 cm (the mounting)

estimate euR 1,800
starting price eur 900

932  | A TIbeTAN ThANgKA OF buddhA 
shAKyAMuNI, c. 1870

tibet, c. 1870. tempera on canvas and mounted on a silk brocade 
mounting. Depicting Buddha Shakyamuni holding the offering 
bowl containing the nectar of immortality, symbol of intellectual 
wealth. he is flanked by his two main disciples: sariputra and 
Maudgalyayana. three dedication script characters in the back.

condition: overall in very good condition considering the age. 
some tears to fabric and small losses, crackling, touch-ups, and 
creases to painted image – all visible in the images provided.
Provenance: Collection Mrs. L. and Mr. B. former ambassador of 
unesco in india, in office in the years 1960-1970.

Dimensions: With frame 89 x 69 cm, thangka only c. 61.5 x 41.5 cm

estimate euR 1,800
starting price eur 900
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937  | A TIbeTAN ThANgKA OF  
PAdMAsAMbhAVA c. 1900

tibet, c. 1900. Painted with tempera on cloth. the central image 
depicts Guru rinpoche, also known as Padmasambhava, the 
right hand holding a vajra and the left hand holding a skullcup 
filled with nectar, jewels and a long-life vase. he is surrounded by 
various deities, Bodhisattvas and Buddhas.

condition: Good overall condition with losses to painting, 
crackling, creases – all as visible in the images provided.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Dimensions: size with frame 70.2 x 48.5 cm

estimate euR 1,600
starting price eur 800

933  | A TIbeTAN MANdAlA ThANgKA, c. 1900

tibet, c. 1900. Painted with tempera on cloth. the center showing 
Avalokiteshvara.

condition: very good condition with hardly any wear.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Dimensions: total size 67 x 42.5 cm, image only 34 x 27 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

938  | A RARe TIbeTAN ThANgKA  
OF PAdMAsAMbhAVA  
IN yAb-yuM, 19Th ceNTuRy

tibet, 19th century. Painted with tempera on cloth. the central image 
depicts Guru rinpoche, also known as Padmasambhava, in yab-yum 
with his consort, and surrounded by various deities resembling a 
lineage tree. Framed behind glass.

condition: very good condition with only minimal wear.
Provenance: english private collection.

Dimensions: size with frame 70.2 x 48.5 cm

estimate euR 3,000
starting price eur 1,500

936  | A TIbeTAN ThANgKA  
dePIcTINg buddhA AMITAbhA,  
c. 1900

tibet, c. 1900. Painted with tempera on cloth. the central image 
depicting Buddha Amitabha holding an alms bowl in his lap and 
the other hand in bhumisparsha mudra. he is surrounded by 
various religious figures. the impressive mounting is later.

condition: Good condition with only minimal wear including 
some minor losses and crackling.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Dimensions: total size 160 x 90 cm, image only 70 x 50 cm

estimate euR 1,600
starting price eur 800

934  | A TIbeTAN ThANgKA dePIcTINg  
buddhA shAKyAMuNI, 19Th ceNTuRy

tibet, early 19th century. Painted with tempera on cloth. the central 
image depicting Buddha Shakyamuni with his hands in dharmachakra 
mudra. he is surrounded by lamas, bodhisattvas and other religious 
figures. Donor inscription to the back.

condition: some creases, small losses, all as visible in the images 
provided.
Provenance: Austrian private collection, purchased by schoette 
ostasiatika in stuttgart, according to the old labels in the back.

Dimensions: total size 102.5 x 73. 5 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

935  | AN IMPRessIVe TIbeTAN  
ThANgKA OF PAldeN lhAMO, c. 1900

tibet, c. 1900. impressively painted with tempera on cloth. the vivid 
thangka depicts Tibet’s protector, Palden Lhamo (a Tibetan form of the 
ancient indian deity shridevi), encircled by her entourage, riding her 
mule through a sea of blood. Palden Lhamo’s name means ‘Glorious 
Goddess’. A myth surrounding this goddess tells of how, moved by 
compassion for sentient beings, she threatened to kill her own son 
if her husband would not cease from performing human sacrifices. 
Forced to carry out her ultimatum, she used her son’s flayed skin as 
a saddle whilst fleeing the kingdom. Mounted and the roller ends of 
brass.

condition: Good overall condition with losses to painting, crackling, 
creases, minor touch-ups – all as visible in the images provided. some 
soiling to the mounting. one of the roller ends slightly loose.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Dimensions: total size 119.5 x 76 cm, image only 65.5 x 45.5 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200
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939  | A TIbeTAN MANdAlA  
OF VAIROcANA buddhA,  
c. 1925

tibet, c. 1925. tempera on canvas. Depicting the mandala of 
Vairocana Buddha. Vairocana is surrounded by Dhyani-Buddha and 
other deities. Framed.

condition: overall good condition with general wear to painting as 
seen in the images provided.
Provenance: Collection Mrs. L. and Mr. B. former ambassador of 
unesco in india, in office in the years 1960-1970.

Dimensions: With frame 81 x 66.5 cm, thangka only c. 61 x 45 cm

estimate euR 1,200
starting price eur 600

940  | A FINe ’35 buddhAs’ ThANgKA, 
TIbeT 19Th ceNTuRy

Painted in gouache and gold on linen. Buddha 
shakyamuni is seated in dhyanasana atop a flowering 
lotus pedestal with crashing waves below. he is 
flanked by his two main disciples shariputra and 
Maudgalyayana. in the back we find 34 miniature 
Buddha images with various mudras.

condition: Minor losses and stains, overall excellent 
and original condition.
Provenance: From a hungarian private collector.

Dimensions: 31 x 25 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

941  | A RARe sINO-TIbeTAN  
WOVeN TeXTIle ThANgKA  
OF sITATARA,  
lATe QINg TO RePublIc

Sino-tibetan, late Qing dynasty (1644-1912) to Republic period (1912-
1949). Finely woven with silk threads and depicting Sitatara (white Tara) 
seated on a lotus throne in padmasana, one hand holding a lotus flower 
and the other in varada mudra. she is surrounded by ornately worked 
bands, dragons and lotus imagery.

condition: very good condition.
Provenance: us private collection.

Dimensions: 102.5 x 73.2 cm

estimate euR 4,000
starting price eur 2,000

942  | A TIbeTAN ThANgKA  
dePIcTINg buddhA AMITAbhA,  
c. 1900-1920

tibet, c. 1900-1920. Painted with tempera on cloth. the central image 
depicting Buddha Amitabha holding an alms bowl in his lap and the 
other hand in bhumisparsha mudra. he is surrounded by various 
religious figures.

condition: some minor wear, small losses, soiling. Generally, in good 
condition. All minor faults visible in the images provided.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Dimensions: size 80.5 x 61.5 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

943  | AN IcONIc ThANgKA OF buddhA 
AMITAbhA ResIdINg IN The 
PuRelANd OF suKhAVATI

tibet, 19th century. Painted in rich detail with gouache 
and gold on linen. Buddha is seated in dhyanasana 
and holds an alms bowl between his two palms. his 
meditating gesture represents the unity of wisdom 
and compassion.

condition: Minor losses and stains, overall very good 
and original condition.
Provenance: From a hungarian private collector.

Dimensions: 33 x 27 cm

estimate euR 500
starting price eur 250

944  | A RARe KOReAN PAINTINg dePIcTINg 
ARhATs, 19Th ceNTuRy

Korea, Joseon dynasty, 19th century. Depicting several 
Arhats and Buddha. Framed behind glass inside an old 
chinese wooden frame.

condition: Good condition with some wear.
Provenance: hungarian private collection.

Dimensions: size with frame 91 x 56.3 cm.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500
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945  | “Qu JuAN IN 
The bAMbOO 
FORResT”,  
AFTeR Fu bAOshI 
(1904-1965)

china, 1963. ink and color on 
paper, hanging scroll. the top 
left corner with a seal “Baoshi” 
and the inscription “in the fifth 
month of the year 1963, Fu 
Baoshi”. Fine Japanese brocade 
mounting.

condition: superb condition 
with only minor creases and 
minimal stains. 
Provenance: A private collector 
who lived in Beijing for many 
years, and from 1955 to 1965 
in Korea, and who was in good 
contact with china’s ruling class 
of the time. Auction house 
Zezula, Brno, Czech Republic, 
March 31, 2012, lot 702, sold for 
cZK 1,200,000 hammer price, 
not including buyer’s premium 
(approximately 60.500 euro 
including buyer’s premium). 
A private collector in London, 
united Kingdom, acquired from 
the above.

Dimensions: 52 x 38 cm (the 
painting) and 120 x 56 cm (the 
scroll)

estimate euR 10,000
starting price eur 5,000

946  | ‘yAKs’ by Wu ZuOReN  
(1908-1997)

Dated 1978. chinese ink on paper. 
entitled, inscribed and signed, with one seal of 
the artist.

condition: some losses and smaller tears 
to edges as visible on the images. creasing, 
soiling and wear. one small repair to center 
and one to edge. Please check all images 
at www.zacke.at as they show the overall 
condition quite well.
Provenance: this painting is from a collection 
in Zagreb, croatia, owned by a professor with 
a long and deep interest in Asian philosophy, 
martial and visual arts. he acquired his 
chinese paintings mostly before 2000 from 
former yugoslavian diplomats and artists, who 
traveled to china when both countries enjoyed 
good relations.

Dimensions: 64 x 43 cm.

Wu Zuoren (3 November 1908 – 9 April 1997) 
was a Chinese painter. Born in Suzhou, Jiangsu 
province, he successfully practiced both 
traditional chinese ink painting and european 
oil painting.

estimate euR 2,000
starting price eur 1,000

947  | AN INK 
PAINTINg 
dePIcTINg 
ZhONg KuI, 
QINg

China, Qing dynasty (1644-
1912). Painted on silk and 
with a brocade mounting. 
Depicting the vanquisher of 
demons Zhong Kui, grim-
faced and enveloped in 
his robe. Apocryphal mark 
of the shunzhi emperor. 
Framed.

condition: some losses 
to the upper right corner 
and some surface wear 
throughout. Generally, in 
good condition.
Provenance: Ancient 
collection of Professor 
Louis Hambis (1906-1978).

Dimensions: size with 
frame 103.5 x 49 cm, 
painting only 89.5 x 31 cm.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

949  | FOuR hANgINg scROlls WITh 
cAllIgRAPhy, 19Th ceNTuRy

china, 19th century. each featuring finely painted calligraphy and 
a red seal.

condition: some wear including tears and creases, mostly to the 
mounting. the roller ends are missing.
Provenance: Dutch private collection.

Dimensions: total size each 202 x 48 cm.

estimate euR 1,200
starting price eur 600

950  | TWO FAN PAINTINgs, QINg

China, Qing dynasty (1644-1912). One depicting crabs amongst 
seaweed, signed and inscribed to the upper right. the other 
depicting an idyllic landscape scene with trees and mountains, 
signed and inscribed at the top. each mounted on brocade 
paper.

condition: very good condition, minimal wear. some creases to 
the mounting.
Provenance: Dutch private collection.

Dimensions: size total each 59.3 x 35 cm.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

948  | NINe ceReMONIAl PAINTINgs, RePublIc

china, 1912-1949. Painted with tempera on linen and showing 
various deities, emperors, dignitaries, attendants, and warriors, 
with floral and geometric borders. Framed behind glass, the 
frames modern. (9)

condition: Good condition with minor wear.
Provenance: Belgian private collection.

Dimensions: size incl. frame 82.0 x 52.0 cm each.

estimate euR 2,000
starting price eur 1,000
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951  | A hANgINg 
scROll ‘shAN 
shuI’ PAINTINg, 
QINg

China, Qing dynasty (1644-
1912). Depicting an idyllic 
landscape scene featuring a 
meandering river, a large hut, 
trees and mountains. Mounted 
as a scroll with wood roller 
ends. signature/inscription 
in the back in the upper right 
corner.

condition: the mounting 
with some wear and tear. the 
painting with some holes, tear 
and staining.
Provenance: collection 
of rodney Pete and Marge 
henricksen. the henricksens 
formed their collection while 
living in Japan in the 1960s and 
early 1970s.

Dimensions: total size 
149 x 47.5 cm, painting only 
100.5 x 29 cm.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

953  | A hANgINg 
scROll 
PAINTINg  
OF A PRuNus 
TRee, QINg

China, Qing dynasty (1644-
1912). ink painting with some 
color mounted as a hanging 
scroll, depicting a flowering 
prunus tree. signature, 
inscription and three seals in 
the upper right corner with 
another seal in the bottom left 
corner. ivory roller ends.

condition: some creases and 
soiling.
Provenance: collection 
of rodney Pete and Marge 
henricksen. the henricksens 
formed their collection while 
living in Japan in the 1960s and 
early 1970s.

Dimensions: total size 
198 x 57.5 cm, painting only 
160 x 40 cm.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

952  | A hANgINg 
scROll  
‘chRysAN- 
TheMuM 
ANd WIllOW’ 
PAINTINg, QINg

China, Qing dynasty (1644-
1912). ink painting with 
some color mounted as a 
hanging scroll. Depicting a 
chrysanthemum flower below a 
willow. signed and sealed in the 
upper left corner.

condition: Good condition, only 
some minor creases and small 
holes. the mounting with some 
wear as well. no roller ends.
Provenance: collection 
of rodney Pete and Marge 
henricksen. the henricksens 
formed their collection while 
living in Japan in the 1960s and 
early 1970s.

Dimensions: total size 
154 x 35.5 cm, painting only 
110.5 x 27.5 cm.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

956  | A sTONe 
RubbINg 
hANgINg 
scROll 
dePIcTINg 
bAMbOO, 
lATe QINg

china, late Qing dynasty 
(1644-1912), 19th century. 
Depicting leafy stalks of 
bamboo with two seals 
and an inscription. With 
bamboo roller ends fitting 
to the depiction of the 
scroll.

condition: Good overall 
condition some wear and 
creases to mounting. the 
image with some losses 
and a repaired tear in the 
back.
Provenance: Austrian 
private collection.

Dimensions: size total 175 
x 60.5, size stone rubbing 
print only 107.5 x 40.5 cm.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

958  | AFTeR lIN 
FeNgMIAN: 
A hANgINg 
scROll 
PAINTINg, 
1920

china, 1920s. Artist 
signature Lin Fengmian. 
the painting depicting 
a man carrying baskets 
next to tree, many ships 
visible on the horizon. 
Brocade mounting and 
lacquered wood roller 
ends. signature, inscription 
and red seal in the upper 
right corner.

condition: some repaired 
tears to the mounting. the 
image in good condition.
Provenance: Dutch 
private collection.

Dimensions: total size 
151.5 x 51 cm.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

955  | A hANgINg 
scROll ‘shAN 
shuI’ PAINTINg, 
QINg

China, Qing dynasty (1644-
1912). Depicting an idyllic 
landscape scene featuring a 
river, huts, trees and mountains. 
Mounted as a scroll with 
wood roller ends. signature/
inscription and seals in the 
upper left corner with another 
two-character inscription in the 
corner in the back.

condition: the mounting with 
some wear and tear. the painting 
with some wear and soiling. 
creases.
Provenance: collection 
of rodney Pete and Marge 
henricksen. the henricksens 
formed their collection while 
living in Japan in the 1960s and 
early 1970s.

Dimensions: total size 151 x 47.5 
cm, painting only 102 x 29.5 cm.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

954  | A hANgINg 
scROll 
PAINTINg AFTeR 
yu ZhIdINg 
(1647-1709)

China, Qing dynasty (1644-
1912). Depicting an impressive 
and idyllic landscape scene 
featuring a meandering 
river, fishing huts, trees and 
mountains. With a brocade 
mounting and wood roller 
ends. signature and two seals 
in the upper right corner.

condition: the mounting 
with some repairs, wear and 
tear. the image with horizontal 
creases and some associated 
wear and a small hole in the 
upper left corner.
Provenance: collection 
of rodney Pete and Marge 
henricksen. the henricksens 
formed their collection while 
living in Japan in the 1960s and 
early 1970s.

Dimensions: total size 
193 x 63.5 cm, painting only 
154 x 43 cm.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

957  | A PAINTINg 
OF buddhA, 
QINg

china, 19th century. colors 
and gilding on paper. 
imposing depiction of 
Buddha Avalokiteshvara 
seated in dhyanasana on 
a lotus throne, wearing a 
magnificent jifu dragon 
robe. Mounted as a scroll. 
inscriptions: ‘the spirit 
tablet of the believer Li 
hekai’ and ‘All living beings 
are sublime’.

condition: superb colors. 
some losses to paper, 
creasing. very minor 
repairs to background as 
visible on the photos.
Provenance: An Austrian 
private collection, acquired 
c. 1980 from an important 
German collection. old 
collector labels to scroll 
ends.

Dimensions: the painting 
160 x 80 cm.

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150
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962  | AFTeR ZhANg dAQIAN (1899-1983)

A large painting with depictions of lotus flowers and leaves on 
unusual gold paper, in the manner of Zhang Daqian. signed and 
with three seals: Zhang Daqian. Wood roller ends.

condition: Good condition, minor creases
Provenance: From a european private collection

Dimensions: 
224.5 x 82 cM 
(with mounting), 
painting size: 
132.5 x 66 cM

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

965  | ZheNg MuKANg (1901-1982):  
A hANgINg scROll PAINTINg

china, 20th century. the ink painting with vibrant colors by Zheng 
shixuan, known under his artist name Zheng Mukang. Depicting a 
beauty amongst rockwork, grasses and trees. signed and sealed 
to the upper left corner.

condition: very good condition, some expected creases.
Provenance: German private collection.

Dimensions: total size 170 x 66.5 cm, painting only 66 x 42 cm.

estimate euR 1,400
starting price eur 700

966  | A hANgINg scROll PAINTINg OF A 
sPARROW ANd bAMbOO, 20Th ceNTuRy

china, 20th century. ink wash painting with some color used 
for the sparrow, the leafy stalks of bamboo and the bird 
naturalistically painted. With artist signature and inscription plus 
two red square seals.

condition: very Good overall condition some wear and creases 
to mounting. the image with hardly any wear.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Dimensions: size total 180 x 68 cm, 
size painting only 60 x 61.5 cm.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

960  | A hANgINg 
scROll 
PAINTINg, 
lATe QINg

china, late Qing dynasty 
(1644-1912). The ink 
painting mounted onto 
a scroll and depicting an 
idyllic landscape scene 
depicting a boat, some 
rockwork, a pavilion, and 
many trees. signature, 
inscription and seals to the 
upper left corner. Wood 
roller ends.

condition: some creases, 
soiling and water spots. 
the image in good 
condition, the water spots 
mostly only visible in the 
back and on the mounting.
Provenance: hungarian 
private collection.

Dimensions: total size 
182.5 x 66 cm.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

961  | A chINese ‘bIRd ANd PeONIes’ PAINTINg, 
lATe QINg dyNAsTy

china, later 19th - early 20th century. Painted in various colors on 
paper signed, one seal.

condition: Fair condition with wear, soiling, losses and creases.
Provenance: Austrian private collection. Acquired during the 
1930s.

Dimensions: 
ca. 130 x 60 cm.

estimate euR 100
starting price eur 50

959  | A hANgINg 
scROll 
PAINTINg, 
lATe QINg

china, late Qing dynasty 
(1644-1912). The ink 
painting mounted onto a 
scroll and depicting resting 
fishermen drinking tea 
and eating below willow 
trees and an impressive 
mountainous landscape. 
signature, inscription and 
seals to the upper right 
corner.

condition: Good 
condition with some 
expected creases and 
soiling, as visible in the 
images provided. one of 
the wood roller ends lost.
Provenance: hungarian 
private collection.

Dimensions: total size 
211 x 57 cm.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

963  | lIu yuesheNg (b. 1941): A hANgINg  
scROll PAINTINg dATed 1982

China, Renxu (1982). The painting likely relating to the legend 
of Nüwa, the mother goddess of Chinese mythology, repairing 
the sky. A paper label in the back reads: Liu yue sheng: ‘Flight of 
the fancy Fee [fairy]’. With wood roller ends and a fitted brocade 
storage box.

condition: the image 
in good condition, the 
mounting with a repaired 
tear and some creases.
Provenance: croatian 
private collection, formerly 
in the collection Prof. Dr. 
D. Nowak (as per label on 
the fitted brocade storage 
box).

Dimensions:  
size 156 x 62 cm.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

964  | A PAINTINg OF A lOTus FlOWeR,  
dATed 1987

China, Dingmao (1987). Artist signature Zhengming. 
A fine ink wash painting with vibrant, rich pink color 
and depicting a blooming lotus flower. inscription 
and two seals to the upper left corner. Framed 
behind glass.

condition: excellent 
condition. only very 
minimal creases.
Provenance: croatian 
private collection.

Dimensions: size with 
frame 106 x 73.5 cm.

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150
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969  | A chINese 
‘cOuRT 
lAdy WITh 
FAN’ scROll 
PAINTINg, 
RePublIc PeRIOd

china, early 20th century. 
Painted in various colors on 
paper, signed, one seal. Well 
executed portrait of a noble 
lady standing in a palace 
patio with bamboo in the 
background. 

condition: Good condition 
with some wear, minor soiling 
and creases.
Provenance: German private 
collection. Acquired during the 
1980s. 

Dimensions: ca. 120 x 60 cm.

estimate euR 100
starting price eur 50

970  | A chINese 
‘PAVIllION IN 
MOuNTAIN 
lANdscAPe’ 
scROll 
PAINTINg, 
RePublIc  
PeRIOd

china, early 20th century. 
Painted in various colors 
on silk fabric, signed, six 
seals.

condition: Fair condition 
with only minor traces of 
use, several creases, tears, 
minor soiling
Provenance: German 
private collection. Acquired 
during the 1980s.

Dimensions: ca. 90 x 30 cm.

estimate euR 100
starting price eur 50

974  | WATeRcOlOR WITh FlOWeR sTIll lIFe – 
ATTRIbuTed TO le PhO (1907-2001)

Vietnam, 1907-2001. Bright still life painting showing a vase with 
flowers, artist signature to the lower left. Watercolor on paper, 
framed.

condition: Good condition, the frame scratched and with losses
Provenance: Austrian private collection

Dimensions: totAL siZe 73 x 60, iMAGe siZe 49 x 38 cM

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

972  | chINese 
scROll 
PAINTINg 
WITh 
lANdscAPe, 
sTyle OF 
dONg 
shOuPINg - 
20Th ceNTuRy

china, 20th century. 
style of Dong shouping 
(1904–1997).  This 
large painting shows a 
landscape with trees, 
mountains and clouds. 
Artist signature and two 
seals are to be found at 
the upper right: Painted 
in Beijing, summer 1979. 
ink on paper, mounted to 
a brocade scroll, wooden 
handles.

condition: Good 
condition with minor 
signs of wear
Provenance: Austrian 
private collection

Dimensions: 
totAL siZe 211 x 91 cM, 
iMAGe siZe 132 x 68.5 cM

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

967  | MA QuAN (b. 1938): A hANgINg  
scROll PAINTINg, dATed 1987

China, Dingmao (1987). By Ma Quan (b. 1938). Depicting a beauty in 
front of a flowering tree. inscription with one red seal to the right with 
another large red seal in the left upper corner. With wood roller ends.

condition: excellent condition. only very minimal creases.
Provenance: croatian private collection.

Dimensions: size total 196.5 x 66.5 cm.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

968  | QIAN XueJINg: A hANgINg  
scROll PAINTINg, 20Th ceNTuRy

China, 20th century. By Qian Xuejing (dates 
unknown). Depicting ‘sandong tu’, the three 
treasures of winter (shitake, bamboo and radish). 
With a long inscription to the right and one red seal. 
Another red seal in the bottom left corner. With 
wood roller ends.

condition: some creases, overall in good condition.
Provenance: croatian private collection.

Dimensions: size total 150 x 61 cm.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

973  | FOuR PARROT PAINTINgs, QINg

china, 18th century. Painted with watercolors and ink on paper, 
showing various kinds of parrots perched on branches with fruits 
and leaves. each framed behind glass, the wooden frames from 
around 1900, with Chinese inscriptions on the back. (4)

condition: Wear, creasing, soiling, few minor tears, some losses 
on the backs.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Dimensions: size incl. frame 52.1 x 40.4 cm each.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

971  | A FINe PAINTINg ON sIlK, lATe QINg

China, late Qing dynasty (1644-1912). Depicting a beautiful lady 
seated on a stool. Framed behind glass.

condition: very good condition with hardly any wear.
Provenance: italian private collection.

Dimensions: size with frame 44.7 x 37.6 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100
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977  | AN AlbuM WITh eROTIc PAINTINgs, QINg

China, 19th century, Qing Dynasty (1644-1912). The album 
containing eight fine erotic paintings, the first page with an ink 
painting and seal, and the last two pages with calligraphy and 
seals. All set inside a bound album with a brocade cover.

condition: Good condition commensurate with age and use. 
the brocade cover with some loose threads, the individual page 
with some tears to the edges, some minor creases. the paintings 
are all in very good condition. the brocade cover in the back is 
probably lost.
Provenance: French private collection.

Dimensions: size album 30.2 x 24 cm

estimate euR 1,200
starting price eur 600

978  | ThRee sTONe RubbINgs, lATe QINg

China, late Qing dynasty (1644-1912). Three stone rubbing prints 
depicting shoulao, a Luohan and Laozi.

condition: some expected wear, soiling, small holes, tear along 
the edges and creases.
Provenance: German private collection.

Dimensions: height 80 – 128.5 cm.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

980  | A FRAMed PAINTINg OF shOulAO,  
lATe QINg

China, late Qing dynasty (1644-1912). Depicting the god of 
longevity shoulao standing below a pine tree and being handed a 
peach by a young boy. inside a chinese wood frame behind glass.

condition: very good condition, minor expected wear.
Provenance: German private collection.

Dimensions: total size 88 x 62.2 cm.

estimate euR 1,400
starting price eur 700

982  | A lARge PAINTINg dePIcTINg  
FlyINg geese, dATed 1987

China, Dingmao (1987). Artist signature Mingren. A finely painted 
and large ink wash painting depicting two flying geese. inscription 
and three seals to the upper left corner. Framed.

condition: excellent condition. only very minimal creases.
Provenance: croatian private collection.

Dimensions: size with frame 78 x 176.5 cm.

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

979  | A glAss PAINTINg, c. 1900

china, c. 1900. Depicting a beautiful young lady holding a finger 
citron (Buddha’s hand fruit). Painted on glass and inside a 
chinese wood frame behind glass.

condition: very good condition, minor expected wear.
Provenance: German private collection.

Dimensions: total size 55 x 39.5 cm.

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

975  | A FINe bOdhI TRee leAF PAINTINg ANd 
cAllIgRAPhy, 18Th-19Th ceNTuRy

China, 18th-19th century, Qing dynasty (1644-1912). Framed 
behind glass. The left Bodhi tree leaf painting set on a blue 
paper and painted with many Luohan and religious figures. With 
another blue paper showing the outlines of a leaf and with gold 
fine calligraphy.

condition: very good condition, only minimal wear.
Provenance: German private collection.

Dimensions: size with frame 50 x 36 cm.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

976  | A seT OF FOuRTeeN chINese  
eXPORT PAINTINgs ON PITh PAPeR,  
lATe 19Th ceNTuRy

China, late 19th century, Qing dynasty (1644-1912). Each framed 
behind glass, some with an old wooden frame. Depicting various 
ships.

condition: Generally, all in good condition. some with wear, 
staining, creases and small losses. All as seen in images provided.
Provenance: Formerly in the collection of the German Admiral 
of the Imperial Navy, Oskar Klausa (1849-1907).

Dimensions: total size 24.8 x 37 cm – 36 x 48 cm.

estimate euR 1,600
starting price eur 800

981  | A PAINTINg WITh TWO ROOsTeRs,  
20Th ceNTuRy

china, 20th century. Depicting two roosters painted with 
watercolors on thin paper. With inscription and red seals.

condition: Good condition with only minimal creases and some 
wear.
Provenance: German private collection.

Dimensions: size 99 x 54 cm.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

FuRTheR IMAges OF All lOTs AT WWW.ZAcKe.AT
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985  | AN AlbuM WITh 12 WOOdblOcK  
PRINTs by QI bAIshI (1864-1957)

china, 1959. the album includes a collection of 12 color woodblock prints 
after paintings by the important Chinese artist QI Baishi (1864-1957). 
Published in 1959 by the publishing house Rong Bao Zhai in Beijing. 
Depictions of characteristic motifs from the chinese flora and fauna in the 
tradition of classical scholar painting. the artist translates these motifs with 
his unique expressive and vivid brush strokes. Album bound in an original 
silk brocade cover. The vertical label on the cover reads: ‚Qi Baishi Huaji‘ 
(Collection of works by Qi Baishi), one red artist seal. Imprint on the last 
page, dated 1959.

condition: some of 
the pages are loose, 
the front and back 
cover needs to be 
re-fitted.
Provenance: French 
private collection.

Dimensions: size 
album 32.5 x 24.2 cm

estimate euR 2,400
starting price eur 1,200

989  | AN AlbuM WITh 4 WOOdblOcK  
PRINTs by ReN bO NIAN (1840-1896)

china, 1954. the album includes a collection of four color 
woodblock prints after paintings by the important chinese artist 
Ren Bo Nian (1840-1896)). Published in 1954 by the publishing 
house Rong Bao Zhai in Beijing. Depictions of birds and flowers. 
the fifth and last page with calligraphy. the outside of the cover 
with a paper label and some inscribed characters and the inside 
with another label identifying the date 1954 and the publishing 
house.

condition: some creases, folds and wear to the individual prints 
and to the album cover.
Provenance: Dutch private collection.

Dimensions: size album 44.2 x 32.6 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

983  | AFTeR QI bAIshI (1864-1957):  
A hANgINg scROll PAINTINg

China, 20th century. After Qi Baishi. Depicting a lobster 
and two catfish. signature, inscription and red seal to 
the upper left corner, with another seal in the bottom 
right corner.

condition: Good condition, some creases. no roller 
ends.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Dimensions: total size 170 x 80 cm.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

984  | eIghT chINese eXPORT  
PAINTINgs ON PITh PAPeR,  
lATe 19Th ceNTuRy

986  | A chINese cOlOR WOOdblOcK PRINT FROM  
The TeN bAMbOO sTudIO, 18Th ceNTuRy

original color woodblock print, matted and framed. china, 18th century. 
this original color woodblock print originates from the treatise on 
Calligraphy and Painting of the Ten Bamboo Studio, a famous Chinese 
painting manual, and shows a rock.

condition: Good condition, creases and browning mostly around the 
edges; centerfold
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Dimensions: iMAGe siZe APProX. 23.5 x 27 cM, siZe incL. FrAMe 38.1 x 
41.8 cM

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

china, late 19th century, 
Qing dynasty (1644-1912). 
each framed behind glass. 
Depicting various government 
and court officials and their 
wives.

condition: the smaller 
paintings in good condition 
with minor expected wear. 
the two larger paintings with 
losses and tears as visible in 
the images provided.
Provenance: German private 
collection.

Dimensions: total size 16.3 x 
12 cm – 35 x 29.5 cm.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

987  | sIX chINese cOlOR PRINTs,  
ONe by QI bAIshI (1864-1957), 1950s

china, 1950s. one of these six chinese woodblock prints was 
designed by Qi Baishi, one of the most famous painters of the 
20th century, and depicts bamboo shoots. the other five prints 
depict a costumed man on stilts, a sheep, a cockerel, a pink 
rose with thorns, and mushrooms. some with artist seal and 
calligraphy.

condition: Overall good condition; minor creases, browning and 
damage around the margins and edges; the Qi Baishi print is 
inscribed in pencil on the reverse
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Dimensions: LArGest sheet siZe 36.5 x 24.7 cM

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

988  | sIX chINese cOlOR PRINTs,  
TWO by QI bAIshI (1864-1957), 1950s

china, 1950s. two of these six chinese prints were designed 
by Qi Baishi, one of the most famous painters of the 20th 
century, are identical and depict bamboo shoots. the other four 
prints depict chrysanthemums, mushrooms, a snail on a rock 
with leaves as well as birds and flowers. With artist seals and 
calligraphy.

condition: Overall good condition; minor creases, browning and 
damage around the margins and edges
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Dimensions: LArGest sheet siZe 36.5 x 24.7 cM

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

990  | sIX chINese cOlOR PRINTs,  
ONe by QI bAIshI (1864-1957), 1950s

china, 1950s. one of these six chinese woodblock prints was 
designed by Qi Baishi, one of the most famous painters of the 
20th century, and depicts bamboo shoots. the other five prints 
depict a woman making tea, a white rose with thorns, a prunus 
tree with blossoms, a cockerel, and mushrooms. some with artist 
seal and calligraphy.

condition: Overall good condition; minor creases, some tears, 
browning and damage around the margins and edges; one print 
has four small holes outside the image and another shows a label 
on the reverse
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Dimensions: LArGest sheet siZe 36.5 x 24.7 cM

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

FuRTheR IMAges OF All lOTs AT WWW.ZAcKe.AT
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993  | seVeN chINese cOlOR WOOdblOcK 
PRINTs, 18Th ceNTuRy

china, 18th century. the seven chinese color woodblock prints 
from the 18th century originate from one of two famous chinese 
painting manuals: The Mustard Seed Garden or the Ten Bamboo 
Studio. Depicted in this lot are rocks, lingzhi, bamboo, Buddha 
hand citrus and other nature motifs. some show an artist seal 
and calligraphy.

condition: Overall good condition; creases, small tears, 
browning mostly around the edges; each sheet mounted at the 
center
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Dimensions: siZe APProX. 30.5 x 26.5 cM

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

994  | sIX chINese WOOdblOcK PRINTs FROM  
The MusTARd seed gARdeN, 18Th ceNTuRy

china, 18th century. the six chinese color woodblock prints 
from the 18th century originate from the famous Manual of the 
Mustard seed Garden. Depicted in this lot are landscapes with 
houses, trees, rocks and mountains.

condition: Overall good condition; creases, small tears, 
browning mostly around the edges; each sheet with centerfold
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Dimensions: siZe APProX. 26.4 x 30.8 cM

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

991  | sIX chINese cOlOR WOOdblOcK PRINTs, 
18Th ceNTuRy

china, 18th century. the six chinese color woodblock prints 
from the 18th century originate from the famous Manual of the 
Mustard seed Garden. Depicted in this lot are landscapes with 
forests, rocks, mountains, rivers, houses and a few figures. some 
show an artist seal and calligraphy.

condition: Overall good condition; creases, small tears, browning 
mostly around the edges; each sheet mounted at the center
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Dimensions: siZe APProX. 31 x 27 cM

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

992  | sIX chINese cOlOR WOOdblOcK PRINTs, 
18Th ceNTuRy

china, 18th century. the six chinese color woodblock prints 
from the 18th century originate from one of two famous drawing 
manuals: The Mustard Seed Garden or the Ten Bamboo Studio. 
Depicted in this lot are rocks, lingzhi, bamboo, Buddha hand 
citrus and other nature motifs. some show an artist seal and 
calligraphy.

condition: Overall good condition; creases, small tears, 
browning mostly around the edges; each sheet with centerfold
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Dimensions: siZe APProX. 29.5 x 25.5 cM

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

998  | A chINese ORIgINAl  
PRINT OF A bIRd ON A ROcK,  
19Th ceNTuRy

original color print, matted and framed. china, 20th 
centurythis original chinese color print from the 20th 
century shows a bird perched on a rock surrounded 
by bamboo. With seal of the artist.

condition: Good condition; browning and minor 
stains within the image; centerfold
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Dimensions: iMAGe siZe APProX. 23.5 x 28 cM,  
siZe incL. FrAMe 34.5 x 41.3 cM

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

996  | A chINese ORIgINAl  
PRINT OF A bIRd ON A bRANch, 
20Th ceNTuRy

original color print, matted and framed. china, 20th 
centurythis original chinese color print from the 
20th century shows a bird perched on a branch with 
flowers and leaves. With seal of the artist.

condition: Good condition; browning and minor 
stains on the mat and within the image
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Dimensions: iMAGe siZe APProX. 26 x 16.5 cM,  
siZe incL. FrAMe 53 x 42 cM

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

995  | sIX chINese cOlOR WOOdblOcK PRINTs,  
18Th ceNTuRy

china, 18th century. the six chinese color woodblock prints from the 18th 
century originate from one of two famous chinese painting manuals: the 
Mustard Seed Garden or the Ten Bamboo Studio. Depicted in this lot are 
landscapes, mountains, rocks, bamboo as well as flowers and birds. some 
show an artist seal and calligraphy.

condition: Overall good condition; creases, small tears, browning mostly 
around the edges; each sheet mounted at the center
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Dimensions: LArGest siZe 26.1 x 33.4 cM

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

997  | A gROuP OF cOlOR WOOdblOcK PRINTs,  
hANd-cOlORed PRINT ANd MOuNTed  
FAN-shAPed dRAWINg

China, Qing dynasty (1644-1912). This mixed lot includes four color 
woodblock prints showing floral compositions and in one case a farmhouse 
with only partly visible figures; a hand-colored print with flowers, branches 
and a butterfly; and a mounted fan-shaped drawing of a cicada. Some show 
an artist seal and calligraphy.

condition: overall very good condition, few minor creases on the edges 
and corners
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Dimensions: siZe LArGest Print 25.7 x 32.6 cM, siZe DrAWinG incL. 
MountinG 35.8 x 53.1 cM

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100
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999  | A sKy-blue eMbROIdeRed  
‘sATIN sTITch’ sIlK lAdy’s RObe, 1920s

china, 1920s the sky-blue silk robe finely embroidered with flowers: 

condition: very good condition with hardly any wear. 
Provenance: czech private collection. 

Dimensions: height 111 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

1001  | A dOuble dRAgON  
‘shOu’ TeXTIle, QINg

China, 19th century, Qing dynasty (1644-1912). The black silk textile 
finely embroidered with gold silk threads depicting two confronting 
dragons flanking the character ‘shou’ for eternal life. Framed 
behind glass. 

condition: very good condition with hardly any wear. some wear 
to the edges of the wood frame. 
Provenance: old French private collection. 

Dimensions: size with frame 62.7 x 67.6 cm.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

1000  | AN eMbROIdeRed lONgguA lAdy’s 
suRcOAT WITh lANdscAPe ROuNdels

china, 19th century. silk with multi-colored and gold threads, 
inside with pale blue silk lining, three metal buttons and 
loops at the front. this dark blue coat shows eight finely 
embroidered roundels with picturesque landscapes amid 
floral sprays. At the lower end a wave pattern is interchanging 
with bamboo and rock formations. Light blue silk bands 
embroidered in relief adorn the sleeves. 

condition: excellent condition with only minimal wear, stains 
and traces of use. 
Provenance: Dame Eva Turner, DBE (1892-1990), and thence 
by descent within the same family. An autographed photo of 
Dame turner, dated London 1939, is accompanying this lot. 

Dimensions: Maximum width ca. 120 cm (measured from 
sleeve end to sleeve end)

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

1002  | AN eMbROIdeRed sIlK RANK bAdge, 
buZI, QINg

china, 1644-1912. the second Military rank badge 
embroidered in colored threads, depicting a lion on a rocky 
outcrop over waves and surrounded by lingzhi-shaped clouds 
as well as Buddhist symbols, with a key fret border. 

condition: very good condition with minor wear, few loose 
threads. 
Provenance: German private collection, acquired from the 
collector’s father between around 1950 and 1960. 

Dimensions: 
size 27.8 x 30.5 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

1003  | sIlK eMbROIdeRy, FlORAl eleMeNTs ANd FRINges

china, 19th to early 20th century. on a bordeaux red background a detailed 
embroidery with tendrils and baskets of blooming flowers are visible. in the center 
a medallion with peacocks and butterflies, surrounded by a dense flower bouquet. 
Polychrome fringed with tassels decorate the outer edge. verso covered with 
apricot colored silk. 

1006  | A lOT OF seVeN TeXTIles, 
QINg dyNAsTy

china, 1644-1912. executed in Peking 
knot (also known as forbidden stitch) and 
silk stitch with gold thread decorations, 
including two collars, three sleeve bands and 
a seat ornament. (7) 

condition: excellent condition with minor 
wear, some soiling, creasing, minimal losses. 
Provenance: German private collection. 

Dimensions: Size 54.5 x 43 cm (the largest)

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

1004  | A ‘sATIN sTIch’ eMbROIdeRy 
OF IMMORTAls cROssINg  
The seA, lATe QINg

China, late Qing dynasty (1644-1912). Finely 
embroidered with immortals crossing the sea on 
a carp amidst the crashing waves, a bird above 
holding prayer beads in the shape of an eight in 
its beak, and Laozi riding an ox below them. 

condition: very good condition with hardly any 
wear and only very minor soiling. 
Provenance: croatian private collection. 

Dimensions: size 147 x 71 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

1005  | TWO PAIRs OF sIlK bROcAde  
MANchu cOuRT lAdy’s shOes, QINg

china, around 1900. one pair of horse-hoof shoes, neatly embroidered with birds 
and flowers. one pair of flat shoes embroidered with flowers and vines. 

condition: excellent condition with minor wear and few loose threads. 
Provenance: French private collection. 

Dimensions: Length 23 cm (each of the horse-hoof shoes) and 24.5 cm (each of 
the flat shoes)

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

condition: signs of age and 
wear such as tears, repairs 
and stains. 
Provenance: From a 
spanish private collection, 
Bilbao. 

Dimensions: size without 
fringes 234 x 214 cm

estimate euR 100
starting price eur 50
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1007  | A ‘FlORAl’ chINese WOOlleN Rug 

china, 20th century. the woven carpet in blue hues with 
scattered flowers and butterflies. 

condition: Good condition with some soiling and wear. 
Provenance: Austrian private collection. 

Dimensions: 124 x 71.5 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1008  | A lARge chINese WOOlleN Rug 

china, 1920-1930. Finely woven carpet with scattered auspicious 
objects and Buddhist symbols, within a border of flower-filled 
vases and scrolling floral sprays. 

condition: Good condition with some soiling and wear, localized 
areas along the borders with loose threads. 
Provenance: Austrian private collection. 

Dimensions: size 235 x 169 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

1009  | A hARdWOOd ANd ReVeRse glAss  
PAINTed FOuR-PANel scReeN, QINg

china, 1644-1912. carved in high relief with bats and shou 
medallions as well as confronting chilong, the reverse glass 
paintings with dignitaries, scholars, and others engaged in 
various scenes as well as landscape paintings. 

condition: cracks, losses and extensive wear. 
Provenance: From the collection of Alexander Popov in novi 
sad, Kingdom of serbia, acquired between 1900-1920. 

Dimensions: Size 163.4 x 31.4 cm (each panel).

estimate euR 1,600
starting price eur 800

1011  | A PAIR OF yOKebAcK 
ARMchAIRs, sIchuTOu 
guANMAOyI

china, 18th- early 19th century. Jumu. the 
backrest with curved top rail and wide, 
rectangular splat bearing a ruyi ornament 
carved in openwork as well as a lobed 
opening at the base. (2) 

condition: Fine condition with good natural 
patina, old wear and traces of use. Minor age 
cracks. 
Provenance: German private collection. 

Dimensions: height 105.2 cm. 

estimate euR 1,400
starting price eur 700

1012  | A PAIR OF yOKebAcK 
ARMchAIRs, sIchuTOu 
guANMAOyI

china, 18th- early 19th century. Jumu. the 
backrest with curved top rail and wide, 
rectangular splat bearing a ruyi ornament 
carved in openwork as well as a lobed 
opening at the base. the undersides with 
inscription “Daoguang 16” (1836).  

condition: Fine condition with good natural 
patina, old wear and traces of use. Minor age 
cracks. 
Provenance: swiss private collection. novel 
Art Gallery, Frank c. russek, Zurich. German 
private collection, acquired at teFAF art 
fair from the above in 1995, for the price of 
10.600 swiss Francs. thence by descent in 
the same family. the original expertise dated 
1995 is accompanying this lot. 

Dimensions: height 106 cm. Depth 42 cm. 

Auction result comparison: compare with a 
related Jumu yokeback chair bearing a similar 
ruyi carving at christies new york, on August 
22nd, 2018, lot 204 (sold for USD 8.125,-).

estimate euR 1,400
starting price eur 700

1013  | A PAIR OF hONgMu 
hORseshOe chAIRs, QINg

china, 18th – 19th century. the backrests with 
curved top rails and wide, rectangular splats 
showing a qilin and other decorations carved 
in openwork, the braided rattan seats within 
square frames. (2) 

condition: Fine condition with good natural 
patina, old wear and traces of use. Minor age 
cracks. 
Provenance: German private collection. 

Dimensions: height 92.3 cm.

estimate euR 1,600
starting price eur 800

1010  | A chINese 
WOOlleN 
ARTIsT Rug 

china, 20th century. 
the carpet with a bird 
perched on a flowering 
lotus branch, calligraphy, 
and artist seal, within a 
diaper-pattern border. 

condition: Good 
condition with some 
soiling and wear as well 
as partially faded colors. 
Provenance: Austrian 
private collection. 

Dimensions: 
124 x 62 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100
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hOlZAPFel cOllecTION, 
geNeVA, sWITZeRlANd

the greater part of the holzapfel 
oriental ceramics collection was 
formed in england and ireland in 
the late 1950s and 1960s. After 
the death of Mr. holzapfel, most 
of his pieces went to his children, 
ten in all. two of Mr. holzapfel’s 
eldest sons then started their own 
collections in the early 1970’s, 
both by adding significantly to 
their shares of the inheritance. 
collecting was eventually 
continued by one of Mr. holzapfel’s 
grandsons, who lives in switzerland 
and is a member of the oriental 
ceramic society.

1015  | A lARge blue ANd WhITe  
PORcelAIN chARgeR

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

Painted in underglaze blue, the show side with a central scene of 
a fisherman and two dogs on a bridge, surrounded by a border 
of radiating lappets enclosing stylized plant designs and figural 
scenes. the backside with scrolling vines.

DiAMeter 48 cm

condition: Good condition with expected wear and 
manufacturing flaws.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by second generation members of the holzapfel 
family after 1970 and has remained in the family ever since.

estimate euR 2,000
starting price eur 1,000

1014  | A blue ANd WhITe ARITA  
PORcelAIN chARgeR

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

the large charger decorated in underglaze blue with an encircled 
central river scene, the rims showing pine and prunus behind 
weathered rocks, all within diaper-pattern borders. the backside 
with floral sprays and an apocryphal six-character chenghua 
reign mark within a circle.

DiAMeter 46.7 cm

condition: ver good condition with minor wear.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by second generation members of the holzapfel 
family after 1970 and has remained in the family ever since.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

AUctiON dAY 3

January 23rd at 10:00 AM cet

JApANese & cHiNese pOrcelAiN FrOM
tHe HOlZApFel cOllectiON. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Lots 1014 to 1153

iNdiAN Art & sOUtHeAst AsiAN Art . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Lots 1154 to 1333
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1021  | A lARge blue ANd 
WhITe PORcelAIN 
JAR ANd cOVeR

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

the baluster jar is densely 
decorated with two ho ho birds 
in a continuous flowering garden 
landscape, all below lappets 
enclosing alternating designs 
of scrolling lotus tendrils and 
rabbits. the neck with repeated 
panels of flowers and beribboned 
precious objects. the domed 
cover surmounted by a knob 
finial similarly decorated and the 
finial with a ho ho in flight.

heiGht 58 cm

condition: very good 
condition with minor wear and 
manufacturing flaws, the finial tip 
with a small chip and the cover 
rim with a filled chip.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, 
Geneva, switzerland. this lot was 
acquired by second generation 
members of the holzapfel family 
after 1970 and has remained in 
the family ever since.

estimate euR 2,000
starting price eur 1,000

1019  | A blue ANd WhITe PORcelAIN dIsh

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

the slightly lobed dish is painted in underglaze blue on the show 
side with four exotic birds among plants, surrounded by a border 
of radiating wide and narrow panels enclosing repeated designs 
of plants, precious objects, and abstract designs. the backside 
with flower sprays and a mark within a circle.

DiAMeter 34.2 cm

condition: Good condition with expected wear, a minor chip to 
rim and few manufacturing flaws.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by second generation members of the holzapfel 
family after 1970 and has remained in the family ever since.

estimate euR 500
starting price eur 250

1020  | A blue ANd WhITe ‘FlORAl’  
PORcelAIN chARgeR

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

Painted in underglaze blue on the show side with a central 
floral composition surrounded by a border of dense scrolling 
foliage.

DiAMeter 36 cm

condition: very good condition with expected traces of use and 
wear.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this 
lot was acquired by second generation members of the 
holzapfel family after 1970 and has remained in the family 
ever since.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

1016  | A blue 
ANd WhITe 
PORcelAIN 
‘dRAgON’ 
PlATe

Japan, Meiji period  
(1868-1912)

Painted in underglaze 
blue, the centre with a 
pair of dragons within 
a geometric band, the 
rim with three lobed 
reserves detailed with 
mountainous and rocky 
landscapes, the backside 
with scrolling vines and 
a mark.

DiAMeter 33.5 cm

condition: very good 
condition with traces of 
wear and minor fritting 
to rim.
Provenance: holzapfel 
collection, Geneva, 
switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by a third-
generation member 
of the holzapfel family 
after 1995 and has 
remained in the family 
ever since.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1018  | A blue ANd WhITe  
PORcelAIN dIsh

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

Decorated in underglaze blue on the show side with a stylized 
landscape. the backside with scrolling lotus tendrils and a mark 
within a circle.

DiAMeter 21.8 cm

condition: very good condition with few manufacturing flaws.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by a third-generation member of the holzapfel 
family after 1995 and has remained in the family ever since.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1017  | A PAIR OF blue ANd  
WhITe PORcelAIN dIshes

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

Both dishes decorated in underglaze blue on the show side with 
a scholar imagining a fight scene, the rim with diaper pattern 
and cartouches showing two fishermen. the backside with two 
stylized branches and a leaf mark on the underside.

DiAMeter 24 cm each

condition: With manufacturing flaws, one dish shows chips to 
the rim.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by second generation members of the holzapfel 
family after 1970 and has remained in the family ever since.

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150
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1023  | A blue ANd WhITe ARITA  
PORcelAIN ‘FlORAl’ dIsh

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

Painted in underglaze blue, the show side with a floral 
composition surrounded by a border of radiating wide and 
narrow panels enclosing repeated designs of stylised plants, 
auspicious Buddhist symbols and abstract designs. The backside 
with scrolling vines and apocryphal six-character chenghua reign 
mark within a circle.

DiAMeter 17.5 cm

condition: Good condition with expected wear and one chip to 
rim.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by second generation members of the holzapfel 
family after 1970 and has remained in the family ever since.

estimate euR 100
starting price eur 50

1022  | A lObed ARITA PORcelAIN chARgeR

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the large charger decorated in underglaze blue on the show side 
with a humorous figure standing on a garden terrace below a 
dragon in flight, the rim with figures in riverside, rocky and forest 
landscapes, the backside decorated with scrolling tendrils and a 
three-character maker´s mark within a circle on the underside.

DiAMeter 40.5 cm

condition: overall good condition with traces of use, minor chips 
to foot rim and few manufacturing flaws.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by a third-generation member of the holzapfel 
family after 1995 and has remained in the family ever since.
Previously offered at Bonhams, Japanese Works of art on March 
19th, 2009, with an estimate of 2,500 eur

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1026  | A blue ANd WhITe ‘FlORAl’  
PORcelAIN dIsh

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

Painted in underglaze blue, the show side with a floral 
composition surrounded by a border of radiating wide and 
narrow panels enclosing repeated designs of plants and abstract 
patterns.

DiAMeter 21.3 cm

condition: Good condition with expected wear and one chip to 
rim.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by second generation members of the holzapfel 
family after 1970 and has remained in the family ever since.

estimate euR 100
starting price eur 50

1027  | A PAIR OF blue ANd WhITe  
‘KRAAK’ sTyle PORcelAIN bOWls

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

Both lobed bowls painted in underglaze blue on the interior 
with a medallion enclosing a cricket perched on a leafy rock. the 
walls, the rim and the backside composed of various geometrical 
designs surrounding floral reserves.

DiAMeter 15 cm each

condition: Good condition with expected wear and minor fritting 
to rims.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by second generation members of the holzapfel 
family after 1970 and has remained in the family ever since.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1024  | A blue ANd WhITe ‘FlORAl’  
PORcelAIN dIsh

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

the dish decorated in underglaze blue on the show side with a 
large blossoming spray above crashing waves.

DiAMeter 28.5 cm

condition: Good condition, with minor wear and manufacturing 
flaws, a small chip to rim with associated hairline.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by a third-generation member of the holzapfel 
family after 1995 and has remained in the family ever since.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1025  | A blue ANd WhITe lObed  
PORcelAIN dIsh WITh TIgeR

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

the rare dish is painted in underglaze blue to depict a tiger 
crouching under bamboo canes.

DiAMeter 19.7 cm

condition: traces of wear and two hairlines to rim, otherwise 
good condition.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by second generation members of the holzapfel 
family after 1970 and has remained in the family ever since.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1028  | A blue ANd WhITe ARITA  
PORcelAIN ‘FlORAl’ dIsh

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the slightly lobed dish painted in underglaze blue on the show 
side with stylized floral designs and elaborate scrolling vines, the 
backside shows further stylized floral sprays and an apocryphal 
six-character chenghua reign mark within a circle.

DiAMeter 18 cm

condition: With a hairline to rim and a repaired chip with an 
associated hairline, otherwise good condition.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by a third-generation member of the holzapfel 
family after 1995 and has remained in the family ever since.

estimate euR 100
starting price eur 50

1029  | A ‘KRAAK’ sTyle blue ANd  
WhITe PORcelAIN dIsh

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

the dish is decorated in underglaze blue on the show side with 
a pair of birds near a planter containing prunus, peony and pine, 
the rim with scrolling lotus tendrils.

DiAMeter 30.3 cm

condition: Good condition with expected wear and with only one 
small chip to rim.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this 
lot was acquired by second generation members of the 
holzapfel family after 1970 and has remained in the family 
ever since.

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150
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1032  | A blue ANd WhITe PORcelAIN Jug

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

the baluster shaped jug applied with an integrated handle and 
supported on a spreading foot, decorated in underglaze blue 
with a couple of birds perched on a rock among blossoming 
sprays, foliage as well as geometric and plain blue bands.

heiGht 23.3 cm

condition: With a short crack to base, repaired spout, and a 
drilled hole to handle, otherwise good condition.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by the grandfather of Mr. holzapfel before 1970 
and has been in the holzapfel family ever since.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1033  | A sMAll blue ANd WhITe  
PORcelAIN Jug ANd cOVeR

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

the jug is decorated in underglaze blue with narrow panels 
enclosing repeating designs of scrolling foliage and scenes with 
ladies, the cover with floral designs within a line border.

heiGht 13 cm

condition: overall god condition, with a hairline to rim. the cover 
with minor fritting, a chip and a small drilled hole.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by second generation members of the holzapfel 
family after 1970 and has remained in the family ever since.

estimate euR 100
starting price eur 50

1030  | A sMAll PAIR OF blue ANd  
WhITe PORcelAIN cuPs

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

each cup is decorated on the exterior with three leaves, all within 
double concentric circles. the underside with a further circle.

DiAMeter 5.8 cm each

condition: very good condition with hardly any wear.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by the grandfather of Mr. holzapfel before 1970 
and has been in the holzapfel family ever since.

estimate euR 500
starting price eur 250

1036  | AN IMARI PORcelAIN bOWl

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

the bowl decorated in underglaze blue and overglaze iron-red 
and gold, the exterior with two Bijin in a garden landscape above 
a band of flower sprays and a flower within a double circle to the 
underside. the interior painted with a central flower-filled vase.

DiAMeter 21.5 cm

condition: very good condition with expected traces of use and 
wear.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by second generation members of the holzapfel 
family after 1970 and has remained in the family ever since.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1037  | AN IMARI PORcelAIN bOX WITh cOVeR

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

of deep shape, painted in typical underglaze blue, iron-red 
and gold with alternating panels of vases with flowers and 
floral compositions, the cover with further alternating panels 
containing chrysanthemums and ducks and surmounted by a 
fruit knob.

heiGht 22 cm, DiAMeter 24.5 cm

condition: overall good condition with expected traces of use 
and wear, the base with a thin and stable crack.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by second generation members of the holzapfel 
family after 1970 and has remained in the family ever since.

estimate euR 500
starting price eur 250

1035  | A ReTIculATed IMARI PORcelAIN ceNseR

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

the small cylindrical censer raised on three ruyi feet and with 
reticulated sides enclosing cartouches detailed with a symbol 
against a geometric ground. All enriched with underglaze and 
overglaze polychrome enamels.

heiGht 6 cm

condition: Good condition with expected wear and few 
manufacturing flaws.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by the grandfather of Mr. holzapfel before 1970 
and has been in the holzapfel family ever since.

estimate euR 500
starting price eur 250

1031  | A blue ANd WhITe PORcelAIN  
cOFFee POT ANd cOVeR

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

the conical pot raised on three legs, with applied handle and 
metal cover and tap. Painted in underglaze blue with a phoenix 
perched on a rock among dense foliage and floral sprays.

heiGht 26.5 cm

condition: the rim with a small chip, the cover missing the 
knob, a drilled hole to handle and the tap loose, otherwise good 
condition.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by the grandfather of Mr. holzapfel before 1970 
and has been in the holzapfel family ever since.

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

1034  | AN OcTAgONAl IMARI PORcelAIN VAse

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

Densely decorated in iron-red and gold on underglaze blue with 
figural and landscape reserves within panels of flower sprays and 
foliage.

heiGht 37 cm

condition: Good condition with expected traces of use and a 
small chip to rim.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by second generation members of the holzapfel 
family after 1970 and has remained in the family ever since.

estimate euR 500
starting price eur 250
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1038  | A lARge ‘FlORAl’ IMARI PORcelAIN PlATe

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

Painted in underglaze blue and overglaze polychrome enamels and gold 
on the show side with a central flower-filled vase surrounded by four 
butterfly medallions, the rim with densely composed ground of lotus 
scroll under floral reserves. the backside with three flower sprays.

DiAMeter 36.3 cm

condition: With a small chip to the rim and a hairline as well as a 
stabilized crack.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot was 
acquired by the grandfather of Mr. holzapfel before 1970 and has been 
in the holzapfel family ever since.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1041  | A lARge IMARI PORcelAIN chARgeR

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

Painted in underglaze blue and overglaze iron-red and gold 
on the show side with a central floral composition within a 
flower-shaped border, surrounded by a densely composed 
ground of chrysanthemum scrolls surrounding shishi lion 
reserves. the backside with three flower sprays.

DiAMeter 49.4 cm

condition: very good condition with expected traces of use 
and wear to enamels.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by a third-generation member of the holzapfel 
family after 1995 and has remained in the family ever since.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

1043  | A lARge IMARI PORcelAIN chARgeR

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

Painted in underglaze and overglaze polychrome enamels on 
the show side with a central flower-filled vase, surrounded 
by a border of reserves enclosing repeated floral and figural 
compositions. the backside with three flower sprays.

DiAMeter 52 cm

condition: Good condition with traces of use and wear to 
enamels.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by second generation members of the holzapfel 
family after 1970 and has remained in the family ever since.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

1040  | A lARge IMARI PORcelAIN chARgeR

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

A fine charger modelled in high relief and painted in underglaze blue 
and overglaze iron-red and gold on the show side with a central floral 
composition encircled by a scrolling foliage border, the rims with a 
ground of chrysanthemums and vine scrolls surrounding shishi lion 
reserves. the backside with three flower sprays.

DiAMeter 39.5 cm

condition: very good condition with expected traces of use and wear to 
enamels.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot was 
acquired by a third-generation member of the holzapfel family after 
1995 and has remained in the family ever since.

estimate euR 100
starting price eur 50

1039  | A lARge IMARI PORcelAIN chARgeR

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

Painted in underglaze and overglaze polychrome enamels, 
the show side with a central flower-filled vase within a double 
circle, surrounded by a border of lappets enclosing repeated 
floral designs.

DiAMeter 45 cm

condition: very good condition with expected traces of use 
and wear to enamels.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by second generation members of the holzapfel 
family after 1970 and has remained in the family ever since.

estimate euR 500
starting price eur 250

1042  | A lARge PAIR OF IMARI  
PORcelAIN beAKeR VAses

Japan, edo period 
(1615-1868)

of circular and octagonal form, each 
decorated in underglaze blue and overglaze 
iron-red and gold, the central section with 
reserves containing floral designs, butterflies, 
and a large phoenix. the upper and lower 
section with lappets detailed with floral 
compositions finely enriched with gilding. the 
interior mouth rims with three flower sprays.

heiGht 59 cm each

condition: overall good condition with wear 
and few manufacturing flaws to the lower 
section. one vase with repaired cracks to the 
upper section.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, 
switzerland. this lot was acquired by second 
generation members of the holzapfel family 
after 1970 and has remained in the family 
ever since.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500
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1045  | AN IMARI PORcelAIN dIsh

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

Painted in underglaze blue and overglaze iron-red and gold, 
the show side with four fish jumping above crashing waves, 
surrounded by a border of large and small lappets enclosing 
repeated floral designs. the backside with three flower sprays.

DiAMeter 32 cm

condition: Good condition with expected traces of use and wear 
to enamels as well as manufacturing flaws.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by second generation members of the holzapfel 
family after 1970 and has remained in the family ever since.

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

1050  | AN IMARI PORcelAIN dIsh

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

Painted in underglaze blue and overglaze iron-red and 
gold on the show side with a central flower-filled vase 
within a double circle, surrounded by a border of radiating 
wide panels enclosing repeated floral designs. the 
backside with three flower sprays.

DiAMeter 27.8 cm

condition: very good condition with expected traces of 
use and wear to enamels.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. 
this lot was acquired by the grandfather of Mr. holzapfel 
before 1970 and has been in the holzapfel family ever 
since.

estimate euR 100
starting price eur 50

1048  | A PAIR OF IMARI  
PORcelAIN dIshes

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

Both elaborately decorated in underglaze 
blue and overglaze iron-red and gold all 
across the show side with scrolling foliage 
reserves and floral designs. the backside 
with three flower sprays.

DiAMeter 31 cm each

condition: very good condition with 
expected traces of use and wear to enamels.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, 
switzerland. this lot was acquired by second 
generation members of the holzapfel family 
after 1970 and has remained in the family 
ever since.

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

1047  | AN IMARI PORcelAIN dIsh

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

Painted in underglaze blue and overglaze iron-red and gold on 
the show side with a central landscape within a double circle, 
the rims densely decorated with a floral ground surrounding 
landscape reserves. the backside with three flower sprays and an 
apocryphal six-character Jiajing reign mark within a circle.

DiAMeter 33 cm

condition: very good condition with expected traces of use and 
wear to enamels.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by the grandfather of Mr. holzapfel before 1970 
and has been in the holzapfel family ever since.

estimate euR 500
starting price eur 250

1046  | A ‘FlORAl’ IMARI PORcelAIN dIsh

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

Painted in underglaze blue and overglaze iron-red and gold on 
the show side with a central flower-filled planter encircled by a 
scrolling foliage border, the rims with floral compositions. the 
backside with three flower sprays.

DiAMeter 33.5 cm

condition: very good condition with expected traces of use and 
wear to enamels.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this 
lot was acquired by second generation members of the 
holzapfel family after 1970 and has remained in the family 
ever since.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1049  | A PAIR OF sQuARe IMARI 
PORcelAIN dIshes

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

Painted in underglaze and overglaze 
polychrome enamels, the show side with a 
stylized pine and bird composition within lotus 
and scrolling vine, the rim with radiating wide 
and narrow panels enclosing repeated floral 
designs. the backside with scrolling foliage.

DiAMeter 19.3 cm each

condition: With few manufacturing flaws and 
wear as well as and small areas of glaze recess.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, 
switzerland. this lot was acquired by a third-
generation member of the holzapfel family 
after 1995 and has remained in the family ever 
since.

estimate euR 100
starting price eur 50

1044  | A lObed IMARI PORcelAIN dIsh

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

Painted in underglaze blue and overglaze iron-red and gold on 
the show side with a central riverside landscape within a double 
circle, the rim densely decorated with floral designs. the backside 
with three flower sprays.

DiAMeter 30.2 cm

condition: overall good condition with one chip to rim as well as 
manufacturing flaws.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by the grandfather of Mr. holzapfel before 1970 
and has been in the holzapfel family ever since.

estimate euR 100
starting price eur 50
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1051  | A lARge IMARI PORcelAIN dIsh

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

the slightly lobed dish is painted in underglaze blue 
and overglaze iron-red and gold on the show side 
with a central beribboned floral bouquet, the rims 
with landscapes interrupted by floral compositions. 
the backside with three flower sprays.

DiAMeter 36 cm

condition: Good condition with expected wear, 
few minor chips to rim and manufacturing flaws.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, 
switzerland. this lot was acquired by second 
generation members of the holzapfel family after 
1970 and has remained in the family ever since.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

1053  | A lARge IMARI PORcelAIN PlATe

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

Painted in underglaze blue and overglaze iron-red 
and gold on the show side with a central riverside 
landscape scene within a double circle, surrounded 
by floral compositions enclosed by curtains. the 
backside with three flower sprays.

DiAMeter 42.4 cm

condition: Good condition with expected wear to 
enamels and manufacturing flaws.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, 
switzerland. this lot was acquired by the 
grandfather of Mr. holzapfel before 1970 and has 
been in the holzapfel family ever since.

estimate euR 150
starting price eur 75

1054  | AN IMARI PORcelAIN bOX

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

the box decorated in underglaze and overglaze 
polychrome enamels and gold, the exterior with 
floral panels in typical imari style above a border 
of stylized waves.

DiAMeter 24.5 cm

condition: Good condition with minor wear, few 
manufacturing flaws as well as a stable crack to 
rim, the cover missing.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, 
switzerland. this lot was acquired by second 
generation members of the holzapfel family 
after 1970 and has remained in the family ever 
since.

estimate euR 100
starting price eur 50

1056  | A FAMIlle VeRTe  
cRAcKle-glAZed bOWl

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

Decorated in underglaze and overglaze 
polychrome enamels on a crackled cream 
ground. the exterior with alternate panels of 
intricate geometric designs and ho ho birds 
among tendrils, the inside with diverse scrolling 
foliage decoration.

DiAMeter 23.8 cm

condition: With fritting as well as two filled chips 
to rim, two short cracks to the rim and one to the 
base, all stabilized with staples.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, 
switzerland. this lot was acquired by second 
generation members of the holzapfel family 
after 1970 and has remained in the family ever 
since.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1052  | A lARge IMARI  
PORcelAIN dIsh

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

the slightly lobed dish is painted in 
underglaze blue and overglaze iron-red 
and gold on the show side with a central 
beribboned floral bouquet, the rims 
with landscapes interrupted by floral 
compositions. the backside with three flower 
sprays.

DiAMeter 36.5 cm

condition: Good condition with expected 
traces of use and wear to enamels as well 
as a hairline to rim.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, 
switzerland. this lot was acquired by a 
third-generation member of the holzapfel 
family after 1995 and has remained in the 
family ever since.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

1055  | A lARge IMARI  
PORcelAIN bOWl

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

the deep bowl is decorated in underglaze and 
overglaze polychrome enamels on the interior 
and exterior with flower sprays within floral 
bands.

DiAMeter 31.5 cm

condition: With traces of use and wear and a 
stabilized crack across the bowl.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, 
switzerland. this lot was acquired by second 
generation members of the holzapfel family after 
1970 and has remained in the family ever since.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100
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1058  | A lARge IMARI  
PORcelAIN VAse

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

of baluster form and painted in underglaze dark 
blue and overglaze iron-red and gold with floral 
designs in traditional imari style, the neck with 
three reserves containing dragons chasing the 
flaming pearl.

heiGht 39.5 cm

condition: very good condition with expected 
traces of use and wear.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, 
switzerland. this lot was acquired by the 
grandfather of Mr. holzapfel before 1970 and has 
been in the holzapfel family ever since.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

1057  | A lARge IMARI  
PORcelAIN VAse

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

of baluster form and painted in underglaze 
blue and overglaze iron-red and gold with floral 
designs in traditional imari style, the neck with 
three reserves containing dragons chasing the 
flaming pearl.

heiGht 44.5 cm

condition: Good condition with expected traces 
of wear and a stable crack to base.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, 
switzerland. this lot was acquired by second 
generation members of the holzapfel family after 
1970 and has remained in the family ever since.

estimate euR 500
starting price eur 250

1060  | A lARge IMARI PORcelAIN  
bAlusTeR VAse ANd cOVeR

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

the cover surmounted by a karashishi [lion dog] on a 
rockwork base, painted in underglaze blue and overglaze 
iron-red, gold and black with bands of falcons and 
birds amidst a floral and foliage ground, the body with 
a continuous scene of ladies in garden landscapes, all 
enriched with a stylized wave pattern within circular 
reserves.

heiGht 54.5 cm

condition: very good condition with expected wear and 
some underglaze craquelure that does not go through.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. 
this lot was acquired by a third-generation member of the 
holzapfel family after 1995 and has remained in the family 
ever since.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

1062  | A lARge IMARI PORcelAIN  
VAse ANd cOVeR

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

the cover surmounted by a karashishi [lion dog] on a 
rockwork base, painted in underglaze blue and overglaze 
iron-red and gold with panels of lion dogs amidst flowers 
and foliage ground, blooming sprays and landscapes.

heiGht 41 cm

condition: With expected traces of wear, the vase with 
underglaze craquelure that does not go through and a chip 
to foot rim. the finial a later addition.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. 
this lot was acquired by a third-generation member of the 
holzapfel family after 1995 and has remained in the family 
ever since.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1061  | A lARge PAIR OF IMARI  
PORcelAIN VAses ANd cOVeRs

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

each of baluster form, the cover surmounted by a 
karashishi [lion dog], painted in underglaze blue and 
overglaze iron-red and gold with panels of phoenix, 
scrolling foliage and floral compositions, all set against a 
faintly crackled white porcelain ground.

heiGht 50 cm each

condition: With repairs to both covers and finials, one vase 
with a long crack, stable condition.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this 
lot was acquired by second generation members of the 
holzapfel family after 1970 and has remained in the family 
ever since.

estimate euR 500
starting price eur 250

1059  | AN IMARI PORcelAIN FIVe-PIece gARNITuRe

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

Comprising three baluster vases and covers with Bijin finials and a 
pair of beaker vases, all decorated in underglaze blue and overglaze 
iron-red and gold with floral designs in traditional imari style.

heiGhts between 18 - 30 cm

condition: overall good condition with expected traces of use and 
wear. the finials with few damages and one baluster vase with a 
crack.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot was 
acquired by second generation members of the holzapfel family 
after 1970 and has remained in the family ever since.

estimate euR 500
starting price eur 250
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1068  | A sMAll IMARI  
PORcelAIN VAse

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

of pear shape, the body decorated in 
high relief, underglaze and overglaze 
polychrome enamels with flower 
sprays growing from a band of 
scrolling vines, the neck with similar 
motifs above a band of concentric 
circles. All over a crackled white 
porcelain ground.

heiGht 23.5 cm

condition: very good condition with 
expected traces of use and wear.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, 
Geneva, switzerland. this lot was 
acquired by second generation 
members of the holzapfel family after 
1970 and has remained in the family 
ever since.

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

1063  | A sMAll sQuARe IMARI PORcelAIN dIsh

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

the deep dish is painted in underglaze and overglaze polychrome 
enamels, the show side with a flowering branch, surrounded by a 
border geometric and floral reserves. the backside with scrolling 
foliage and mark to underside.

DiAMeter 13.3 cm

condition: Good condition with few manufacturing flaws and 
wear as well as a minor chip to rim.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by second generation members of the holzapfel 
family after 1970 and has remained in the family ever since.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1065  | AN IMARI PORcelAIN bOTTle VAse

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

of double-gourd form with tall neck, moulded to each side with 
a kidney-shaped panel, one recessed and modelled in high 
relief with flowers, the other with a pair of chicken. Decorated 
in underglaze and overglaze polychrome enamels with flower 
sprays and bands.

heiGht 20.5 cm

condition: With manufacturing flaws, losses to the high relief 
flower and with the neck repaired.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by the grandfather of Mr. holzapfel before 1970 
and has been in the holzapfel family ever since.

compare to a similar pair of bottles sold at christie`s new york 
at christie’s interiors, 21 -22 June 2011, lot 478, sold for 2.250 
usD.

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

1069  | AN IMARI PORcelAIN VAse

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

of baluster form and painted in underglaze 
blue and overglaze iron-red and gold with floral 
designs in traditional imari style, the shoulders 
and neck with scrolling vines ground surrounding 
floral reserves.

heiGht 26.5 cm

condition: Good condition with expected wear 
and two chips to the foot rim.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, 
switzerland. this lot was acquired by a third-
generation member of the holzapfel family 
after 1995 and has remained in the family 
ever since.

estimate euR 100
starting price eur 50

1067  | AN IMARI PORcelAIN VAse

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

of baluster form and painted in underglaze blue 
and overglaze iron-red and gold with panels of 
planters with flowers and landscapes in traditional 
imari style.

heiGht 23 cm

condition: Good condition with expected traces of 
wear and a repair to base.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, 
switzerland. this lot was acquired by a third-
generation member of the holzapfel family after 
1995 and has remained in the family ever since.

estimate euR 100
starting price eur 50

1064  | AN IMARI PORcelAIN VAse

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

of baluster form and painted in underglaze blue and overglaze 
iron-red and gold with floral designs in traditional imari style.

heiGht 17.7 cm

condition: With few chips and underglaze minor craquelure that 
does not go through, otherwise good condition.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by a third-generation member of the holzapfel 
family after 1995 and has remained in the family ever since.

estimate euR 100
starting price eur 50

1066  | AN OPeNWORK IMARI PORcelAIN VAse

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

of baluster form, moulded to each side with reticulated panels 
of flower sprays growing from weathered rocks and decorated in 
underglaze blue and with iron-red and gold enamels with further 
floral sprays.

heiGht 19 cm

condition: With manufacturing flaws and a repaired crack 
through the lower section and base.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by the grandfather of Mr. holzapfel before 1970 
and has been in the holzapfel family ever since.

estimate euR 100
starting price eur 50
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1075  | AN IMARI PORcelAIN cOFFee POT

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

the lobed body tapering toward the neck and finished with a 
ribbed bulb, raised on three figural feet, with a domed cover 
surmounted by a knob finial as well as applied with a handle and 
fitted with a sinuous dragon metal tap. Decorated with a crane 
and its nesting young in pine and plum, all moulded in relief 
and painted in underglaze blue and with overglaze polychrome 
enamels.

heiGht 35.5 cm

condition: the cover has been repaired and the tap is slightly 
unattached, otherwise good condition with expected wear.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by second generation members of the holzapfel 
family after 1970 and has remained in the family ever since.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1074  | AN IMARI PORcelAIN cOFFee POT

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

the lobed body tapering toward the neck and finished with a 
ribbed bulb, raised on three figural feet, with a domed cover 
surmounted by a knob finial as well as applied with a handle and 
fitted with a metal snakelike tap. Decorated with a crane and its 
nesting young in pine and plum, all moulded in relief and painted 
in underglaze blue and with overglaze polychrome enamels.

heiGht 44 cm

condition: overall good condition, with one chip to the inner 
cover rim as well as wear and one reattached foot.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this 
lot was acquired by second generation members of the 
holzapfel family after 1970 and has remained in the family 
ever since.

estimate euR 500
starting price eur 250

1076  | AN IMARI PORcelAIN ‘KARAKO’ WhIsTle

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

A fine whistle in the shape of a reclining Karako painted in 
polychrome enamels over a glazed ground.

LenGht 7.2 cm

condition: very good condition with expected wear and minor 
manufacturing flaws.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by a third-generation member of the holzapfel 
family after 1995 and has remained in the family ever since.

estimate euR 100
starting price eur 50

1073  | AN IMARI PORcelAIN  
cOFFee POT ANd cOVeR

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

the conical body raised on three feet, with applied 
c-shaped handle and cover with knob finial, painted 
in overglaze gold and iron-red enamels with birds and 
flowers.

heiGht 30 cm

condition: the knob finial reglued and with a crack 
through the lower section. the tap missing.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. 
this lot was acquired by a third-generation member of the 
holzapfel family after 1995 and has remained in the family 
ever since.

estimate euR 100
starting price eur 50

1071  | AN IMARI PORcelAIN TeAPOT WITh cOVeR

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

the oval-shaped pot with rounded handle is finely painted in underglaze 
blue and overglaze iron-red and gold with panels enclosing flowering 
sprays, the cover similarly decorated.

heiGht 7.5 cm

condition: overall 
good condition with 
manufacturing flaws and a 
small area of glaze recess 
to the cover knob.
Provenance: holzapfel 
collection, Geneva, 
switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by the 
grandfather of Mr. 
holzapfel before 1970 and 
has been in the holzapfel 
family ever since.

estimate euR 100
starting price eur 50

1070  | AN IMARI PORcelAIN TeAPOT WITh cOVeR

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

hexagonally lobed and with rounded handle, painted in underglaze blue and 
overglaze iron-red and gold with flowering plants, the neck and cover with 
scrolling foliage.

heiGht 10 cm

condition: very good condition with manufacturing flaws and minor wear.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot was acquired 
by the grandfather of Mr. holzapfel before 1970 and has been in the 
holzapfel family ever since.

estimate euR 100
starting price eur 50

1077  | A WhITe hIRAdO PORcelAIN  
FIguRe OF A PuPPy

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912) 

the small, glazed figure in the shape of a dog, its neck fitted with 
a ribbon collar and the eyes with pink enamels. 

heiGht 8.5 cm 

condition: Good condition with only minor wear and a hairline. 
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by second generation members of the holzapfel 
family after 1970 and has remained in the family ever since.

estimate euR 100
starting price eur 50

1072  | AN IMARI PORcelAIN TeAPOT ANd cOVeR

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

A tetradecagon lobed pot and cover with rounded handle, overall 
decorated in iron-red enamels with planters containing flowering plants. 

heiGht 10 cm 

condition: With chips to 
the inner cover rim and 
the spout, otherwise good 
condition with traces of 
use. 
Provenance: holzapfel 
collection, Geneva, 
switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by the 
grandfather of Mr. 
holzapfel before 1970 and 
has been in the holzapfel 
family ever since.

estimate euR 100
starting price eur 50
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1078  | AN eNAMeled KAKIeMON  
PORcelAIN dIsh

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

the dish is decorated in the centre with an underglaze blue 
stylized mountain landscape, the rim painted vividly with 
polychrome enamels to depict rocky outcrops, greeneries, 
flowering prunus, and beribboned goldfish.

DiAMeter 21.3 cm

condition: With small chips to rim and wear to enamels, minor 
areas with losses to glaze.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by a third-generation member of the holzapfel 
family after 1995 and has remained in the family ever since.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1079  | AN eNAMeled KAKIeMON  
PORcelAIN ‘FlORAl’ dIsh

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

the lobed dish is decorated vividly with polychrome enamels 
showing a central encircled composition of pomegranate, peach, 
finger citron and scrolling vines, the rim with geometric ground 
surrounding floral reserves. the backside with stylized floral 
sprays and a mark within a circle.

DiAMeter 18.5 cm

condition: Good condition, with two repaired chips to rim.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by a third-generation member of the holzapfel 
family after 1995 and has remained in the family ever since.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1085  | A KAKIeMON PORcelAIN bOWl

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

the deep bowl is decorated with polychrome enamels, the 
outside with pine trees above a spiral border, the inside 
decorated with a central foliate floral pattern and the inside of 
the rim with a circular-pattern band surrounding floral reserves.

DiAMeter 21.8 cm

condition: very good condition with expected traces of use and 
wear.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by the grandfather of Mr. holzapfel before 1970 
and has been in the holzapfel family ever since.

estimate euR 100
starting price eur 50

1083  | A KAKIeMON PORcelAIN bOWl

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

the deep bowl is decorated with polychrome enamels, the 
outside with pine trees above a spiral border, the inside 
decorated with a central foliate floral pattern and the inside of 
the rim with a circular-pattern band surrounding floral reserves.

DiAMeter 25.5 cm

condition: Good condition with expected traces of use and wear 
and two small, filled chips to rim.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by the grandfather of Mr. holzapfel before 1970 
and has been in the holzapfel family ever since.

estimate euR 100
starting price eur 50

1081  | A sMAll KAKIeMON PORcelAIN cuP

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

Painted in underglaze blue and green and overglaze iron-red 
and gold with flowering branches above a band of lobed panels. 
the inside with scrolling vine border and a flower at the bottom. 
Apocryphal four-character Wanli mark on the underside.

heiGht 7.5 cm

condition: Good condition with expected traces of wear and a 
microscopic chip to rim.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by a third-generation member of the holzapfel 
family after 1995 and has remained in the family ever since.

estimate euR 100
starting price eur 50

1082  | A chARMINg KAKIeMON PORcelAIN 
INcIeNse buRNeR WITh cOVeR

Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)

the oval-shaped incense burner raised on three small legs 
and with a reticulated cover with shishi finial. the body finely 
decorated in underglaze and overglaze polychrome enamels to 
depict flowering trees and a bird in flight, all set against a faintly 
crackled white ground. the cover and finial enriched with gold 
and iron red.

heiGht 9.5 cm

condition: very good condition with minor wear to enamels.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by second generation members of the holzapfel 
family after 1970 and has remained in the family ever since.

estimate euR 100
starting price eur 50

1084  | AN eNAMeled KAKIeMON PORcelAIN dIsh

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

the dish is decorated vividly with polychrome enamels showing a 
central encircled flower surrounded by a geometric composition 
and prunus bouquets. the backside with stylized prunus sprays.

DiAMeter 20.3 cm

condition: Good conditiom with expected wear to enamels and a 
minor chip to rim.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by second generation members of the holzapfel 
family after 1970 and has remained in the family ever since.

estimate euR 100
starting price eur 50

1080  | A gROuP OF FIVe KAKIeMON  
PORcelAIN dIshes

Japan, Edo period (1615-1868)

each finely painted in underglaze blue as well as with polychrome 
enamels, the show side with a central flower within a double 
circle, the sides with prunus and chrysanthemums growing from 
weathered rocks. the backside decorated with three flower 
sprays.

DiAMeter 18.4 cm each

condition: Good condition with minor wear, two plates with a 
chip to the rim.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by a third-generation member of the holzapfel 
family after 1995 and has remained in the family ever since.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200
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1088  | A deeP ‘sWATOW’ blue ANd  
WhITe PORcelAIN PlATe

China, late Ming dynasty (17th century). Decorated in underglaze 
blue in the centre with a phoenix within a double circle and 
alternating borders of hexagrams and ruyi-head. the rim with a 
geometrical band and the backside with scrolling flower sprays 
and a mark within a double circle.

condition: overall good condition with manufacturing flaws, 
minor fritting to rim and a hairline through the underside.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by the grandfather of Mr. holzapfel before 1970 
and has been in the holzapfel family ever since.

Weight: 1.3 kg
Dimensions: Diameter 30.5 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

1087  | A lARge ‘sWATOW’ blue ANd  
WhITe PORcelAIN chARgeR

China, late Ming dynasty (17th century). The deep charger is 
decorated in the centre with a pair of deer amongst flowers and 
rocks, all below pine trees and within a double circle. the rim is 
decorated with eight lobed panels enclosing stylized flower sprays 
above a wave-diaper ground. the backside with concentric blue 
lines enclosing similar flower sprays.

condition: overall good condition with manufacturing flaws, 
expected wear and a hairline to rim. With a metal wall mount.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot was 
acquired by the grandfather of Mr. holzapfel before 1970 and has 
been in the holzapfel family ever since.

Weight: 2.3 kg
Dimensions: Diameter 37.5 cm each

A similar plate is pictured in: “Jorge Welsh - Zhangzhou export 
ceramics - the so called swatow wares” pag 69

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

1086  | A sIlVeR-MOuNTed  
blue ANd WhITe  
PORcelAIN TeAPOT

China, Wanli period (1563-1620). The slightly 
lobed teapot with high handle and silver spout, 
painted in underglaze blue with alternating 
panels of flowers and shishi lion amongst 
plants, the neck with geometric ground 
surrounding floral reserves, the cover with a 
similar floral design, with gilt silver mounts to 
handle and bronze knob to the cover.

condition: overall good condition, the cover 
with chips to rim and the handle repaired and 
stabilized with silver bands.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, 
switzerland. this lot was acquired by the 
grandfather of Mr. holzapfel before 1970 and 
has been in the holzapfel family ever since.

Weight: 810 g
Dimensions: height 20 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

1090  | A lARge blue ANd WhITe  
PORcelAIN PlATe

China, Wanli period (1572-1620). Painted in underglaze blue on 
the show side with an encircled figural scene, surrounded by a 
border of radiating wide and narrow panels enclosing repeated 
designs of stylised plants and figural scenes. the backside with 
further stylized panels.

condition: Manufacturing flaws, fritting to rim and a small area 
of glaze recess.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by a third-generation member of the holzapfel 
family after 1995 and has remained in the family ever since.

Weight: 1.3 kg
Dimensions: Diameter 36.4 cm

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

1089  | A deeP ‘sWATOW’ blue ANd  
WhITe PORcelAIN PlATe

China, late Ming dynasty (17th century). Painted in underglaze 
blue on the show side with an encircled bird among plants and 
flowers, surrounded by a border of radiating wide and narrow 
panels enclosing repeated floral and abstract designs.

condition: With few chips and two cracks to rim as well as 
erosion to foot rim.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by second generation members of the holzapfel 
family after 1970 and has remained in the family ever since.

Weight: 938 g
Dimensions: Diameter 28.5 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

1091  | A lARge blue ANd WhITe  
PORcelAIN chARgeR

China, Qianlong period (1736-1795). Decorated in underglaze 
blue on the show side with a lady sitting on a taihu rock, to her 
left and right a small boy and a girl, all in garden landscapes. 
the rim with ruyi shaped panels detailed with auspicious and 
geometrical patterns and flower sprays. the backside with further 
flower sprays.

condition: With small chips and fritting to rim as well as one 
hairline, otherwise good condition.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by the grandfather of Mr. holzapfel before 1970 
and has been in the holzapfel family ever since.

Weight: 2.3 kg
Dimensions: Diameter 41.5 cm

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

chINese PORcelAIN FROM The hOlZAPFel cOllecTION, 
geNeVA, sWITZeRlANd
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1096  | A sMAll blue ANd WhITe  
PORcelAIN bOX ANd cOVeR

China, Kangxi period (1662-1722). The domed cover and sides are 
decorated in fine underglaze blue with flower sprays and rocks.

condition: very good condition with expected wear and one 
microscopic chip to rim.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot was 
acquired by second generation members of the holzapfel family after 
1970 and has remained in the family ever since.

Weight: 90 g
Dimensions: Diameter 6.7 cm

estimate euR 100
starting price eur 50

1092  | A lARge blue ANd WhITe 
PORcelAIN bAlusTeR VAse

China, Kangxi period (1662-1722). Of 
baluster form, painted in underglaze blue 
with four reserves containing birds perched 
in flowering branches, the shoulders show 
lappets with floral compositions, all within 
geometric bands and scrolling floral sprays.

condition: With few manufacturing 
flaws and repaired neck, otherwise good 
condition.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, 
switzerland. this lot was acquired by a third-
generation member of the holzapfel family 
after 1995 and has remained in the family 
ever since.

Weight: 4.2 kg
Dimensions: height 41.5 cm

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

1094  | A lARge blue ANd WhITe 
PORcelAIN bAlusTeR  
VAse ANd cOVeR

China, Kangxi period (1662-1722). Painted 
in underglaze blue with dense interlocking 
flowers and spiralling tendrils, the bottom 
and neck with a stylized ruyi band.

condition: With repaired cracks and minor 
fritting to rims, the cover with chips, two of 
those with touch-ups.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, 
switzerland. this lot was acquired by a third-
generation member of the holzapfel family 
after 1995 and has remained in the family 
ever since.

Weight: 10.5 kg
Dimensions: height with cover 56 cm

estimate euR 2,000
starting price eur 1,000

1097  | A blue ANd WhITe PORcelAIN bOTTle VAse

China, Kangxi period (1662-1722). Modelled after a Venetian glass 
vase, the tall neck applied with two pinched scrolling handles 
with leaf-shaped flanges, the bulbous body and neck painted in 
underglaze blue with flowers and foliage, the flaring top section 
with further flowers and birds.

condition: some minor fritting to handles and a small chip, the 
top with a repaired section.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by second generation members of the holzapfel 
family after 1970 and has remained in the family ever since.

Weight: 622 g
Dimensions: height 21.5 cm

compare to a similar bottle vase sold at sothebys in styLe: 
Furniture, silver, ceramics, 24 october 2019, lot 570, with an 
estimate of 5.000 usD.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

1095  | FIFTeeN MINIATuRe blue ANd  
WhITe PORcelAIN bOTTle VAses

China, Kangxi period (1662-1722). Of baluster, lobed and pear 
shape, painted in underglaze blue with floral sprays, auspicious 
emblems and figural scenes.

condition: some with repairs or damages, mostly in good 
condition.

1098  | A PAIR OF blue ANd  
WhITe PORcelAIN TeAPOTs

China, Kangxi period (1662-1722). Both lobed teapots with 
slender handles, straight spouts and standing on four short feet, 
painted in underglaze blue with floral spray panels, the cover 
similarly decorated.

condition: With fritting along the rims and edges, one cover 
knob repaired, otherwise good condition.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by the grandfather of Mr. holzapfel before 1970 
and has been in the holzapfel family ever since.

Weight: c. 400 g each
Dimensions: height 13 cm each

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by second generation members of the holzapfel 
family after 1970 and has remained in the family ever since.

Weight: 248 g (all)
Dimensions: height 2.4 - 7.5 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1093  | A lARge blue ANd WhITe 
PORcelAIN bAlusTeR VAse

China, Kangxi period (1662-1722). 
Decorated in underglaze blue with lotus 
blossoms and scrolling foliage, the neck 
surrounded by a traditional band of ruyi.

condition: small chips to rims, one larger 
chip repaired and a drilled hole to the base, 
overall good condition.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, 
switzerland. this lot was acquired by the 
grandfather of Mr. holzapfel before 1970 
and has been in the holzapfel family ever 
since.

Weight: 4.3 kg
Dimensions: height 35.7 cm

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400
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1101  | A lObed blue ANd WhITe  
PORcelAIN TeAPOT

China, Kangxi period (1662-1722). The lobed teapot with slender 
handle, curved spout and standing on four short feet, painted in 
underglaze blue with panels of precious objects, floral bouquets 
and figural scenes, the cover with similar floral panels.

condition: With few small chips and repairs to spout and feet, 
otherwise good condition.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by the grandfather of Mr. holzapfel before 1970 
and has been in the holzapfel family ever since.

Weight: 465 g
Dimensions: height 13.5 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

1103  | A blue ANd WhITe PORcelAIN TeAPOT

China, Kangxi period (1662-1722). The baluster shaped, lobed 
teapot with high handle and straight spout, painted in underglaze 
blue with panels of precious objects and flowers, the cover with 
flower sprays.

condition: A segment of the handle reglued, otherwise good 
condition.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by the grandfather of Mr. holzapfel before 1970 
and has been in the holzapfel family ever since.

Weight: 460 g
Dimensions: height 18 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

1104  | A blue ANd WhITe PORcelAIN TeAPOT

China, Kangxi period (1662-1722). The baluster shaped lobed 
teapot with high handle and straight spout, painted in underglaze 
blue with panels of precious objects and landscapes, the cover 
with two floral panels.

condition: With manufacturing flaws and areas of glaze recess, 
chips to the cover and a crack to handle.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by the grandfather of Mr. holzapfel before 1970 
and has been in the holzapfel family ever since.

Weight: 332 g
Dimensions: height 19 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

1099  | A lObed blue ANd WhITe  
PORcelAIN bOWl

China, Kangxi period (1662-1722). The lobed bowl decorated in 
underglaze blue on the show side with a lady and a boy playing 
in a garden, the rim with panels enclosing repeated designs of 
flowering plants, knot motif and scenes with ladies. the backside 
with stylized ruyi-head and foliage.

condition: Good condition with minor fritting to rim and a short 
crack.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by a third-generation member of the holzapfel 
family after 1995 and has remained in the family ever since.

Weight: 298 g
Dimensions: Diameter 21 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1100  | A blue ANd WhITe  
PORcelAIN dIsh

China, Kangxi period (1662-1722). The dish is decorated in 
underglaze blue on the show side with two ladies in a pavilion, 
with floral and diaper-pattern rim and stylized mountain range 
on the backside. Apocryphal six-character chenghua reign mark 
within a double circle on the underside.

condition: Good condition with small chips along the rims, one 
with an associated hairline.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by a third-generation member of the holzapfel 
family after 1995 and has remained in the family ever since.

Weight: 264 g
Dimensions: Diameter 20.5 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1102  | A MINIATuRe blue ANd  
WhITe PORcelAIN TeAPOT

China, Kangxi period (1662-1722). Of globular form and with 
high-gate handle and curved spout, painted in underglaze 
blue with repeating floral panels. the underside with a leaf 
mark.

condition: Missing cover as well as with one small chip and a 
segment of the handle reglued, otherwise good condition.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by the grandfather of Mr. holzapfel before 1970 
and has been in the holzapfel family ever since.

Weight: 114 g
Dimensions: height 10 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1105  | A sIlVeR-MOuNTed blue  
ANd WhITe PORcelAIN TeAPOT

China, Kangxi period (1662-1722). The barrel-shaped pot with 
slender handle, painted in underglaze blue with two panels of 
precious objects, the cover and spout of silver.

condition: Good condition.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by the grandfather of Mr. holzapfel before 1970 
and has been in the holzapfel family ever since.

Weight: 472 g
Dimensions: height 10.5 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

1106  | A sIlVeR-MOuNTed blue  
ANd WhITe PORcelAIN Jug

China, Kangxi period (1662-1722). Painted in underglaze blue, 
the wide neck is freely decorated with flowering lotus above 
panels with repeating designs of flower sprays, the cover similarly 
decorated. the silver mounts engraved with scrolling vines.

condition: With fritting to spout and repaired handle, otherwise 
good condition.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by second generation members of the holzapfel 
family after 1970 and has remained in the family ever since.

Weight: 428 g
Dimensions: height 15 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200
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1107  | A blue ANd WhITe PORcelAIN dIsh

China, Kangxi period (1662-1722). The dish is decorated on 
the show side with two ladies listening to a man playing music 
in a pavilion, with floral and diaper-pattern rims and stylized 
mountain range on the backside. Apocryphal six-character 
chenghua reign mark within a double circle on the underside.

condition: Good condition with one hairline and manufacturing 
flaws.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by second generation members of the holzapfel 
family after 1970 and has remained in the family ever since.

Weight: 530 g
Dimensions: Diameter 26 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1108  | A blue ANd WhITe PORcelAIN dIsh

China, Kangxi period (1662-1722). The dish is decorated on the 
show side with an outdoor scene with fishermen, with floral 
and diaper-pattern rims and lotus on the backside. Apocryphal 
six-character chenghua reign mark within a double circle on the 
underside.

condition: shows few small chips to rims, some with associated 
hairlines.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by second generation members of the holzapfel 
family after 1970 and has remained in the family ever since.

Weight: 278 g
Dimensions: Diameter 21 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1110  | A blue ANd WhITe PORcelAIN dIsh

China, Kangxi period (1662-1722). The circular dish 
decorated in underglaze blue on the show side with 
attendants and ladies receiving a dignitary, the rim with 
stylized designs. the backside with mountain range and 
an apocryphal six-character chenghua reign mark within a 
double circle.

condition: Good condition with minor fritting to rim.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by the grandfather of Mr. holzapfel before 1970 
and has been in the holzapfel family ever since.

Weight: 300 g
Dimensions: Diameter 21 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

1109  | A lObed blue ANd WhITe PORcelAIN dIsh

China, Kangxi period (1662-1722). Painted in underglaze blue, the 
show side with an encircled figural riverbank scene, surrounded 
by a border of radiating lappets enclosing repeated floral 
compositions. the backside with stylized floral sprays and a mark 
within a double circle.

condition: With manufacturing flaws, the rim with small chips, 
two with associated hairlines, one repaired.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by a third-generation member of the holzapfel 
family after 1995 and has remained in the family ever since.

Weight: 688
Dimensions: Diameter 27.5 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1111  | A lARge ‘FlORAl’ blue ANd  
WhITe PORcelAIN PlATe

China, Kangxi period (1662-1722). Painted in underglaze blue, the 
show side with an encircled phoenix standing upon a garden rock 
amidst flowering trees, surrounded by a border of radiating lappets 
enclosing repeated floral compositions. the backside with stylized 
floral sprays and a mark within a double circle.

condition: With chips to the rim, otherwise good condition.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot was 
acquired by second generation members of the holzapfel family 
after 1970 and has remained in the family ever since.

Weight: 1.6 kg
Dimensions: Diameter 35 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

1112  | A lARge blue ANd WhITe  
PORcelAIN chARgeR

China, Kangxi period (1662-1722). Painted in underglaze 
blue with a central medallion within a lappet border, scrolling 
foliage and stylized floral designs. the backside similarly 
decorated.

condition: With several hairlines and chips to rims, some 
repaired.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by the grandfather of Mr. holzapfel before 1970 
and has been in the holzapfel family ever since.

Weight: 2.1 kg
Dimensions: Diameter 35.5 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

1113  | A lObed ANd deeP blue ANd  
WhITe PORcelAIN PlATe

China, Kangxi period (1662-1722). Painted in underglaze blue on 
the show side with an encircled landscape of an official by the 
riverside, surrounded by a border of radiating lappets enclosing 
repeated floral and landscape designs. the backside with stylized 
floral sprays. the lobed rim, like the pointed end of a lotus bud.

condition: Manufacturing flaws, fritting to rims and two hairlines, 
otherwise good condition.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by a third-generation member of the holzapfel 
family after 1995 and has remained in the family ever since.

Weight: 468 g
Dimensions: Diameter 26.5 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

1114  | A lARge blue ANd WhITe  
PORcelAIN chARgeR

China, Kangxi period (1662-1722). Painted in underglaze 
blue with a central medallion within a lappet border, scrolling 
foliage and stylized floral designs. the backside similarly 
decorated.

condition: With two hairlines and chips to rims, some repaired.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by the grandfather of Mr. holzapfel before 1970 
and has been in the holzapfel family ever since.

Weight: 2 kg
Dimensions: Diameter 36.2 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300
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1122  | A FAMIlle VeRTe TeAPOT ANd cOVeR

China, Kangxi period (1662-1722). Of fluted form with three short 
feet and slender handle, decorated in polychrome enamels with 
panels of flowering peony, prunus, chrysanthemum, lotus and lily, 
with an engraved silver spout.

condition: overall good condition with traces of wear and 
fritting along the edges.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by the grandfather of Mr. holzapfel before 1970 
and has been in the holzapfel family ever since.

Weight: 406 g
Dimensions: height 13.5 cm

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

1120  | A PAIR OF gOuRd-shAPed  
PORcelAIN sAuceRs

China, Kangxi period (1662-1722). Both of gourd shape, painted in 
underglaze blue on the inside with a galloping horse, with iron oxide 
glaze on the back of each piece and a mark on the underside.

condition: very good condition with only one minor chip to one rim.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot was 
acquired by second generation members of the holzapfel family after 
1970 and has remained in the family ever since.

Weight: c. 180 g each
Dimensions: Length 15.3 cm each

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

1121  | A FAMIlle VeRTe TeAPOT ANd cOVeR

China, Kangxi period (1662-1722). The baluster shaped, lobed 
teapot with metal and bamboo handle, straight spout and wood 
cover, decorated in polychrome enamels with two panels, each 
painted with flowers growing from weathered rocks and featuring 
butterflies and other insects, all between scrolling vines and 
flower reserves and below a key fret border at the neck.

condition: With minor fritting and an old repair to the area 
above the spout, otherwise good condition.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by a third-generation member of the holzapfel 
family after 1995 and has remained in the family ever since.

Weight: 546 g
Dimensions: height 15 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1119  | A FAMIlle VeRTe TeAPOT ANd cOVeR

China, Kangxi period (1662-1722). Of fluted form with three 
short feet and slender handle, decorated in polychrome 
enamels with Qilin in garden landscapes and floral panels. 
With a silver spout.

condition: overall good condition with traces of wear and 
fritting along the edges.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by the grandfather of Mr. holzapfel before 1970 
and has been in the holzapfel family ever since.

Weight: 374 g
Dimensions: height 13 cm

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

1118  | A blue ANd WhITe PORcelAIN chARgeR

China, Kangxi period (1662-1722). Painted in underglaze blue 
with a central medallion within stylized scrolling foliage border. 
the backside similarly decorated.

condition: With expected wear, three hairlines and fritting to 
rim. the foot rim with a drilled hole.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by a third-generation member of the holzapfel 
family after 1995 and has remained in the family ever since.

Weight: 1.7 kg
Dimensions: Diameter 34 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

1115  | A PAIR OF lARge blue ANd  
WhITe PORcelAIN PlATes

China, Kangxi period (1662-1722). Both plates painted in 
underglaze blue with a central pond scene with birds, lotus 
and leaves, along the rim are eight floral bouquets, all between 
diaper-pattern bands. the backside with two stylized flowering 
branches.

condition: overall good condition with manufacturing flaws, 
fritting and tiny chips to rims, few with associated hairlines.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by second generation members of the holzapfel 
family after 1970 and has remained in the family ever since.

Weight: c. 1.6 kg each
Dimensions: Diameter 40 cm each

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

1117  | A FAMIlle VeRTe PORcelAIN  
FIguRe OF A bOy

China, Kangxi period (1662-1722). Standing on a rectangular 
base, wearing floral robes, and holding a vase of lotus, 
decorated in iron-red and green enamels with flowers and 
symbols.

condition: With 
manufacturing flaws 
and wear. the base with 
cracks stabilized with 
staples.
Provenance: holzapfel 
collection, Geneva, 
switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by the 
grandfather of Mr. 
holzapfel before 1970 
and has been in the 
holzapfel family ever 
since.

Weight: 860 g
Dimensions: height 
27.5 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

1116  | A PAIR OF ‘FlORAl scROll’ blue  
ANd WhITe PORcelAIN dIshes

China, Kangxi period (1662-1722). Both dishes decorated in 
underglaze blue on the show side with seasonal flowers, lotus and 
peony flower heads borne on a dense ground of scrolling foliage, 
surrounded by diaper-pattern and floral bands; the backside with 
three stylized flowering branches. A fish mark within a double circle 
on the underside.

condition: With chips and fritting to rims, otherwise good condition.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot was 
acquired by a third-generation member of the holzapfel family after 
1995 and has remained in the family ever since.

Weight: c. 320 g each
Dimensions: Diameter 21.5 cm each

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100
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1126  | A FAMIlle VeRTe ‘buddhIsT lION’ 
PORcelAIN sTIcK hOldeR

China, Kangxi period (1662-1722). The lion is modelled seating on 
a rectangular plinth and applied with a leafy holder, the front leg 
raised with a cub clutching onto it. Decorated vividly with green, 
yellow and brown enamels.

condition: With manufacturing flaws and wear as well as reglued 
and damaged areas.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by second generation members of the holzapfel 
family after 1970 and has remained in the family ever since.

Weight: 215 g
Dimensions: height 14.5 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1125  | A PAIR OF IMARI PORcelAIN VAses

China, Kangxi period (1662-1722). Both vases decorated in 
underglaze blue as well as with overglaze polychrome enamels, 
iron-red and gold with a flower spray on each side.

condition: With fritting to edges and few chips to rims, two of 
those repaired.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by second generation members of the holzapfel 
family after 1970 and has remained in the family ever since.

Weight: c. 450 g each
Dimensions: height 16.5 cm each

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

1124  | A PAIR OF IMARI PORcelAIN  
Jugs WITh ORIgINAl hOldeR

China, Kangxi period (1662-1722). Consisting of two small 
hexagonal jars with applied handles and a matching double 
hexagonal holder with handle. All decorated in underglaze blue 
and overglaze iron-red and gold with floral compositions and 
landscape reserves.

condition: With manufacturing flaws and fritting to edges, 
otherwise good condition.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by second generation members of the holzapfel 
family after 1970 and has remained in the family ever since.

Weight: 764 g
Dimensions: Length 17.5 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1123  | A lARge OcTAgONAl IMARI  
PORcelAIN VAse ANd cOVeR

China, Kangxi period (1662-1722). Richly decorated in underglaze 
blue and overglaze iron-red and gold around the sides with long 
panels detailed with landscapes and birds among blooming 
flowers, all within floral designs. the neck and cover with a 
densely composed geometric and floral ground surrounding 
floral reserves, the metal finial in the form of a shishi lion.

condition: Good condition with fritting to rims, a chip to the foot 
rim as well as a hairline to the mouth.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by a third-generation member of the holzapfel 
family after 1995 and has remained in the family ever since.

Weight: 6.2 kg
Dimensions: height 54 cm

estimate euR 1,600
starting price eur 800

1128  | A lARge IMARI PORcelAIN PlATe

China, Kangxi period (1662-1722). Painted in underglaze blue 
and overglaze iron-red and gold across the show side with 
flower sprays and a central flower-filled vase behind a fence, 
surrounded by alternating circular and petal shaped reserves 
enclosing floral and landscape designs. the backside with two 
flower sprays and a mark within a double circle.

condition: With chips to rims and one hairline as well as worn 
enamels and few stains.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by a third-generation member of the holzapfel 
family after 1995 and has remained in the family ever since.

Weight: 1536 g
Dimensions: Diameter 40 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

1130  | A lARge IMARI PORcelAIN PlATe

China, Kangxi period (1662-1722). Painted in underglaze blue and 
overglaze iron-red and gold on the show side with a butterfly and 
a cricket among blossoming prunus, chrysanthemum, and other 
flowers, all within a double circle. the rims with a scrolling foliage 
border and the backside showing two stylized flower sprays.

condition: With small chips to rims and three hairlines as well as 
wear to enamels, otherwise good condition.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by second generation members of the holzapfel 
family after 1970 and has remained in the family ever since.

Weight: 1588 g
Dimensions: Diameter 39.9 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

1127  | AN IMARI PORcelAIN PlATe

China, Kangxi period (1662-1722). Painted in underglaze 
blue and overglaze iron-red and gold on the show side 
with a butterfly and a cricket among blossoming prunus, 
chrysanthemum, and other flowers, all within a double circle. 
the rims with a scrolling foliage border and the backside 
showing two stylized floral sprays.

condition: With small chips to rims and two hairlines as well as 
wear to enamels, otherwise good condition.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by second generation members of the holzapfel 
family after 1970 and has remained in the family ever since.

Weight: 1080 g
Dimensions: Diameter 35.1 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1129  | A lARge IMARI PORcelAIN PlATe

China, Kangxi period (1662-1722). Painted in underglaze blue 
and overglaze iron-red and gold, the show side with a central 
flower-filled vase, the rim with depictions of butterflies, birds and 
a shishi lion, interrupted by thick scrolling lotus tendrils reserves. 
the backside with three flower sprays.

condition: overall good condition with expected wear.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. 
this lot was acquired by a third-generation member of the 
holzapfel family after 1995 and has remained in the family 
ever since.

Weight: 1690 g
Dimensions: Diameter 40.5 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200
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1131  | A lARge WucAI JAR ANd cOVeR

china, transitional period, c. 1650. of baluster form with domed 
cover surmounted by a karashishi [lion dog] and painted with 
polychrome enamels. the body with four large panels detailed 
with flowers growing from weathered rocks, interrupted by 
diaper-pattern bands and ruyi-head. With floral springs and 
six applied mask loops at the shoulders, the cover similarly 
decorated.

condition: With wear and fritting to rims and finial. the jar with 
two small repairs to neck.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by second generation members of the holzapfel 
family after 1970 and has remained in the family ever since.

Weight: 3.4 kg
Dimensions: height 37 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

1133  | A sMAll FAMIlle VeRTe VAse

china, transitional period, c. 1650. Painted around the sides 
in red and green enamels with four lappets enclosing flowers 
growing from weathered rocks, with a diaper-pattern star at the 
shoulders below a flames-band neck.

condition: Worn condition with fritting along the edges and few 
chips as well as repaired mouth.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by a third-generation member of the holzapfel 
family after 1995 and has remained in the family ever since.

Weight: 680 g
Dimensions: height 14 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1132  | A FIguRATIVe FAMIlle VeRTe dIsh, 
QIANlONg MARK ANd PeRIOd

China, Qianlong period (1736-1795). Vividly enameled with an 
elegant lady seated at a table and painting her nails, within a 
double circle. six-character Qianlong reign mark within a double 
circle on the underside.

condition: With two larger chips reattached to the lower left of 
the image as well as with two short hairlines to rim.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by second generation members of the holzapfel 
family after 1970 and has remained in the family ever since.

Weight: 430 g
Dimensions: Diameter 24.2 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

1134  | A lARge FIguRATIVe  
FAMIlle VeRTe bRushPOT

china, 19th century. of cylindrical form rising from a flat unglazed 
base, finely painted in polychrome enamels with a festive scene 
of ladies and children in a courtyard, some playing Weiqi and 
others playing with the boys.

condition: very good condition with expected wear and fritting 
to rims.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by a third-generation member of the holzapfel 
family after 1995 and has remained in the family ever since.

Weight: 3.6 kg
Dimensions: height 20 cm, diameter 20 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

1135  | A FIguRATIVe FAMIlle VeRTe bOWl

china, 19th century. the exterior vividly enameled with a 
continuous figural scene. the interior rim with a dense circle 
composition border with cartouches enclosing beribboned 
objects.

condition: very good condition with minor wear.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by second generation members of the holzapfel 
family after 1970 and has remained in the family ever since.

Weight: 636 g
Dimensions: Diameter 21 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

1137  | A leAF-shAPed FAMIlle VeRTe sAuceR

china, 19th century. the leaf-shaped saucer with applied 
handle is painted in vivid polychrome enamels on the inside 
with a flower-filled vase within butterfly and flower borders. the 
backside with four lotus bouquets.

condition: very good condition with traces of use and wear.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by a third-generation member of the holzapfel 
family after 1995 and has remained in the family ever since.

Weight: 232 g
Dimensions: Length 20.5 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1136  | A FAMIlle ROse PORcelAIN  
FIguRe OF A lAughINg bOy

china, 19th century. the figure modelled kneeling, wearing a 
floral decorated jacket and holding a ruyi scepter, painted with 
polychrome enamels.

condition: With manufacturing flaws and wear. the ruyi scepter 
repaired and the left hand damaged.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by a third-generation member of the holzapfel 
family after 1995 and has remained in the family ever since.

Weight: 284 g
Dimensions: height 17.3 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1138  | A FAMIlle ROse TuRQuOIse bOWl

china, 19th century. the turquoise ground bowl decorated with 
polychrome enamels showing the ‘100 Children’ motif. Bearing a 
Jiaqing reign mark on the underside.

condition: With two small chips to rim with associated hairlines 
as well as a third chip to the foot rim.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by second generation members of the holzapfel 
family after 1970 and has remained in the family ever since.

Weight: 360 g
Dimensions: Diameter 18 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100
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1139  | A lARge blue ANd WhITe  
PORcelAIN ‘dRAgON’ FIshbOWl

china, 19th century. Finely painted in underglaze blue, the lower 
section with a band of lappets followed by a pair of dragons 
amongst a lively composition of leaves and flowers, the neck 
surrounded by a leiwen border above a traditional band of ruyi, 
the rim with floral sprays.

condition: With cracks to the underside and base stabilized with 
staples.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by second generation members of the holzapfel 
family after 1970 and has remained in the family ever since.

Weight: 22 kg
Dimensions: height 54 cm. Diameter 52.5 cm

estimate euR 1,600
starting price eur 800

1141  | A lARge blue ANd WhITe  
PORcelAIN ‘dRAgON’ FIshbOWl

china, 19th century. the large vessel skilfully painted in 
underglaze blue on the exterior with a pair of confronting 
dragons chasing the flaming pearl above swirling waves, the neck 
and rim with key fret and floral decoration respectively.

condition: With cracks to the underside and base stabilized with 
staples.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by second generation members of the holzapfel 
family after 1970 and has remained in the family ever since.

Weight: 17.9 kg
Dimensions: height 46 cm. Diameter 47 cm

estimate euR 1,600
starting price eur 800

1142  | A lARge blue ANd WhITe  
PORcelAIN FIshbOWl

china, 19th century. skilfully painted in underglaze blue with fish 
swimming amidst lotus and various other aquatic reeds, the rim 
with scrolling foliage and the base with a band of lappets.

condition: very good condition with expected traces of use and 
wear.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by a third-generation member of the holzapfel 
family after 1995 and has remained in the family ever since.

Weight: 18 kg
Dimensions: height 30 cm, diameter 50 cm

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

1143  | A lARge blue ANd WhITe  
PORcelAIN FIshbOWl

china, 19th century. the vessel is decorated in underglaze blue 
with a pair of phoenixes amidst foliage and flowers, with a large 
number of small birds flying above. the rim with scrolling tendrils 
and a wave-pattern ground band surrounding floral reserves.

condition: very good condition with expected traces of use and 
wear.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by a third-generation member of the holzapfel 
family after 1995 and has remained in the family ever since.

Weight: 14.3 kg
Dimensions: height 25 cm, diameter 50 cm

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

1144  | A FIguRATIVe blue ANd WhITe  
PORcelAIN JARdINIeRe

china, 19th century. the small jardiniere painted in underglaze 
blue with a continuous scene depicting scholars and their 
attendants in garden landscapes, the slightly everted rim with a 
stylized archaistic blade band.

condition: very good condition with expected traces of use and 
wear.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by a third-generation member of the holzapfel 
family after 1995 and has remained in the family ever since.

Weight: 2.2 kg
Dimensions: height 18 cm, diameter 23 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

1145  | A blue ANd WhITe PORcelAIN INKWell

china, 19th century. of rectangular shape, the top with four 
narrow apertures to each corner and a larger central aperture. 
the sides painted in underglaze blue with riverbank scenes, the 
top with foliage and the base unglazed.

condition: very good condition with hardly any wear.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by second generation members of the holzapfel 
family after 1970 and has remained in the family ever since.

Weight: 62 g
Dimensions: heiGht 4.9 cm

estimate euR 100
starting price eur 50

1146  | A deP blue ANd WhITe PORcelAIN PlATe

china, 19th century. the deep plate painted in underglaze 
blue on the show side with a peacock perched in a flowering 
branch within a double circle, the wide wall with a further double 
circle and the outer wall glazed in an iron-red hue. Apocryphal 
six-character Xuande reign mark within a double circle on the 
underside.

condition: Broken in two and repaired with staples.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by a third-generation member of the holzapfel 
family after 1995 and has remained in the family ever since.

Weight: 926 g
Dimensions: height 5 cm, diameter 22.2 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1140  | A lARge sAMsON cOMPANy  
FAMIlle VeRTe VAse ANd cOVeR

France, 19th century. of baluster form, painted in polychrome 
enamels with squirrels frolicking amongst fruiting vines, the 
domed cover with knob and the neck are decorated with peonies 
growing from weathered rocks.

condition: Good condition with two hairlines to the vase rim.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by a third-generation member of the holzapfel 
family after 1995 and has remained in the family ever since.

Weight: 3.9 kg
Dimensions: height 38 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150
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1147  | A FIguRATIVe blue ANd  
WhITe PORcelAIN bRushPOT

china, 19th century. of cylindrical form and resting on three 
short feet, painted in underglaze blue with a continuous scene 
depicting scholars conversing by the riverside, one pointing to a 
fisherman approaching them, all among trees and rockeries.

condition: very good condition with expected traces of wear.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by a third-generation member of the holzapfel 
family after 1995 and has remained in the family ever since.

Weight: 2.6 kg
Dimensions: height 20 cm, diameter 12.5 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

1149  | A lARge PAIR OF 
beAKeR VAses

china, 19th century. the tall 
cylindrical bodies rising from 
tapered feet to trumpet mouths, 
with rounded central sections, 
each between two thin moulded 
fillets and painted in underglaze 
blue. the central section 
depicting masks on a key fret 
ground, the upper and lower 
sections with alternating leaves 
and archaistic blades enclosing 
key fret, ruyi-head and yingyang 
designs. Apocryphal six-character 
chenghua reign mark within a 
double circle on the undersides.

condition: very good condition 
with expected traces of use and 
wear.
Provenance: holzapfel 
collection, Geneva, switzerland. 
this lot was acquired by a 
third-generation member of the 
holzapfel family after 1995 and 
has remained in the family ever 
since.

Weight: c. 4.4 kg each
Dimensions: height 46 cm each

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

1150  | A POWdeR blue INKWell

china, 19th century. of spherical body with broad flat rim shaped 
as four petals, glazed in a powder blue hue, the rim enriched with 
gold showing stylized floral motifs.

condition: very good condition with expected wear to gold 
enamel.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by a third-generation member of the holzapfel 
family after 1995 and has remained in the family ever since.

Weight: 278 g
Dimensions: height 7 cm

estimate euR 100
starting price eur 50

1151  | A blANc de chINe FIguRe OF dAMO

China, 19th century. Bodhidharma is seated with his arms resting 
on his raised knee and holding a shoe, his head modelled with 
heavy curled brows and beard.

condition: overall good condition with minor wear, three hand 
fingertips missing.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by a third-generation member of the holzapfel 
family after 1995 and has remained in the family ever since.

Weight: 636 g
Dimensions: height 16 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1152  | A blANc de chINe FIguRe OF shOulAO

china, 19th century. Modelled standing, holding a large peach 
branch in his right hand and wearing a long-sleeved robe, his face 
with a gentle smile as well as long beard.

condition: With few chips and wear as well as repairs to the 
foot, hand, and his hair.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by a third-generation member of the holzapfel 
family after 1995 and has remained in the family ever since.

Weight: 964 g
Dimensions: height 25 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1148  | A ‘FIguRAl’ blue ANd  
WhITe PORcelAIN VAse

china, 20th century. the baluster-shaped vase is painted in 
underglaze blue with a continuous scene depicting two scholars 
standing on a narrow rocky path by the riverside among trees 
and rockeries in the distance. the neck with geometrical and 
ruyi-head bands.

condition: very good condition with only minor fritting to the 
foot rim.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by a third-generation member of the holzapfel 
family after 1995 and has remained in the family ever since.

Weight: 2.8 kg
Dimensions: height 34 cm

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

1153  | A blue ANd WhITe PORcelAIN bRushPOT

china, 19th century. of cylindrical form, finely painted in 
underglaze blue to depict a Qilin sitting in front of a fence 
amongst rockwork and a palm tree.

condition: very good condition with expected wear.
Provenance: holzapfel collection, Geneva, switzerland. this lot 
was acquired by a third-generation member of the holzapfel 
family after 1995 and has remained in the family ever since.

Weight: 1.6 kg
Dimensions: height 20 cm, diameter 12.5 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300
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1154  | 27 hARAPPAN sTONe WeIghTs

Indus Valley, 4.500-4.000 BC. Beautifully polished marble and 
stone cubical weights in graduated sizes. Found near one of the 
most important archaeological sites, harappa and Mohenjo-daro, 
where Indus Valley civilisations of Bronze Age fully flourished. 
these weights conform to the standard harappan binary weight 
system that was used in all of the settlements. therefore, they 
are common artefacts on most archeological sites and may have 
been used for controlling trade and possibly for collecting taxes 
and even, in architecture. Building tools and materials could have 
been weighted to make sure they matched uniformly.

condition: very good condition with some small traces of use 
and wear, some chips and losses of material.
Provenance: Private collection of a German artist and collector 
living in southeast Asia.

Dimensions: 1 cm to 4.3 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

1156  | A MIXed lOT OF 14 POTTeRy  
MehRgARh FIguRINes

South Asia, Pakistan, Mehrgarh (Neolithic period, c. 4.800-
4.500 BCE). The first three figurines are depictions of standing 
men with huge eyes and bird-like face. one of them is surely 
a representation of a high official due to his rich adornment 
while the two others are typical examples of members of a late 
period with turbans on their heads, phallic amulets and exposed 
genitalia. the second group consist of three pieces of male 
torsos, each of them with different headdresses. the last group 
consist of eight pieces of female busts richly decorated with 
necklaces. some remains of black and red pigment still visible.

Provenance: Private collection of a German artist and collector 
living in southeast Asia.
condition: traces of age and wear, some body parts missing, 
some small repairs.

Dimensions: 4.8 - 9.5 cm

estimate euR 1,600
starting price eur 800

1155  | A MIXed lOT OF POTTeRy  
IdOls FROM The INdus VAlley

Indus Valley, Pakistan, Mehrgarh, Neolithic period (c. 5500 BC – 
4500 BC) and Bronze Age (2.900-2.600 BC). Interesting lot giving 
an overview of the different forms of clay idols in indus valley 
civilization. the first in the group is a couple of miniature breasts 
dated to around 4.900 BCE. The second one consists of pairs of 
legs, apparently the original lower half of the classical Mehrgarh 
female and male body. the third one includes four miniature 
depictions of “Mother Goddess” in different styles, from an early 
geometrical to later and more elaborated forms. Another figurine 
can be probably called an “antique hermaphrodite”, as both 
female breasts and male genitalia are indicated. the last piece is 
a male torso.

condition: Fine condition with traces of age, some losses of 
material and small repairs.
Provenance: Private collection of a German artist and collector 
living in southeast Asia.

Dimensions: 3 - 8 cm

estimate euR 1,600
starting price eur 800

1157  | The POTTeRy MehRgARh cOuPle

Indus Valley, Pakistan, Mehrgarh, Neolithic period (c. 5500 BC – 
4500 BC). One torso of a female and one of a male crafted from 
pale-yellow clay. the female with large, protruded breast, both 
with characteristic prolongated almond eyes and carved curves 
indicating slim eyebrows.

condition: Fine condition commensurate with age.
Provenance: Private collection of a German artist and collector 
living in southeast Asia.

Dimensions: 4.5 – 6 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

1158  | ThRee clAssIcAl  
ceRAMIc MehRgARh Vessels

Indus Valley, Pakistan, Mehrgarh, Bronze Age (2.900-
2.600 BC). The lot consist of a bichrome terracotta 
storage jar with deep shoulder, everted rim and frieze 
of dark-brown and red painted geometric shapes to the 
body as well as two carinated beakers different in size , 
with thin straight walls on a small foot. Both with broad 
open mouth, simple geometric and linear decoration 
pained in dark-brown and with internal red rim.

condition: Good condition with traces of age and use, 
some chips and abrasions to the lip, some color fading.
Provenance: Private collection of a German artist and 
collector living in southeast Asia.

Dimensions: Diameter: 6 cm – 14 cm, height 4.5 – 12 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

1160  | FOuR ANTIQue ceRAMIc  
OIl lAMPs FROM INdus VAlley

indus valley, Pakistan, nidowari and Mehrgarh culture 
(c. 2500 BC). This lot consist of four ceramic lamps 
in graduated sizes: one small for four, one small for 
three and one larger lamp for three wicks, all three 
with corners pinched to form spouts and resembling 
oinoche shapes. Decorated with geometric shapes 
painted in black on a pale-yellow and reddish slip. the 
fourth lamp is a round pale-yellow lamp with 3 holes for 
hanging and simple decoration of parallel vertical lines 
on a upper rim.

condition: Good condition with some traces of age and 
use, with some fritting to the lip, some color fading and 
some small scratches and chips.
Provenance: Private collection of a German artist and 
collector living in southeast Asia.

Dimensions: foot diameter 2.5 cm – 5 cm, opening 
diameter 7.5 cm – 6cm, height 3 cm – 8.5 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1159  | ThRee delIcATe NAl ceRAMIc WARe

Indus Valley, Pakistan, Nal culture (around 3100-2700 
BCE). The lot consist of three carinated ceramic beakers 
with thin straight walls, open mouths and small centric 
feet. Painted with very elegant and carefully made 
geometric friezes of rhombus, squares and linear motifs 
to the body. Two of them with bichrome (dark-brown 
and red, light-brown and red), one of them with dark-
brown monochrome decoration.

condition: Good condition with traces of age and use, 
some chips to the lip, some color fading. small repair to 
one vessel.
Provenance: Private collection of a German artist and 
collector living in southeast Asia.

Dimensions: opening diameter 8-9 cm, foot diameter 
3-4 cm, height 5.5-6.5 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150
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1161  | ThRee ceRAMIc MehRgARh ANd  
hARAPPAN dRINKINg cuPs

Indus Valley, Pakistan, Neolithic period (c. 5500 BC – 4500 BC). 
three cups in a different size, formed on pottery wheel, two of 
them of prolongated conical shape with handmade foot and 
simple black linear decoration on a reddish-grey slip. these are 
associated with Pre-harappan Mahrgarh culture while the last 
one, is a classical harappan cup on a broad and steady stand 
with simple black geometric decoration painted on a red slip. 
one of the Mehrgarh cup cannot stand alone as the tiny foot is a 
bit damaged.

condition: Good condition with some traces of age and use, 
with some fritting to the lip, some color fading. one foot with 
larger chip.
Provenance: Private collection of a German artist and collector 
living in southeast Asia.

Dimensions: foot diameter 2 cm – 5 cm, opening diameter 
8.3-10.8 cm, height 8.5 cm - 13 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

1163  | ThRee KullI culTuRe ceRAMIc Vessels

Indus Valley, Pakistan, probably Kulli culture (ca.2400-1900 BCE). 
the lot consist of two terracotta storage jars in graduated sizes 
with deep shoulder, everted rim as well as a large carinated 
ceramic beaker with broad open mouth and small centric foot, 
all with monochrome geometric decoration painted in dark-
brown colour. the bigger storage jar with remains of post-firing 
red pigment. Kulli culture was a prehistoric culture in southern 
Balochistan in Pakistan.

condition: Good condition with some traces of age and use, 
with some fritting to the lip, some color fading. Provenance: 
Private collection of a German artist and collector living in 
southeast Asia.

Dimensions: foot diameter 5 cm -10.5 cm, opening diameter 
5.6 -11 cm, height 6.5 cm-8.5 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

1162  | ThRee NAl WARe ceRAMIc POTs

Indus Valley, Pakistan, Nal culture (around 3100-2700 BCE). Three 
biconical ceramic pots in graduated sizes with bosses applique 
(centric circles) and linear decoration painted in dark-brown to 
the body. the internal rim of the medium and large size pots 
painted in red and dark-brown respectively. the pots were wheel-
made which is characteristic only for a fine wares.

condition: Good condition with some traces of age and use, 
with some fritting to the lip, some color fading and small repairs.
Provenance: Private collection of a German artist and collector 
living in southeast Asia.

Dimensions: opening diameter 4.5-7.5 cm, foot diameter 
4.2-5.7 cm, height 5.5-6.5 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

1164  | TWO NAl WARe ceRAMIc Vessels WITh FIsh

Indus Valley, Pakistan, Nal culture (around 3100-2700 BCE). This 
lot consists of a biconical ceramic pot with monochrome frieze 
depiction of five fish and filling pattern of parallel vertical lines 
in light-brown paint and another carinated ceramic beaker with 
broad open mouth and small centric foot, painted in dark-brown 
with depiction of two fish, lines around the rims and triangles. 
Both vessels were wheel-made which is characteristic only for a 
fine ware.

condition: Good condition with some traces of age and use, 
with some fritting to the lip, some color fading and small repairs.
Provenance: Private collection of a German artist and collector 
living in southeast Asia.

Dimensions: opening diameter 9.8-12.8 cm, foot diameter 
3.4-7.5 cm, height 6 -10.2cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1166  | ThRee MehRgARh buFF WARe Vessels  
ANd ONe JAR WITh NINdOWARI IbeXes

Indus Valley, Pakistan, Mehrgahr and Nindowari culture (c. 2500 
BC). A very interesting lot consisting of one small jug, one small 
goblet and one small plate with reddish geometric decoration 
from the Mehrgarh culture, as well as an impressive small storage 
jar (or an urn) with well-preserved decoration in the form of 
friezes with ibexes pained in black to the body. the Mehrgahr 
vessels are reddish buff ware and they are characteristic for 
the Mehrgarh iii period. the ibexes jar could be associated with 
nindowari culture which is dating back to the chalcolithic period 
and similar to the earliest Kulli culture settlements.

condition: Good condition with some traces of age and 
use, with some fritting to the lip and some small chips and 
discolorations. storage jar with 3 bigger chips to the bottom and 
one longer crack to the body.
Provenance: Private collection of a German artist and collector 
living in southeast Asia.

Dimensions: foot diameter 3.5 cm – 8 cm, opening diameter 
3.9 cm – 8.5 cm, height 1.5 – 9.3 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

1167  | ThRee MehRgARh  
ceRAMIc Vessels

Indus Valley, Pakistan, Mehrgarh and Nindowari culture (c. 
2500 BC). This lot consist of the biconical pinkish pot with linear 
decoration painted in black as well as internal red rim from the 
nindowari culture, one storage jar with deep shoulder, everted 
rim and geometric decoration of horizontal and vertical lines 
creating panels and some remains of red paint between, as 
well as a small grey bowl with darker floral-like and geometrical 
decoration inside and outside of the body. the jar and the bowl 
can be associated with the Mehrgarh culture. nindowari culture 
is dated to the chalcolithic period and has many similarities to the 
earliest Kulli settlements.

condition: Fine condition with some traces of age and use, 
with some fritting to the lip, some small chips and color fading. 
the grey bowl has been broken and repaired, two longer cracks 
visible.
Provenance: Private collection of a German artist and collector 
living in southeast Asia.

Dimensions: foot diameter 4- 9.5 cm, opening diameter 
6.8 - 11.5 cm, height 5.5 - 8.5 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1165  | TWO eARly MehRgARh  
sMAll ceRAMIc Vessels

Indus Valley, Pakistan, Mehrgarh, Neolithic period (c. 5500 BC – 
4500 BC). This lot consists of two pinkish ceramic vessels made 
on pottery wheel. one is a small jug with an everted spout, low 
belly, short centric foot as well as six drops of pinkish pigment. 
the second one is a drinking cup with a harmonious bulbous 
shape, extended foot and slightly everted lip as well as very 
simple decoration with a wide light-brown band running around 
the body.

condition: Good condition with some traces of age and 
use, with some fritting to the lip and some small chips and 
discolorations.
Provenance: Private collection of a German artist and collector 
living in southeast Asia.
.
Dimensions: foot diameter 3.2 cm – 4 cm, opening diameter 
3.4 cm – 5.9 cm, height 6.8 cm – 8 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1168  | MIXed lOT OF sIX sMAll  
MehRgARh ceRAMIc Vessels

Indus Valley, Pakistan, Mehrgarh culture (c.3000 - 2500 BC). 
this lot consist of one pinkish small drinking cup with beautiful 
monochrome depiction of two fish, one miniature jug with low 
belly, everted rim and simple linear decoration to the upper part, 
one miniature storage jar with deep shoulder, everted rim and 
simple linear decoration, one miniature biconical pot with raised 
neck and geometrical pattern, one small biconical pot with very 
short neck and floral-like decoration as well as one larger mug 
with charming depiction of abird amidst flora.

condition: Fine condition with some traces of age and use, with 
some fritting to the lip, some small chips and color fading. the 
mug with bird broken and repaired, cracks visible.
Provenance: Private collection of a German artist and collector 
living in southeast Asia.

Dimensions: foot diameter 2.8 - 4.9 cm, opening diameter 
3.7 - 9 cm, height 4.5 - 6.5 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100
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1169  | ThRee ANcIeNT KIRMAN sTONe Vessels

Persia, Kirman, circa 1000-500 BC. Three elegant vessels of 
different sizes and in a shape of a short and broad tube with 
slightly open lip, cut out of a massive stone. Finely polished, with 
no decoration and brown-greyish hues. the largest vessel with 
evident grain showing white veins.

condition: very good condition with small traces of age and 
wear. some fritting to the upper rim.
Provenance: Private collection of a German artist and collector 
living in southeast Asia.

Dimensions: height 4.3 – 10.8 cm, Diameter 9.5 -14 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

1173  | A ceRAMIc VAse IN The  
FORM OF AN elePhANT

cambodia, 18th -19th century. the vase in Angkor style is 
covered with a dark brown glaze and decorated with relief 
applications to depict an elephant.

condition: Good condition, with expected abrasions and wear.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Dimensions: height 12.5 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1172  | A sMAll ceRAMIc VAse  
IN The FORM OF AN OWl

Khmer empire, late Angkor Period 12th -13th century. the 
stylized owl shaped vase with bulging eyes and a globular body is 
decorated with carved grooves to the neck and body to resemble 
wing feathers.

condition: Good condition, with abrasions as well as few small 
chips.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Dimensions: height 8.5 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1171  | sI sATchANAlAI FIguRINe OF  
A lITTle bIRd, 14th / 15Th ceNTuRy

thailand / si satchanalai /sukhothai Province - 14th to 15th 
century. Whimsical figurine or possibly water dropper in shape of 
a fat little bird with bulging eyes and incised plumage.

condition: very good condition with 
usual traces of age and wear
Provenance: Austrian 
private collection.

Dimensions: height 5 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1170  | A sAWANKhAlOK sTONeWARe KeNdI,  
14Th-15Th ceNTuRy

thailand, sawankhalok, 14th-15th century. the kendi with 
underglaze cobalt-blue decorative elements, the spout and neck 
elegantly formed, the mouth with an everted lip.

condition: optical appearance good. restored.
Provenance: Austrian private collection, acquired at Zacke in the 
1990s.
 
Dimensions: height 14.9 cm

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

1176  | A KhMeR-sTyle bRONZe FIguRe OF shIVA

Khmer style, c. 1900-1920, likely a museum copy. Mounted on a 
wood base.

condition: Good condition, green verdigris.
Provenance: us private collection.

Dimensions: height 17.8 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1174  | A KhMeR sTyle bRONZe  
OF buddhA MuchAlINdA

The 20th century copy cast with the Buddha seated cross-
legged in Dhyanasana on the coils of Muchalinda, beneath the 
seven-headed canopy of the serpent king. the face with a serene 
expression and a benevolent smile.

condition: Good condition with some wear and a minor crack 
to base.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Weight: 8.3 g
Dimensions: height 45 cm

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

1175  | A KhMeR sTyle sANdsTONe  
sTATue OF uMA

Angkor Wat style. Depicting the female goddess uma, her hair 
arranged in a neat topknot and tied together by an ornamented 
tiara. the stone finely polished and the facial features sensitively 
crafted. she is dressed in a long and finely incised sampot.

condition: Good condition, as visible in the images provided. 
some expected surface wear.
Provenance: Belgian private collection.

Dimensions: height with base 113 cm

estimate euR 4,000
starting price eur 2,000
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1177  | A KhMeR sANdsTONe heAd OF VIshNu,  
PRe RuP sTyle, lATeR 10Th ceNTuRy

Khmer empire, Angkor period, 975-1000. Wearing an elaborate 
crown as well as a headband tied around the back of his head, 
the face with a calm expression with almond-shaped eyes, gently 
arched eyebrows, a broad nose, and full lips forming a subtle 
smile. With a modern associated metal base.

condition: Good condition commensurate with age, with 
extensive wear and losses.
Provenance: Belgian private collection.

Weight: 895.0 g (excl. base)
Dimensions: Height 20.8 cm (incl. base), 12.5 cm (excl. base)

Auction result comparison: A related head, though larger and in 
considerably better condition, was sold by sotheby’s new york in 
indian & southeast Asian Works of Art on 24 March 2011, lot 28, 
for usD $122,500.

estimate euR 2,000
starting price eur 1,000

1179  | A KhMeR sANdsTONe 
bAyON sTyle bAs-
RelIeF WITh lION, 
ANgKOR PeRIOd

Khmer empire, Angkor period, 12th-
13th century. Formerly part of temple 
structure and impressively carved a 
depicting a lion in the center. Mounted 
on a modern base.

condition: Good condition considering 
age, extensive weathering.
Provenance: Belgian private collection.

Dimensions: siZe 37 x 31 cm

estimate euR 3,000
starting price eur 1,500

1178  | A KhMeR sANdsTONe heAd OF VIshNu, 
ANgKOR PeRIOd

Khmer empire, Angkor period, 3rd quarter of 10th century, Pre 
rup style. the rounded face shows delicately outlined lips and a 
connected brow. the hair is secured by a large foliate tiara.

condition: Much of the conically shaped hair is lost, the head 
was broken into three pieces and reattached. some weathering 
as is to be expected.
Provenance: Belgian private collection.

Dimensions: height with base 47 cm

estimate euR 3,000
starting price eur 1,500

1180  | A gRey sANdsTONe KhMeR TORsO  
OF A MAle deITy, ANgKOR PeRIOd

Khmer Kingdom, Angkor period, Angkor Wat style, 13th century. 
standing with legs very slightly apart and wearing a knee-length 
sampot with an overhanging flap and two decorative pleats at 
the front.

condition: Good, age-related condition as visible in the images 
provided.
Provenance: Belgian private collection.

Dimensions: height with base 44 cm

estimate euR 3,000
starting price eur 1,500

1182  | A sANdsTONe TORsO  
OF buddhA, suKhOThAI

thailand, 1238-1438. the heavy 
sandstone with a complex weathering 
landscape indicating an age of at 
least 500 years and possibly up to 
a millennium, giving this piece an 
appealing structure and patina. 
Associated wood base. (2)

condition: condition as seen with 
extensive weathering and losses.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Weight: 47.1 kg.
Dimensions: height 42.0 cm excl. base.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

1181  | A gRey sANdsTONe KhMeR TORsO  
OF A FeMAle deITy, ANgKOR PeRIOd

Khmer Kingdom, Angkor period, Angkor Wat style, 12th 
century. standing with legs very slightly apart and wearing 
a finely rendered skirt with a central decorative pleat at 
the front.

condition: Good, age-related condition as visible in the images 
provided.
Provenance: Belgian private collection.

Dimensions: height with base 42 cm

estimate euR 3,000
starting price eur 1,500
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1183  | A ThAI bRONZe heAd 
FRAgMeNT  
OF buddhA, suKhOThAI

thailand, 15th-16th century. Finely cast, 
the face showing a calm expression with 
downcast almond-shaped eyes under 
arched eyebrows, a slender nose, and a 
benevolent smile, the ears with long lobes, 
the hair arranged in tight curls. With an 
associated modern wood base.

condition: Good condition commensurate 
with age, with extensive wear, cracks, 
losses, and a fine malachite-green and 
copper-red patina.
Provenance: German private collection, 
acquired around 1950 from the collector’s 
father.

Weight: 2,098 g (excl. base)
Dimensions: Height 18.7 cm (excl. base), 
Height 27.9 cm (incl. base)

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

1184  | A bRONZe buddhA 
heAd, AyuTThAyA

Thailand, c. 1700, Ayutthaya (1350-
1767). The cast bronze head of Buddha 
shakyamuni with a serene face and 
half-closed eyes bearing all the typical 
characteristics of the Ayutthaya period 
including the oval face, slight smile, 
half-lowered eyes with strongly curved 
eyelids, the eyebrows and the small hair 
curls. Mounted on a wood base.

condition: Good condition with 
associated surface wear, some 
encrustations. the ushnisha is lost and 
one ear with a small loss.
Provenance: French private collection.

Dimensions: height with base 37 cm, 
height without base 28 cm.

estimate euR 3,000
starting price eur 1,500

1185  | A MAssIVe ThAI bRONZe sTATue OF buddhA 
IN PARINIRVANA, AyuTThAyA

thailand, Ayutthaya Kingdom, 1350-1767. cast reclining with the 
head held resting in one hand, the other arm extended along his 
body, wearing a long flowing monastic robe draped over the left 
shoulder, the face showing an enlightened expression with almond-
shaped eyes over gently arched eyebrows and slender lips, flanked 
by long earlobes, the hair in tight curls surmounted by an ushnisha.

condition: very good condition with minor traces of age and wear, 
traces of gilt, tiny nicks here and there. Fine copper-red patina in 
some areas.

1187  | A ThAI gIlT bRONZe FIguRe OF  
buddhA shAKyAMuNI, RATTANAKOsIN

thailand, 1732-1932. seated in dhyanasana on an elaborate 
stepped base, the hands in bhumisparsamudra, richly adorned 
in beaded jewelry, the face showing a meditative expression with 
downcast eyes and arched eyebrows, flanked by long earlobes, the 
hair in tight curls surmounted by a high crown.

condition: very good condition with minor wear and casting flaws, 
extensive wear to gilt, small nicks and light scratches here and 
there.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired from 
the above.

Weight: 2,460 g
Dimensions: height 30.5 cm

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

1186  | A ThAI gIlT bRONZe FIguRe OF buddhA  
IN PARINIRVANA, RATTANAKOsIN

thailand, 1732-1932. cast reclining on a stepped double-lotus 
base, the head held resting in one hand, the other arm extended 
along his body, wearing a long flowing monastic robe draped over 
the left shoulder, the face showing an enlightened expression 
with almond-shaped eyes over gently arched eyebrows and 
slender lips, flanked by long earlobes, the hair in tight curls 
surmounted by a flaming ushnisha.

condition: very good condition with minor wear and casting 
flaws, extensive wear to gilt, small nicks and light scratches here 
and there.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Weight: 2,040 g
Dimensions: Length 29.8 cm

estimate euR 1,200
starting price eur 600

Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired from 
the above.

Weight: 18.2 kg
Dimensions: Length 107.5 cm

Auction result comparison: A related figure, though smaller (84 cm 
long) and dated to the 17th/18th century, was sold by christie’s 
new york in indian, himalayan and southeast Asian Works of Art on 
13 september 2016, lot 254, for usD $21,500.

estimate euR 4,000
starting price eur 2,000
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1188  | A ThAI gIlT-lAcQueRed bRONZe OF 
buddhA shAKyAMuNI, RATTANAKOsIN

thailand, 1782-1932. seated in dhyanasana on an elaborate 
stepped base, the hands in bhumisparsamudra, the face 
showing a meditative expression with downcast eyes and arched 
eyebrows, flanked by long earlobes, the hair in tight curls, two 
loops to the back for attachment in the temple.

condition: Good condition with extensive wear to the gilt.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Weight: 5,224 g
Dimensions: height 28.5 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

1190  | A ThAI gIlT-lAcQueRed 
bRONZe OF buddhA, 
RATTANAKOsIN

thailand, 1782-1932. standing on 
an elaborate octagonal stepped 
base decorated with geometric and 
lotus designs, both hands raised 
in abhayamudra, wearing a florally 
decorated and jewel-encrusted robe 
draped over the left shoulder, the face 
with a calm expression with downcast 
almond eyes, arched eyebrows, and a 
subtle smile, flanked by long earlobes, 
the hair in tight curls surmounted by a 
flaming ushnisha. the base with a loop 
for attachment in the temple.

condition: Good condition with minor 
wear, some minor losses to gilt, small 
nicks and miniscule losses here and 
there, the top of the ushnisha is bent.
Provenance: Austrian private 
collection.

Weight: 2,710 g
Dimensions: height 43.5 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

1189  | A ThAI gIlT-lAcQueRed bRONZe  
OF buddhA, RATTANAKOsIN

thailand, 1782-1932. seated in dhyanasana on an elaborate 
stepped base decorated with geometric and lotus designs, his 
hands lowered in dhyanamudra, the body richly adorned in 
jewelry, the face showing a meditative expression with downcast 
eyes, arched eyebrows, an urna, and a subtle smile, flanked by 
long earlobes, wearing a high crown reminiscent of a flaming 
ushnisha.

condition: very good condition with minor wear, some minor 
losses to gilt, small nicks and miniscule losses here and there.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Weight: 4,768 g
Dimensions: height 36 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

1191  | A ThAI gIlT-lAcQueRed bRONZe OF 
buddhA shAKyAMuNI, RATTANAKOsIN

thailand, 1782-1932. seated in dhyanasana on an elaborate 
stepped base, his hands in bhumisparsamudra, his robe draped 
over the left shoulder, the face showing a meditative expression 
with downcast eyes, arched eyebrows, and a subtle smile, flanked 
by long earlobes, the hair tightly arranged in small spikes.

condition: excellent condition with minor wear, some losses to gilt.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Weight: 3,402 g
Dimensions: height 27.6 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

1193  | A heAVy ThAI 
PARcel-gIlT  
bRONZe OF  
buddhA

thailand, 20th century. cast 
seated in dhyanasana on a base 
surmounted by a double lotus 
pedestal, the hands lowered in 
dhyanamudra, wearing a samghati 
draped over the left shoulder, 
the face showing a meditative 
expression with downcast eyes, 
arched eyebrows, and a subtle 
smile, flanked by long earlobes, 
the hair in tight curls with a flaming 
ushnisha.

condition: excellent condition with 
some wear to gilt as well as other 
traces of wear, small nicks here and 
there.
Provenance: Austrian private 
collection.

Weight: 5.6 kg
Dimensions: height 39.5 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

1192  | A bRONZe FIguRe OF  
A sTANdINg buddhA

thailand, 19th century. Depiction of a standing crowned buddha 
on a base dressed in a long robe and dhoti around the waist. 
his hands outstretched in abhaya mudra, „offering protection“. 
satisfied facial expression.

condition: Good condition, fine, dark patina.
Provenance: From an Austrian private collection.

Dimensions: height 20.5 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100
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1194  | A VIeTNAMese lAcQueRed  
WOOd sTATue OF guANyIN

vietnam, c. 1900. A large figure depicting the goddess of mercy 
Quan Am (Guanyin) standing on a lotus base, wearing a crown 
and holding a vase containing the elixir of life in both hands. the 
wood figure is almost entirely covered in lacquer of various colors 
with some gilding to the crown and vase.

condition: some crackling to lacquer, losses, chips and areas 
of restoration. there is a large hole in the back, possibly to 
accommodate a halo.
Provenance: hungarian private collection.

Dimensions: height 82 cm.

estimate euR 2,000
starting price eur 1,000

1196  | A buRMese bRONZe FIguRe  
OF buddhA shAKyAMuNI

Burma, Pagan period, late 10th century. Cast seated in 
dhyanasana on an unsealed double lotus base, the hands 
lowered in bhumisparsamudra, wearing a samghati draped over 
the left shoulder, the face showing a serene expression with 
downcast eyes and a subtle smile, flanked by long ears, the hair 
in tight curls surmounted by an ushnisha.

condition: excellent condition commensurate with age, traces of 
gilt, small nicks here and there, soil encrustations to the interior. 
Fine malachite-green patina.
Provenance: ex-collection Jean Dumoulin, acquired in Myanmar 
in 1998. Belgian private collection, acquired from the above.

Weight: 541.3 g
Dimensions: height 11.2 cm

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

1195  | A VIeTNAMese gIlT-lAcQueRed WOOd 
FIguRe OF buddhA As A chIld

Vietnam, c. 1900. Depicting Buddha Shakyamuni as a young boy 
with a smooth bald head, a third eye, sensitively crafted features, 
one hand pointing towards the earth and the other towards 
the sky and standing on a lotus base. the figure is covered in 
gilt lacquer with the black-lacquered layer underneath visible in 
some areas. the base and the inside of the robe are lacquered 
in red.

condition: the lacquer attractively worn throughout. one arm 
is restored.
Provenance: hungarian private collection.

Dimensions: height 50 cm.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

1197  | A shAN sTATe bRONZe OF buddhA 
MARAVIJAyA, 18Th–19Th ceNTuRy

Burma, Shan state, 18th-19th century. The bronze finely cast and 
gilt, depicting Buddha Maravijaya with one hand placed on his 
lap and the other in bhumisparsha mudra. characteristic facial 
features and fine patina.

condition: Good condition, some surface wear and green 
verdigris.
Provenance: German private collection.

Weight: 1244 g.
Dimensions: height 23 cm.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

1198  | A buRMese lAcQueRed WOOd  
‘hORse’ beTel NuT cONTAINeR,  
18Th-19Th ceNTuRy

Burma, 18th – 19th century. The container carved from wood in 
the form of an elegant horse and painted with the original red 
lacquer, the head and lid on the back are removable and this 
piece was evidently used to store betel nuts.

condition: Good condition with minor chipping and some 
losses.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Weight: 675.4 g in total.
Dimensions: height 25.0 cm. Length 26.5 cm.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

1199  | A buRMese MANdAlAy 
PeRIOd lAcQueRed  
WOOd buddhA

Burma, Mandalay period, c. 1900. Depicting 
Buddha Maravijaya seated in padmasana on a 
stepped throne, one hand placed in his lap and 
the other in bhumisparsha mudra. the figure is 
covered in black lacquer with rich gilding.

condition: the top of the ushnisha is lost, 
some wear to gilding throughout. Generally, in 
good and very presentable condition.
Provenance: croatian private collection.

Dimensions: height 45 cm.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200
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1202  | A MuseuM cOPy  
OF A bORObuduR  
sTONe RelIeF

First half of the 20th century. A fine Museum 
copy of one of the carvings from the 
Borobudur temple. This relief is part of the 
story of Maitrībala (Dāna). In a matching 
wooden frame and with a box.

condition: very good condition.
Provenance: German private collection.

Weight: 9.3 kg
Dimensions: Size 59.5 x 59.5 (framed)

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

1201  | A VOlcANIc sTONe heAd OF A 
bOdhIsATTVA, JAVA, 10Th-12Th ceNTuRy

indonesia, central Java, 10th-12th century. Finely carved with 
sensitively crafted facial features and surmounted by a high 
chignon with Buddha Amitabha in the front. Mounted on a 
modern base.

condition: very good condition with associated surface wear as 
visible in the images provided.
Provenance: Belgian private collection.

Dimensions: height with base 34.5 cm.

estimate euR 2,000
starting price eur 1,000

1200  | A JAVANese gOld FIguRe  
OF AVAlOKITeshVARA

Java, indonesia, 20th century. the bodhisattva Avalokiteshvara, 
identified by his crown insignia of Buddha Amithaba, is standing 
on a lotus pedestal, wearing royal garments and a gold pectoral 
around his neck. his arms are bent and stretched forward, the 
left hand showing the vitarka mudra and the right showing the 
abhaya mudra.

condition: excellent condition with only few usual traces of age 
and wear.
Provenance: From the collection of Dr. istvan Zelnik, hungary.

Weight: 176.6 g
Dimensions: height 12.4 cm
Metallurgic analysis: Fine gold content 392/1000

estimate euR 1,400
starting price eur 700

1203  | A gANdhARA sTuccO  
heAd OF A bOdhIsATTVA

Ancient Kingdom of Gandhara, Kushan period, 4th - 5th century. 
stucco with remnants of polychrome painted details. the curly 
hair on the side and headdress mark this delicately modeled 
portrayal as a Bodhisattva. Mounted on a modern base.

condition: Losses, wear and weathering as visible on the images 
in the catalogue and at www.zacke.at online.
Provenance: english private collection.

Weight: head only 3740 g.
Dimensions: size with base 35.5 cm.

estimate euR 1,600
starting price eur 800

1204  | A gANdhARAN gRey schIsT FIguRe  
OF buddhA, MId-3Rd ceNTuRy Ad

Ancient region of Gandhara, Kushan period, c. 250 AD. the 
Buddha standing, wearing a long flowing monastic robe, holding 
the pilgrim’s staff in his left hand, the face showing a serene 
expression with arched eyebrows, almond-shaped eyes, and 
slender lips, the wavy hair surmounted by an ushnisha, a large 
circular halo behind him. Mounted to an associated modern 
metal base.

condition: excellent condition commensurate with age, 
with losses to the feet and extensive wear as well as soil 
encrustations.
Provenance: French private collection.

Weight: 1,452 g (incl. base)
Dimensions: Height 30 cm (incl. base), 24 cm (excl. base)

estimate euR 2,000
starting price eur 1,000

1205  | A gANdhARAN gRey  
schIsT FRIeZe FRAgMeNT  
WITh TWO bOdhIsATTVAs

Ancient region of Gandhara, Kushan period, c. 4th 
century. Depicting two bodhisattvas, the larger one 
possibly Maitreya, the Future Buddha, wearing a 
necklace, his wavy hair arranged in undulating curls 
on the sides of his head and gathered in a double 
looped knot. With a metal loop (of later date) to 
the back.

condition: Good condition commensurate with 
age, with extensive wear and losses.
Provenance: Belgian private collection.

Weight: 873.0 g
Dimensions: height 15 cm

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400
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1206  | A MAssIVe ANd heAVy INdIAN TeRRAcOTTA 
FRAgMeNT WITh FeMAle deITIes

india, probably uttar Pradesh, 17th-18th century or earlier. 
Depicting several female deities huddled around a pair of legs 
striking a dancing pose. 

condition: Good condition commensurate with age with 
extensive wear and losses. 
Provenance: German private collection, acquired from a Munich 
estate. 

1207  | A schIsT sTele OF bOdhIsATTVA 
AVAlOKITeshVARA, PAlA PeRIOd

northeastern india, 10th- 12th century. Avalokiteshvara is depicted 
in the ‘sky-Gliding’ form of Khasarpana Lokeshvara. he conforms 
precisely to his description in Buddhist textual sources: youthful, 
peaceful, smiling, with two arms, wearing his hair in a tall coiffure. 
The Bodhisattva demonstrates his compassion for all living beings 
by holding his right hand in the gift-bestowal gesture, with a 
kneeling and praying follower to his lower right. 

condition: some losses and breaks, extensive wear and traces of 
use. Good patina. Partial calcification. 
Provenance: From the collection of Georg Weifert (1850-1937). 
thence by descent in the same family. Weifert was a serbo-Austrian 
industrialist and the first governor of the Federal Bank of the 
Kingdom of serbia, croatia and slovenia. 

Weight: 1,224.4 g 
Dimensions: height 17 cm

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

1208  | A MAssIVe ANd heAVy INdIAN  
blAcK sTONe heAd OF VIshNu

india, rajasthan, 16th-17th century. the face shows a serene 
expression with gently arched eyebrows, almond-shaped eyes, a 
broad nose, and full lips forming a subtle smile, flanked by long ears 
with large circular earrings, the fine locks of hair in tight curls along 
the hairline, surmounted by an elaborate headdress finely incised 
with floral and geometric designs. Mounted to an associated modern 
wood base. 

condition: Good condition commensurate with age, some cracks 
and losses, extensive wear. 
Provenance: Belgian private collection. 

Weight: 36.1 kg (incl. base) 
Dimensions: Height 71.5 cm (incl. base), 52 cm (excl. base) 

Auction result comparison: A similar head, from the 12th century and 
of considerably smaller size, was sold by christie’s new york in indian, 
himalayan and southeast Asian Works of Art on 15 March 2016, 
lot 315, for usD $25,000.

estimate euR 4,000
starting price eur 2,000

1209  | AN INdIAN Red sANdsTONe  
heAd OF VIshNu

india, Madhya or uttar Pradesh, c. 11th century. the Preserver 
of the universe wearing an elaborate headdress, the face with 
full lips forming a subtle smile and elegantly arched eyebrows. 
Mounted to a modern associated wood base. 

condition: excellent condition with some wear to gilt, miniscule 
nicks here and there. 
Provenance: Austrian private collection. 

Weight: 1,822 g (incl. base) 
Dimensions: Height 26 cm (incl. base), Height 17 cm (excl. base)

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

Weight: 34 kg (!) 
Dimensions: size 44 x 63 cm

estimate euR 1,800
starting price eur 900

1210  | A FRAgMeNT OF AN INdIAN sTele  
WITh A dRuMMeR ANd A dANceR

india, c. 12th-14th century. An appealing sandstone stele with 
figurative sepiction of a musician and a female dancer. 

condition: Good condition commensurate with age. 
Provenance: Austrian private collection. 

Dimensions: height 24 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200
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1211  | A chOlA sTyle MINIATuRe bRONZe  
OF VIshNu, 17-18Th ceNTuRy

india, 17th-18th century. A very fine chola style miniature bronze, 
wherein vishnu is represented as srinivasa with four hands, 
standing on a lotus pedestal that arises from a square base. his 
upper hands hold the chakra (disc) and shanka (conch shell) 
while his lower hands right hand is in a gesture of holding an 
arrow while his left hand is elegantly raised to hold a bow. he is 
well-ornamented with a conical crown, broad waist belt, sacred 
cross belt, armlets, necklaces and anklets. 

condition: Good condition with small dents and surface wear – 
all commensurate with age. stunning natural hand patina. 
Provenance: Parisian private collection. 

Weight: 188 g 
Dimensions: height 12 cm

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

1214  | A bRONZe FIguRe OF duRgA

india, 19th century. the goddess standing, the buffalo demon 
Mahisha underneath her left foot, her right foot atop her lion, 
the buffalo head resting in-between. together with an original 
graduated pedestal. very fine reddish patina. 

condition: Good condition with wear and some small dings and 
nicks here and there as well as minor manufacturing flaws. 
Provenance: Austrian private collection. 

Weight: 286 g 
Dimensions: Height 11.5 (with pedestal)

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

1212  | A heAVIly cAsT bRONZe FIguRe OF 
bAlAKRIshNA, 18Th-19Th ceNTuRy

India. Depicting Krishna as the Divine Baby, known as 
Balakrishna, crawling on his hands and knees with a ball of 
butter stolen from his mother yashoda’s churn. the massive 
bronze is decorated with fine incisions forming the facial 
features, dress and limbs. 

condition: excellent condition with minor wear and a fine patina. 
Provenance: From the collection of Georg Weifert (1850-1937). 
thence by descent in the same family. Weifert was a serbo- 
Austrian industrialist and the first governor of the Federal Bank of 
the Kingdom of serbia, croatia and slovenia. 

Weight: 2,394 g 
Dimensions: height 15.3 cm 

Literature comparison: compare with a similar but slightly older 
copper alloy figure of Balakrishna at the Philadelphia Museum 
of Art.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

1215  | AN INdIAN MINIATuRe bRONZe OF A 
dANcNg APsARA, 19Th ceNTuRy

india, 19th century. the miniature bronze, likely a part of a larger 
figure, shows a heavenly damsel playing cymbals and dancing. 
she is well-ornamented with a waist belt, armlets, necklaces and 
anklets. her hair is tied up into a large bun. 

condition: Good condition with some associated surface wear – 
all commensurate with age. 
Provenance: Parisian private collection. 

Weight: 158 g 
Dimensions: height 8 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1216  | A sOuTh INdIAN MINIATuRe bRONZe  
OF A sTANdINg dOg, 19Th ceNTuRy

south india, 19th century. A unique miniature bronze wherein 
a dog stands on a rectangle pedestal. the dog most likely is a 
representation of Lord Bhirava’s dog. 

condition: the bronze is made from two parts and the dog was 
likely previously slid into the base but now is fixed. 
Provenance: Parisian private collection. 

Weight: 228 g 
Dimensions: height 8 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

1218  | A ceNTRAl INdIAN bRONZe  
OF RuKMANI, 19Th ceNTuRy

Central India, 19th century. Rukmani (a consort of Krishna) is 
shown standing on a lotus pedestal. her hands are placed on 
her hips. she is well-ornamented with a headdress, broad waist 
belt, sacred cross belt, armlets, necklaces and anklets. her hair 
is braided into a long plait and her breasts are supported by 
string-like straps. 

condition: Good condition with small dents and surface wear – 
all commensurate with age. 
Provenance: Parisian private collection. 

Weight: 512 g 
Dimensions: height 15.5 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

1217  | A chOlA sTyle MINIATuRe bRONZe  
OF A seATed gOddess, 19Th ceNTuRy

south india, 19th century. A chola style miniature bronze, 
wherein a goddess, most likely Parvath,i is seated in lalitasana on 
a lotus pedestal that arises from a square base. her right hand 
holds a lotus bud while her left hand is held in a mudra. she is 
well-ornamented with a conical crown, waist belt, sacred cross 
belt, armlets, necklaces and anklets. 

condition: Good condition with some associated surface wear – 
all commensurate with age. 
Provenance: Parisian private collection. 

Weight: 66 g 
Dimensions: height 6 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

1213  | A chOlA sTyle MINIATuRe bRONZe OF  
A sTANdINg bhudeVI, 19Th ceNTuRy

india, 19th century. A beautiful example of a chola style miniature 
bronze, wherein the goddess stands in the classical tribhanga 
position on a lotus pedestal that arises from a square base. she 
holds in her right hand a lotus bud, while her left hand elegantly 
drops along her body. she is draped in a pleated sari and is well 
ornamented with a conical crown and broad waist belt. 

condition: Good condition with small dents and surface wear – 
all commensurate with age. 
Provenance: Parisian private collection. 

Weight: 152 g 
Dimensions: height 11 cm

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500
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1219  | TWO INdIAN MINIATuRe PAINTINgs

india, 18th-19th century. one depicting a man with his wife, 
tanjore school. the other depicting a group of figures smoking 
hookah, Punjab school. each framed inside a passe-partout. 

condition: the tanjore school painting in fine condition with 
fresh colors and hardly any wear. the Punjab school painting 
with some discoloration and browning to paper, some wear to 
painting and tear to edges. 
Provenance: collection of an indian gentleman. 

Dimensions: Paintings only c. 21.3 x 16 cm – 30 x 22 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1221  | AN INdIAN IVORy 
‘PAlAce lOVeRs’ 
MINIATuRe PAINTINg, 
19Th ceNTuRy

India. Beautifully painted in tempera and 
gold on ivory with a scene of two lovers in 
a palace. old collector’s label on the back. 

condition: excellent condition with 
minimal wear. 
Provenance: Austrian private collection. 

Dimensions: size 11.9 x 8.9 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

1220  | AN INdIAN MINIATuRe PAINTINg  
‘AT The FARRIeR’, 19Th ceNTuRy

india. Delicately painted with gouache on paper depicting a 
farrier working on a horse’s hoof with two other men looking on. 
Modern frame. 

condition: excellent condition with minimal soiling. 
Provenance: Austrian private collection. 

Dimensions: size incl. frame 25.7 x 31.8 cm, image size 14.6 x 
20.7 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1223  | AN INdIAN IVORy ‘MAhARAJA  
RIdINg AN elePhANT’ MINIATuRe 
PAINTINg, 19Th ceNTuRy

India. Beautifully painted in tempera and gold on ivory with a 
scene of a maharaja and his attendant riding a caparisoned 
elephant at great speed. 

condition: excellent condition with minimal wear. 
Provenance: Austrian private collection. old collector’s or 
merchant’s inscription on the back. 

Dimensions: size 9.4 x 14.3 cm

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

1222  | KRIshNA As chIld WITh  
NANdA ANd yAshOdA

India, Nathdwara School 19th cent. Between three trees standing 
on a deep green meadow, a triple depiction die of the naked boy 
Krishna, who is the eight incarnation of the god vishnu. yashoda, 
his foster mother, is illustrated twice and her husband nanda in 
white robes, both are actually cow shephards. Krishna was, only 
after persecution of the tyrant Kamsa, taken up and hidden by 
them. Krishna with halo, on far left he is seen in a flaming spiral. 
Frame with gold and a beautiful blossom border. 

condition: Good condition. 
Provenance: From a German collection. 

Dimensions: 25 x 34.5 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

1226  | AN INdIAN MINIATuRe PAINTINg  
OF A PRINcely MAN ANd hIs MIsTRess

india, around 18th to 19th century. the figures are seated on a 
high pedestal, both with a golden diadem and feathers. A golden 
sword is attached to the belt of the male figure with light blue 
robe. his hands stretched out to touch the female figure seated 
opposite, dressed in a red garment, a scarf draped around her 
body. A golden water vessel can be seen behind the man and an 
older female figure is stretching on the left. Almost half of this 
book page shows elegant Persian inscriptions, the back page 
shows only text. 

condition: Medium good condition, matted. 
Provenance: Old Indian-German collection in Berlin. 

Dimensions: sheet size 28.6 x 18.12 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

1224  | TWO INdO-PeRsIAN MINIATuRe PAINTINgs 
WITh cAllIgRAPhy, 19Th ceNTuRy

india / Persia, 19th century. this lot contains two attractive indo-
Persian book illustrations with calligraphy on the back as well as 
framing the images. 

condition: signs of wear and age, browning, stains, material loss 
to edges and some tears 
Provenance: Austrian private collection. 

Dimensions: sheet size approx. 33 x 21 cm each

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1225  | AN INdIAN MINIATuRe PAINTINg  
OF RAMA WITh AXe

northern india, 19th or 20th century. this small, folkloric painting 
shows rama with an axe, called Parashurama, as well as the 
demon king ravana, the ascetic Jamadagnya and shabala. 

condition: some minor signs of wear in the empty sections on 
the edges. 
Provenance: From an Austrian private collection. 

Dimensions: size sheet 10 x 15.7 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1227  | AN INdIAN MINIATuRe PAINTINg,  
19Th ceNTuRy

india, 19th century. Depicting presumably a raja sitting on a 
pillow in front of a castle, by his side two ladies playing music for 
him. With a floral border and framed. 

condition: excellent good condition. 
Provenance: Austrian private collection. 

Dimensions: sheet size 23 x 17 cm, frame size 37 x 30 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100
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1128  | AN INdO-PeRsIAN MINIATuRe 
PAINTINg, 19Th ceNTuRy

india / Persia, 19th century. Depicting a figural 
scene with raja and men with turbans in the 
palace garden, with calligraphy and stylized 
plants framing the image. 

condition: signs of wear and age, stains and 
material loss to edges, painting in fine condition. 
Provenance: Austrian private collection. 

Dimensions: sheet size 30 x 20.5 cm, frame size 
44 x 33 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1231  | AN INdO-PeRsIAN MINIATuRe 
PAINTINg, 19Th ceNTuRy

india / Persia, 19th century. Miniature painting 
with colors and gold on paper. Depicting a 
figural hunting scene, with colorful designs 
framing the image. Framed. 

condition: slight signs of wear and age, stains 
and minor material loss to edges, painting in 
fine condition. 
Provenance: Austrian private collection. 

Dimensions: sheet size 29 x 20 cm, Frame size 
57 x 47 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

1229  | AN INdO-PeRsIAN MINIATuRe 
PAINTINg, 19Th ceNTuRy

india / Persia, 19th century. Miniature painting 
with colors and gold on paper. Depicting a 
figural scene of noblemen paying their tribute 
to the ruler, with colorful designs framing the 
image. Framed. 

condition: slight signs of wear and age, stains 
and minor material loss to edges, painting in 
fine condition. 
Provenance: Austrian private collection. 

Dimensions: sheet size 29 x 20 cm, Frame size 
57 x 47 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

1230  | ThRee INdIAN  
MINIATuRe PAINTINgs

india, c. 1900. consisting of three 
individual miniature paintings each inside 
a passe-partout. the largest depicting a 
hut and tall trees with rich green color, 
and two smaller watercolors after George 
Chinnery (1774-1852). 

condition: Good condition. 
Provenance: collection of an indian 
gentleman. 

Dimensions: Paintings only 12.5 x 17.5 - 
29.3 x 22.5

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1233  | A FINe INdIAN 
MINIATuRe 
cOMPANy 
schOOl 
PAINTINg OF A 
MAcAW

india, 19th century, company 
school, signed Zainal Din. 
Finely painted in rich colors, 
predominantly green, depicting 
a macaw perched on a leafy 
branch. Framed inside a passe-
partout. 

condition: Good condition, 
minor wear to edges, some 
small creases. 
Provenance: collection of an 
indian gentleman. 

Dimensions: Painting only 31.3 
x 24.5 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1232  | AN INdIAN MINIATuRe  
cOMPANy schOOl PAINTINg  
OF The sulTAN’s FATheR

india, 19th century, company school. A finely painted 
portrait of the sultan hyder Ali tippo’s father. With an 
inscription underneath. Framed inside a passe-partout. 

condition: Good condition, minor wear, creases and tear 
to the edges. 
Provenance: collection of an indian gentleman. 

1236  | FOuR INdIAN MINIATuRe PAINTINgs

india, 19th century. consisting of four individual miniature 
paintings depicting architectural elements. one backed on 
cardboard and two framed inside a passe-partout. 

condition: Good condition with minor staining, creases, wear as 
visible in the images provided. 
Provenance: collection of an indian gentleman. 

Dimensions: Paintings only 27.5 x 31.3 cm - 67.4 x 64 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1235  | AN INdIAN 
PAINTINg 
dePIcTINg  
A ROyAl 
cARRIAge

india, mid-19th century. 

condition: Good condition. 
Minor staining. 
Provenance: collection of an 
indian gentleman. 

Dimensions: Painting only 50.6 
x 35.5 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1234  | A dRAWINg AFTeR  
ZAINul AbedIN (1914-1976)

After the contemporary artist Zainul Abedin from Bangladesh and 
depicting a street vendor carrying many baskets. inscribed to the 
lower left Framed inside a passe-partout. 

condition: Good condition. 
Provenance: collection of an indian gentleman. 

Dimensions: Drawing only 48.5 x 35 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

Dimensions: Painting only 33.8 x 23 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100
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1237  | sIX INdIAN MINIATuRe  
TANJORe schOOl PAINTINgs

india, 19th century, tanjore school. consisting of six individual 
miniature paintings each inside a passe-partout and depicting 
genre scenes from daily life. 

condition: All in good condition. very minor staining, wear and 
creases. 
Provenance: collection of an indian gentleman. 

Dimensions: Paintings only c. 21.6 x 29.5 cm – 29.6 x 22 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1239  | FOuR INdIAN  
MINIATuRe PAINTINgs

india, late 19th century. consisting of four 
individual miniature paintings each inside a 
passe-partout and depicting genre scenes 
from daily life. 

condition: Good condition. 
Provenance: collection of an indian 
gentleman. 

Dimensions: Painting only largest 
c. 30 x 22.5 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1243  | AN INdIAN MINIATuRe 
cOMPANy schOOl 
PAINTINg OF A  
cROWN PRINce

india, late 19th century, company school. 
Finely painted and depicting the seated 
eldest son of the emperor of Moghul, 
Mirza iwan, beneath the cloudy blue sky. 
english cursive inscription to the lower 
right. Framed inside a passe-partout. 

condition: Good condition. 
Provenance: collection of an indian 
gentleman. 

Dimensions: Painting only 33.3 x 22.2 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1240  | A gROuP OF TWelVe INdIAN PAINTINgs

india, 19th-20th century. consisting of four miniatures, two of them on a celluloid 
medium, depicting various scenes such as Krishna with consorts and nandi, a 
high ranking official, elephants fighting and a daily life scene. Also included are six 
larger paintings of architectural sites, a cat and heavenly deities. the largest two 
paintings are on canvas and show the taj Mahal and a high ranking official. 

condition: the large painting of the taj Mahal with significant wear including 
many losses. the miniatures on celluloid also with losses as visible in the images 
provided. the remaining paintings generally in good condition with associated 
wear, creases, small tears to edges. 
Provenance: collection of an indian gentleman. 

Dimensions: size 15.1 x 17.6 cm – 118 x 90 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1241  | FOuR INdIAN MINIATuRe PAINTINgs

india, late 19th century. consisting of four individual miniature paintings each inside 
a passe-partout and depicting genre scenes from daily life. 

condition: Good condition. 
Provenance: collection of an indian gentleman. 

Dimensions: Paintings only c. 21.3 x 27 cm - 30 x 22 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1238  | AN INdIAN MuRshIdAbAd  
schOOl PAINTINg

india, Murshidabad school, mid to late 19th century. Depicting a 
large gathering inside. 

condition: Worn condition with fading of colors, losses and 
possibly some touch-ups. As visible in the images provided. 
Provenance: collection of an indian gentleman. 

Dimensions: Painting only 59 x 44.7 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

1244  | MINIATuRe PAINTINg  
OF A PRINcess – INdIA,  
lATe 19Th ceNTuRy

india, late 19th century. very nicely composed 
oval miniature painting depicting the torso of 
a bejeweled princess. the painting is set in a 
quadrangular wooden frame with rich floral 
carving on zoomorphic legs, the rear leg of 
metal. An old label on the reverse. 

condition: two chips to the wooden legs and 
a repaired crack to the painting. 
Provenance: Austrian private collection. 

Dimensions: Width picture 5 cm, total 13 x 
9.5 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1242  | AFTeR sAyed hAIdeR  
RAZA (1922-2016)

An oil painting after sayed hader raza, signed 
to the lower right. Framed. 

condition: Good condition. 
Provenance: collection of an indian 
gentleman. 

Dimensions: size with frame 72 x 57 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1245  | AFTeR sAyed hAIdeR  
RAZA (1922-2016)

A watercolor after sayed hader raza, signed to 
the lower right and depicting houses. Framed 
behind glass. 

condition: Good condition. 
Provenance: collection of an indian 
gentleman. 

Dimensions: size with frame 77.5 x 67 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100
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1246  | A PAIR OF gIlT INdIAN WOOd dOlls, 
c.1900-1920

Depicting a Maharaja and Maharani, both gilt and set on a base. 

condition: the gilding worn with some crackling, particularly to 
the arms. 
Provenance: Parisian private collection. 

Dimensions: height largest 14.2 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

1248  | AN INdIAN bRAss OIl lAMP

india, 19th-20th century. the sides rising from a lobed and 
splayed foot, the handle in the form of a mythical beast, the bowl 
with a figure of Ganesha holding various attributes and with a 
halo towering above his head. 

condition: Good condition with minor wear, some verdigris and 
black patina to the interior of the bowl. 
Provenance: Austrian private collection, acquired from an art 
dealer in salzburg, Austria. 

Weight: 1,170 g 
Dimensions: height 25.5 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

1247  | A PAIR OF hANd-PAINTed INdIAN  
WOOd dOlls, c.1900-1920

A pair of hand-painted dolls, each set on a base and depicting a 
man wearing a turban and counting coins, and his wife. 

condition: Good condition with some wear and small losses to 
painting. 
Provenance: Parisian private collection. 

Weight: 156 g 
Dimensions: height 14.2 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

1249  | AN ORIeNTAl gIlT MeTAl WATeR Jug,  
19Th ceNTuRy

orient, 19th century or earlier. the globular body rising from 
a lobed and splayed foot, the spout in the form of a mythical 
animal, the handle arching over the conical top of the body, finely 
incised with noblemen, clerics, and other figures as well as floral 
and geometric designs. 

condition: Good condition with minor wear, some bending, two 
dents to the sides. 
Provenance: Austrian private collection, acquired from an art 
dealer in salzburg, Austria. 

Weight: 874.3 g 
Dimensions: height 30.5 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

1250  | AN ORIeNTAl gIlT MeTAl RePOussÉ bOWl

orient, 19th century or earlier. the bowl of cylindrical form with 
almost straight sides rising from a flat circular base, executed in 
fine repoussé depicting hunters, animals, and a deity beside an 
altar, with bands of scrolling vines above and below the depiction 
and a lappet border above the base. 

condition: very good condition with minor wear, few small nicks 
and dents, wear to gilt, fine dark and malachite-green patina to 
the interior. 
Provenance: Ex-collection Kaiservilla Bad Ischl, Austria. 

Weight: 919.6 g 
Dimensions: height 18.6 cm

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

1251  | A lARge PeRsIAN sIlVeRed  
cOPPeR-AllOy Vessel ANd cOVeR

Persia, 18th to early 19th century. the large vessel of goblet form. 
the sides, base, and cover with lobed reserves showing scholars, 
craftsmen, hunters, warriors, clerics, and scenes of everyday life, 
amid floral and geometric decorations. the interior of the bowl 
with a large central village scene with villagers, guards, two of 
which are on horseback, and livestock, framed by reserves with 
decorative floral and geometric designs as well as an elaborate 
openwork foliate pattern. the cover with a lotus-shaped finial 
decorated with scrolling leafy vines. 

condition: excellent condition with only few minor traces of age 
and wear. 
Provenance: Polish private collection. 

Weight: 15.9 kg 
Dimensions: height 80 cm, Diameter 48 cm

estimate euR 1,600
starting price eur 800

1252  | TWO INdIAN bRAss FIguRes  
OF shIVA ANd duRgA

india, 17th to 18th century. the larger piece depicting the four-
armed Durga in a striding pose on a stepped square base, slaying 
the buffalo demon with her trident held in her principal left 
hand, holding a javelin and chakra in her other hands, wearing 
an elaborate crown with a floral finial, the face with a serene 
expression flanked by long ears, her lion mount behind her to the 
side. the other piece depicts shiva seated on his mount nandi on 
a pierced square base, holding a trident and chakra, and bowl in 
three of his four hands. Both pieces with mandorlas. (2) 

condition: Durga’s left principal arm is lost, shiva’s mandorla has 
broken off the base on one side but is still in place, otherwise in 
good condition with minor wear. 
Provenance: Austrian private collection. 

Weight: 369.1 g (total) 
Dimensions: Height 12 cm (Durga) and 9.3 cm (Shiva)

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

1253  | AN INdIAN bRAss MOhRA OF shIVA

india, himachal Pradesh, c. 15th century. cast with a rounded 
face with almond-shaped eyes, a third lozenge-shaped eye, a 
broad and long nose, full lips forming a subtle smile, flanked by 
long pendulous lobes bearing floral earrings. 

condition: Good condition with small nicks here and there, few 
minor losses, and other traces of age and wear. 
Provenance: Austrian private collection. 

Weight: 612.2 g 
Dimensions: height 17.7 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200
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1254  | A PeRsIAN bRONZe RINg WITh Ruby 
INTAglIO OF A hORse, eX-cOllecTION 
MOhAMMAd ReZA PAhlAVI

Persia, Hellenistic period, 2nd-1st century BC. The bronze ring 
set with a fine oval ruby worked in intaglio depicting a galloping 
horse, the bronze setting of a later date.

condition: very good condition with expected minor traces of 
age and wear. Fine malachite-green patina.
Provenance: ex-collection of the imperial family of Mohammad 
Reza Pahlavi, last Shah of Iran (a letter of provenance signed 
by Dr. Zelnik will be handed out to the winning bidder upon 
request). ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian Gold 
Museum, acquired from the above. institutional art collection in 
Belgium, acquired from the above.

Weight: 3.5 g
Dimensions: size 2.6 x 2.1 cm, inner Diameter 1.8 cm

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

1256  | A PeRsIAN bRONZe RINg WITh Ruby 
INTAglIO OF A scORPION, eX-cOllecTION 
MOhAMMAd ReZA PAhlAVI

Persia, Hellenistic period, 2nd-1st century BC. The bronze ring set 
with a fine oval ruby worked in intaglio depicting a scorpion, the 
bronze setting of a later date.

condition: very good condition with expected minor traces of 
age and wear. Fine malachite-green patina.
Provenance: ex-collection of the imperial family of Mohammad 
Reza Pahlavi, last Shah of Iran (a letter of provenance signed 
by Dr. Zelnik will be handed out to the winning bidder upon 
request). ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian Gold 
Museum, acquired from the above. institutional art collection in 
Belgium, acquired from the above.

Weight: 4.4 g
Dimensions: size 2.5 x 2.1 cm, inner Diameter 1.2 cm

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

1255  | A PeRsIAN bRONZe RINg WITh Ruby 
INTAglIO OF A lION, eX-cOllecTION 
MOhAMMAd ReZA PAhlAVI

Persia, Hellenistic period, 2nd-1st century BC. The bronze ring 
set with a fine rectangular ruby worked in intaglio depicting a 
pouncing lion, the bronze setting of a later date.

condition: very good condition with expected minor traces of 
age and wear. Fine malachite-green patina.
Provenance: ex-collection of the imperial family of Mohammad 
Reza Pahlavi, last Shah of Iran (a letter of provenance signed 
by Dr. Zelnik will be handed out to the winning bidder upon 
request). ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian Gold 
Museum, acquired from the above. institutional art collection in 
Belgium, acquired from the above.

Weight: 4.2 g
Dimensions: size 2.8 x 2.4 cm, inner Diameter 2.1 cm

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

1257  | A PeRsIAN bRONZe RINg WITh Ruby 
INTAglIO OF A MyThIcAl hORse, eX-
cOllecTION MOhAMMAd ReZA PAhlAVI

Persia, Hellenistic period, 2nd-1st century BC. The bronze ring set 
with a fine oval ruby worked in intaglio depicting a winged horse, 
the bronze setting of a later date.

condition: very good condition with expected minor traces of 
age and wear. Fine malachite-green patina.
Provenance: ex-collection of the imperial family of Mohammad 
Reza Pahlavi, last Shah of Iran (a letter of provenance signed 
by Dr. Zelnik will be handed out to the winning bidder upon 
request). ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian Gold 
Museum, acquired from the above. institutional art collection in 
Belgium, acquired from the above.

Weight: 3.5 g
Dimensions: size 2.5 x 2.1 cm, inner Diameter 1.6 cm

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

1258  | TWO sMAll ANcIeNT gOld RINgs

Cambodia or Laos, 5th-1st century BC. The ancient gold rings 
of simple yet elegant design, the smaller ring undecorated and 
crafted for a young child, the larger ring with a finely grooved 
texture.

condition: very good condition with expected minor traces of 
age and wear, little verdigris to the smaller ring.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Weight: 0.9 g (total)
Dimensions: Diameter 1.7 cm and 1.1 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

1260  | AN elecTRuM RINg, 5Th-1sT ceNTuRy bc

Cambodia or Laos, 5th-1st century BC. The ancient electrum ring 
of a simple yet very elegant design, the ring top consisting of the 
two ends of the ring band forming a swirling circle.

condition: excellent condition with only few minor traces of 
wear, astonishing for a piece of this age!
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Weight: 2.5 g
Dimensions: size 2.2 x 2.2 cm, inner Diameter 1.8 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

1259  | AN elecTRuM RINg, 5Th-1sT ceNTuRy bc

Cambodia, 5th-1st century BC. The ancient electrum ring of 
simple yet elegant design with a flat circular top.

condition: excellent condition with only few minor traces of 
wear, astonishing for a piece of this age!
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Weight: 5.0 g
Dimensions: size 2.3 x 2.2 cm, inner Diameter 2.0 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

1261  | A gOld RINg WITh A cARNelIAN,  
5Th-1sT ceNTuRy bc

Cambodia or Laos, 5th-1st century BC. The ancient gold ring with 
broad shoulders and set with an oval carnelian.

condition: Good condition with some minor bending, a small 
tear around the ring top, minor traces of age and wear, and soil 
encrustations.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Weight: 2.0 g
Dimensions: size 2.7 x 2.6 cm, inner Diameter 2.2 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300
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1262  | A Pyu RINg WITh INTAglIO OF A sTAg

Pyu city-states, 2nd-10th century. the ring of elegant shape 
with broad shoulders, the oval top incised in the center with a 
dynamic representation of a stag with antlers, one of its legs 
raised as it looks backwards.

condition: Good condition with few small nicks and scratches as 
well as minor traces of age and wear.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Weight: 12.5 g
Dimensions: size 2.2 x 2.3 cm, inner Diameter 2 cm
Alloy composition range: Gold between 17-22 karat, the 
remainder consisting of various metals commensurate with the 
period.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

1264  | A sIlVeR RINg

Pyu city-states 2nd - 5th century. the thin ring with an oval top 
showing incised dots.

condition: Good condition with expected traces of age and 
wear.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Weight: 1.41 g
Dimensions: Diameter 1.8 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1263  | A Pyu sIlVeR RINg dePIcTINg  
A FeMAle deITy

Pyu city-states, 2nd-10th century. the silver ring with the band 
slightly widening towards the shoulder, the oval top with good 
incision work depicting a female deity.

condition: very good condition with very few miniscule nicks 
and scratches as well as minor traces of age and wear.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Weight: 8.9 g
Dimensions: size 2.6 x 2.2 cm, inner Diameter 1.9 cm
Alloy composition range: Gold between 17-22 karat, the 
remainder consisting of various metals commensurate with the 
period.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

1265  | A Pyu gOld RINg WITh  
INTAglIO OF A cONch shell

Pyu city-states, 2nd-10th century. the ring top incised in the 
center with a conch, the attribute of the hindu god vishnu.

condition: Good condition with traces of age and wear.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Weight: 6.5 g
Dimensions: size 1.9 x 2.0 cm, inner Diameter 1.5 cm
Alloy composition range: Gold between 17-22 karat, the 
remainder consisting of various metals commensurate with the 
period.

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

1266  | A Pyu gOld RINg dePIcTINg  
A FeMAle deITy

Pyu city-states, 2nd-10th century. the gold ring with the band 
slightly widening towards the shoulder and with an oval top 
depicting a female deity only subtly indicated through a few finely 
incised dots and lines.

condition: very good condition with very few miniscule nicks 
and scratches as well as minor traces of age and wear.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Weight: 3.4 g
Dimensions: size 1.6 x 1.8 cm, inner Diameter 1.5 cm
Alloy composition range: Gold between 17-22 karat, the 
remainder consisting of various metals commensurate with the 
period.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

1268  | A sIlVeR RINg WITh cARNelIAN

Khmer empire, Angkor Period, 10th - 12th century. the ring with 
broad shoulders set with a carnelian.

condition: Good condition with minor traces of age and wear.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Weight: 9.96 g
Dimensions: Diameter 2 cm

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

1267  | A Pyu gOld ‘lOTus’ PeNdANT  
WITh AgATe beAd

Pyu city-states, 2nd-10th century. the translucent stone of a pale 
orangered color and etched in white with a geometric pattern, 
set in a gold pendant finely crafted in the form of a lotus flower.

condition: very good condition with minor traces of age and 
wear.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Weight: 7.8 g
Dimensions: height 3 cm

estimate euR 1,000
starting price eur 500

1269  | A sIlVeR RINg WITh AgATe

cambodia, 19th century. the ring set with a round agate, the 
shoulder with fine silver thread decoration.

condition: Good condition with expected traces of age and 
wear.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Weight: 2.82 g
Dimensions: Diameter 2 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100
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1270  | A PAIR OF gOld eAR ORNAMeNTs,  
Óc eO culTuRe

Óc eo culture, Mekong Delta, 3rd – 7th century. the earrings cast 
in solid gold are symmetrically shaped with round cross-sections 
and opposing flat ends, in this case joined together, in a tapering 
oval shape. the outer rims of the earrings are decorated with 
gold granulate and have a jagged appearance. An incredibly 
wellpreserved archaeological treasure.

condition: very good condition, commensurate with age, one of 
the ear ornaments has been repaired.
Provenance: A private owner, acquired from the collection of Dr. 
istvan Zelnik several years ago.

Weight: 36.5 g in total.
Dimensions: size 2.5 x 2.8 cm each.
Metallurgic analysis: Fine gold content (24K): Weight 10.8 g in 
total.

Literature comparison: A similar piece is published in Gold 
treasures of the cham Kingdoms from the collection of Dr. 
Zelnik, no. 22 (page 49), Budapest 2007.

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

1273  | TWO INdIVIduAl gOld eAR ORNAMeNTs, 
Óc eO culTuRe

Óc eo culture, Mekong Delta, 3rd – 7th century. cast in solid gold, 
symmetrically shaped with round cross-sections and opposing 
flat ends in a tapering oval shape, known as the ‘open oval’. the 
larger earring is open while the ends of the smaller piece are 
joined together.

condition: Worn condition with noticeable oxidation.
Provenance: A private owner, acquired from the collection of Dr. 
istvan Zelnik several years ago.

Weight: 5.5 g in total.
Dimensions: size 2.3 x 1.6 cm and 1.3 x 1.8 cm.
Metallurgic analysis: Fine gold content (24K): Weight 3.1 g in total.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1274  | FOuR FINe AlAbAsTeR beAds

Ancient region of Bactria, Kushan period or earlier, 100 BC-100 
AD. 2 smaller, 1 medium and 1 larger elegant and flat beads. 
Due to the delicate drilling process these kinds of beads were 
valued as gold by the Kushan nobles. the pieces likely come from 
tomb vii or viii at tillya tepe, as these tombs were not excavated 
due to civil war and later raided by the Afghan population and 
distributed among their families.

condition: very good condition with minor traces of age and 
wear, some minor chip on one of the smaller beads.
Provenance: Private collection of a German artist and collector 
living in southeast Asia, assembled over decades through 
purchases in Mazar-i-sharif and at the Afghan market in 
Peshawar.

Weight: 0.8 g-12.2 g
Dimensions: Length 1.9 - 5. cm

estimate euR 100
starting price eur 50

1277  | A sMAll buRMese WAX PeARl  
NecKlAce WITh TWO AgATe PeARls

Burma, Shan state, 18th century. The necklace consisting of 25 
small globular wax beads as well as two black agate pearls etched 
with white stripes, all held together by a red fabric string. the 
necklace comes from one of the many Burmese hill tribes, which 
exist in Burma’s Shan state to this day.

condition: very good condition with minor traces of age and 
wear.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Weight: 8.8 g
Dimensions: Length 27 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

1276  | A buRMese gIlT beAd NecKlAce

Burma, Shan State, 19th century. The large beads of hexagonal 
shape and held together by a black fabric string, with smaller 
fabric ‘beads’ between the beads and another on the string to 
adjust length.

condition: very good condition with minor traces of age and 
wear, some minor cracks to the beads.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Weight: 187.9 g
Dimensions: Maximum Length 45 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

1278  | A buRMese gOld NecKlAce WITh 30 beAds

Burma, 19th – 20th century. A decorative Cham gold necklace 
composed of 30 hollow and biconical gold beads on a textile 
string.

condition: Good condition, some gold beads with traces of 
wear.
Provenance: A private owner, acquired from the collection of Dr. 
istvan Zelnik several years ago.

Weight: 55 g.
Dimensions: Length 68 cm.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1275  | A buRMese NecKlAce WITh  
100 gIlT dRy lAcQueR beAds

Burma, 19th – 20th century. The necklace composed of 100 
round beads made from gilt dry lacquer with decorative vertical 
markings on a textile string.

condition: Good condition, the beads with expected traces of 
wear and extensive soil encrustations.
Provenance: A private owner, acquired from the collection of Dr. 
istvan Zelnik several years ago.

Weight: 40.4 g.
Dimensions: Length 70 cm.
Metallurgic analysis: Fine gold content (24K): Weight 0.3 g.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1271  | TWO INdIVIduAl gOld eAR ORNAMeNTs, 
Óc eO culTuRe

Óc eo culture, Mekong Delta, 3rd – 7th century. cast in solid gold, 
symmetrically shaped with round cross-sections and opposing 
flat ends in a tapering oval shape, known as the ‘open oval’.

condition: very good condition, commensurate with age, 
showing extensive patina
Provenance: A private owner, acquired from the collection of Dr. 
istvan Zelnik several years ago.

Weight: 11.9 g in total.
Dimensions: size 2.3 x 1.6 cm and 1.7 x 1.7 cm.
Metallurgic analysis: Fine gold content (24K): Weight 6.7 g in total.

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

1272  | A MOgul sTyle JeWelRy seT OF ONe RINg 
ANd A MATchINg PAIR OF eARRINgs

Wrought of massive 22 carat yellow gold and inlaid with several 
cabochon cut garnets and other semi-precious stones

condition: Good condition with only minor wear
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Dimensions: ca. 2.5 cm diameter each

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150
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1279  | A WIde chAM gOld RINg

champa, c. 10th – 12th century. the ring with a wide band and 
rims accentuated with gold thread.

condition: the ring has been repaired in one place and shows 
visible traces off age and wear.
Provenance: A private owner, acquired from the collection of Dr. 
istvan Zelnik several years ago.

Weight: 2.2 g,
Dimensions: inner Diameter 2.3 cm.
Metallurgic analysis: Fine gold content (24K): Weight 0.9 g.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1281  | ThRee ThIN chAM gOld RINgs

champa, c. 10th – 12th century. three thin gold rings with wide 
bands and accentuated rims joined together, the left and right 
ring each within the central one.

condition: Worn condition with two small breakages and some 
patina.
Provenance: A private owner, acquired from the collection of Dr. 
istvan Zelnik several years ago.

Weight: 1.2 g.
Dimensions: height 0.5 cm, Diameter 1.5 cm each, total Length 
4.2 cm.
Metallurgic analysis: Fine gold content (24K): Weight 0.2 g.

estimate euR 100
starting price eur 50

1280  | A chAM gOld RINg

champa, c. 10th – 12th century. the ring band widening towards 
the top, with deep recesses just before the round stepped ring 
top.

condition: the ring has been repaired in two places. remnants 
of a gemstone are visible, extensive patina especially around the 
top.
Provenance: A private owner, acquired from the collection of Dr. 
istvan Zelnik several years ago.

Weight: 4.1 g.
Dimensions: size 3 x 2.5 cm.
Metallurgic analysis: Fine gold content (24K): Weight 4 g.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1282  | A buRMese sIlVeR-FITTed  
IVORy TOOTh TAlIsMAN

champa, 18th-19th century. the silver fitting with a loop allowing 
for suspension as a pendant.

condition: excellent condition with minor traces of age and 
wear.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Weight: 61.2 g
Dimensions: Length 8 cm

Literature comparison: Related pieces are published in Burmese 
gemstone amulets and talismans from the collection of Dr. 
Zelnik, vol 1, pages 214-217, Budapest 2016.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1283  | A chAM gOld PeNdANT  
WITh Red AVeNTuRINe

champa, c. 10th – 12th century. the pendant composed of a gold 
mount and a large red glistening aventurine.

condition: overall good condition with traces of wear and age 
around the gold mount, the hook for suspension of the pendant 
is missing.
Provenance: A private owner, acquired from the collection of Dr. 
istvan Zelnik several years ago.

Weight: 23.8 g.
Dimensions: Length 7 cm.
Metallurgic analysis: Fine gold content (24K): Weight 13.3 g

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1285  | FRAgMeNTs OF A chAM RePOussÉ  
gOld PeNdANT WITh gARudA

champa, c. 10th-12th century. Fragments of a gold pendant 
showing Garuda, the legendary bird of hindu mythology, 
surrounded by cloud-like decorations, all executed in repoussé.

condition: only fragments of the broken pendant remain, with 
much of the depiction as well as the hook for suspension missing.
Provenance: A private owner, acquired from the collection of Dr. 
istvan Zelnik several years ago.

Weight: 9.8 g.
Dimensions: height 6.6 cm.
Metallurgic analysis: Fine gold content (24K): Weight 7.1 g.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1284  | A cIRculAR chAM gOld sPIRAl eARRINg

champa, c. 10th century. the gold earring consisting of a 
spiraling gold thread forming an open circle.

condition: Good condition with minor traces of wear and lose 
bridge.
Provenance: From the collection of Dr. istvan Zelnik, hungary.

Weight: 11.8 g
Dimensions: size 3.4 x 3.4 cm
Metallurgic analysis: Fine gold content 886/1000

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1286  | A ThIN chAM gOld sheeT NecKlAce

southern cham kingdom, 10th – 12th century. the small gold 
necklace hammered out of a thin gold sheet.

condition: overall good condition with some traces of wear and 
age as well as patina.
Provenance: A private owner, acquired from the collection of Dr. 
istvan Zelnik several years ago.

Weight: 15.7 g.
Dimensions: Diameter 12.0 cm.
Metallurgic analysis: Fine gold content (24K): Weight 12.5 g.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100
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1287  | A chAM RePOussÉ gOld  
hAIRPIN WITh bRAhMA

central cham kingdom, classical period, 10th – 12th century. the 
top of the hairpin, executed in repoussé and finely decorated 
with gold thread, shows the supreme Hindu deity Brahma, the 
creator of the universe, on both sides, with floral designs and a 
dark-red inlaid gemstone (garnet or zircon) below his head and 
with a small ball-shaped ornament further below with two inlaid 
gemstones and more gold thread decorations.

condition: very good condition, only few traces of wear along 
with fine patina and soil encrustations.
Provenance: From the collection of Dr. istvan Zelnik, hungary.

Weight: 22.8 g
Dimensions: Length 17.7 cm
Metallurgic analysis: Fine gold content 719/1000

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

1289  | FIVe chAM IVORy hAIRPINs  
WITh FIguRAl FINIAls

champa, 14th-16th century or earlier. each hairpin of conical 
shape with finely carved and neatly incised decorations towards 
the top and each with a skillfully carved finial, depicting animals, 
mythical beasts, and a human head.

condition: very good condition with minor traces of age and 
wear. Fine patina.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Weight: 29.0 g (total)
Dimensions: Length 13.5 cm (the longest), 11 cm (the shortest)

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

1288  | A chAM sIlVeR hAIRPIN  
WITh JAde ANd cORAl beAds

champa, 18th century. the long and thin hairpin in the 
vietnamese style made of silver, the top decorated with a jade 
bead set in a lotus flower and with a small coral bead attached 
on top.

condition: very good condition, only few expected traces of 
wear.
Provenance: A private owner, acquired from the collection of Dr. 
istvan Zelnik several years ago.

Weight: 8.5 g.
Dimensions: Length 18.4 cm.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1290  | FOuR chAM IVORy hAIRPINs  
WITh FINIAls dePIcTINg ANIMAls

champa, 14th-16th century or earlier. each hairpin of conical 
shape with finely carved and neatly incised decorations towards 
the top and each with a skillfully carved finial depicting a different 
animal: a young deer, a rabbit, a dog, and a mongoose.

condition: very good condition with minor traces of age and 
wear. Fine patina.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Weight: 31.1 g (total)
Dimensions: Length 16.3 cm (the longest), 10.9 cm (the shortest)

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

1291  | FOuR chAM IVORy hAIRPINs WITh  
FINIAls dePIcTINg dOgs ANd MONKey

champa, 14th-16th century or earlier. each hairpin of conical 
shape with finely carved and neatly incised decorations towards 
the top and each with a skillfully carved finial, three depicting 
dogs and one depicting a monkey.

condition: Good condition with traces of age and wear, few 
natural age cracks, and some miniscule losses. Fine patina.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Weight: 24.5 g (total)
Dimensions: Length 13.8 cm (the longest), 9.4 cm (the shortest)

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

1293  | FOuR chAM IVORy hAIR cOMbs

champa, 18th-19th century. three combs of rectangular and 
one comb of arched form, the arched comb with finely incised 
geometric designs above the teeth.

condition: Good condition with minor traces of age and wear, 
some minor bending to teeth of the smallest comb. Fine patina.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Weight: 63.7 g (total)
Dimensions: Length 14.6 cm (the longest), 7.3 cm (the shortest)

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

1292  | FOuR chAM IVORy hAIRPINs  
WITh FINIAls dePIcTINg ANIMAls

champa, 14th-16th century or earlier. each hairpin of conical 
shape with finely carved and neatly incised decorations towards 
the top and each with a skillfully carved finial depicting a different 
animal: a rabbit, a goat, a cat, and a dog.

condition: one chip to the ear of the rabbit finial, otherwise 
in very good condition with minor traces of age and wear. Fine 
patina.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Weight: 34.5 g (total)
Dimensions: Length 14 cm (the longest), 12.3 cm (the shortest)

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

1294  | TWO chAM IVORy hAIR cOMbs

champa, 18th-19th century. the combs each of rectangular 
form, one with long teeth surrounded by finely incised geometric 
patterns, the other with a row of teeth on either side, one more 
densely spaced than the other.

condition: very good condition with minor traces of age and 
wear.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Weight: 112.1 g (total)
Dimensions: size 5.1 x 21 cm and 8.1 x 11.8 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300
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1295  | A chAM sTAINed IVORy  
slINgshOT dePIcTINg gANeshA

champa, 18th-19th century. the ivory stained a reddish-
brown color, the slingshot with a rotating element between 
the y-shaped frame, the handle finely carved with the head of 
Ganesha, with distinctive trunk and tusks, and neatly incised with 
geometric patterns. Pierced at the top to allow for suspension as 
a pendant.

condition: excellent condition with minor traces of age and 
wear.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Weight: 76.8 g
Dimensions: height 13.6 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

1297  | FOuR sIlVeR RePOussÉ MedIcINe bOXes 
ANd cOVeRs WITh Old INscRIPTIONs

champa, 9th-12th century. two boxes of globular shape, one 
with a stepped cylindrical cover and inscribed in old cham 
characters to the exterior sides, one with a domed cover 
inscribed in old cham characters, one incised to the exterior 
sides with a scrolling design, and one left undecorated.

condition: Good condition commensurate with age, with 
extensive traces of age and wear, few miniscule losses, some 
verdigris here and there. one box pierced through the cover and 
base, one pierced only through the base.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Weight: 70.4 g (total)
Dimensions: Height 3.5 cm (the shortest), 4.7 cm (the tallest)

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

1296  | A chAM sIlVeR hAIRPIN ANd heAdbANd

champa, 9th-12th century. the hairpin consisting of one piece 
of silver, the ends tapering towards the loop in the center, the 
headband of circular form with a hook on one end and a loop on 
the other.

condition: Good condition commensurate with age, with traces 
of age and wear, the old hairpin with a fine malachite-green and 
copper-red patina, the headband with little verdigris here and 
there.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Weight: 71.7 g (total)
Dimensions: Length 23.3 cm (the hairpin), Diameter 10.7 cm (the 
headband)

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

1298  | FOuR sMAll sIlVeR RePOussÉ  
MedIcINe bOXes ANd cOVeRs

champa, 9th-12th century. two boxes of globular shape and 
two of octagonal form, each executed in fine repoussé with floral 
and geometric designs, one with an impressed floral mark to the 
base.

condition: Good condition commensurate with age, with 
extensive traces of age and wear, few miniscule losses, two with 
extensive verdigris and the other with some verdigris here and 
there.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Weight: 96.2 g (total)
Dimensions: Height 3 cm (the shortest), 4.8 cm (the tallest)

Literature comparison: A similar octagonal medicine box is in the 
national Museum of cambodia, inventory number Ga.5732.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

1299  | TWO chAM sIlVeR ‘lOTus’  
MedIcINe bOXes ANd cOVeRs

champa, 9th-12th century. the boxes and covers each shaped 
like a closed lotus bud, executed in fine repoussé, the smaller 
box with a repoussé floral mark to the circular base.

condition: Good condition commensurate with age, with 
extensive traces of age and wear, few miniscule losses, the 
smaller box with some verdigris here and there, the larger with a 
fine malachite-green patina throughout, and soil encrustations.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Weight: 24.7 g (total)
Dimensions: height 5.5 cm and 3.8 cm, Diameter 3.8 and 2.9

Published: the Zelnik istvan southeast Asian Gold Museum, 
page 197, Budapest 2013 (the smaller box, erroneously 
described as from cambodia, Angkor period).

Literature comparison: A similar piece is in the national Museum 
of cambodia, inventory number Ga.5734. A similar lotus-form 
medicine box in gold is published in Art of champa, Arts of 
southeast Asia, page 39, issue 4, 2020.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

1301  | TWO chAM sIlVeR beTel NuT cONTAINeRs

champa, 10th-15th century. the betel holders each of cylindrical 
shape, the cover tapering upwards to a stepped conical finial, 
one with a floral mark executed in repoussé to the recessed 
circular base.

condition: Good condition with traces of age and wear, few 
miniscule losses, some verdigris, signs of erosion, as well as white 
betel residue to the interior.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Weight: 81.9 g (total)
Dimensions: height 8 cm and 9.8 cm

Literature comparison: similar pieces in gold are published in the 
Zelnik Istvan Southeast Asian Gold Museum, page 195, Budapest 
2013. related betel nut containers can be found in the national 
Museum of cambodia, for example inventory number Ga.6606.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

1300  | A sMAll chAM sIlVeR MedIcINe bOX  
ANd cOVeR WITh Old INscRIPTION

champa, 9th-12th century. the box of globular form with a 
stepped cylindrical cover, with an old inscription in old cham 
characters to the exterior sides.

condition: Good condition commensurate with age, with 
extensive traces of age and wear, few miniscule losses, some 
verdigris, and soil encrustations.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Weight: 21.7 g
Dimensions: height 4.5 cm, Diameter 4.5 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

1302  | A chAM sIlVeR beTel NuT cONTAINeR

champa, 10th-14th century. the betel holder of cylindrical shape 
with a recessed circular base, the cover tapering upwards to a 
stepped conical finial.

condition: Good condition commensurate with age, with 
extensive traces of age and wear, few miniscule losses, a fine 
malachite-green patina, and white betel residue to the interior.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Weight: 46.7 g
Dimensions: height 12.8 cm

Literature comparison: similar pieces in gold are published in the 
Zelnik Istvan Southeast Asian Gold Museum, page 195, Budapest 
2013.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300
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1303  | ThRee chAM sIlVeR  
beTel NuT cONTAINeRs

champa, 10th-15th century. the betel holders each of cylindrical 
shape with covers tapering upwards to a stepped conical finial, 
one finely incised with geometric designs, two with a floral mark 
executed in repoussé to the recessed circular base.

condition: Good condition with extensive traces of age and 
wear, few miniscule losses, verdigris, signs of erosion, as well as 
white betel residue to the interior, one with two small losses to 
the cover.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Weight: 153.6 g (total)
Dimensions: height 8.5 cm, 9.5 cm, and 10 cm

Literature comparison: related betel nut containers can be found 
in the national Museum of cambodia, for example inventory 
numbers Ga.6606 and nMc.468.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

1305  | FOuR chAM bRONZe  
beTel NuT cONTAINeRs

champa, 14th-19th century. three betel holders each of 
cylindrical shape with the cover tapering upwards to a stepped 
conical finial, one of baluster form with a compressed conical 
finial.

condition: Good condition with traces of age and wear, few 
miniscule losses, some verdigris, signs of erosion, as well as white 
betel residue to the interior.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Weight: 984.0 g (total)
Dimensions: Height 14.3 cm (the tallest), 11.8 cm (the shortest)

Literature comparison: A similar cylindrical betel nut container 
is in the national Museum of cambodia, inventory number 
nMc.465.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

1304  | A lARge chAM sIlVeR beTel NuT 
cONTAINeR WITh FlORAl MARK

champa, 10th-14th century. the betel holder of cylindrical 
shape, the cover tapering upwards to a stepped conical finial, the 
recessed circular base with a floral mark in fine repoussé.

condition: Good condition commensurate with age, with 
extensive traces of age and wear, few miniscule losses, a fine 
malachite-green patina, and white betel residue to the interior.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Weight: 130.5 g
Dimensions: height 14.5 cm

Literature comparison: similar pieces in gold are published in the 
Zelnik Istvan Southeast Asian Gold Museum, page 195, Budapest 
2013.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

1306  | A chAM sIlVeR beTel leAF hOldeR

champa, 18th – 19th century. Delicate and finely embossed, 
incised and pierced with floral motifs.

condition: With minor wear and some bending.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Weight: 33 g
Dimensions: Length 8.7 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1307  | A sMAll sIlVeR RePOussÉ bOWl

Burma, late 19th to early 20th century. The attractive bowl 
embossed and chased around the wall with depictions of 
animals. A stylized incised flower on the underside.

condition: very good condition with minor wear.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Weight: 41 g
Dimensions: Diameter 6 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1309  | A sIlVeR-PlATe PART OF A FesTIVe ARMOR

southeast Asia, late 19th century. the silver-plated metal plaque 
finely chiselled with foliage scrolls and birds.

condition: Good condition with wear and few nicks here and 
there. Fine malachite patina to backside.
Provenance: From an old Munich collection.

Weight: 370 g
Dimensions: size 22 x 19.5 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

1308  | A lObed sIlVeR-PlATed bOWl

southeast Asia, c. 1920. the deep bowl comprised of twenty 
lobes in resemblance of a flower.

condition: Good condition with traces of age and wear.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Weight: 189 g
Dimensions: Diameter 14.5 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1310  | A lARge bRONZe AuReOle

southeast Asia, 19th century. cast as a flaming aureole.

condition: Good condition with expected wear and minor 
manufacturing flaws.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Weight: 1869 g
Dimensions: size 36.5 x 27 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100
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1311  | ThRee sOuTheAsT AsIAN  
sIlVeR RePOussÉ ObJecTs

southeast Asia, late 19th to early 20th century. the dish with 
a wide multi-lobed rim executed in repoussé depicting many 
dancing apsaras striking various poses along with three flowers 
with scrolling vines. the bowl of compressed globular form with 
three half-spherical feet, the sides with repoussé depicting deities 
and worshippers as well as trees and a horse surrounded by 
scrolling vines. the large spoon with an elegantly curved handle 
executed in repoussé with a deity and scrolling vines, the finial in 
the form of a mythical beast, the bowl with an illegible inscription 
to the underside. (3)

condition: very good condition with minor wear, some small 
nicks and dents, little verdigris here and there.
Provenance: old Austrian private collection.

Weight: 819.7 g
Dimensions: Diameter 26.6 cm (the dish), Height 10.4 cm (the 
bowl), Length 31.6 cm (the spoon)

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

1313  | TWO lARge cAMbOdIAN sIlVeR sPOONs

cambodia, 19th to early 20th century. the handles finely incised 
with floral and geometric motifs, the ends of stepped conical 
form, the bowl of the smaller spoon also neatly incised with floral 
designs.

condition: very good condition with minor traces of age and 
wear.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Weight: 162.7 g (total)
Dimensions: Length 34.5 cm and 23.5 cm
Literature comparisons: similar pieces are in the national 
Museum of cambodia, for example inventory number Ga.5860.

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

1312  | FOuR lARge cAMbOdIAN sIlVeR sPOONs

cambodia, late 19th to early 20th century. the handles finely 
incised with floral and geometric motifs, the ends of stepped 
conical form, three with hooks allowing for suspension.

condition: very good condition with minor traces of age and 
wear.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Weight: 271.8 g (total)
Dimensions: Length 26.3 cm (the longest), Length 22.2 cm (the 
shortest)

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

1314  | A KhMeR sIlVeR sPOON

Khmer empire, Angkor period, 10th-13th century. the silver 
spoon with an elegantly curved handle and a deep circular bowl.

condition: Good condition with expected minor traces of 
age and wear, some signs of erosion, little verdigris, and soil 
encrustations.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Weight: 53.0 g
Dimensions: Length 16.5 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

1315  | ThRee gOld RePOussÉ VOTIVe PlAQues OF 
buddhA

cambodia or Laos, 13th-15th century. the gold plaques 
executed in repoussé, two depicting Buddha standing on a dais 
with the right hand forming the abhaya mudra, the gesture of 
fearlessness, showing calm expressions with downcast eyes and 
subtle smiles, both with hair surmounted by ushnishas, the third 
showing a deity seated in royal ease, holding a vajra in one hand 
and lotus
in the other. The two Buddha gold plaques backed with paper.

condition: Good condition with some minor bending and tears, 
some small losses, and minor traces of age and wear.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Weight: 4.7 g (total)
Dimensions: size 6 x 4.5 cm, 8.9 x 3.6 cm, and 9.2 x 3.5 cm

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

1317  | ThRee sheeT gOld RePOussÉ VOTIVe 
PlAQues OF buddhA

cambodia or Laos, 13th-15th century. the plaques executed in 
repoussé, each depicting Buddha standing with the right hand 
forming the abhaya mudra, the gesture of fearlessness. Backed 
with paper.

condition: Good condition with some minor bending and tears, 
few miniscule losses, and minor traces of age and wear.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Weight: 5.3 g (total)
Dimensions: size 9 x 3.1 cm, 8.4 x 3.1 cm, and 9.5 x 4 cm

Literature comparison: very similar plaques are published in the 
Zelnik Istvan Southeast Asian Gold Museum, page 90, Budapest 
2013.

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1316  | ThRee sheeT gOld RePOussÉ VOTIVe 
PlAQues OF buddhA

cambodia or Laos, 13th-15th century. the plaques executed 
in repoussé, each depicting Buddha standing on a dais with 
the right hand forming the abhaya mudra, the gesture of 
fearlessness, wearing long flowing robes, and showing calm 
expressions with benevolent smiles, all with hair surmounted by 
an ushnisha. Backed with paper.

condition: Good condition with some minor bending and tears, 
few small losses, and minor traces of age and wear.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Weight: 4.3 g (total)
Dimensions: size 9.5 x 3.5 cm, 9.1 x 3.5 cm, and 8.8 x 3.6 cm

Literature comparison: very similar plaques are published 
in the Zelnik istvan southeast Asian Gold Museum, page 90, 
Budapest 2013. A similar piece is also in the National Museum of 
cambodia, inventory number Ga.3086.1-14.

estimate euR 800
starting price eur 400

1318  | ThRee gOld ANd gIlT-MeTAl RePOussÉ 
VOTIVe PlAQues OF buddhA

cambodia or Laos, 13th-15th century. two plaques crafted 
from gold and one from gilt metal, all executed in repoussé, the 
smallest depicting Buddha seated in dhyanasana, the other two 
depicting Buddha standing, the right hand forming the abhaya 
mudra. the gilt metal plaque backed with paper.

condition: Good condition with some minor bending, a small 
tear to the gilt metal plaque, and minor traces of age and wear.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Weight: 1.6 g (the gilt metal plaque), 4.2 g (the gold plaques)
Dimensions: Size 6.1 x 2.8 cm (the gilt metal plaque), 5.6 x 3.5 cm 
(the smaller gold plaque), 7.2 x 2.9 (the larger gold plaque)

Literature comparison: very similar plaques are published in the 
Zelnik Istvan Southeast Asian Gold Museum, page 90, Budapest 
2013.

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150
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1321  | A WOOd ANd gOld FOIl KRIs dAggeR

indonesia, 18th – 19th century. the double-edged steel blade 
with a wood hilt in the form of a deity, covered in bright gold foil 
and inlaid with gemstones respectively glass cabochons. the 
wood scabbard carved and covered in gold foil and set with 
gemstones respectively glass cabochons.

condition: With expected wear, the gold foil unattached in some 
areas of the scabbard.

Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Weight: 520 g
Dimensions: Length 49 cm

estimate euR 3,000
starting price eur 1,500

1322  | AN INdONesIAN KRIs, 19Th ceNTuRy

indonesia, 19th century. A light, straight, silvery blade with a 
partly wavy and partly grained pamor structure and a protruding 
thorn-shaped ganja. the handle is made from red-brown wood 
shows two carved images with decorative patterns. the warangka 
is elegantly carved and has a fine grain. the pendok is coated 
with metal and shows a densely crafted relief showing a floral 
composition with blossoms and s-shaped vines.

condition: the sheath shows minor dents, otherwise in good 
condition.
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Dimensions: total length 48.5 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1323  | AN INdONesIAN KRIs,  
19Th TO FIRsT hAlF OF The 20Th ceNTuRy

indonesia, 19th to first half of the 20th century. A narrow, wavy 
blade with ten Luk, an elephant trunk and a protruding thorn-
shaped ganja. the reddish handle over pearled selut shows two 
carved images with decorations. the warangka is strikingly and 
elegantly carved. the pendok is coated with metal and shows a 
floral relief with vines.

condition: the sheath shows minor dents, otherwise in good 
condition
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Dimensions: total length 50.7 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1324  | A cOMPleTe buRMese  
KAMMAVAcA bOOK, 19Th ceNTuRy

Burma, Mandalay period, 19th century. Consisting of two 
lacquered wood end covers and sixteen double-sided folios 
with black, red and gold lacquer. consisting of passages from 
the Buddhist canon Tipitaka, Kammavaca manuscripts, as the 
present one, are usually highly ornamental, with thickly applied 
lacquer and gilded decorations on both covers and leaves, and 
Pali text written in ornate Burmese characters - ‘tamarind-seed’ 
script. they are often commissioned by lay patrons as gifts to 
monasteries.

condition: very good condition, only minimal wear.
Provenance: German private collection.

Dimensions: size 56.5 x 12.6 cm

estimate euR 600
starting price eur 300

1327  | TWO buRMese dRy-lAcQueRed  
WOOd KAMMAVAcA MANuscRIPT cOVeRs, 
19Th ceNTuRy

Burma, 19th century. The manuscript covers with red and 
gold lacquer on wood, carved in relief and painted with deities 
surrounded by floral decorations. (2)

condition: Wear, chipping, some cracks and losses to the wood 
and to the lacquer.
Provenance: German private collection. Weight: 658.7 g in total.

Dimensions: Length 59.2 cm each.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

1326  | A cARVed ANd lAcQueRed WOOd 
MANuscRIPT cOVeR, 19Th ceNTuRy

southeast Asia, 19th century. carved in high relief and painted 
with red and gold lacquer, showing a dense and elaborate floral 
pattern.

condition: Age cracks, losses and wear.
Provenance: German private collection. Weight: 401.6 g.

Dimensions: Length 45.5 cm.

estimate euR 300
starting price eur 150

1325  | A ceylONese PAlM leAF MANuscRIPT  
WITh IVORy cOVeRs, 19Th ceNTuRy

Sri Lanka (Ceylon), 19th century. The covers made from stained 
ivory showing finely carved vines and flowers. the 32 individual 
leafs with scripture relating to ‘Buddhavamsa Desanava’ followed 
by ‘Anagatavamsa Desanava’.

condition: Good, complete condition.
Provenance: German private collection, purchased c. 1970 in 
Ceylon (now Sri Lanka).

Dimensions: size 53 x 6 cm.

estimate euR 400
starting price eur 200

1328  | A buRMese lAcQueR  
beTel bOX ANd cOVeR

Burma, late 19th to early 20th century. The box and cover of 
cylindrical form, decorated in red, black, and yellow lacquer with 
various scenes featuring noblemen and ladies with attendants.

condition: Good condition with natural age cracks, chips and 
wear to lacquer, few small chips to the cover and base.
Provenance: old Austrian private collection.

Weight: 307.2 g
Dimensions: height 11.2 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100

1319  | A bhuTANese dAggeR

Bhutan, 17th – 18th century. A flat, curved steel blade widening 
towards the center with a horn handle. the wood and leather 
sheath applied with gold repoussé plaques neatly incised to 
depict figural and floral designs.

condition: With expected wear, the leather with areas of recess 
and the blade with minor oxide.
Provenance: ex-collection of the Zelnik istván southeast Asian 
Gold Museum. Institutional art collection in Belgium, acquired 
from the above.

Weight: 812 cm
Dimensions: Length 46.5 cm

estimate euR 3,000
starting price eur 1,500

1320  | AN INdONesIAN dAggeR,  
19Th TO FIRsT hAlF OF 20Th ceNTuRy

indonesia, 19th to first half of 20th century. A slightly curved 
blade that is flat on both sides and has a file-like texture. the 
black wooden handle is finely curved and of the “Kingfisher” type. 
the head and end of the sheath are carved in a similar manner 
but show floral motifs. several wattled rotang stripes around the 
red-brown wooden sheath.

condition: Good condition
Provenance: Austrian private collection.

Dimensions: total length 23 cm

estimate euR 200
starting price eur 100
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1329  | ThIRTy-FOuR NeAR eAsT sTONe seAls

Near East, Ancient region of Mesopotamia (possibly some 
of the seals can be associated with summerian culture), 
4000 BC-2000 BC or later. The lot consists of twenty-
nine stamp seals in a shape of faceted cylinder as well as 
five oval and flat stamp seals. Made from various stones 
including basalt, agate, calcedony, cornelian. stones in 
beautiful hues of violet, white, blue, orange and brown. 
characters and figurative scenes are engraved and most of 
the impressions are still very crisp. some of the seals are 
especially interesting: one of them shows a warrior who 
is going to sacrifice the horned animal, on other fourteen 
pieces the depiction of a king who worships a god repeats.

Provenance: Estate of Dr. Ernst Eichler (1932-2018), 
vienna, Austria.
condition: very good condition commensurate with age.

Dimensions: Length 1 – 3.7 cm

estimate euR 2,400
starting price eur 1,200

1330  | ThIRTy-ThRee sTONe ANd  
ONe MeTAl seMI cIRculAR seAls

Probably sasanian, ancient Persia /iran, c.3rd-6th cent. the 
lot consists of thirty-three beautiful and small stamp seals 
made from various stones, including chalcedony and one 
made from metal. With engraved depictions of horned 
animals, winged creatures, birds, crescent symbols and 
some floral motifs. in beautiful hues of translucent brown, 
orange, red, white and green. All pieces with a hole to 
suspend them on a necklace or around the wrist so that 
they were always available when needed.

Provenance: Estate of Dr. Ernst Eichler (1932-2018), 
vienna, Austria.
condition: very good condition commensurate with age, 
some larger chip to one seal.

Dimensions: Length 1.2 -2 cm

estimate euR 1,800
starting price eur 900

1331  | TWeNTy-TWO bAbylONIAN  
cylIdeR seAls ANd beAds

Mesopotamia / Babylon 2000-1500 BC or later. This lot 
comprises twenty-two cylinder seals and beads possibly 
from the Old-Babylonian period. They are made from 
various materials including marble, carnelian, agate, stone 
and clay. The incised (in case of clay seals) and engraved 
(in the case of stone) impressions are still crisp. One of the 
depictions is especially interesting and shows a winged god 
standing in front of mythical winged beast.
All the pieces have a hole running through the center of the 
body, and they are thought to have typically been worn on 
a necklace so that they were always available when needed.

Provenance: Estate of Dr. Ernst Eichler (1932-2018), 
vienna, Austria.
condition: Good condition commensurate with age.

Dimensions: diameter 0.6 cm – 1.7 cm, height 1.5 – 3.2 cm

estimate euR 4,000
starting price eur 2,000

1332  | ThIRTy-FIVe egyPTIAN FAIeNce ANd  
sTONe MINIATuRe seAls ANd beAds

Egypt, 18th cent BC and later. This lot comprises of thirty-
five miniature scarab seals made from steatite, stone and 
faience as well as miniature stone and steatite beads. one 
of them glazed in a beautiful malachite colour. engraved 
impressions of hieroglyphs and auspicious symbols are 
still very crisp. All pieces with a hole to suspend them on a 
necklace or hang them around the wrist so that they were 
always available when needed.
the scarab was one of the most popular talismans in 
ancient egypt, the insect itself was a symbol of the sun 
God Re. Ankh and djed symbols (representing eternal life 
and stability, respectively) are often engraved on egyptian 
scarab seals.

Provenance: Estate of Dr. Ernst Eichler (1932-2018), 
vienna, Austria.
condition: Good condition commensurate with age.

Dimensions: Length 1 - 2.5 cm

estimate euR 4,000
starting price eur 2,000

1333  | AN AMAZINg cOllecTION OF 101!!!  
NeAR eAsT ANcIeNT seAls ANd beAds

Near East, Ancient region of Mesopotamia, 4000 BC-2000 BC or 
later. the lot consists of stamp and cylinder seals as well as beads 
made from various materials: stone, carnelian, agate, quarz, black 
steatite, hematite and others. they all can be associated with rich 
cultures of the ancient Fertile crescent region. characters and 
figurative scenes are engraved and most of the impressions are 
still very crisp. All the pieces have a hole and they are thought to 
have typically been worn on a necklace or around the wrist so that 
they were always available when needed. some of them were also 
pinned to the garment.
engraved stones have been used as early as the seventh 
millennium B.C. to stamp impressions in clay, the invention in the 

fourth millennium B.C. of carved cylinders that could be rolled 
over clay allowed the development of more complex seal designs. 
these cylinder seals, first used in Mesopotamia, served as a mark 
of ownership or identification. stamp seals were mostly used to 
secure flat clay envelopes which would be broken upon a receipt.

Provenance: Estate of Dr. Ernst Eichler (1932-2018), Vienna, 
Austria.
condition: Good condition commensurate with age.

Dimensions: 1.2 cm -4 cm

estimate euR 8,000
starting price eur 4,000



TeRMs OF AucTION

§ 1) The auction shall be carried out in accordance with the provisions of the rules of procedure of GALERIE ZACKE 
©, SZA VERSTEIGERUNGEN UND VERTRIEBS GMBH, MARIAHILFERSTRASSE 112, 1070 WIEN (hereinafter referred 
to as the company) as well as in accordance with sections 244-246 of the GEWERBEORDNUNG [Industrial Code] of 
1994. The auction shall be carried out on commission. The auctioneer shall be entitled to withdraw lots exception-
ally, to conduct the auction deviating from the order of the catalogue numbers and to offer lots jointly. In the event 
of any dispute concerning a double bid or if the auctioneer has missed a bid, the auctioneer shall be entitled to 
revoke acceptance of a bid and to continue auctioning the item. The figures stated in the catalogue shall be the 
highest bid in Euro (€) expected by the respective expert. As a rule, the bid shall be increased by 10% of the last 
bid. (See table of the bidding increments).

§ 2) The acceptance of a bid shall be granted to the highest bidder unless a hidden reserve has been agreed 
upon with the consignor of the item in question. Such a hidden reserve (also called limit or just reserve) shall be 
the minimum price under which the item will not be sold during the auction. This reserve will be disclosed upon 
request and after the auction only and may exceed the estimate.  The auctioneer will in this case bid on behalf of the 
seller against all other bidders until the reserve has been reached. If a reserve is not reached during the auction, 
the auctioneer will knock down the item to the highest bidder at the final bid, but the sale will be conditional of the 
acceptance of this final bid by the seller. In this case the highest bidder shall be bound to his/her last bid for a term 
of 8 days starting with the day of the knockdown. If the winning bidder does not receive a written cancellation notice 
within this term of 8 days, the knockdown becomes unconditional and the sale is final. Typically, only a minority of 
all items in an auction have a hidden reserve.

§ 3) All items shall be subject to differential taxation. A uniform surcharge of 22% plus the value added tax 
applicable to the surcharge to the amount of 20% shall be added to the achieved highest bid (final and highest 
bid). Thus, the surcharge shall be 26.4% of the final and highest bid in total. 

§ 4) In the event of sales abroad, the value added tax will be repaid if the item is sold to a country which is not a 
member country of the European Union (third country), the legal re- quirements are met, and the proof of exporta-
tion is provided. The value added tax shall not be shown separately on the invoice.

§ 5)  The auction buyer must pay the purchase price immediately upon acceptance of the bid (final and highest 
bid plus 22% surcharge, plus the value added tax applicable to the surcharge to the amount of 20%). However, 
the company may grant the auction buyer a respite for the payment of the purchase price in whole or in part in 
individual cases. If a respite is refused, the acceptance of the bid may be revoked, and the item may be reoffered. 
In the event of revocation of the acceptance of the bid, the company shall be entitled to accept the last bid from 
the underbidder. 

§ 6) In the event of respite in whole or in part, the company shall be entitled to charge default interest (12% p.a.) 
as well as storage charges (2.4% pf the final and highest bid per month commenced) after 14 days upon acceptance 
of the bid. The item purchased at auction shall be handed over exclusively upon full payment of the purchase price 
including all costs and charges accrued since the acceptance of the bid.

§ 7) The buyer can take acquired items in possession, as far as possible, immediately or after the end of the 
auction. Items which have been fully paid for shall be handed over in our show rooms in GALERIE ZACKE, MAIAHIL-
FERSTRASSE 112, 1070 VIENNA. If a deferred purchase price is not paid within the set period, the company shall 
be entitled to auction the item again in order to recoup its claim from the defaulting auction buyer. In this case, the 
defaulting auction buyer shall be liable to the company for the total loss of commission incurred by the company 
due to the re-auctioning as well as for any default interest and storage charges.

§ 8) The company shall be entitled to a lien on all items of the buyer irrespective of whether the buyer bought them 
within the scope of an auction or in free sale or the company secured ownership of these items otherwise. This 
lien shall serve to secure all current and future, quali- fied, limited and unmatured claims to which the company is 
entitled and which result from all legal transactions concluded with the buyer.

§ 9) The items received for auction will be exhibited and may be viewed prior to the auction. In doing so, the com-
pany shall give everyone the opportunity to check the nature and the condition of the exhibited items to the extent 
deemed possible within the scope of the exhibition. Every bidder shall be deemed to act on its own behalf uncles it 
provides a written confirmation saying that it acts as a representative of a well-known principal. The company may 
refuse bids; this shall particularly apply if a bidder who is unknown to the company or with whom the company 
has no business connections yet does not provide security by the beginning of the auction at the latest. However, in 
principle there shall be no claim to accept a bid. If a bid has been refused, the previous bid shall remain effective.

§ 10)  The company’s experts evaluate and describe the items received for auction and deter- mine the start-
ing prices uncles otherwise stated in the catalogue or expert opinion. The infor- mation concerning production 
technique or material, state of preservation, origin, design and age3 of an item is based on published or otherwise 
generally accessible (scientific) findings concluded by the company’s expert with the necessary care and accuracy. 
The company shall warrant to the buyer according to §22 of the AGB (General Terms and Conditions) that proper- 
ties are correct provided that any possible complaints referring to this are made within four weeks upon their taking 
into possession. Subsequent complaints shall be excluded in principle. The company shall not be liable for any 
further information in the catalogue and expert opinion as well. This shall also apply to illustrations in the catalogue. 
The purpose of these illustrations is to guide the potential buyer during the preview. They shall not be authoritative 
for the condi- tion or the characteristics of the pictured item. The catalogue and the expert opinions shall only men-
tion defects and damage affecting the artistic or commercial value significantly. Complaints concerning the price 
shall be excluded upon acceptance of the bid. The company reserves the right to amend catalogue information 
prior to the auction. These amendments shall be made either by a written notice at the place of auction or orally 
by the auctioneer immediately prior to offering of the respective item. In this case, the company shall be liable for 
the amendment only. All items offered may be checked prior to the auction. These items are used. Any claims for 
damages exceeding the liability named above and resulting from other material defects or other defects of the item 
shall be excluded. When making the bid, the bidder confirms that it has seen the item prior to the auction and has 
made sure that the item corresponds to the description. 

§ 11) If a customer is not able to participate in an auction personally, the company shall ac- cept purchase orders. 
These orders may be placed in writing, via email or fax. In the case of a purchase order placed by phone or orally, 
the company shall reserve the right to make the per- formance dependent on a confirmation from the principal 
communicated in writing, via email or fax. Furthermore, the company shall not be liable for the performance of 
purchase orders. Purchase orders with equal top bid limits will be considered in the order of their receipt. Bids 
which are only one increment above the starting price shall be exhausted totally. Bids which do not correspond 
to the increments determined by the company (see bidding increment) in tabular form will be rounded up to 
the next higher increment. The table of these increments can be sent upon request. In the case of lots auctioned 
“without any limits”, bids below the estimated price shall be exhausted totally. The written bid (purchase order) 

must include the item stating the catalogue number and the offered top bid limit which is quoted as the amount of 
the acceptance of the bid without buyer ́s commission and without value added tax.

Ambiguities shall be carried by the bidder. A purchase order which has already been placed may only be cancelled if 
the written withdrawal is received by the company at least 72 hours prior to the beginning of the auction.

§ 12)  The company may refuse to process a purchase order without explanation until offer- ing or make this 
dependent on payment of a deposit. In the event of an unsuccessful order, such a deposit will be reimbursed 
by the company within 5 working days. Processing of purchase orders is free of charge.

§ 13) Every contributor shall in principle be entitled to withdraw the items offered for auction until the start of 
the auction. Therefore, it is impossible to assume liability or to give warranty for the actual offering.

§ 14) Items paid must be collected within 30 days of payment. Items which have not been collected may be 
delivered without further communication at a starting price from the re- cent auction reduced by 50% after 
30 days from the respective auction date. Items which have not been collected within 3 (three) working days 
after the auction or for which the company does not receive any proper shipping instructions stating the type 
of shipping and the address of dispatch (independent of a possibly placed purchase order) within 3 (three) 
working days after the auction shall be stored at the owner ś risk.

Furthermore, the company shell be entitled to store item which have been purchased at auction and paid but 
not collected at the buyer ś risk and expense, including the costs for an insurance, with a forwarding agency. 
It shall be understood that the provision concerning the re-auctioning of unpaid and paid but not collected 
items must also apply to items not exhibited or stored on the premises of the company. The ownership shall 
be transferred the buyer at the time of handing over the delivery note.

§ 15) In the case of mixed lots with a starting price of less than EUR 350.00, the company shall not warrant for 
the completeness or correctness of the individual items within a mixed lot.

§ 16) A registration for a bid by telephone for one or several items shall automatically represent a bid at the 
starting prices for these items. If the company cannot reach the bidder by telephone, it will bid on behalf of 
the bidder by phone up to the starting price when the respective auction lot is called.

§ 17) Payments made to the company by mistake (through the payer ś fault) (e.g. due to miscalculation of 
the exchange rate by the payer) or payments made to the company for the same invoice several times shall 
be compensated in form of a credit note for goods for an indefinite period of time. The repayment of such 
payments in cash shall be excluded.

§ 18) In the case of individual auction lots, it may happen that they are delivered sev- eral times. In such a 
case, the auctioneer may accept a second or third etc. bid from the underbidder(s) In this case, the text om 
the catalogue and not the illustration in the cata- logue shall also be exclusively binding with regard to the 
warranty (relating to these auction lots).

§ 19) When making a bid, whether personally, in writing or by telephone, the bidder shall acknowledge these 
terms of auction, the AGB (General Terms and Conditions) as well as the rules of procedure and the schedule 
of fees (as amended) of the company.

§ 20) The place of performance of the contract brought about between the company on the one hand and the 
seller as well as the buyer on the other hand shall be the place of business of the company. The legal relation-
ships and contracts existing between the company, the sellers and the buyers shall be subject to the Austrian 
substantive law. The company, the sellers and the buyers shall agree to settle all disputes resulting from, 
concerning and in connection with this contract before the territorially competent court of Vienna.

§ 21) The export of art objects from Austria, when indicated, shall require a permit from the Bundesdenk-
malamt [Federal Monuments Office]. In any event, the company shall orally provide information about art 
objects for which an export permit will probably not be granted at the beginning of the auction.

§ 22) The company reserves the right to assign to the customer all rights and obligations resulting from the 
contractual relationship between the company and the contributor by a way of a respective declaration, as 
well to assign to the contributor all rights and obligations resulting from the contractual relationship between 
the company and the customer by way of a respective declaration, in each case in terms of a complete assign-
ment of contract with the result that the contractual relationship-following the submission of the aforemen-
tioned declarations by the company – shall exclusively be between the contributor and the custom- er, which 
is in accordance with the basic model of the commission agreement. Customers and contributors shall already 
now give their explicit consent to this contract assignment.
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